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Abstract
Coffee is considered as a pioneering example of sustainable production and trade
amongst tropical commodities because of its rich history of alternative trading practices
and movements. The most common way of producing ‘sustainable coffee’ is through
the certification of production using voluntary or private sustainability standards.
Sustainable coffee consumption is increasingly being mainstreamed; shaking off the
niche, idiosyncratic market image it occupied in previous decades. Compared to the
beginnings of the fair/ethical trade coffee movement, it is now relatively easy for large
volume buyers (especially retailers) to purchase sustainable coffee through
conventional trading companies that use third-party certification and labelling. The
trend towards ‘sticker coffee’ implies that large volume coffee buyers regard origin (the
people and place where a particular coffee comes from) as significantly less important
than the sticker that certifies the production processes as ‘sustainable’. Supplier
substitutability, a common practice in the conventional coffee market, is now common
practice within the sustainable coffee market. Smaller origins (those that cannot offer
large volumes) as well as origins that that are the furthest away from the standards of
production required for certification (often as a result of their relatively low level of
development) will struggle to gain a foothold and compete in the sustainable coffee
market. Recognising the tension between the trade potential of standardising
sustainability and the realities of context is at the core of this study. This thesis is
rooted in the lived experience of working in a coffee producing company in one of the
world’s poorest countries, Burundi. It is an attempt to learn about sustainability issues
within the Burundian coffee sector by inserting the research into an actual coffee supply
chain. An open research agenda was maintained in order to design the research
process as it unfolded using Emergent Transformation Design (ETD) – a
transdisciplinary research approach suitable for a developing world context. The joint
problem definition of the ETD revealed that the production of high quality coffee was
critically important for the local producer organisation in which the research was
embedded and that production needed to be done in such a way as to build authentic
trust relationships with local farmers. An Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
programme, employing 26 young Burundians, emerged from the joint problem
definition. This thesis reflectively documents the unplanned, yet intuitive, research
journey that lead to the creation of the IPM programme.
ii
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Opsomming
In die koffiebedryf word daar baanbrekerswerk gedoen ten opsigte van volhoubare
produksie- en handelspraktyke. Die koffiebedryf het ‘n ryk geskiedenis van alternatiewe
handelspraktyke en -bewegings, wat as voorbeelde beskou word vir ander tropiese
kommoditeite. “Volhoubare koffie” word meestal gemeet aan vrywillige of private
volhoubaarheidstandaarde en daarvolgens gesertifiseer. Die verbruik van volhoubare
koffie word al hoe meer algemeen in die hoofstroom; die mark beskou dit nie meer,
soos in vorige dekades, as ‘n niche of eienaardigheid nie. Anders as in die beginjare
van die beweging vir etiese handelspraktyke in die koffiebedryf, is dit deesdae baie
maklik vir grootvolumekopers (veral kleinhandelaars) om volhoubare koffie aan te koop
deur gewone handelsmaatskappye. Só ‘n handelsmaatskappy maak tipies gebruik van
‘n derde party vir sertifisering en etikettering. Hierdie neiging tot “etiket-koffie” beteken
dat grootvolumekopers minder waarde heg aan die oorsprong van die koffie (die
mense en plek waarvandaan die koffie kom) as aan die etiket wat produksieprosesse
as “volhoubaar” sertifiseer. Dit bring mee dat kopers ook gereeld tussen
volhoubarekoffieverskaffers wissel, soos wat reeds algemeen is in die konvensionele
koffiebedryf.
Vir koffie van sekere produksie-omgewings is dit moeilik om in die mark gevestig te
raak en effektief mee te ding, byvoorbeeld koffie van ‘n kleiner oorsprongbasis (‘n area
of produsent wat nie groot volumes kan lewer nie), of ‘n oorsprongbasis wat nog ver
tekortskiet aan die produksiestandaarde vir sertifisering, dikwels weens ‘n relatiewe lae
vlak van ontwikkeling. Die spanning tussen enersyds die handelspotensiaal van
volhoubaarheidstandaarde en andersyds die realiteit van die konteks staan sentraal tot
hierdie studie.
Hierdie tesis is gebaseer op eerstehandse werkservaring in ‘n maatskappy wat koffie
produseer in Burundi, een van die wêreld se armste lande. Dit is ‘n poging om
volhoubaarheidskwessies in die Burundiese koffiesektor te verstaan deur die navorsing
in ‘n werklike koffieverskaffingsketting te doen. ‘n Oop navorsingsagenda is gevolg
sodat die navorsingsproses ontwerp kon word na gelang van hoe dit ontvou. Die
benadering wat gebruik is, is Opkomende Transformasie-Ontwerp (Emergent
Transformation Design (ETD)) – ‘n transdissiplinêre navorsingsbenadering wat
iii
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toepaslik is vir die konteks van die ontwikkelende wêreld. Die gesamentlike
probleemstelling van die Opkomende Transformasie-Ontwerp het uitgewys dat dit vir
die plaaslike produsent-maatskappy (waar die navorsing gevestig was) van kritieke
belang was om hoëgehaltekoffie te produseer. Dit het ook aangedui dat
produksiepraktyke opregte vertrouensverhoudings tussen die maatskappy en die
plaaslike boere moet bevorder. Uit hierdie gesamentlike probleemstelling het ‘n
geïntegreerde plaagbeheerprogram ontstaan, wat werk verskaf het aan 26 jong
Burundiërs. Hierdie tesis dokumenteer, reflektief, die onbeplande dog intuïtiewe
navorsingsreis wat gelei het tot die ontstaan van die plaagbeheerprogram.
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Chapter 1:
Rooted in context: the need for transformation knowledge for
sustainable coffee production
Coffee is considered as a pioneering example of sustainable production and trade
amongst tropical commodities because of its rich history of alternative trading practices
and movements. Coffee produced under the Fairtrade, UTZ, Organic, Rainforest
Alliance, 4C Association, Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices and Nespresso AAA
sustainability certification schemes constitutes 40 per cent of global production (Potts,
Lynch, Wilkings, Huppe, Cunningham, et al., 2014). The most common way of
producing ‘sustainable coffee’ is through the certification of production using voluntary
or private sustainability standards. Certification criteria are typically organised
according to the three traditional pillars of sustainability – the social, environmental and
economic aspects related to production – and are an attempt to respond to the key
sustainability concerns in the coffee industry. These include threats to rural livelihoods
caused by market price volatility, loss of biodiversity and environmental degradation,
oversupply issues exacerbated by the collapse of the International Coffee Agreement,
exploitative labour practices and, most recently, climate change adaptation strategies
to ensure supply. Sustainable coffee consumption is increasingly being mainstreamed;
shaking off the niche, idiosyncratic market image it occupied in previous decades. From
an initial market share of 8% in 2009, it is estimated that sustainable coffee will account
for 20%-25% of global trade from 2015 onwards (ITC, 2011a). Compared to the
beginnings of the fair/ethical trade coffee movement, it is relatively easy for large
volume buyers (especially retailers) to purchase sustainable coffee through
conventional trading companies that use third-party certification and labelling (Daviron
& Vagneron, 2011). At first glance, this seems to be a desirable position: it should be
easier for large companies to buy coffee that is produced in a responsible manner.
However, the trend towards ‘sticker coffee’ implies that large volume coffee buyers
regard origin (the people and place where a particular coffee comes from) as
significantly less important than the sticker that certifies the production processes as
‘sustainable’. Supplier substitutability, a common practice in the conventional coffee
market, has become common practice within the sustainable coffee market. Smaller
origins (those that cannot offer large volumes) as well as origins that are the furthest
1
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away from the standards of production required for certification (often as a result of
their relatively low level of development) will struggle to gain a foothold and compete in
the sustainable coffee market. Recognising the tension between the trade potential of
standardising sustainability and the realities of context is critical. Coffee, regardless of
what comes to mind when we hear this word, is first and foremost a fruit that is literally
rooted to a very specific context. The differences that exist in production between India,
the Democratic Republic of Congo, Vietnam, Hawaii and El Salvador are vast. Coffee,
the fruit, exists in a variety of national and sub-national contexts and the uniqueness of
each context should not be underestimated or reduced to a particular mode of
governance, an economic system or a socio-political structure that is created apart
from immersion in context. This thesis is rooted in the lived experience of working in a
coffee producing company in one of the world’s poorest countries, Burundi. It is an
attempt to learn about sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector by
inserting myself into a coffee supply chain. It is hard to distinguish the academic and
personal in this journey and indeed this blurring between the two has become a space
where I am either ‘too academic’ or ‘too contextual/anecdotal’. I have learnt to lean into
this space, past the discomfort, and have seen that this is also a space of creativity,
learning and inspiration. To this end, I will write in the first person for both the
introduction and conclusion to this thesis.
This introduction serves to reflectively document the unfolding process of my research
journey – to provide a map for the reader for an intuitive journey that did not have a
clear route marked out a priori. The map provided here can be divided as follows:
1. Why did I do this research?
2. How did I do this research?
3. What did I do research on?
It is tempting to start with the ‘what’ - to immediately focus on the problem context,
knowledge gaps, and outcomes of the research. However the ‘why’ is fundamental to
this thesis and this is where I will begin. The ‘why’ is the personal sphere of
sustainability science which directly influences our framing of issues – the questions
that are asked or not asked (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013). Starting with the why will best
allow me to capture the real driving force behind the four stand-alone journal articles
that form the critical academic outputs (‘what’) of this research journey and explain my
2
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choice of methodology (‘how’). The why, how and what of this research can also be
summed up in the following three words: potential, people, coffee. These three words,
incidentally, also form the catch line of Long Miles Coffee Project. However, in the
context of this research, potential refers to the opportunity I saw to use research as a
mechanism of change in a particular place. People – the modality of transdisciplinary
research that I was most familiar with at the beginning of the research journey:
research with people, not for people. Coffee is the contextualised phenomenon,
understood by means of immersion in particular context. In the following sections I will
elaborate on each these.
It is difficult to retrospectively provide a map for an intuitive journey that did not have a
clear route marked out a priori that can skilfully guide all readers through the research
journey. Some readers, for example, will feel uncomfortable beginning with the ‘why’ of
the research and may become frustrated with the slow meandering pace of section 1.1.
Others may also find the changes between the three sections disjointed and that the
map does not provide sufficient insight to move between the why, how and what of this
research. I sympathise with these readers and ask that they consider their discomfort
as a connection point with many experiences that I had during this research journey as
I tried to connect the why, how and what of my research.

1.1. Potential: an opportunity to use research as a mechanism of change in a
particular place
My PhD journey began unexpectedly on the side of a two-lane national road that
connects Burundi to Rwanda in a town called Kayanza in July 2012. Kayanza is the
central point of market activity and trade in a northern province of the same name in
Burundi and is approximately 25 kilometres away from the Rwandan border. Kayanza
is where you find a minibus taxi to Bujumbura, the Burundian capital, when you are
travelling overland from southern Rwanda. I came to Burundi to see what my friends
Ben and Kristy were doing in coffee and if doing business in Burundi was as beautiful
and challenging as it appeared in their newsletters and company website. They had
started a coffee company called Long Miles Coffee Project and, in July 2012 when I
visited, the company was in the formative stages of shifting from simply sourcing coffee
for an international trading house to producing coffee to sell directly to roasters. As I
3
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stood looking around Kayanza whilst waiting for a minibus taxi I thought: ‘how do you
even begin to do “sustainable urban development” here?’ It was the first time that I had
been confronted with such poverty and it shook foundations that I did not know I had.
Hours later when I arrived in Bujumbura and it was dark (and in Burundi when it is dark
it is inescapably dark as there are very few street lights) I tried to explain to my friends
what I had seen. In our conversation I discovered that the broken and frenzied
circumstances in Kayanza town belie the high prices that the crop produced by the
majority of its residents receives through international coffee sales. Kayanza is the
most well known Burundian province (outside of Burundi) for producing high quality
coffee. After that conversation I started to think about the fuzzy intersection points
between trade, development and social justice and the meaning of these intersections
in a country like Burundi. My PhD journey originated out of an intense curiosity for a
particular context that then led to a literature review; not the other way round. Ironically,
I now consider Kayanza town as a built up, developed area relative to the areas where
most of my research work in Burundi continues. I also describe what I experienced in
Kayanza town in 2012 as visual poverty: the feeling you have when you see the
appearance of poverty but have no knowledge of the context.
In December 2012 I decided to pursue a PhD as a means of exploring the fuzzy
intersection points of trade, development and social justice that had been introduced to
me on the side of the road in Kayanza five months earlier. I knew there was a
connection between coffee and social justice despite not knowing exactly what this
connection was or what it could possibly look like. I began an email conversation with
Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP) around this time explaining that my research agenda
was completely open to what would most benefit LMCP and that “I want to treat it [my
PhD] like a job [within LMCP] and not an academic pursuit” (email communication, 6
December 2012). LMCP was a small startup company at the time and an offer of free
labour from a friend seemed an attractive offer. I was warned that the “realities of living
and working and study of PhD in Burundi could be a challenge” and that I should be
prepared to assist with any and all tasks that could help make the 2014 and 2015
harvest years a success for LMCP (email communication, 6 December 2012). It is
important here to give a fuller picture of the business model of LMCP as it was and
continues to be an enabling platform for my research journey. Ben and Kristy Carlson
founded LMCP and the company is “a family endeavor to grow and produce micro-lots
of coffee in Burundi, East Africa. Long Miles Coffee Project connects coffee farming
4
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families with roasters who believe that exceptional coffee includes traceability and
sustainability” (Carlson & Carlson, 2014). Traceability, for LMCP, means being able to
link every kilogram of coffee produced and sold to individual farming families. It also
means trading directly with buyers. Sustainability for LMCP is a holistic term that rests
on a triple bottom line of economic profit, social and environmental development and,
congruency with a faith-based worldview. The first bottom line refers to the need for the
company to be economically profitable in order to continue operating in Burundi. It is
the most important of the bottom lines. Practically this means producing exceptionally
high quality coffee (micro-lots) as a way of competing in the global coffee market that is
often saturated with low-quality coffee (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Micro-lots fetch a
higher price and this enables LMCP to pay farmers a premium for their crop. Producing
micro-lots is not an easy task in Burundi as the production history is one characterised
by large volume, mediocre quality coffee. This is where the second bottom line, social
development and environmental restoration, is operationalised through community
agricultural training that teaches farmers to improve the quality of their production.
LMCP’s social and environmental bottom line activities are not certified by an external
body and remains flexible, according to expressed needs of farmers and the ability of
LMCP to meet these needs as a company. The last bottom line is summarised into two
statements that flow from the Christian worldview that Ben and Kristy Carlson hold: 1)
“the value and dignity of every individual” and 2) “grace and love expressed amongst
us in community” (Carlson, 2014a). The last bottom line is seen as both an ethical
backbone of the first and second bottom lines and also, importantly, as a motivating
factor for when things do not go according to plan – which is almost every day in
Burundi. The triple bottom line means that LMCP is concerned with more than simply
producing coffee for export. Rather, LMCP self-identifies and aspires to be “community
transformers who happen to produce coffee” (Carlson, 2014b). The washing station
(where all 18 stages of coffee production are overseen) is where “true transformation
takes place” for LMCP (Carlson & Carlson, 2014) as it is the everyday meeting point of
all three bottom lines. LMCP has two washing stations and works with over 1400
farming families (representing approximately 7000 individuals) in 26 collines (‘hills’ in
French, referring to specific communities) as well as various coffee cooperatives that
range in size in terms of membership. Wherever LMCP coffee is sold, the LMCP
Trustmark (logo) is sent to cafes and roasters to use in their marketing in the coffee.
The Trustmark is meant to convey the triple bottom line; it is shorthand for LMCP’s
business operating strategy.
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I began working part-time with LMCP in early 2013 and visited Burundi twice during this
year (mid-May and late June) knowing that I would begin working and living full time in
Burundi in 2014. During my first visit to Burundi in 2013 I had no other plan except to
understand more of the day-to-day workings of LMCP. This meant that each day I
simply slotted into the schedule of what needed to be done and accompanied
whomever was doing what needed to be done. I arrived in the middle of May, the peak
of the 2013 harvest, and I saw for the first time how coffee was processed at LMCP’s
washing station in Bukeye village. I had previously only seen a washing station in
Kenya, after harvest, on a large coffee estate just outside of Nairobi. There are no large
coffee estates in Burundi (yet); rather hundreds of smallholder farmers deliver their
coffee cherry (the ripe red fruit that is picked during harvest) to a washing station that is
either privately owned – as in the case of LMCP – or partially state owned. Farmers will
begin arriving at the washing station any time after three or four o’clock in the afternoon
after they have picked what cherry they believe is ripe and make the journey on foot to
the washing station. Apart from depulping (which removes the coffee seed from its fruit
skin), all processes are done manually. Processing lasts long into the night, according
to how much cherry is delivered that day and whether the generator keeps working as
the shopkeeper in Bujumbura promised it would. The fact that the Bukeye LMCP
washing station was operational for the 2013 harvest is commendable; in January 2013
it was a plot of land covered in eucalyptus trees (alien, extractive, water intensive trees)
and by April of the same year it was a fully-functioning washing station that was
providing 140 seasonal jobs to individuals in Bukeye village. As I walked around the
Bukeye station with Kristy, co-founder of LMCP, listening to why the land was choosen
and how it was bought and constructed in community I experienced an intense surge of
energy and hope through my entire being. The fuzzy intersection points between trade,
development and social justice had just become live wires charged with potential.
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Figure 1.1 The road from Kigali to Bujumbura
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Figure 1.2 Buke buke (‘slow by slow’ in Kirundi) from Kigali to Bujumbura, 29 July 2012
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Outside of Burundi I began the literature review process that would conceptualize and
frame the live wires experienced at Bukeye washing station. As I waded into the
literature from my desk in Cape Town, South Africa, I realised that there were many
others before me who had pondered the fuzzy intersections between social justice,
trade and development. Sustainable production and ethical trade of coffee is not a new
idea and the concept has reinvented itself several times in the last four decades.
Reading about coffee was very different from experiencing how coffee is produced.
After the first month or so of reading I wrote this reflection:
The voices of producers in the literature surveyed thus far are relatively quiet,
overpowered by the noise of policy and regulatory documents that expound on
the details of certification standards whilst simultaneously competing and
debating with each other as to which way is the best way to measure impacts.
There appears to be a distinct knowledge gap for bridging the established
literature of sustainable coffee supply chains with a more qualitative approach
that integrates more directly the perspective of producers (27 February 2013).
During my second visit to Burundi in 2013 my main objective was to gain insight into
the daily life of the coffee farmers that LMCP worked with. The best way I knew how to
do this was to visit a farmer and listen to what they had to say and ask if I could stay
the night at their home to see and experience their household and farming routines. I
planned to do three visits like this in the three closest collines around the Bukeye
washing station. The first farmer lived 10 minutes walking distance from the washing
station. She is a widow with four children who had recently moved to the community for
security reasons. She was previously living in a less densely populated valley where
she constantly felt threatened as she was vulnerable to people stealing the money she
made from coffee. Apart from coffee she also farms potatoes, beans, bananas and
peas. She does not farm tea like many other farmers around Bukeye although she
would like to because it offers more regular payments than coffee. She expressed to
me that she was grateful for the Bukeye washing station and happy with the way that
LMCP was working in her community. I found this an interesting sentiment to express
given that although harvest was over, payment for harvest was still to come. Perhaps
what was being expressed was that the way in which LMCP worked at Bukeye washing
station during their first season of operation was more satisfactory than working with
the neighbouring washing station in previous seasons. Perhaps this sentiment was
9
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nothing more than flattery with the hope of securing future benefits. We walked through
the community where she lives and she introduced me to all of her neighbours, many of
who directly asked for lime to enrich their soil to get a better harvest. As I have come to
learn, Burundian soils are incredible acidic and there is much work to be done to
restore what has been stripped from the land. I asked the farmer and her neighbours if
they would be interested in being a part of a programme where they could be educated
on better farming practices and they said they would be very interested. The fact that I
asked this question in 2013 is bizarre to me as I did not (and still do not) have any
formal training in agronomy nor have I ever grown coffee. Furthermore at this point in
time there was no commitment from LMCP in any way to start a farmer training
programme. However, listening to what the farmers said and reflecting on what I saw in
their fields as I walked with them and talked this seemed like a natural response to their
questions and requests.
In the evening we gathered in the farmer’s house for a meal with her four children after
which neighbouring farmers began to trickle into the house until the small room was full
with 16 of us (including myself and a translator) and one candle to provide light for our
conversation. We spoke for several hours and I was mostly preoccupied with listening
to what was being translated and taking notes as best I could. We went to sleep, only
to be woken up some time in the middle of the night by the police chief and his two
guards carrying large guns: they had come to arrest me as I was a foreigner who was
staying in the community without permission. I learnt that day, which I have learnt so
many times since, that word travels exceptionally fast in rural Burundi and, significantly,
it is impossible to go unnoticed as a foreigner. I was extremely grateful for the relational
wisdom that Picasso (my translator) exercised in convincing the police that I was not a
threat and that first thing the next morning I would appear at the police station to
provide evidence for who I am and what I was doing in Bukeye. My passport was in
Bujumbura and my Stellenbosch University student card would not suffice as an official
proof of identity. In contrast to Picasso, I was an arrogant, tired mzungu (foreigner) who
did not understand what all the fuss was about and why the police felt they had the
right to involve themselves in a personal arrangement between the farmer and myself.
The next morning we reported to the police station and after some phone calls with the
LMCP office in Bujumbura, the police chief acquitted me of the charges he had against
me the night before. He explained to me that he was not being intentionally hard
against me, but rather he wanted to protect farmers who may be suspect to robbery
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after the visit of a mzungu. I learned then that mzungus in Burundi are associated with
great personal wealth. I was allowed to continue visiting farmers during the day but I
was prohibited from doing any more overnight visits. The police chief also empathised
with me; he told me he knew what it was like to be a foreigner from the many years he
spent living in Tanzania as a refugee during the civil war. After the farmer visits I
returned to Bujumbura unusually tired noting in my journal that “the rurals will make you
tired!” (28 June 2013). Looking through all the notes of the farmer visits and the late
night group discussion, I summarised the top concerns expressed by farmers about
their coffee farming as LGL: lime, grass (mulch), labour. Farmers felt they needed
access to all three of these to improve their harvests and currently lacked the financial
means to provide these inputs themselves. They requested that LMCP provide this for
them, for free or on credit as an advance against the payment they would receive for
their harvest. I had made certain not to make any promises in this regard when farmers
asked me for these inputs. I had also noted how old many of the farmers were and that
the youngest farmers I met seemed to be the children of the older farmers who were
helping their parents with farming.
The tired feeling from the farmer visits hung over that last weekend in June 2013 and
continued into the beginning of the next week. As hard as I tried I could not shake the
tiredness and soon I realised that this was my body’s response to being overwhelmed
by all the problems I saw affecting LMCP farmers. Unlike the frenzy and commercial
activity I saw in Kayanza town in 2012, Bukeye felt like a slow descent into absolute
destitution. Farmers were extremely poor and malnourished, plots were small and
underproductive, and there was simply no money to buy food. At this point I believed
there was no reason that LMCP should continue as a business. The promises of direct
trade and higher prices for farmers seemed a pathetic response to the scale of need in
Bukeye. I was hopeless and to be hopeless is to be in a very dark place. Burundi is like
that. It will swallow you up with its constant, ferocious, immediacy of needs if you are
not careful with how you perceive things. During this time, some LMCP colleagues and
I planned to visit Rwanda to visit an award winning washing station to learn from what
they were doing and see if there were any practices we could bring back to Burundi.
Rwanda, as you will read later on in this thesis, is an interesting counterpoint to Burundi
in terms of coffee production. Time away from Bukeye afforded my mind and heart
some breathing space: to reflect on the shaking of foundations that, once again, I did
not know I had. I came to two conclusions. The first is that if I self-identify as a
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Christian, that is if I believe in a man who died and three days later rose from the dead,
it is somewhat hypocritical of me not to believe in the possibility of regeneration in
impossible situations. The second conclusion was that hopelessness is a lie. It was
during this time (July 2013), through reflecting on what I had heard and seen in
Bukeye, that the word ‘hope’ became exceptionally important to me. It has continued to
be a source of energy for this research journey. My last day in Burundi in 2013 was the
first farmer payday at the Bukeye washing station. Farmers lined up to receive small
white, red and blue Airmail envelopes containing their pay for that season. I had helped
prepare the Excel spreadsheet of payments and knew that, on average, the amounts
were very small because of low yields. Yet there seemed to be an inverse relationship
between the amounts of money farmers were receiving and the expressions of joy and
appreciation on their faces. I later learnt that LMCP was the first washing station in the
Bukeye region to pay farmers, this signaled a big change for farmers who were used to
delayed payments from washing station owners.
It was difficult to see coffee as just a drink after farmer payday in 2013. I began to see
coffee primarily as a fruit and secondarily as a drink. Having gained an elementary
understanding of the supply side of the Burundian coffee sector it was necessary to
gain insight into the demand perspective. During November and December 2013 I
interviewed coffee importers and traders based in Europe who were buying Burundian
coffee. The overall image I garnered about Burundian coffee from these interviews was
that Burundi is a high potential, but poor performing origin. Supply was unreliable,
logistics were problematic and producers were inefficient and unsatisfactory in their
communication. The quality of coffee however was notable (with a good cost to
performance ratio) and seemingly untapped. There were two categories that buyers fell
into: those that were constantly frustrated with the production realities in Burundi but
still bought coffee from Burundi because the quality is so high and those that are
constantly frustrated with the production realities in Burundi and had chosen not to
keep buying from Burundi, despite the great quality. Questions around sustainability
and supply were an inevitable part of the interviews and, unsurprisingly, buyers did not
believe that there was a single definition of ‘sustainable coffee’. Sustainability was
operationalised insofar as it served a buyer’s business model. This meant that for some
buyers sustainability meant buying certified coffee because the market wanted it, for
others it meant direct trade and for others it meant paying more than three times the
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international market price in an attempt to reflect the true costs of production of a high
quality product.
Apart from the formal interviews, my time in Europe revealed to me the consumption
side of ‘sustainable coffee’. This is simply not evident in an origin like Burundi where,
firstly, domestic consumption is close to non-existent and, secondly, where
sustainability certifications have a negligible inroad into local production dynamics.
Most of my time in Europe (in 2013 and later in 2015-2016) has been spent in The
Netherlands, a frontrunner in the European Union for the consumption of sustainable
coffee with over 40% of the market being constituted by certified coffee (PBL, 2014)1. It
was the first time I was confronted with a multiplicity of ‘sustainable coffee’ options (in
supermarkets, at the university canteen and in cafes) and it was the first time that I saw
how important certification labels were to large retailers. Aisles and aisles of products
with stickers assuring consumers that due diligence are done in the producing country
of origin. It was, and remains, a bewildering experience for me to be in a Dutch
supermarket: the sheer diversity of products is overwhelming. Furthermore, I distinctly
remember being confused in 2013 as to how some of the price points for ‘sustainable
coffee’ can be so low and still improve conditions at origin. I had seen the amount of
work it takes to grow, process and export coffee and the numbers simply did not add
up2. At this point in the research journey, given the level of saturation of certified coffee
in the market, it also seemed to make sense to contrast three different forms of supply
in Burundi: the LMCP direct trade model, a mainstream sustainability label (UTZ) and
one of the remaining government owned supply chains.
At the end of 2013 I was synthesising interview data, packing up my life in Cape Town
and preparing a host of things that needed to be sorted out before leaving for Burundi
mid-January 2014. It would be misleading to pretend that I knew what I would be doing
within LMCP during 2014. I knew I had to work creatively with colleagues to help solve
the issue of LGL (lime, grass and labour) but I had no idea how we would do this.
Theoretically, I knew that contrasting LMCP with other types of coffee supply chains in
1

Sustainable coffee constituted 40% of the total Dutch coffee market in 2011, and the sector had set as its goal to increase this to

75% in 2015.
2

I now know that many producers sell their lowest quality coffee (including defects) to traders who need certified coffee, as it

requires less resources to produce poor quality coffee and still adhere to sustainable production guidelines.
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Burundi would be interesting. I also knew that whatever I did as part of the research
journey moving forward had to fit within the framework of LMCP’s triple bottom line.
Improving access to inputs meant improving fruit quality and this was the focus point of
LMCP’s business strategy and the means by which we could continue to operate in
Burundi. However, simply providing the access to inputs alone would not satisfy the
triple bottom line and I knew that there needed to be a more holistic approach3. It is
important to stress that at the end of 2013 I still did not have any fixed research
questions. In fact, my time in Burundi had quickly revealed that it was possibly better
not to have any and continue to keep my research agenda open and subject to change
according to what benefitted LMCP most. I flew to Burundi on 16 January 2014 and
titled the day in my journal as “The day I flew to Burundi and didn't know what was
next”. Although I had no idea of what the next weeks would look like, there were three
longer-term outputs that I hoped would be generated by my PhD:
1. I wanted to be a value add to LMCP in terms of offering my skillset and time to find
solutions to practical challenges the company faced
2. I wanted to create 10 coffee-related jobs for Burundians, either as part of LMCP or
alongside LMCP’s work in some way.
3. I wanted to learn by doing. This was particularly important given that my academic
background as a humanities student (with a keen interest in urban studies) did not
correspond to the needs and demands of an agri-business in East Africa.
Essentially, I knew doing a PhD for the sake of simply getting a degree would be a
waste of time for me. I wanted to create something that far outlived the duration of the
PhD project. I had seen potential in Bukeye and for some reason it made complete
sense to jump head first into Burundi and LMCP. This is the why of this thesis: that
hope is always possible (even in Bukeye, Burundi) and is an absolute necessary
condition for transformative work.

1.2. People: the modality of transdisciplinary research

3

I did not realise at this point in time that I needed to learn how to understand and manage the elastic tensions that can creep in

between activities that grow the economic bottom line and activities that grow the other two bottom lines.
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The longer-term outputs that I hoped my PhD would generate are not necessarily
academic outputs that can be quantified by traditional academic performance metrics.
This was further complicated by not having a fixed research agenda before beginning
‘fieldwork’. I necessarily needed to choose a non-traditional research methodology that
could speak to the formal academic requirements of my PhD, the strategic needs of
LMCP and my personal longer-term aspirations for the PhD. This section details the
‘how’ of this thesis, which is the research approach behind the research activities.
The overall research approach is guided by a transdisciplinary (TD) methodology which
is a form of research that seeks to transcend disciplinary boundaries in order to solve
problems in the real world (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn, HoffmannRiem, Biber-Klemm, Grossenbacher-Mansuy, Joye, et al., 2008; Bergmann, Jahn,
Knobloch, Krohn, Pohl, et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012; Brandt, Ernst, Gralla, Luederitz, Lang,
et al., 2013). There are three different types of knowledge which often characterise TD
research, these are systems knowledge, target knowledge and transformation
knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007b). Systems knowledge relates to the genesis
of the problem and interpretations of it in the real world. Target knowledge relates to an
ideal state, and details the need for changing practices in the current system.
Transformation knowledge is the knowledge needed to transition from the current
system to the ideal state (target knowledge); transforming existing practices into more
desirable ones. There is an interdependency between the three types of knowledge
and TD research is intended to go well beyond the practice of interdisciplinary research
by actively inviting societal actors into the research process as co-researchers to coproduce socially relevant scientific knowledge that is transformative and socially robust
(Regeer & Bunders, 2009; Swilling, 2014). The process of co-production of knowledge
in TD research consists of three phases that correspond to the three different types of
knowledge detailed above. The first phase is problem identification and structuring
(systems knowledge), the second phase is problem analysis (using target knowledge)
and the third phase involves bringing results into fruition using transformation
knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a). These three phases are iterative and, in
particular, the problem identification and structuring phase is very demanding of the TD
researcher because it involves a wide range of stakeholders from diverse backgrounds
(Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008). TD seeks to override the divide between scientific and
practical/experiential knowledge by recognising that many of the problems facing
societies today are hybrid and complex in nature and cannot be addressed by a single
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discipline (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Jahn, 2008). It is
thus an integrative approach to research. TD is science with society, rather than
science for society (O’Brien, Reams, Caspari, Dugmore, Faghihimani, et al., 2013;
Swilling, 2014) meaning that a researcher will embed themselves into the everyday
activities and experiences (the ‘life-world’) of their research context and perceive their
research activities from this vantage point (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al.,
2012). Practically, this meant that I related to my colleagues at LMCP as co-workers
and co-researchers, not as key informants. Similarly, both farmers and coffee buyers
related to me as someone who worked with LMCP, not as an external researcher doing
research on or for LMCP. Yet, at the same time as being seamlessly integrated into the
everyday workings of LMCP, I was entirely aware that the only reason I was able to be
in Burundi with LMCP was because of a generous research grant that allowed me to do
so. A TD researcher is both a ‘participating insider’ and a ‘observing stranger’ (Swilling,
2014) and it thus unsurprising that the meaning of TD research is a “fuzzy and
contested field” (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008: 27) precisely because it is shaped by
heterogeneous conceptions of science and heterogeneous approaches to research. In
particular, there is disagreement in the literature regarding the necessity and extent of
involvement of non-academic (life-world) actors in the research process (Jahn,
Bergmann & Keil, 2012).
Learning from the experience of TD practitioners is fundamental to understanding TD
research (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008) as it clears some of the opacity (not the
contestation) around the meaning of TD. To understand TD it is not sufficient for TD
simply to be taught as part of a sustainability science curriculum, it needs to actively
promoted and practiced (Moore, 2005). However, this further complicates TD given the
diversity of societies that exist in real life: science with society is a dialectical concept,
contingent on where in the world the research is situated. I stress this so that it is clear
to the reader that the TD approach I followed in this research is influenced more by the
way in which I was exposed to TD being practiced in a specific life-world rather than the
ways in which it is currently being discussed and debated in the literature. The way in
which I was exposed to TD involved receiving formal teaching from the TsamaHUB4 at
the Sustainability Institute at Stellenbosch University (South Africa) and through
observing the emergent learning that occurred around me as professors and
4

Transdisciplinary, Sustainability, Analysis, Modelling & Assessment Hub
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classmates engaged in collective and individual TD research projects. In particular, my
understanding of transformation knowledge was directly shaped by the on-going TD
research work in the informal (slum) settlement of Enkanini (Stellenbosch) that started
in 2011 – the same year in which I began my master’s degree at Stellenbosch
University. The formal teaching of transdisciplinary research at Stellenbosch University
can be characterised as transformative sustainability learning as its focus is on ‘head,
hand and heart’ learning and not simply cognitive engagement (Sipos, Battisti &
Grimm, 2008). A focus on ‘head, hand and heart’ created a specific culture of doing TD
research that could be referenced to both the literature (traditional sources) and realworld examples from current graduate work (emergent sources). I will detail this culture
of doing TD, called emergent transformation design (ETD) below, and then explain how
it guided my own research methodology.
1.2.1. Emergent transformation design (ETD)
Traditional TD case studies and models have been specifically designed and evaluated
within a developed world context (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Regeer, Hoes, van
Amstel-van Saane, Caron-Flinterman & Bunders, 2009; Bergmann et al., 2012; Brandt
et al., 2013). The practice of TD in a developing world context cannot be assumed to
be similar to that in a developed world context. Emergent transformation design (ETD)
is a context-relevant approach to guide students undertaking TD research in a
developing country (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). ETD differs from traditional
TD approaches in the assumptions it makes about the societal context in which the
researcher is embedded. This in turn constantly reconfigures the three phases of a
typical TD research journey. An ETD approach assumes high levels of social fluidity
where circumstances change constantly and thus the research process is designed as
it unfolds. As a result of this, there is a critical emphasis to move away from extractive
modes of knowledge production towards producing transformative knowledge that is
“rooted in the existing skills and needs of the local culture” (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). Put another way, the real validation of the research activities and outputs
of an ETD approach is whether or not knowledge and capabilities have been built up
amongst non-academic actors in the life-world context (Sustainability Institute, 2015).
ETD is thus fundamentally different to some expressions of TD practice that are
exclusively “inner-scientific” – that is science that transcends traditional disciplinary
boundaries to relate to societal problems but only insofar as it serves the generic goals
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of producing new knowledge (models, methods and theories) within a scientific
community (Jahn et al., 2012). ETD also differs from traditional TD thinking in that it
does not assume the transformative success of the third phase of a TD research
project (bringing results to fruition). Rather, following an ETD approach means
assuming the adaptive capacity and intuition of the researcher(s) and co-researchers to
create small-scale social experiments that may contribute towards transformation
knowledge (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). There is no guarantee that the
research intervention will work; rather interventions are seen as provisional, safe-to-fail
social experiments that can be adapted to suit changes in the context (van Breda and
Swilling, forthcoming). Designing a research process as it unfolds relies on situational
ethics; ethical decisions follow flexible guidelines rather than absolute rules determined
apart from context. The differences in assumptions underpinning ETD mean there is a
different set of logics and principles that underpin how an ETD approach is used in the
practice of TD research. Three of these that are particularly relevant to this thesis are
detailed below.
Abductive logic
Abductive logic is the logic of hunches – of making connections between things based
on intuitive reasoning despite the extremely fallible insight of the researcher. It is
particularly relevant when working in unstable social contexts. ETD encourages
researchers to abduce (follow through on a hunch) rather than relying on the formal
laws of deductive and inductive logic. It thus allows for greater exploration in designing
the research process. To note however is that abductive logic must be paired with the
transformative aspirations of TD; simply following through on hunches does not
challenge social and ecological injustices.
Bricolage and exaptation
The principle of bricolage refers to creating with that which the context offers.
Exaptation refers to a shift in the function of something during its evolution. Together
these principles are best expressed as “working simultaneously with existing means
and materials to solve existing problems (bricolage), and using them as innovative
solutions for new problems (exaptation)” (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming).
Bricolage and exaptation are important principles that assist in perceiving the
evolutionary potential of the present (rather than building on the assumption of the
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arrival of an ideal end-scenario) amongst the chaos and uncertainty of the research
context.
Allowing for emergence
Immersion and entanglement in the social world of the research is absolutely
necessary in order to build trust with co-researchers to design safe-to-fail interventions.
Immersion allows for emergence – opportunities and events that could never have
been planned or predicted apart from experience of the context – to be incorporated
into the research process. These emergent opportunities are often the result of several
key factors, events and thoughts converging to provide unprecedented moments for
action and learning that must be incorporated into the research process and not
disregarded because they do not fit the mould of the research plan or may be
uncomfortable for the researcher to work with. The ETD principle of allowing for
emergence is similar to the principle of open encounters stressed in traditional TD
research processes. The principle of open encounters is the principle of perceiving
one’s perspective as only one amongst many others and accepting the validity of
different forms of knowledge in order to generate group learning and collaboration. This
principle is often viewed as the most fundamental aspect for successful collaboration
between disciplines and with social actors (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a). However, an
ETD approach moves beyond the principle of open encounters as it prioritises deep
immersion in context (in order to allow for emergence) as a non-negotiable criterion for
context-relevant transformative knowledge production.
1.2.2. Benefits of an ETD approach
Having described the culture of doing TD research at Stellenbosch University (ETD), I
will now describe the usefulness of following an ETD approach within my own PhD
research. I will first note the usefulness of ETD to individual TD research within a
developing world context (1.2.2.1) and, secondly, I will describe how following an ETD
approach allowed the research process to be designed as it unfolded (1.2.2.2). Lastly, I
will reflect on how identity emerged as important theme in relation to co-producing
transformative knowledge and how this affected my overall research methodology
(1.2.2.3).
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1.2.2.1. Using ETD in (individual) TD research projects in developing world contexts
An ETD approach is well suited to TD research projects in developing world contexts
where researchers need a means of navigating contexts with low levels of social and
educational equality (van Breda, Musango & Brent, 2016). In these contexts the logics
of traditional TD approaches, (honed in more stable, equal societies) are simply
inappropriate. Traditional TD approaches are often also the outcome of large, wellfunded, multi-actor and multi-researcher projects (for example, Bergmann et al. 2005,
2012; Hall et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2007; Wiek et al. 2012) and thus offer little to
researchers working on individual TD projects. Apart from the work of van Breda et al.
(2016), the literature on individual TD research in a developing world context is yet to
be developed. In individual TD research, informal social relationships often become
epistemic relationships (van Breda et al., 2016). An ETD approach assists researchers
to build these epistemic relationships with social actors who are immediately available
(bricolage and exaptation). It is from these informal relationships that the iterative
research process of problem identification and structuring (the first stage of a traditional
TD research process) begins. Abductive logic is critical here: through these informal
epistemic relationships the individual TD researcher creates the necessary
opportunities and learning spaces in order to move their work forward in a way that is
meaningful to social actors (van Breda et al. 2016; van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). Following an ETD approach within an individual TD research project
allows for deep immersion into the research context which may not be possible with
larger, multi-institution research teams that often characterise TD research (van Breda
et al., 2016). Moreover, ETD is helpful in providing a language with which to discern
boundary

objects

from

interactions

and

experiences

generated

by

informal

relationships. A boundary object can exist as almost anything (a concept, an
action/experience, a plan) but it must be meaningful to all actors - relationships in the
case of individual TD research projects - in order for it to be a successful boundary
object (Bergmann et al., 2005). Boundary objects are essential for generating
transformation knowledge as they translate complex real-world problems into
knowledge structures (epistemic objects) that are immersed in context (Becker, 2012).
In the next section I will detail how the boundary object of ‘quality coffee’ came to guide
the research journey. Lastly, it should be emphasised that in allowing for emergence,
an ETD approach edifies the informal social relationships that individual TD
researchers rely on for insight into the research context.
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1.2.2.2. Becoming the Long Miles Coffee Project F.R.O. (Farmer Relations Officer) – the
months after the “The day I flew to Burundi and didn't know what was next”.
My first meeting about what my work in Burundi with LMCP would look like was with
Ben Carlson, co-founder and general manager of LMCP, on January 27th 20145. I was
now the LMCP F.R.O., the Farmer Relations Officer – a title we agreed upon because it
was vague enough to include almost anything that related to farmers. We discussed my
experiences of Burundi in 2013, the interviews I had done in Europe at the end of 2013
and that I was planning to contrast three different models of supply in Burundi (LMCP
being one of them). Ben asked me where I saw myself adding value to LMCP, to which
I returned to the issue of LGL (lime, grass and labour) that I had learnt of from farmers
in 2013. In discussing this issue and potential solutions to it, Ben made it absolutely
clear to me that any intervention from LMCP’s side would only be supported if it
improved quality (as a first priority) and improved volume. Giving away free inputs for
the sake of helping poor farmers and feeling good about ourselves (and generating
marketing material in return) was never going to be an option at LMCP. Quality had
been a central issue the week prior in discussions with the visiting green buyers, quality
had been mentioned consistently throughout the two LMCP staff meetings (each
Monday morning) I had been present at and quality was now the lynchpin of any
research activities I wanted to pursue going forward. There are different ways of
perceiving coffee quality and it is best defined by three attributes: material, symbolic
and in-person service attributes (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Material quality attributes
refer to the quality parameters that are embedded within the coffee fruit and can be
measured by using human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste) or technological
devices. These attributes are embedded in the product because they are the outcome
of the interaction between the biophysical makeup of the country of origin and the
processing technique used (for example: Arabica, Red Bourbon varietal, grown at 1800
metres and processed by mechanical depulping). Material quality can also be referred
to as intrinsic quality. The value of material quality attributes relates primarily to the
existence of measurement procedures and devices and the accuracy of these
measurements (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Thus the ability to measure material quality
attributes creates objectivity. The symbolic attributes of coffee are in most cases
5

I had been in Burundi for 10 days at this point, with the previous week fully occupied with hosting green coffee buyers from North

America who were potentially interested in buying coffee from LMCP.
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determined by those living outside of origin and form the story of where the coffee
came from for the purposes of marketing the coffee to consumers and, in some
instances, for drawing attention to development needs at origin 6 . Symbolic quality
attributes cannot be measured by human senses or technological devices and are
determined by reputation (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Sustainability labels rely on
symbolic quality to create and retain visibility in the coffee market. Symbolic attributes
often work together with in-person service attributes. In-person service attributes are
mostly disconnected from the material quality aspect of coffee and relates to the
atmosphere and feeling that coffee professionals create for coffee consumers in a café
(‘immaterial production’)7. At LMCP however quality referred exclusively to material
quality. The most commonly used method to evaluate the material quality of coffee
uses sensory perception and analysis and is called cupping (Franca, Mendonça &
Oliveira, 2005; Bhumiratana, Adhikari & Chambers, 2011; Goldstein, 2011; Di
Donfrancesco, Gutierrez Guzman & Chambers, 2014; Sunarharum, Williams & Smyth,
2014). When coffees are cupped they are typically given a score out of 100 with higher
scores indicating a higher quality. At LMCP the aim is always to move up the cupping
score ladder and most LMCP coffees score above 85 points8. Thus, any intervention
that resulted from my research would need to improve cup score.
Around this time I had also been introduced to the idea of shared value and it now
seemed directly relevant to the work that I would be doing with LMCP. Shared value is
created when the policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of
a company simultaneously advance the economic and social conditions in the
communities in which it operates in (Porter & Kramer, 2011). I discussed this idea with
Ben and it was apparent that he too was attempting to craft shared value into the core
operating strategy of LMCP as he saw it as essential to the survival of the business. He
rephrased shared value for LMCP as the challenge of making farmers’ problems
6

See Davids (2013) ‘The Competing Languages of Coffee’.

7

Daviron and Ponte (2005) illustrate the differences between these three quality categories in their case study of the Italian coffee

market. Their research clearly shows that ‘high quality’ coffee in Italy is predominantly defined by symbolic quality (generated
through roaster brand names and marketing, not origin) and in-person service quality. Material quality, in the majority of cases, is
non-essential to an Italian roaster’s success as the majority of espresso consumption relies on the atmosphere of the café where
coffee “does not get tasted, just ingested” (Daviron & Ponte, 2005: 148).
8

For example, the average cupping score for the first container exported after the 2014 harvest was 86.8 points.
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buyers’ problems and of making buyers’ problems farmers’ problems. It was obvious
that quality was at the heart of unlocking shared value at LMCP, yet it was not clear as
to how to do this at farm level with over 1400 farming families that LMCP worked with.
At the end of the meeting Ben stressed the need to listen more to farmers to better
understand their felt needs and desires. It was two months before the beginning of the
2014 harvest and it was important to talk with farmers to hear from them what their
experience was working with LMCP in 2013 (LMCP’s inaugural year as a producer),
what were the challenges they faced currently and what possible expectations they had
of LMCP for the 2014 harvest. After this meeting with Ben, I designed a series of
farmer feedback sessions to listen to farmers using the following model:

Thinking &
planning

Evaluate

Listening

Listening

Thinking &
planning

Implement

Figure 1.3 Planned model of farmer feedback sessions for 2014 - 2015

Three farmer feedback sessions were held in February 2014 with the three closest
communities (collines) to the Bukeye washing station. We learnt that the 2013 harvest
was devastatingly low in terms of yield and had, on average, reduced annual income by
more than 50% for the majority of farmers. Farmers were disheartened and
discouraged and unsure of what to expect from the 2014 harvest. Below is a summary
of the key issues facing LMCP farmers in 2014, reproduced from the Farmer Support
Proposal (Appendix 1) that was created after the feedback sessions:
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•

“Farmers are currently experiencing an income gap and feel very poor.

•

Farmers cannot find grass to mulch/ cannot afford mulch

•

Farmers cannot afford to use fertiliser/ do not have access to fertiliser

•

Farmers cannot afford to use pesticides/ do not have access to pesticides / feel
that government supplied pesticides are no longer working

•

Farmers sell out entire crops early to get cash up front, even though they know
the price they receive is far below what they would receive at a washing station

•

Farmers do not make/use compost

•

Farmers have been underpaid at washing stations (many are illiterate and
cannot check weights and payments) and are very angry at corruption in the
sector

•

Some farmers acknowledge that they lack the sufficient agricultural knowledge
to farm coffee properly” (Long Miles Coffee Project, 2014a).

My colleague Cara Wilkins and I presented the Farmer Support Proposal (Appendix 1)
to Ben and Kristy Carlson on March 3rd 2014. The Farmer Support Proposal detailed
our proposed solutions to these issues, one of which became a critical research output
for my PhD and is detailed in Chapter 5. There are a number of moments that
converged during the end of January and the beginning of February 2014 that lead to
the creation of this proposal and I will try and describe them as clearly as possible so
that the reader has a true sense of how things emerged through immersion in context.
Towards the end of January 2014 I met Alice Niyonkuru, a Burundian who grew up in
Kenya, through a local church that I had visited. Alice had just completed her Bachelors
degree in Kenya and had moved back to Burundi in October 2013 because she felt she
needed to come back home and contribute towards poverty alleviation. I asked Alice if
we could grab a coffee together as I realised I would need a translator going forward
and Alice’s passion for poverty alleviation and community development seemed to be
the right fit for what I was looking for in a research assistant. I was immediately
impressed by Alice’s outlook on life, her belief that better things could be done in rural
Burundi and her fierce passion and desire to uplift those living in poverty. I spoke to
Ben about Alice and the next week she joined LMCP as a research assistant to me. It
quickly became clear that Alice had skills and talents that would be better utilised in
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assisting with running and managing the Bujumbura office of LMCP rather than only
assisting me with translating. Somehow, almost as if she had been part of LMCP since
day one, Alice transitioned into the role of office manager and continues to help me
(and all of the other mzungus that have worked or interned with LMCP) understand
Burundian culture better.
On Saturday 1 February 2014 I went to a corner kiosk to buy a cold drink, it was a very
hot dry season day in Bujumbura and I needed something more than tap water. At the
kiosk, three men began a conversation with me and after realising I do not speak
French switched to speaking to me in English. This is unusual as most (educated)
Burundians speak French as a second language, owing to the colonial legacy of
Belgium, and English is not widely spoken as it does not have official language status
as it does in Rwanda. I discovered the men were lecturers at the University of Burundi
and I explained to them that I was doing my PhD on Burundian coffee. I happened to
ask them if they knew anyone in the agronomy department at the University as I had
realised in the last few days of January that my lack of agronomical knowledge was a
severe setback to engaging with coffee farmers in rural Burundi9. Coincidentally, the
Dean of Agronomy of the University of Burundi was a friend of these men and
happened to be coming by the same kiosk in a few minutes time to meet them for a
drink. I could not believe my luck – I knew I was just about to save massively on time
on trying to find an agronomist by asking the Dean to recommend his top students who
had recently graduated and were looking for work. I met the Dean, explained to him my
need for an agronomist and exchanged mobile numbers with the Dean who urged me
to call to setup a meeting with him the following week. Burundi is a highly relational
society where people matter more than institutional hierarchy (Uvin, 2009). It is not
uncommon, especially as a foreigner, to be easily connected to relatively important
people through the latter offering their personal mobile number on the first meeting
(Vorrath, 2013).
In the first week of February I travelled to Rwanda to meet a coffee professional (Mario
Serracin) who I had met in 2013. Mario is a Panamanian who grew up in a coffee
farming family, graduated with a PhD in plant pathology and had been living in Rwanda
9

At this point in time LMCP did not have a full time agronomist and relied on the advice of a trusted consultant (a Burundian) who

was from Bukeye and who had experience in coffee production.
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since 2006 working as an exporter for a large American coffee roasting company.
Mario is a scientist, businessman (apart from exporting he also runs a micro-roastery in
Rwanda), community organiser and student mentor to students at the National
University of Rwanda (now called the University of Rwanda). Once a month Mario
organises an informal meeting of coffee professionals in Rwanda to share ideas and
experiences. I attended the February meeting which was at the Starbucks Farmer
Support centre in Kigali, one of only two such centres in the world (the other is in Costa
Rica), initiated on the request of Rwandan President Paul Kagame. In this meeting I
listened to the challenges that both Mario and Starbucks faced in exporting coffee from
Rwanda and learnt of what different producers and exporters in Rwanda were doing to
combat the Potato Taste Defect – a taste defect which seriously affects quality in both
Rwanda and Burundi (see Chapter 5 for more information on this). During the meeting
Mario described how he was using and supporting an integrated pest management
(IPM) approach to tackle Potato Taste Defect and improve yields. Mario’s IPM
programme is mentioned in the Farmer Support Proposal (Appendix 1) and is detailed
in Chapter 5. During 2014 and 2015, LMCP adapted Mario’s IPM programme to what is
now called the LMCP coffee scout programme. In 2016, the coffee scout programme
employed 26 Burundian youths from the collines where LMCP works, has moved
cupping scores up by one to two points on average and has totally revolutionised the
way in which LMCP engages with farmers. Apart from being introduced to IPM, this
week in Kigali was significant because of something Mario said during one of our
meetings together: “the quality of the coffee is the quality of the farmer you’re working
with”. This sentiment radically shifted my thinking: coffee quality was no longer just the
result of meticulous processing at the washing station; it was now the outcome of a
relationship between the washing station and farmers. This sentiment continues to be
of paramount importance to the work that I do.
In the second week of February 2014 Cara Wilkins joined the LMCP team in a part time
role to specifically help me with the administration and planning of the farmer support
programmes that we would hopefully implement to improve quality. Cara, a British
expatriate, was personal friends with the Carlsons and wanted to contribute to LMCP in
some way. She brought with her a wealth of project management skills from working in
the international NGO sector for over 15 years in a diverse range of contexts in Asia
and Africa. I quickly realised how necessary Cara’s skills were for the next stages of
the research journey. I am a big picture thinker who struggles with details; projects
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require sober planning, log frames, and a line item budget for implementation. Projects
also require systems to capture expenses incurred, activities carried out and all
documentation produced in the process. I learned the importance of detail-oriented
thinking from watching Cara work and create order and harmony out of the ideas and
hunches I had for the farmer support programme. Cara was also fluent in French, an
essential skill for communicating with government ministries in Burundi as a nonBurundian.
The bulk of the work that Cara and I did together during February revolved around
creating the Farmer Support Proposal (Appendix 1) that needed to be presented to
LMCP urgently as harvest would begin in April. Work for the proposal included farmer
feedback sessions, meetings with different NGOs and community development
organisations, and of course constant dialogue with Ben who reminded us that he was
not interested in supporting anything that did not improve cup quality. Cara and I did
more research into IPM and together we took the model that Mario was implementing
in Rwanda and attempted to tweak it to suit the needs and resources of a small startup.
Mario had the backing of a large American corporation behind him and, whilst his
resources were not unlimited, he certainly had a much larger operating budget than
LMCP did. Another key challenge we faced was a lack of biographical data for the
farmers that LMCP was working with. In its first year of operating at Bukeye, LMCP had
only gathered data on volume alongside a farmer’s name and the colline on which they
lived. Cara and I realised that we desperately needed data on how many trees farmers
had, so that we could work out average yields and average levels of productivity. If we
had this and other biographical information we could begin to design a pre-financing
scheme that could provide access to inputs (including new trees to increase volume) as
a loan against a farmer’s potential future income from selling coffee to LMCP. Not
having this data was impossibly frustrating as it was near impossible to factor in the risk
that LMCP would be taking on should it decide to give out loans (in the form of inputs or
cash) to farmers. During this frustrating planning period, Cara and I shared our office
space with Kristy Carlson, co-founder and marketing manager of LMCP. Kristy is an
exceptionally gifted photographer and much of her work involves introducing the world
to Burundian coffee farmers through portraits that tell some of a farmer’s life story.
Kristy’s images often have the ability to communicate hope and purpose in situations
that seem devoid of these things. Friday 21 February 2014 was one of those days in
Burundi where nothing seems to go right and where everything you thought you could
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rely on to get the day’s tasks done are simply not available or break down inexplicably.
Cara and I were under particular stress that day as we had a week to go to complete
the Farmer Support Proposal. Just before lunch time, Kristy emailed me a picture of
myself at Bukeye washing station taken in July 2013 with the only text contained in the
subject line: “it’s worth it”. It was an encouragement to keep pushing through the
frustrating aspects of daily life and work that Burundi throws at you. Personally it took
me back to the energy and potential I had experienced the first time I visited Bukeye.
The challenge of a lack of biographical data that Cara and I faced in February 2014 led
us to redesign the farmer cherry collection cards that were used for the 2014 harvest.
The new cards seamlessly integrated data collection into the normal operating
procedure of LMCP and painted a clearer picture of the agro-economic performance
and capabilities of individual farms.
In the last two weeks of February, Cara and I interviewed three agronomists whom the
Dean had recommended. Ben had stressed that he would only consider hiring
someone who excelled in innovative thinking and was good at problem solving. He had
stressed this so that he could forewarn us (from his own attempts to find an agronomist
in 2013) that many Burundian university graduates receive an education that only
prepares them to pass an examination. Apart from the usual job interview questions, I
specifically structured questions around some of the issues that I knew LMCP farmers
faced – access to lime, grass and labour. I further included a creative problem solving
activity for the interviewees to suggest possible interventions that would improve quality
given the constraints of rural Burundi. Two out of the three interviewees were
shortlisted, with one falling squarely into the stereotype that Ben had forewarned us
with. The two shortlisted candidates were both very sound technically and the only
difference between the two was that one of them had a relatively high level of fluency
and confidence in English and the other had an elementary level of fluency in English.
Being able to communicate in English was an important credential for the job, as I knew
I would be working the most with the agronomist as Cara was only at LMCP in a parttime capacity and would not be spending as much time as I would upcountry as she
had a young family to take care of in Bujumbura. Cara suggested that the next round of
interviews to decide between the two candidates should take place at Bukeye so that
we could observe how both interviewees interacted with farmers. This would be the
agronomist’s primary role after all – working directly with farmers – not sitting in the
LMCP office in Bujumbura. On the day of the upcountry interview, one of the
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interviewees (the one who was more fluent in English) arrived in a business suit and
smart shoes and the other arrived in sports trainers and old clothes that would not be
spoiled by working in a farm. Intuitively, I knew immediately which agronomist LMCP
should hire: the candidate who came prepared to work with farmers. A month or so
later, on March 25th 2014, in line with what Cara and I had proposed in the Farmer
Support Proposal, we hired Epaphras Ndikumana as the LMCP agronomist for the next
four months to work with LMCP until the end of the harvest period (July). Within a
couple of weeks of working Epaphras had proven himself to be invaluable to LMCP in
terms of his scientific understanding of coffee farming and, importantly, the manner in
which he understood how coffee could be used as a tool for community transformation.
Epaphras continues to work with LMCP to this day and overseas the coffee scout
programme and is assistant quality manager at the Bukeye washing station. Epaphras’
influence on the research journey will be evident in the conclusion to this thesis.
The specific people I have mentioned in this section are characters who have shaped
the research journey and have often guided me when I was lost or overwhelmed by the
problems of Burundi. They are co-researchers and have contributed different types of
knowledge that I needed in order to relate to and understand farmers as the ‘Farmer
Relations Officer’ at LMCP. As van Breda et al. (2016) argue, the process of building
informal socio-epistemic relationships in individual TD research may lead to these
relationships taking on a “social existence” beyond the scope of the research, creating
a foundation for further integrative research. My relationships with each of the
individuals mentioned in this section has continued beyond the end of ‘fieldwork’ and,
apart from Cara who has moved back to the UK, I continue to ask questions, share
experiences and co-generate knowledge that can assist in solving some of the
problems that LMCP faces at farm level. Put simply, there is now a team of societal
actors (as opposed to a single researcher) who continue to take the research forward
even though the research project has ended. As an individual researcher, immersion in
context with a focus on solution-oriented research is only effective when there is an
equal focus on building informal relationships with social actors. Building informal social
relationships is a means to assemble network-like epistemic communities in contexts
characterised by low levels of social and educational equality (van Breda et al., 2016).
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1.2.2.3. Methodology of being mzungu
I have used the word mzungu (plural: wazungu) to reference an individual who is not
Burundian. It is a Kiswahili word for ‘foreigner’ that is used throughout East Africa. The
origin of the word is thought to come from ‘kuzunguka zunguka’ meaning to move
around in circles. There are varying cultural meanings associated with the word
mzungu yet often these revolve around the notion of a white Westerner who has a
significant amount of personal wealth and resources at their disposal. In Burundi, as in
other East African nations, foreign NGOs and development projects often bring with
them a cohort of wazungu who will live in the capital city, go to ‘the field’ to see
‘beneficiaries’ and typically drive a 4x4 vehicle branded with their organisation’s logo
while doing so. My reflection on being mzungu should be read as a personal reflection
on identity within a specific context and not a critique of development aid workers.
Strangely, despite the fact that wazungu often come to deliver ‘technical assistance’
and do ‘capacity building’ in African countries, there is little research on how
contemporary identities inform development practice (Eriksson Baaz, 2005; Eyben,
2014; Kothari, 2006). I self-identify as a Westernised urban African mzungu; this is also
the disclaimer I attach to the knowledge I create and share as part of my research
journey.

Figure 1.4 Visiting a cooperative in Muramvya province, 23 May 2013
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I am mzungu because I am not Burundian; I am an African mzungu but unlike other
African mzungu friends I made in Burundi, my childhood and adolescent memories and
life skills derive solely from an urban context. My experience of being a mzungu in
Burundi often meant that individuals perceived me to be inordinately wealthy and/or
that I had the capability of bringing ‘development’ to their communities. This is
understandable given the longstanding presence of UNHCR and other UN agencies in
the country and that currently the majority of (white) foreigners in Burundi work for
international aid organisations and smaller development organisations. This stereotype
was often a challenge to the work I did as part of a private enterprise with community
development-type programmes. As part of the introduction to this thesis it is necessary
to reflect on my identity as a (Westernised urban African) mzungu in Burundi because it
directly affected the choices I made as I designed my research methodology. With this
reflection I am writing myself into the data I collected. Writing-in research (as opposed
to writing-up) blurs the boundary between ‘fieldwork’ and ‘writing’ (Mansvelt & Berg,
2010). This is important because, as I have explained earlier, I needed a methodology
that would outlast the duration of my PhD and create a living, breathing, epistemic
community ‘in the field’ long after the ‘fieldwork’ was completed.
In Burundi you experience being mzungu and you are told you are mzungu. In the first
instance, I experience my foreignness as, inter alia, not speaking Kirundi, having
different diet and food preferences, being charged higher prices at the market than
Burundians and owning a variety of material items that are simply not available to buy
in Burundi. In the second instance I am told I am mzungu by children screaming
“mzungu mzungu!” at me when I ride or walk through a village regardless of how many
times they have seen me before, by colleagues who comment or laugh when I am
doing something mzungu and by almost every other person on the street in Bujumbura
who will look intently at you after realising that you are not Burundian (often through
hearing you speak English) when you walk pass them. In Burundi, if you are mzungu, it
is hard to be invisible or anonymous: you will never blend into the crowd and are often
a spectacle, especially upcountry. As others have reflected before, the differences
between my world in Burundi and the world responsible for my upbringing are stark and
often difficult to reconcile (Jones, Schnurr, Carr & Moseley, 2015). The constant
reminder of being foreign takes its toll on you in different ways and can create
unhealthy ways of relating to the society around you if there is insufficient reflection on
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this form of culture shock. Wazungu who move to Burundi to join large aid
organisations and foreign embassies have formalised rules of engagement that
structure their work within Burundian society (HR policies with benefits for living
abroad, safety manuals and evacuation procedures). By contrast, both the wazungu
who started Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP) and the wazungu who came to work or
intern with LMCP had none of these policies – they simply were not priority in a young
agribusiness startup. Did this make us less mzungu? I doubt it. It did however change
the way in which we engaged with Burundian culture. I have come to see that if
wazungu want to design long-term transformative change processes there are simply
some things that we cannot do.

Figure 1.5 LMCP farmer meeting with visiting roasters from America, Gitwe hill, Kayanza, 15 March 2014

As a post-graduate student this is interesting territory to write about because most
handbooks on doing ‘fieldwork’ in the Global South will only prepare students for short
term engagement with the goal of producing a research report or dissertation that will
only be assessed by academics (Barrett & Cason, 2010). For example, I remember
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meeting with a Dutch post-graduate student before moving to Burundi to glean some
wisdom from the research process they had followed in West Africa relating to the
development impacts of cacao certification. I had read their thesis and was impressed
with what they were able extract from the context and the honest critique of the
certification scheme they provided. I specifically asked how, given the short duration of
fieldwork, they were able to get community buy in to their research. The advice offered
was to ensure that community engagements included meals and drinks (soda) as a
way of showing gratitude to the leaders who arranged the engagement as well as to the
participants. Whilst this may have been appropriate for a short-term research project, it
is inappropriate (and counter-productive) for designing longer-term change processes
that are built on trust. Free food and drinks (which I now call a ‘Fanta ceremony’ as
there are often accompanying speeches) may expedite the extraction of information
from a community, but if you wish build durable platforms of exchange and learning that
are adaptive a Fanta ceremony is a weak tool. There are far too many examples of
‘stakeholders’ not participating in workshops or trainings in Burundi because of the lack
of provision of per diems or stipends that testify to this. I will return to this theme of
‘being mzungu’ and its influence on methodology in terms of designing longer-term
change processes in the conclusion.
I have now explained the why and the how of this research journey. In the next section
I will explain the what of this thesis: the challenges of producing transformation
knowledge whilst producing sustainable coffee.

1.3. Coffee: a contextualised phenomenon
The prevailing modality of sustainable coffee is undoubtedly the certification of coffee
production via voluntary sustainability standards (Ponte, 2004; Giovannucci & Ponte,
2005; Bitzer, Francken & Glasbergen, 2008; Raynolds, 2009). There is however an
inevitable tension that exists between the trade potential of standardising the
sustainability of production and the realities of context. Illustrative of this point would be
a side-by-side reading of The Coffee Exporter’s Guide (ITC, 2011) and Javatrekker:
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Dispatches from the world of Fair Trade coffee (Cycon, 2007) 10 . The first book,
authored by the International Trade Centre, provides a thorough exposition of the
different component parts of the coffee supply chain post-farm and, although very
technical, is very accessible to a lay audience. Most aspects of the market are covered
(including sustainability certifications) and particular attention is paid to the legal and
logistical aspects of coffee trading. As a how-to guide, The Coffee Exporter’s Guide is
efficient and concise in its treatment of coffee and offers a good deal of systems
knowledge to outsiders. Javatrekker on the other hand is a slow, embedded and
detailed thick account of the business practices of a fair trade coffee company and its
producers. It reveals how the business of ‘coffee’ is not just about coffee, but rather
people, politics, culture and globalisation11. Cycon’s narrative style teases out these
connections to the point where his work reads more like vignettes of local/village-level
politics than about coffee, but perhaps therein is the reality of ‘sustainable coffee’.
Whilst the ITC provides a how-to guide constituted by statistics and definitions, Cycon’s
memoir is a manual of know-how (tacit knowledge) that seems to turn the solid advice
given in the ITC guide on its head. In The Coffee Exporter’s Guide the reader is
assured with bar graphs and tidy chapter summaries, in Javatrekker the reader is an
awkward fly-on-the-wall observer as Cycon constantly has his (well-meaning)
assumptions about production and business overturned. Both books are written by
experts in their fields and both books provide an entry point into the world of
sustainable coffee buying yet do so in very different ways. A side-by-side reading of
both is a better portrayal of what ‘sustainable coffee’ is rather than each on their own.
‘Sustainable coffee’ is non-standard, context-sensitive, and possibly meaningless
unless rooted in place. Understanding ‘sustainable coffee’ in this way shifts the focus
away from a predetermined list of sustainability indicators towards emergent practices.
It is a shift away from holding outsiders’ knowledge (often called experts)12 as the only
determinant of sustainable coffee towards the realities of context. Voluntary
10

Javatrekker is written by Dean Cycon the founder of Deans’ Beans; an organic, Fairtrade coffee importing and roasting company.

Both Cycon and his company have been recognised and awarded internationally and within the coffee industry for their
commitment to seeing development in the coffee communities Dean’s Beans sources from.
11

This is not a new message and these connections have long been explored in the global commodity and value chain discourses

(Bair, 2009). However, what is different about Cycon’s memoir is the immediate and personal manner in which he lays out these
concepts.
12

“Outsiders are people concerned with rural development who themselves are neither rural nor poor”(Chambers, 1983: 2).
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sustainability standards promote the trade potential of improving production practices
through standardisation without simultaneously contending for the heterogeneity of
contexts between and within producing nations. Sustainable coffee is emergent and
requires researchers to embrace and confront complexity (Bacon, Mendez & Fox,
2008). I have come to understand that sustainable coffee is a learning process
embedded in a particular place, not a list of requirements to meet. This however is not
the prevalent view of sustainable coffee production within the literature. In the next
section I will further detail the mainstream view of sustainable coffee and raise three
areas of concern that pose serious threats to the transformative potential of
certification.

1.3.1. Sustainable coffee: the challenges of socio-geographic context, whole farm dynamics
and oversupply
Voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) are codified production and management
requirements related to sustainability for agricultural production systems which, when
met, can confer on the farm or the products a seal denoting that the Standard’s criteria
have been met. VSS are by definition not legally required for trade, but can serve to
differentiate the verified products from similar goods on the market (COSA, 2013).
Within the broader sustainability discourse of tropical commodities, coffee is often
regarded as a pioneering example of sustainability because of the early adoption of
VSS (Panhuysen & Pierrot, 2014). In this understanding of sustainable coffee,
sustainability is increased or ‘achieved’ depending on how sustainability is
conceptualised (cf. Pezzoli 1997) by adhering to certain criteria for producing coffee.
These criteria are typically categorised according to the three traditional pillars of
sustainability – the social, environmental and economic aspects related to production.
Sustainability concerns in the coffee industry largely revolve around the threat to rural
livelihoods caused by market volatility, loss of biodiversity and environmental
degradation, oversupply issues exacerbated by the collapse of the International Coffee
Agreement and, the over-finacialization of the market (Daviron & Ponte, 2005;
Panhuysen & van Reenen, 2012; Bacon, 2013; Potts et al., 2014; World Bank, 2015). It
should not be assumed that sustainable coffee buyers always have these concerns in
mind. Raynolds (2009) outlines three dominant motivations for buying sustainable
coffee: Mission-motivated buyers who do so because they profoundly believe in the
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ethical cause(s) undergirding the standard, quality-motivated buyers who buy certified
coffee insofar as the coffee is of a high quality and market-motivated buyers who only
purchase certified coffee to gain or retain market share. Coffee produced under the
Nespresso AAA, 4C Association, Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices, Fairtrade, Organic,
Rainforest Alliance and UTZ sustainability certification schemes constitutes 40 per cent
of global production (Potts et al., 2014). The idea of sustainable coffee is thus no longer
niche. In 2009, sustainable coffee traded on the global market represented eight per
cent of the total stocks traded and it is estimated that sustainable coffee will represent
20 – 25% of all coffee traded globally from 2015 onwards (ITC, 2011a).
The impressive growth (and mainstreaming) of sustainable coffee calls for a moment of
celebration and contemplation. Guthman (2009) aptly asserts the crucial (and almost
obvious) line of questioning to pursue as VSS are further entrenched in mainstream
consumption: which producers are excluded as others are certified as part of the
mainstreaming of VSS? What does the growth of VSS reveal (and hide)? Who do VSS
protect (and hurt)? The questions posed by Guthman are systems knowledge type
questions and I will reflect on them in relation to the object of this thesis, transformation
knowledge. I see three key themes that directly challenge the transformative potential
of mainstream sustainable coffee production, these are:

•

Socio-geographic context

•

Whole farm dynamics

•

Oversupply

Socio-geographic context
The geographic dispersion of standard-compliant production is narrow with 77 per cent
found in Latin America (Brazil accounts for 40% of this share of production) and 10 per
cent from Africa (Potts et al., 2014). On the one hand this is not surprising given that
this mirrors the distribution of total production (Figure 1.6) yet on the other hand it is
problematic insofar as it strongly suggests that VSS adoption is the greatest amongst
the frontrunners of conventional production who excel in efficiency of production and
volume.
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Figure 1.6 Total production in 2013 and 2014. Source: Data from ICO, http://www.ico.org/trade_statistics.asp

This is hinted at in the literature where it has been observed that certification has
mainly benefitted origins that were already very close to meeting the production
standards of VSS (Potts, Meer & Daitchman, 2010; Potts et al., 2014; RESOLVE,
2012). Put another way, certification schemes are predominantly active in ‘low-hanging’
origins with relatively high levels of development. Production regions with weak
governance systems face significant barriers in adopting and enforcing certification
requirements and may need extra developmental support outside of the formal
assistance offered by/gained through certification (Fayet & Vermeulen, 2014; PBL,
2014).

Whole farm dynamics
A large focus in the sustainable coffee literature pivots around the relationship between
(types of) coffee production and income. Whilst this relationship is interesting, it is
already known that income derived from coffee is insufficient to meet farmers needs
(Bacon, Ernesto Méndez, Gómez, Stuart & Flores, 2008; Forero Alvarez, 2010).
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Furthermore, this focus fails to capture the lived reality of whole farm dynamics where
coffee production is but one component in a portfolio of household income options
(Vellema, Buritica Casanova, Gonzalez & D’Haese, 2015). The research on seasonal
hunger in Latin American origins - where most VSS are concentrated and have been in
operation the longest - is clearly showing the need for a more nuanced, immersive and
socio-technical understanding of certification (Bacon, 2013; SCAA, 2013; Bacon,
Sundstrom, Flores Gómez, Ernesto Méndez, Santos, et al., 2014; Caswell, Méndez,
Baca, Läderach, Liebig, et al., 2014). Similarly, the public and disruptive findings of the
Fairtrade, Employment and Poverty Reduction in Ethiopia and Uganda study (FTEPR)
problematised some of the normative assumptions around which VSS are built and
marketed (Cramer, Johnston, Mueller, Oya & Sender, 2014; Cramer, Johnston, Oya &
Sender, 2014). In particular the FTEPR data show that Fairtrade standards have
largely ignored and rendered invisible the crucial role that wage labourers play on
smallholder certified farms and that greater attention should be given to this significant
set of supply chain actors. However, to note, is that this ‘new’ research on seasonal
hunger and wage labour come as no surprise to researchers based at origin and the
long-term buyers they work with (Sheridan, 2010, 2014).

Figure 1.7 Oversupply of sustainable coffee. Source: Potts et al. (2014, p. 161)

Oversupply
Although both production and sales of sustainable coffee have grown between 2008
and 2012 the gap between the two has remained close to constant (Figure 1.7).
Sustainable coffee, it seems, is set on a course of chronic oversupply (Potts et al.,
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2010, 2014) 13 . From a producer’s point of view, selling coffee is a never-ending
learning curve that requires acute vigilance. It is thus somewhat surprising that this
scenario of future oversupply has not provoked a greater sense of unease or inquiry in
the literature beyond brief mention. Whilst certain VSS may offer market access to
producers they should not be mistaken as business models or a guarantee of sales.
For example, in 2012 less than a third of certified production in Kenya was actually sold
as certified coffee (van Rijsbergen, Elbers, Ruben & Njuguna, 2016). Producers solely
bear the losses incurred with unsold certified production (Cycon, 2007; Rueda &
Lambin, 2013a; Dragusanu, Giovannucci & Nunn, 2014; Vellema et al., 2015). At
present, the oversupply of certified coffee (most of which is inevitably sold as
commodity coffee without premiums) seems irrelevant to the sustainable coffee
research community despite the fact that it comes at significant cost to producers.
Although the literature has paid little attention to the three themes discussed above, to
a producer these are fundamental aspects of business that often exist (in a state of
flux) as both challenges to and opportunities for profitability. For example, Burundi is
unable to compete with large volume origins and even if the majority of its production
were to be certified it is clear that the sustainable coffee market is saturated. Burundi
does however have a unique flavour profile that allows it to maintain a foothold in the
market despite the unreliability of its supply. Thus a growing number of Burundian
producers are using flavour profile to compete in the market and have successfully
attracted long-term trading relationships (Elena, 2010; World Bank, 2011, 2012a;
USAID, 2013; Bamber, Gereffi & Guinn, 2014; Leeson, 2015; Wennersgaard, 2015).

1.3.2. The transformative capabilities of sticker coffee?
Whilst my perspective on sustainable coffee is informed by an in-situ, bottom-up
vantage point, it is not incongruent with the overall picture emerging about the state of
sustainable coffee. The tremendous growth in the ‘sustainable coffee’ market sector
has yielded little to show in terms of verified impacts at origin (Potts & Sanctuary,
2010). There are five recent literature reviews that are considered as landmark studies
13 This raises the question, which is easier: to write about sustainable coffee or to sell sustainable coffee? It seems a flippant
remark yet this remains a rich research area with critical intervention opportunities for sustainable coffee research.
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in terms of the meta-analysis they provide of the impacts of VSS at origin (Appendix
2) 14 . Although the reviews are not coffee specific, the combination of coffee as a
pioneer commodity of VSS and its sustained global demand means that coffee often
constituted the majority of the research reviewed. All five reviews showed that VSS
have by and large failed to produce transformative change at origin (Blackman &
Rivera, 2011; ITC, 2011b; RESOLVE, 2012; COSA, 2013; Potts et al., 2014). The five
VSS reviews are each different in their approach to understanding VSS yet all come to
similar conclusions about the impacts of VSS at origin. This raises questions about the
type of knowledge being produced by mainstream sustainable coffee research and
whether or not it is appropriate for the problems facing coffee producers 15 . Two
recurring ideas are evident in all five reviews:

1. Context is highly influential, if not determinable, of the potential impacts a VSS
could have.
2. The knowledge base of actual impacts of VSS remains thin and much more
case/place/origin-specific (‘field-level’) knowledge is needed.
The first idea is not novel: sustainable development is a dialectical concept that
necessarily needs to be rooted in context in order to create the sufficient potential for
change (van Kerkhoff & Lebel, 2006; Swilling & Anneke, 2012; Miller, Wiek, Sarewitz,
Robinson, Olsson, et al., 2014). This understanding of sustainability directly challenges
the core logic of sustainable coffee production: sustainability via standardisation. The
second idea is both a provocation and a word of caution for the sustainable coffee
research community. Whilst the provocation is clear and welcome, the caution rests on
what type of knowledge is being produced. Like other areas of sustainability science,
sustainable coffee research runs the risk of becoming ‘stuck’ in the safe space of
descriptive-analytical knowledge production - the supposition that better understanding
of the problem will eventually offer solutions to the problem (Wiek et al., 2012; Miller et
al., 2014). Transformational change is primarily derived from the addition of solution14

The differences/advantages between different standards are outside the scope of this chapter. See www.standardsmap.org for

this.
15

In this regard, it is worth emphasising that the COSA report is significantly different from the other reviews in that much of the

report details the COSA methodology which is important given that the report is not simply a literature review but it is in fact the
work of COSA itself.
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oriented research that brings real-world solutions to the problems illuminated by
descriptive-analytical knowledge production (Lang, Wiek, Bergmann, Stauffacher,
Martens, et al., 2012; Wiek et al., 2012; Swilling, 2014). Transformational sustainability
research should be immersed in place and finds its greatest traction “in the muddiness
of everyday struggles of change trajectories” (Arkesteijn, van Mierlo & Leeuwis, 2015:
107), not in peer-reviewed journals. Sustainable coffee research faces the same
challenges as other sustainability fields in that it is yet to show how systems knowledge
production can enable and contribute to sustainable transformation (Miller et al., 2014;
Seijger, Dewulf, Van Tatenhove & Otter, 2015).

1.3.3. Sustainable coffee goes mainstream: Understanding sticker coffee lock-in
Left unchecked, the three themes described above in section 1.3.1 put a cap on the
transformative outcomes that VSS hope to achieve. However, unfortunately, the
mainstreaming of VSS is one of the reasons why it might take a while before
researchers regard these themes as worthwhile lines of inquiry. Although research has
recognised the complexity of sustainable coffee production it has failed to recognise the
high levels of lock-in that characterise its analytical paradigm. Interdependencies
between large numbers of interdependent actors, material components and institutions
create lock-in and often go unnoticed because of the stability of the system, even if
undesirable practices are normalised (Arkesteijn et al., 2015). As an example, the 2014
UTZ Certified impact report clearly shows that only 26% of UTZ production is actually
sold as UTZ Certified coffee yet there is no mention in the report of how this affects
farmers (UTZ, 2014). Instead UTZ, like every other VSS, maintains a hegemonic
deference to VSS as the most appropriate answer to sustainability challenges at origin;
lock-in continues and increases the complexity of a problem (Arkesteijn et al., 2015).
This deference stems from the Theory of Change (ToC)16 logic that most VSS are built
on. Programmes that can show ‘results’ are more likely to be funded than those which

16

A ToC refers to “a planning and management tool that defines all building blocks required to bring about a given long-term goal.

This set of connected building blocks – interchangeably referred to as outcomes or results is depicted on a map known as a
pathway of change/change framework, which is a graphic representation of the change process” (ISEAL, 2015: 5). ToCs are
outcome-based and are used in programme design and evaluation. All ToCs presume a connection between a set of inputs and
desirable outcomes (Stein & Valters, 2012).
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acknowledge the unpredictability of change given the complexity of any sustainability
intervention (Valters, 2014). As a result, the research agenda remains focused on
knowing more about the impacts of VSS with the hope that generating more systems
knowledge will create the solutions to the sustainability challenges being faced (Wiek et
al., 2012).
Another reason for this lock-in is found in the ripple effects of the purchasing power of
large volume buyers. The growth of sustainable coffee production globally is closely
linked to increased demand from large corporations (market-motivated buyers) that
require large volumes and constant supply (Jaffee & Howard, 2010; Johannessen &
Wilhite, 2010; Jaffee, 2012; Elder, Lister & Dauvergne, 2014). The result of this has
been a fundamental shift from idiosyncratic, vertically-integrated trading practices
(characteristic of the beginning of the sustainable coffee movement) to standardised
trading through third-party certification and labelling (Daviron & Vagneron, 2011). This
shift towards sticker coffee and its associated purchasing practices threatens the
sustainable outcomes that many VSS hope to seek in a number of ways. Firstly, the
diversity of origins that produce coffee present a de facto challenge to the idea that
there can be a standardised method of improving the sustainability of production
(Valkila, 2014). The data show plainly that impacts are critically contingent on context
(Potts et al., 2010, 2014; Blackman & Rivera, 2011; ITC, 2011b; RESOLVE, 2012;
COSA, 2013; Cramer, Johnston, Oya, et al., 2014). Secondly, while VSS may have a
significant impact on economic, social and environmental sustainability indicators it is
worth emphasizing that certification does not ensure profitability nor does it guarantee
sales (Raynolds, 2009; Méndez, Bacon, Olson, Petchers, Herrador, et al., 2010; Rueda
& Lambin, 2013b; Vellema et al., 2015). Thirdly, as Daviron and Vagneron (2011)
show, large supermarket chains now have several of their own fair-trade certified
coffees that compete side by side with other certified brands. Large volume origins are
often better optimised to sell to buyers in the sustainable coffee market (Lundy, Becx,
Rodriguez & Oberthür, 2012; Peterson, 2013; Bamber et al., 2014). However, even if
the majority of producers within a particular origin are able to satisfy the volume and
VSS requirements needed to compete in the sustainable coffee business, marketmotivated buyers often opt to purchase at the lowest (certified) price point (Rueda &
Lambin, 2013a). Excitement around the growth of sustainable coffee should be
tempered with the reality of the reversion to supplier substitutability. This trend towards
sticker coffee implies that large volume coffee buyers regard origin – the people and
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place where a particular coffee comes from – as significantly less important than the
certification of production processes (Raynolds, 2009; Daviron & Vagneron, 2011).
Smaller origins (those that cannot offer large volumes) as well as origins that that are
the furthest away from the standards of production required for certification (often as a
result of their relatively low level of development) will struggle to gain a foothold and
compete in the sustainable coffee market. If the themes of socio-geographic context,
whole farm dynamics and oversupply continue to be overlooked, sustainable coffee
research runs the risk of becoming completely irrelevant to producers who may be
most in need of production alternatives.

1.3.4. Burundi as context: small, unreliable and almost negligible to the market
Burundi is the smallest origin in East Africa. It is known for its highly irregular supply
and is virtually inconsequential to global production (World Bank, 2011; ICO, 2015a).
Relative to the origins that produce the majority of sustainable coffee (Brazil, Colombia,
Vietnam), Burundi is an anomaly. Since 2000, Brazil, Vietnam and Colombia continue
to be the three largest coffee producing nations, producing at least 50% of total
exportable supply annually (ICO, 2015a). These three countries alone supplied 72% of
all sustainable coffee in 2012 (Potts et al., 2014). By contrast, Burundi produces less
than 0,5% of global production and its output is consistently unreliable as production is
highly cyclical and continuously declining. The current population is estimated at 10.8
million people with two thirds of the population living below the national poverty line
(World Bank, 2014a). Burundi ranks 180 out of 187 countries on the Human
Development Index (UNDP, 2014). Coffee is supremely important for Burundi. Roughly
a third of the population depends on coffee production for their livelihoods (USAID,
2013). At household level, it is the only cash crop that provides a relatively large sum of
money in a single payment17. Nationally, coffee is the primary export crop and main
source of foreign exchange earnings. Between 2000 and 2015, revenues from coffee
exports generated between 70 – 80% of total foreign exchange earnings (Oketch &
Polzer, 2002; World Bank, 2012a; USAID, 2013). Burundian coffee producers face a
unique mix of compounding socio-political, economic, and institutional challenges that

17

Coffee provides much needed cash for weddings that usually take place during the dry season immediately after harvest and

school fees for the school year, which begins early September.
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threaten the longevity of the entire coffee sector (Chapter 2). These challenges are
further complicated by cyclical violence: horrific and destabilising episodes of ethnicbased violence in 1965, 1972, 1988 and a civil war from 1994 – 2005 (Lemarchand,
1970, 1995; Daley, 2006). As of April 2015, Burundi is experiencing further political
turmoil and instability after the decision of President Pierre Nkurunziza to run for an
unconstitutional third term in office. Mass protests, a failed coup d’état, violence and an
alarming number of politically motivated assassinations have taken place. At the end of
2015 close to 220 000 Burundians had fled from their homes because of the current
political crisis and are residing in refugee camps in neighbouring countries (UNHCR,
2015). I will discuss in detail the contextual challenges to production in Chapters 2 and
4. At this point I wish to highlight how Burundi’s low agro-economic performance (and
the associated image problems this creates with buyers), its political instability, and its
low level of development make it a difficult to reach origin for VSS implementation.
Moreover, considering the three challenges described in section 3.1, it is worth
emphasising that whilst VSS can offer a structure around which roasters and importers
create business models, they should not be mistaken as business models for
producers. What other options are there for origins that currently do not or cannot fit the
mainstream mould of sustainable coffee? One option is to differentiate production by
quality attributes not guaranteed by VSS and to target buyers who fall outside of the
gambit of both conventional commodity coffee and mainstream sustainable coffee. I
explore this option thoroughly in Chapter 3 by showing the potential for increasing the
sustainability of production using material quality. This option of alternative coffee
production is widely discussed amongst coffee professionals yet remains an outlier in
academic literature.

1.3.5. Learning how to buy and sell coffee: Sustainability beyond certification
Increasing the material quality of coffee has the potential to create a more durable
version of sustainable coffee if it exists as a shared value with buyers who sell coffee
on the basis of its material quality attributes (Donnet, Weatherspoon & Moss, 2010;
Lundy et al., 2012; Church, Popish & Ionescu, 2013). Shared value is created when the
policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a company
simultaneously advance the economic and social conditions in the communities in
which it operates in (Porter & Kramer, 2011). Currently only a small body of research
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exists on the economic benefits that producers of high material quality coffee derive
from selling to buyers who are willing to pay more for material quality improvements
(Donnet, Weatherspoon & Hoehn, 2007; Donnet, Jeitschko & Weatherspoon, 2011;
Goldstein, 2011; Wilson & Wilson, 2014). These trading practices are an important
trend in the sustainable coffee market which is dominated by trading according to the
claims of environmental and social sustainability criteria (symbolic quality) generated
via VSS. Wilson and Wilson (2014) have shown that VSS have almost no influence on
the prices that buyers are willing to pay for top (material) quality coffees. This is
because

although

VSS

implementation

may

contribute

to

material

quality

improvements they do not certify material quality attributes (Linton, Liou & Shaw, 2004;
Goldstein, 2011). Borrella et al. (2015), Lundy et al. (2012), Goldstein (2011) and
Raynolds (2009) have further noted that roasters who generate value out of high
material quality coffee are typically more willing to enter into long-term trading
partnerships with producers, offering the support needed to ensure a continuous supply
of high material quality coffee. The impacts of material quality purchasing should be of
greater interest to sustainable coffee researchers. Creating shared value around
material quality ultimately defines business models rather than enhancing them or
creating an optional add-on, as in the case of the certification criteria of VSS. To be
clear, certified coffee is not necessarily high (material) quality coffee (Raynolds, 2009;
ITC, 2011c; Lundy et al., 2012; Bamber et al., 2014; Minten, Dereje, Engeda & Tamru,
2015) and, as a result, this can reduce the value proposition that producers bring to the
market. As improving material quality becomes a mutual problem-solving effort (rather
than a requirement for a producer to fulfil), shared value is generated as a result of its
integral nature to the business of both farmers and roasters. There is much room for
producers to innovate in this area given that VSS typically rely on their claims to
environmental and social sustainability criteria (symbolic quality) to promote market
access rather than material quality.

1.3.6. Material quality as a boundary object
Sustainable business models based on material quality require a mutual understanding
of quality as value in order to be successful (Goldstein, 2011; Lundy et al., 2012). Both
buyers and producers need to have a clear idea of the quality standards necessary to
sustain their trading relationship and often quality needs to be improved at origin.
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Improving quality is neither an automatic nor swift process. It is however a learning
platform around which producers and buyers generate transformation knowledge.
Learning platforms that are process-oriented and heuristic can also be called boundary
objects (as explained in 1.2.2.1). Again, it is important to stress that boundary objects
are critical for generating transformation knowledge as they translate complex realworld problems into knowledge structures (epistemic objects) that are immersed in
context (Becker, 2012). Material quality is thus an example of a boundary object around
which producers and buyers interact. A key difference between using a boundary
object as opposed to a VSS is that the former enables cooperation within a diverse
group of stakeholders whilst still being flexible enough to accommodate individual
perspectives (Jones, 2011; Jahn, 2012; Lang et al., 2012). I have described above in
section 1.2.2.2 how material quality was utilised as a boundary object in this research
and in Chapter 5 I further detail how this boundary object generated transformation
knowledge for LMCP and its farmers.

1.4. Roadmap for this thesis
In this introductory chapter I have outlined why and how I have done this research and
how these two factors impact on what I am researching: the challenges of producing
transformative knowledge whilst producing sustainable coffee. I have drawn attention to
the role of context and the inevitable tension between local contexts and sustainability
via standardisation. I have shown that this tension is recognised in the literature
(systems knowledge) and yet there is little work (transformative knowledge) on how to
overcome the challenges associated with this tension. I have proposed that material
quality may be a way for producers to move beyond the lock-in of mainstream
sustainable coffee. I forewarned the reader in the beginning of this chapter of the
difficulties of retrospectively providing a map for an intuitive journey that did not have a
clear route marked out a priori. I sympathise with readers who found the changes
between the three sections disjointed and that the map does not provide sufficient
insight on how to move between the why, how and what of this research smoothly. Any
discomfort caused is not intentional and is in fact a means of connecting with many
experiences that I had during this research journey as I tried to synthesise the why,
how and what of my research.
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I would like to provide more suggestions on how to read the rest of this thesis in the
hope that this is helpful for readers looking to focus on elements that are common to
disciplinary doctoral research.
Chapter 1 can be read as the background to the overall research. It showcases the
motivation for the study but also lays an (intentionally) incomplete methodological
foundation. Unlike disciplinary doctoral studies that fully detail research methodology at
the beginning of the dissertation, I have chosen to pick up the methodology discussion
again in Chapters 5 and 6. This is strategically done in order to express the evolving
nature of transdisciplinarity and to mimic my own experience of using the methodology.
This is important to note and remember throughout reading this document, as some
readers will inevitably become frustrated with the incomplete level of engagement with
methodology in the first chapter.
Chapter 2 should be read as a situated literature review. I provide a detail rich,
descriptive account of the broader Burundian context in order to better frame
sustainability issues in the coffee sector. Diverse literature and work experiences in
Burundi have been woven together to provide readers with a concise encounter with
the real-world challenges facing coffee producers.
Chapter 3 should also be read as a situated literature review and it explores the
relationship between coffee quality and sustainability through the lens of business
practices for producing and selling high material quality coffee. This will be a different
read compared to most of the ‘sustainable coffee’ literature that typically focuses on
business practices linked to the production of higher quality coffee using symbolic
quality attributes. Both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 problematize the appropriateness of
mainstream mould of sustainable coffee production for the Burundian coffee sector.
Chapter 3, however, goes further than Chapter 2 in that it provides some insight into
how Burundian producers could produce and sell their coffee in a manner that utilises
the opportunities for trade not considered by mainstream sustainability certifications.
It is my suggestion that Chapters 2 and 3 be read together in their sequential order.
In Chapter 4 I discuss the results of an exploratory baseline survey of three different
coffee producers: the LMCP direct trade model, a UTZ certified washing station and a
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government owned washing station. This may feel like a significant gear change for
some readers who may struggle to connect how the method used (quantitative survey)
connects to the overall methodology as the former is extractive in nature. I resolve this
apparent conflict by showing how the findings of the survey, context and the ETD
research process are inextricably linked to each other. I argue that the survey results
are as important as the social learning generated from the ETD.
It is my suggestion that Chapter 4 be considered as a stand-alone chapter and it can
be read either before or after Chapters 2 and 3.
In Chapter 5 I describe in detail the emergent outcome of the ETD – an Integrated Pest
Management programme that is currently employs 26 young Burundians on a full-time
basis. Chapter 5 unpacks how ETD was used in the research journey and reveals its
appropriateness as a methodology for working in a context filled with uncertainty, on
the one hand, and, on the other, overflowing with potential. Readers should not expect
a technical report on pest management for coffee production in Burundi when they read
Chapter 5. Rather, this should be seen as a methodology chapter that has real world
outcomes for both the societal actors involved in the research as well as the
researcher.
It is my suggestion to re-read Chapter 2 after reading Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 attempts to conclude a research journey that necessarily needs to come to
an end in this thesis but continues in the real world. This chapter returns to the thematic
narrative of the “why, how and what” of the research introduced in Chapter 1 as a
means of uniting the somewhat fragmented findings of Chapters 2 – 5. It is essential to
read Appendix 14 as part of reading Chapter 6 (as indicated in the text) as it provides a
snapshot of the ongoing research journey that continues after the completion of the
PhD. Chapter 6 completes the discussion on methodology that began in Chapter 1 and
reflectively engages with the methodology in order to contribute to the nascent systems
knowledge on TD research in a developing world context.
Chapters 2 - 5 are written as journal articles with the intent that they will be submitted
for publication. Although new knowledge contributions are made clear in the findings of
each of these chapters there are many instances of repetition as there is only one
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overall methodology and research context that is repeated across Chapters 2 – 5. This
will be a source of annoyance for readers who will read the thesis in its entirety and, in
advance, I ask for grace in this regard.
Each chapter is preceded by an image (in the case of Chapter 6, a series of images),
taken either by Kristy Carlson (co-founder of LMCP) or myself, that I believe captures
the essence of the chapter. The role of art and aesthetics is profoundly important to
transdisciplinary learning and knowledge creation and is often a reflection of the
different realities between which researchers and co-researchers move (van Breda &
Swilling, forthcoming; Willetts, Mitchell, Abeysuriya & Fam, 2012). An abstract follows
the chapter image and then the chapter itself. All references are found at the end of the
document in a single reference list.
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Figure 2 The winding mountain road from Bukeye to Bujumbura, 29 May 2013
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Chapter 2:
Ikawa yacu (our coffee): towards an understanding of the Burundian
specialty coffee sector and its sustainability challenges

Little is known about coffee production in Burundi, despite the significant changes that
the Burundian coffee sector has undergone since its effective privatisation in 2009. I
address this research gap through an exploratory, descriptive case study that is
embedded in local conditions. Burundi has experienced a tragic amount of bloodshed
since independence. Governance structures remain fragile and dependent on foreign
aid and coffee export earnings. I argue that there are strategic, trade related reasons
why Burundian producers should not assume guaranteed returns from entering the
mainstream sustainable coffee market (certified coffee). This article presents an in-situ,
bottom-up perspective of an industry coming to terms with its recent privatisation and
deliberately traverses a diverse terrain of literature in order to build a multifaceted
understanding of the context in which coffee production occurs in Burundi. As a result
five basic, yet critical, contextual themes are highlighted in order to better frame
sustainability issues in the Burundian coffee sector for further research.
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2.1. Introduction
Coffee is extremely important for Burundi. Roughly a third of the population depends on
coffee production for their livelihoods (USAID, 2013). Between 2000 and 2015,
revenues from coffee exports generated between 70 – 80% of total foreign exchange
earnings (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; World Bank, 2012a; USAID, 2013). Unlike other East
African origins, Burundi has a narrow export base and has failed to diversify its
economy away from coffee into services and manufactured goods (World Bank,
2012a). Burundi’s near optimal geoclimatic features has afforded its producers the
opportunity to gain a promising foothold in the specialty coffee market. This market
typically offers higher returns than the conventional coffee market. However, producers
face a unique mix of compounding socio-political, economic, and institutional
challenges that threaten the longevity of the entire coffee sector. These challenges are
further complicated by cyclical violence: horrific and destabilising episodes of ethnicbased violence in 1965, 1972, 1988 and a civil war from 1994 – 2005 (Lemarchand,
1970, 1995; Daley, 2006). As of April 2015, Burundi is experiencing further political
turmoil and instability after the decision of President Pierre Nkurunziza to run for an
unconstitutional third term in office. Mass protests, a failed coup d’état, violence and an
alarming number of politically motivated assassinations have taken place. At the end of
2015 close to 220 000 Burundians had fled from their homes because of the current
political crisis and are residing in refugee camps in neighbouring countries (UNHCR,
2015). The certification of production at origin is the mainstream response to
sustainability challenges in the coffee sector. Coffee is certified using single or multiple
voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) that address the social, economic and
environmental aspects of production (Ponte, 2004; Giovannucci & Ponte, 2005;
Raynolds, Murray & Heller, 2007). In this article I argue for a context sensitive
approach to sustainable coffee and contend that there are strategic business reasons
why Burundian producers should not assume guaranteed returns from VSS
implementation. This study was specifically designed to highlight the in-country
production dynamics from the vantage point gained by inserting the research aims into
an actual Burundian specialty coffee supply chain. The purpose of this was to garner
an in-situ, bottom-up perspective of an industry coming to terms with its recent
privatisation and the imperative of securing its position and future competitiveness in
the global coffee market. This is an exploratory article that sketches critical contextual
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factors in the Burundian coffee sector in order to better frame the sustainability
challenges producers and buyers face.

2.2. Methodology
This study is based on my on-going research work in Burundi and is part of a larger
transdisciplinary PhD project focused on sustainability issues within the Burundian
coffee sector 18 . An open research agenda was maintained in order to design the
research process as it unfolded through immersion in context (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). I began working with a Burundian coffee producer, Long Miles Coffee
Project (LMCP), in 2013 with a broad overall research aim of wanting to learn about
sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector by inserting the research
agenda into an actual coffee supply chain in Burundi19. LMCP was chosen as a suitable
producer organisation within which to embed the overall research aim because of its
business model that has a dual focus on high quality coffee production and community
development. Immersion into the context of LMCP meant relating to individuals working
for LMCP as colleagues and co-researchers, not as key informants. Similarly, both
coffee farmers and coffee buyers related to me as someone who worked with LMCP,
not as an external researcher doing research on or for LMCP. Living and working in
Burundi afforded the space to interact with coffee sector actors on a regular basis.
These interactions varied in form: some were set up as official meetings to discuss the
overall research aim whilst other discussions were less formal meetings where I was
introduced as a researcher and coffee professional working in Burundi. Meetings
between different stakeholders in the industry were also intentionally initiated to
facilitate conversation around current challenges in the sector. Apart from the learning
generated from everyday experiences and on going interactions with Burundian coffee
sector actors, supplementary learning was generated from semi-structured interviews
conducted between November 2013 and September 2015 with green coffee buyers
and other coffee researchers who have working experience and insight into production
dynamics in Burundi’s coffee sector (Appendix 3). This article attempts to address both

18

Transdisciplinary (TD) research is a methodology that seeks to transcend disciplinary boundaries in order to solve problems in

the real world (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012; Brandt et al., 2013).
19

www.longmilescoffeeproject.com
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academics and practitioners, particularly those who currently buy coffee from Burundi.
For current Burundian coffee buyers this article will provide insight into the
developmental backdrop of production and will illuminate some of the common
frustrations encountered during business. For researchers, this study will provide
insight into a lesser-known and challenging origin for VSS implementation. Several of
the literature sources in this article are not peer-reviewed owing to the fact that
Burundi’s coffee sector is not well researched. Burundi is somewhat of an
“undocumented area of the world” in agricultural studies (D’Haese et al., 2010) and this
article is one of the first studies to focus on the Burundian coffee sector since its
effective liberalisation in 200920.
This article begins with a discussion of Burundi’s abilities to produce quality coffee for
specialty coffee buyers. This is Burundi’s current strongest competitive advantage in
the global coffee market as the small size of its production means it simply cannot
compete against other large volume origins, including those in East Africa. Efforts to
develop specialty coffee production in Burundi have received considerable policy
attention and development assistance because of the success of this form of value
chain upgrading in Rwanda – a neighbouring country with near identical agroecological endowments as those in Burundi. After a discussion on Burundi’s abilities to
produce specialty coffee, I argue that it is risky to assume that the success from
Rwanda can be automatically transferred to Burundi. Thereafter, I sketch critical
contextual factors in the Burundian coffee sector in order to better frame the
sustainability challenges that producers and buyers face.

2.3. Burundi as context: Small, unreliable and almost negligible to the market
Burundi is affectionately called the ‘heart of Africa’ because of its central position on the
continent and the form created by its borders that resemble a human heart. It is a
small, hilly landlocked country bordered by the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Tanzania and Rwanda. Flying above Burundi, the countryside appears as a vast
expanse of green carpeted rolling hills; almost each hill counts as a distinct geopolitical

20

One article was found in the literature review that directly addressed coffee production dynamics in Burundi after 2009: Nillesen

(2016).
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unit known as a ‘colline’ (‘hill’ in French). Moving closer to the collines a tapestry of
farming appears: a square of banana trees, next to a patch of cassava (manioc), next
to a patch of coffee trees bordered by some maize or wheat. Each colline holds a
community of about 60 to 140 smallholder farmer families. Population density is 421
people/ km2 (World Bank, 2014a). Coffee is an unrivalled cash crop for Burundians. At
household level, it is the only cash crop that provides a relatively large sum of money in
a single payment21. Nationally, coffee is the primary export crop and main source of
foreign exchange earnings. Between 2000 and 2015, revenues from coffee exports
generated between 70 – 80% of total foreign exchange earnings (Oketch & Polzer,
2002; World Bank, 2012a; USAID, 2013). Burundi is, however, the smallest origin in
East Africa. It is known for its highly irregular supply and is virtually inconsequential to
global production contributing less than 0,5% of global supply (World Bank, 2011; ICO,
2015a). Burundi is also one of the poorest origins in East Africa ranking 180 out of 187
countries on the Human Development Index (UNDP, 2014). Poor governance has been
the primary driving force of underdevelopment and structural inequality (Ngaruko &
Nkurunziza, 2000; Baghdadli, Harborne & Rajadel, 2008). The current population is
estimated at 10.8 million people with two thirds of the population living below the
national poverty line (World Bank, 2014a). Consistently for the last decade Burundi has
been one of the hungriest nations on the planet, with the highest hunger levels in the
East African region (IFPRI, 2014).
In recent years Burundi has demonstrated its ability to produce exemplary quality
coffees with a unique cup profile that continues to attract direct trading relationships
(Elena, 2010; World Bank, 2011, 2012a; USAID, 2013; Bamber et al., 2014; Leeson,
2015; Wennersgaard, 2015; Nillesen, 2016). Despite being one of the worlds smallest,
near inconsequential, coffee producing nations, Burundi’s geoclimatic features are near
ideal for high quality coffee production. These include growing altitudes of 1500 – 2200
metres and moderate tropical conditions with abundant rainfall. The predominance of
the heirloom Bourbon varietal together with Burundi’s long history of high quality
processing using the wet method has provided a promising platform for specialty coffee
production. The ‘Burundi Agribusiness Programme’ (BAP) – a USAID funded
programme that ran from 2007 to 2012 – established Burundi’s entry into the specialty
21

Coffee provides much needed cash for weddings that usually take place during the dry season immediately after harvest and

school fees for the school year, which begins early September.
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coffee market. The BAP coffee programme assisted stakeholders in the sector to
transition into the new era of sector privatization by training and equipping producers to
upgrade and improve the quality of their production to enhance their competitiveness
on the global market by capitalising on existing agro-ecological endowments. BAP also
strategically created direct trade linkages with specialty coffee buyers (USAID, 2013).
The focus of BAP’s coffee programme followed directly in the wake of success created
by three USAID funded coffee quality programmes implemented in Rwanda from 2001
– 2006 22 . In Rwanda, approximately 50,000 farming households saw their coffee
income double as a result of USAID’s programmes and 4000 jobs were created
(USAID, 2006). The success of USAID’s intervention in the coffee sector in Rwanda
gave much hope for similar change in Burundi and renewed interest in the role that
producing high quality coffee can play in poverty reduction in post-conflict nations. The
transformation of Rwanda’s coffee sector recast coffee not simply as a commodity or
cash crop but rather a ‘development darling’ capable of improving livelihoods and
communities (Goldstein, 2011; Tobias, Mair & Barbosa-Leiker, 2013).
Burundi’s growing specialty coffee sector has received none of the research attention
that its neighbour Rwanda has attracted (Appendix 5) despite both origins entering the
specialty coffee market at a similar time (late 2000s). It is unwise to assume that the
available insights and research regarding specialty coffee production in Rwanda will
guarantee the same success in Burundi. Rwanda and Burundi have been described as
“false twins” because of their similar ethnic cleavages, colonial histories, topographies
and ecosystems, cultures and experiences of political violence (Lemarchand, 1970).
However there are fundamental historical differences between the two countries that
are often overlooked (hence the term false twins). In the case of this article, differences
in governance styles between the two countries means that success in the specialty
coffee market cannot be assumed to be similar despite both countries possessing the
same agro-economic potential for high quality coffee production. Rwanda has been
described as an ‘aid darling’ whilst Burundi is considered an ‘aid orphan’ (Marysse,
Ansoms & Cassimon, 2007) as a direct consequence of their post-conflict governance
styles 23 . Curtis (2015) explains this contrast between the two countries by clearly
22

. ACDI-VOCA, ADAR (Agribusiness Development Assistance to Rwanda) and Partnership to Enhance Agriculture in Rwanda

through Linkages (PEARL).
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Both countries rely heavily on official development assistance, see http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats.
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showing how the type of government that emerged at the end of conflict in each nation
has shaped donor perceptions and aid commitments. The Rwandan genocide ended
with a well-organised and internally coherent rebel movement coming into power that
had utter control over the post-conflict trajectory of the country. By contrast, the political
leadership that emerged from the leading rebel group after the Burundian civil war was
fractured, disorganised and diffuse and unable to put forward a convincing
development narrative (of economic performance, reconstruction and technocratic
management) to donors. It is beyond the scope of this article to examine these
differences in post-conflict governance in each nation in detail, rather I wish to highlight
the influence of these differences over coffee production dynamics in each country.
Political will and engagement was key to the successes achieved in Rwanda’s shift to
specialty coffee production. USAID’s investments into the Rwandan coffee sector
received the highest level political support from the Rwandan president himself who
was an early and vocal supporter of upgrading to specialty coffee (USAID, 2006). The
President’s support facilitated cooperation and coordination with local government
authorities, creating greater congruency in the sector. In Burundi, although the first
privatisation reforms came into effect in 1991 the process has still not been completed
(24 years later) and the Burundian state still controls a significant portion of the coffee
sector. In Rwanda, the coffee sector was partially liberalised in 1995 and the process
was completed in 1998 (USAID, 2006). Foreign aid dependency has contributed to
poor governance structures in Burundi (Bräutigam & Knack, 2004; Uvin, 2010). Uvin
(2008: 109–110) describes governance patterns in Burundi as a system that is at “the
core of Burundi’s problems”:
An

institutionalised

system

of

corruption,

social

exclusion,

impunity,

unpredictability, a total lack of accountability and clientelism. It has gorged
itself for decades on aid money. Every Burundian knows this system, in which
small groups of people use the state to advance their personal interests. It is
the key problem and the main cause of war, not ethnicity or poverty.
Unfortunately, although foreign aid continues to pour into Burundi, it is severely limited
in its effectiveness due to current governance structures which remain nondevelopmental, neo-patrimonial and fragile (Desrosiers & Muringa, 2012; Curtis, 2015).
Burundi has not consolidated its position in the specialty coffee market as Rwanda
currently has and this is largely due to the incomplete state of the liberalisation process
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(described below); a symptom of the fragile and dysfunctional governance systems that
hold the country’s development captive.

2.4. An extremely brief history of coffee cultivation and production in Burundi
An overview of the history of coffee cultivation and production is needed in order to fully
appreciate the farm-level context into which liberalisation efforts were introduced. The
German colonial administration introduced coffee to Burundian soil but it was the
Belgian colonial administration that was the first government to regulate and enforce
coffee cultivation on Burundians in the early 1930s (Nillesen, 2016). This was for the
primary reason of allowing farmers to fulfil their tax obligations to the colonial
government whilst at the same time providing a bountiful export commodity for the
coloniser. Over and above the inhumanity of colonialism, the timing of this tax was
further tragic given that farmers had barely recovered from the agrarian crisis24 that
ended at the beginning of the 20th century; coffee was the only means of obtaining cash
to pay the colonial poll tax (Cochet, 2004). Thus, rather than a means for which to
derive profit, coffee was widely perceived as a crop that had the sole purpose of
meeting burdensome tax obligations (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Cochet, 2003). The first
four years of independence in Burundi were marked by substantial political instability
(six governments between 1962 and 1966), the division of political parties along ethnic
lines and the abolition of the monarchy that governed pre-colonial Burundi by a military
coup d’état (Uvin, 2009; Daley, 2013; Gaynor, 2014). In post-independent Burundi,
coffee largely remained a crop of elite capture and peasant oppression with little regard
for the subsistence needs of rural households (Bates, 1981; Cochet & Ndarishikanye,
2000; Ngaruko & Nkurunziza, 2000; Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Cochet, 2004). A small
urban ruling elite controlled a mostly rural population in a manner that created a
profound sense of exclusion, entrenched ethnic cleavages and stratified poverty
(Lemarchand, 1995; Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Uvin, 2009; Daley, 2013). From 1966 and
up until 1993 Burundi was governed by a small group of military generals, all of who
were Tutsi-Hima and all of who came from Bururi province. The ethnoregional
hegemony of these successive regimes (often referred to as the ‘Bururi lobby’) affected
all areas of politics and economics given the state’s proclivity for rent extraction off
24

. Between 1891 and 1905 large numbers of livestock were lost due to outbreaks of rinderpest, foot and mouth disease and

trypanosomiasis, resulting in food shortages and famine across the country.
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Burundi’s limited natural resources and its absolute control of the army (Lemarchand,
1995; Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Uvin, 2009). The majority of the population (mainly Hutu)
were totally excluded from the political structures of the country and thus de facto
excluded from wealth creation (Daley, 2006). The state operated in a clientelistic
manner and, because of the ethnoregional bias of the state, literally worked to serve
the needs of a very small sector of the population (Oketch & Polzer, 2002). The state
controlled all washing stations25 and from 1976 until 1991 all activities relating to coffee
export were nationalised and put under the control of OCIBU (Office du Café du
Burundi). Food crop production suffered greatly. Farmers who decided not to farm
coffee had their decision deemed as ‘laziness’ with complex repercussions given that
local extension officers were in most cases members of the ruling party (Cochet &
Ndarishikanye, 2000; Nkurunziza & Ngaruko, 2002). Oketch and Polzer (2002: 123)
succinctly note that the predatory nature in which the state historically controlled coffee
production in Burundi represented ‘a dialectic of sorts between central priorities and
rural prerequisites… characterised by coercion and mutual antipathy between the
government and the peasantry’. There are two equally tragic outcomes of this predation
that continue to be observed in Burundi today with negative consequences for coffee
production and national development as a whole: soil degradation and a lack of
agricultural dynamism. Cochet (1995, 2004) has shown how the state’s narrow focus
on coffee production resulted in extension programmes that decimated soil fertility and
decreased food security. Any agricultural dynamism from farmers was curtailed through
emphasising the ‘scientific’ expertise of the state over the plebeian aspirations of
farmers (Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000). The use of fear was critical: farmers were
threatened with retribution if they uprooted their coffee or if they intercropped with food
crops.
The introduction of structural adjustment policies in Burundi in 1986 pivoted on the
liberalisation of the coffee sector (Kimonyo & Ntiranyibagira, 2007). The first
privatisation reforms were set in motion in 1991 however it took over 16 years for the
state to actually commence disengagement and liberalisation activities. This discussion
25

. Coffee washing stations (CWS) are processing units where coffee cherry is mechanically depulped. Once removed from its skin,

the coffee seeds are literally washed with water for several hours in tanks and grading channels. The aim of wet processing coffee
is to improve quality by differentiating bean sizes based on density. Higher quality beans are more dense, whereas poor quality
beans are not and will reveal themselves by floating to the top of water. After washing, the coffee seeds need to be dried
(parchment), a process which also takes place at the washing station. CWS are also called wet mills in other origins, for example in
Kenya.
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provides a snapshot of the reforms (Figure 2.1, Tables 2.1 and 2.2), focusing less on
the specific reforms and more on the political atmosphere surrounding the reforms.
There are two reasons for this choice: firstly, with the benefit of hindsight, Burundian
politicians – like other politicians – do not always live up to the promises they make as
will be made evident below. Secondly, anyone who has worked in Burundi will be
struck by how cultural values of indirectness and allusiveness are very much woven
into professional and public interactions26. For example:
Burundians have long been described - and describe themselves - as masters
of dissimulation, of not showing their true feelings. They are proud of it and
will often jokingly tell you about the fact that you should never trust their
words, that a no can always mean a yes and vice versa, that they can warmly
hug the man they will kill a few hours later. They treat this as a cultural
feature: this is how we Burundians have been since time immemorial, this is
our culture (Uvin, 2009: 167–168).
In 2005 several decrees were issued throughout the year to accelerate the privatisation
process as none of the state’s coffee assets had been sold. Between 1999-2005,
although liberalised on paper, the coffee sector de facto remained under state control.
In 2006, the IMF and World Bank put sustained pressure on Burundi to realise the
presidential decree of 14 January 2005 and take active steps to ensure the full
deregulation of the coffee sector (Kimonyo & Ntiranyibagira, 2007). Eventually, in 2009,
the state began to release its physical assets and reformulate the institutional
arrangements for the sector. In 2009 the first tender resulted in only 13 washing
stations being sold to Webcor, a Swiss owned commodities company (Lentz, 2011).

26

. This is particularly frustrating for non-Burundian coffee buyers for whom a signed contract means an absolute agreement.
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Figure 2.1 Significant reforms as a result of privatisation in the Burundian coffee sector
Source: Adapted from Kimonyo & Ntiranyibagira (2007)

Table 2.1 Key institutions in the Burundian coffee sector post-privatisation
Source: Author
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It was expected that the tendering would continue on an annual basis until all of the
state’s assets (133 washing stations and two dry mills) were sold yet as late as October
2011 the state had not issued any new tenders of sale (Lentz, 2011). The presidential
electoral campaign of 2010 as well as continued resistance from the national coffee
farmers’ association (CNAC – Confédération National des Caféiculteurs) who
contested the conditions of sales of washing stations are believed to be the main
reasons for the delay in the reforms. The state resumed the tender process towards the
end of 2011 and offered a further 104 coffee washing stations and two dry mills for
sale. Washing stations were sold in lots of four; a questionable and counter-intuitive
arrangement given that the sales took place in February, roughly two months before
the beginning of the coffee harvest period. Consequently, any interested buyers would
have needed sufficient capital and operational expenditure to run four washing stations
for the 2012/2013 season: a hefty undertaking that undeniably favoured larger
businesses from the outset. At the end of the second tender period, February 2012, 28
washing stations (seven lots) and one dry mill were sold (Lentz, 2011)27. This time the
buyers represented mostly Burundian owned businesses and investors (USAID, 2013).

27

. Only five investors bid on the seven lots, with two investors purchasing 15 out of the available 28 washing stations.
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Table 2.2 Changes in government owned coffee infrastructure from 1991 to 2015.
Source: Author with additional data from the World Bank (2011)
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Officially, Burundi’s coffee sector is on the road to becoming fully liberalised; in reality it
suffers from a hangover (slow, not fully efficient, easily forgetting the events of past) of
the old state-controlled way of doing things. The lived reality of the privatisation reforms
remains interesting and contested for both producers and buyers. Farmers have been
completely sidelined by the privatisation process and continue to wait on the state to do
good on its promise to transfer partial ownership of its washing stations to farmer
federations. In the 2009 tender process the government of Burundi announced shares
to the value of 25% to the national coffee growers’ federation CNAC in the new
privately owned washing stations. At the time of writing (November 2015) there remains
no clarification as to how much farmers should pay for their shares, where and when
they should pay and under which conditions payment should be effected (USAID,
2013). Private washing station owners continue to rub up against remnants of the
state’s anti-competitive behaviour in myriad ways (sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.5). Likewise,
buyers remain constantly frustrated by Burundi’s laborious export procedures that
(ironically) retards the specialty coffee sector that the country is actively trying to
develop (World Bank, 2012a; Bamber et al., 2014). Furthermore, there is an industrywide lack of clarity regarding when the remaining state owned washing stations will be
sold. There was some hope that the third tender process would be opened in 2014,
however this did not happen. It is highly possible that preparations and budgeting for
the 2015 election campaign sidelined the completion of the privatisation process. The
current political crisis that began in April 2015 means that the privatisation process is
stalled indefinitely. The history of coffee production in Burundi clearly shows that the
context into which reforms are introduced should not be ignored. Recently even the
IMF has acknowledged that it previously underestimated the influence of political
economy factors in implementing privatisation reforms (World Bank, 2012b). The
sizable foreign exchange earnings derived from coffee production should not be
overlooked either as a reason why the state continues to hold onto its share in the
coffee sector.

2.5. Production realities in Burundi: High potential, low performing.
It is important to note that Burundi had a starting advantage over Rwanda in terms of its
capacity to produce specialty coffee. Rwanda, unlike Burundi, does not have a long
tradition of wet processing and historically quality has been significantly lower as
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farmers would process their coffee at home using rudimentary methods (e.g. using
stones to remove coffee pulp) that cannot guarantee quality. In 2001 there were no
washing stations in Rwanda, but by the end of 2008 there were 120 (Goldstein,
2011)28. By the time USAID moved to Burundi with its coffee programme there were
already 133 existing washing stations (Table 2.2) and it was hoped that through
optimising production with existing infrastructure, quality improvements would follow
relatively easily. Roughly 10% of Burundian coffee was sold as specialty grade in 2010
(World Bank, 2011) and it is expected that this will increase over the years as buyers
become more familiar with purchasing from Burundi. The introduction of the Cup of
Excellence (COE) competition in 2012 – through the efforts of USAID’s Burundi
Agribusiness Programme – is one tool that Burundian producers and buyers use to
demonstrate the quality of production. The annual COE competition is the hallmark of
specialty coffee; a COE award is the highest award that can be given for material
quality as the level of analysis and evaluation that winning coffees undergo is unrivalled
(Alliance for Coffee Excellence, 2015)29. Wilson et al. (2012, p.502) argue that COE
competitions are a “critical market maker” for winning producers given the
unprecedented access to high end buyers who physically cup the coffee during the
competition and, thereafter, the host of online buyers who later bid on the winning
lots30. The COE is a very important event for Burundi as COE competitions tend to
have a ‘contagious effect’ of attracting attention to a particular country’s coffee through
its auction system where the winning coffees in each country are auctioned online after
the competition31. Despite the growing fame of Burundian specialty coffee there are
significant challenges to producing quality coffee. These challenges exist at both the
local farm level and nationally and they inhibit the growth of specialty coffee production,
frustrate buyers and do little to improve Burundi’s reputation on the global market. The
most significant barriers that currently prevent realising the full potential of the specialty
coffee sector are listed below and will be discussed:

28

Roughly a third of the coffee washing stations in Rwanda are cooperatively owned and the remainder are privately owned.

29

. COE competitions occur in 10 different origins, eight in Latin America and two in Africa. Rwanda is the other African origin.

30

The industry standard method of sensory perception and analysis for coffee is called cupping (Franca et al., 2005; Bhumiratana

et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011; Di Donfrancesco et al., 2014; Sunarharum et al., 2014).
31

In El Salvador, since the inception of the COE programme in 2001, specialty coffee exports have expanded by a factor of five,

and now represent 24% of the country’s exports (USAID, 2008).
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1. Agro-economic performance: Highly cyclical and unpredictable production
2. Potato Taste Defect (PTD)
3. Overly bureaucratic export procedures and a regulatory institution that is prone
to corruption and generally very slow
4. Poor communication between washing station managers and buyers (eg. not
responding to emails)
5. Everyday challenges to business

Figure 2.2 Cyclical and declining production
Source: ISTEEBU (2009, 2014), World Bank (2011), ICO (2015a).

2.5.1. Agro-economic performance: Highly cyclical and unpredictable production
At individual farm level, most households have somewhere between 80 and 300 trees.
Total production at farm level is highly variable and declining (Figure 2.2). Arabica trees
characteristically do have cyclical production but cyclicity has been exacerbated by a
lack of agricultural dynamism and low levels of investment into coffee after decades of
oppressive, technocratic extension services for coffee production (Cochet, 1995;
Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000). Thus cyclical and decreasing yields are primarily the
result of decades of inappropriate land use programmes for nationalist coffee
production that have resulted in acute losses of soil fertility. Climate change (in
particular, irregular rainy seasons) has further aggravated this problem. Lower,
unpredictable yields inevitably means lower, unpredictable household incomes. The
political economy of coffee cultivation in Burundi explored earlier has resulted in a lack
of incentive and lack of means to invest in new trees and inputs needed to stabilise
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production. This situation is slowly changing in a handful of communities where
washing stations are taking the initiative to help farmers access inputs and new trees,
however in general there is not much incentive for farmers to invest in their coffee fields
themselves. The need for change is urgent; it would assist producers to plan for future
sales and could radically improve household incomes. Average yields in Burundi are
estimated at 1.34kg/tree (Kamwenubusa & Guilleminault, 2013a; USAID, 2013) which
is low for Arabica Bourbon which is capable of yields of 10kg/tree. I regard these
estimates as optimistic and my on-going research in Burundi has indicated that a more
realistic range of average yield/tree is 0.5kg – 0.8kg. Finally, behind the many tangible
manifestations of underinvestment and neglect at farm level are the mostly invisible
vicissitudes caused by decades of war and unrest that very few outsiders will ever
understand:
The fact is that Burundians have come to the end of a long road. The voyage
has been painful beyond imagination. Nobody will bring back the people
hacked to death; the innocence of the children raped; the lives of the youth
who were burned alive, oil-doused tyres around their necks; the small
possessions families had gathered and passed on over generations that were
stolen; the people pulled off buses and shot in the neck beside the road
simply for being of the ‘wrong’ ethnic group. Nobody can restore the hearts,
the minds, the bodies of so many Burundians whose eyes turn distant and
tired when they remember the past - before they turn away from the subject,
embarrassed and pained (Uvin 2009: 24).
It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyse the episodes of ethnic-based violence in
1965, 1972, 1988 and the civil war from 1994 - 2005 32 . However, the gruesome
overtones of senseless killing, political instability and internal and external
displacement of farmers must be acknowledged as major contributing factors to the
sustainability challenges that the coffee sector currently faces at farm level. Livestock,
forest areas and coffee trees were ravaged during the war (Oketch & Polzer, 2002;
Watt, 2008; Uvin, 2009). Ecological disconnect, as a result of violence and
displacement, is painfully evident in Burundi: farmers have lost much of the knowledge
they need to work the land they depend on. A painful legacy of bloodshed, exploitation
32

. See Lemarchand (1970, 1995) for this.
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and coffee lie in Burundi’s soil and much work remains for the sector to regain the trust
of the farmers it depends on and to restore the land to greater productivity.
2.5.2. Potato Taste Defect (PTD)
BAP’s analysis tentatively suggest that the endemic threshold of PTD in Burundi
averages 25 – 35% (USAID, 2013). Brewed coffee beans with PTD taste like a raw
potato – an unpleasant taste defect that does little to improve Burundi’s reputation on
the international market. It is common knowledge that traditional commercial buyers will
easily reject entire containers of coffee if one incidence of PTD were found in their
order. PTD is menacingly problematic for Burundi’s image in the market as its
incidence rates are entirely unpredictable. The earliest report of the potato taste is from
1960 from an analysis of coffee beans from the Kivu region in the DRC. From the
1980s onwards the unpalatable off-flavour of PTD was correlated with the presence of
a molecule called isopropyl- 2-methoxyl-3-pyrazine (Jackels, Marshall, Omaiye,
Gianan, Lee, et al., 2014). In the late 1990s scientists showed that the bacterium finds
it way into coffee cherries through wounds to the coffee cherry flesh, in particular those
caused by insect damage (Cilas, Bouyjou & Decazy, 1998). In April 2015, the formerly
unknown bacterium responsible for PTD was finally identified and christened Pantoea
coffeiphila sp. nov. (Gueule, Fourny, Ageron, Le Fleche-Mateos, Vandenbogaert, et
al., 2015). However, there is currently no clear solution to eliminating PTD from
production (Bouyjou, Decazy & Fourny, 1999; Jackels et al., 2014; Songer, 2014).
2.5.3. Overly bureaucratic export procedures and institutional voids
Buyers interviewed for this research fall into two categories: those that are constantly
frustrated with the production realities in Burundi but still buy from Burundi because the
quality is so high and those that are constantly frustrated with the production realities in
Burundi and do not keep buying from Burundi, despite the great quality. At the national
level, coffee export regulations remain overly complicated and wearisome. As the
single regulatory institution in sector, ARFIC is unfortunately still overly technocratic
and the marathon-like endurance needed to complete its many export regulations has
done little to prevent corruption and increase transparency. As Leeson (2015) notes:
“Burundi is one of those origins where things are predictably unpredictable and where
one can reliably expect to have their patience tested day-after-day (I wish that were an
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exaggeration) during the export process”. ARFIC’s modus operandi creates an
institutional void: an institution that is constantly unsatisfactory and ineffective in
fulfilling the objectives it is meant to (Mair & Marti, 2009). Institutional voids constrain
the transformative potential of value chain upgrading, even after market access has
been secured. In order to export one container of coffee from Burundi in 2015, a
producer needed to complete 21 forms, all of which must be officially stamped and
signed 33 . Appendix 6 shows the sequential process of obtaining the necessary
documents to export one container of coffee from Burundi and includes a note on
comparative taxes charged on coffee exports in the East African Community (EAC).
Important to note is that the export process must be repeated for each container of
coffee sold. All documentation must be submitted in hard copy and, apart from the
buyer’s contract and invoice, none of the processes are transmitted electronically.
2.5.4. Poor communication
A further obstacle experienced during the export process is the poor communication
between producers and buyers with regards to delays. Burundian culture, as mentioned
in section 2.4, is one that cherishes indirectness of speech and this is particularly
evident when negative events (i.e. unexpected delays in export) need to be
communicated. In general, there are a host of soft skills, business administration skills
and market know-how that Burundian producers are still honing in order to align with
the professional expectations of buyers (USAID, 2013).
2.5.5. Everyday challenges to business
The day-to-day business environment of Burundi is perpetually unpredictable because
it is an environment riddled with ‘everyday challenges’ (DeBerry-Spence & Elliot, 2012).
Everyday challenges are problems (including events, conditions and people) that
destabilise and impair the ability to conduct daily business operations.
‘You have so many things you have to face… it’s almost everyday there’s
something… So, the mindset always has to be “anything can happen”’ (Seidu,
33

. Official stamps are of paramount importance in Burundi and ARFIC will easily dismiss a document as non-legally binding if it

finds it has been incorrectly stamped.
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a Ghanaian carving microentrepreneur quoted in DeBerry-Spence & Elliot
2012:1665, original emphasis).
‘I used to say that I’m just “quickly going out to get something”. Now I know
and prepare myself mentally that literally ANYTHING could happen on the way
there…Flexibility is key, key to keeping sane but also key to understanding
Burundi…. The flip side of this is that often you can accomplish complex things
relatively easy because people are very flexible… Planning in a context
where most things are uncertain does also take its toll… like right now, just
washing my hands and I see there’s no water anymore. Simple things that delay.
The water might be gone for 5 minutes it might be gone for 5 hours - you just
never know’
(Excerpt from research journal, 14 September 2014).
As seen in the above excerpts, whilst everyday challenges are highly contextual they
are characterised by their frequent occurrence, idiosyncrasy and disruptive form.
Although less visible to an outsider or visitor, these types of challenges are part of the
indirect contextual conditions that mould private sector enterprise in sub-Saharan Africa
(Bitzer & Hamann, 2015). There is a difference between everyday challenges and
barriers to business: the former opposes short-term, routine goals whilst the latter (for
example, limited access to credit) affects long-term strategic goals (DeBerry-Spence &
Elliot, 2012). Furthermore, because everyday challenges are inherent to a particular
context, they are challenges that business owners seek to manage rather than
overcome. One prime example of an everyday challenge in Burundi is withdrawing or
depositing money at the bank. Cash is king in Burundi with very few domestic
transactions occurring electronically. Unexpected or irregular payments (a type of
everyday challenge) might exceed the funds available in petty cash and require a trip to
the bank which could take anywhere from 30 minutes to two hours34. Depending on
where the payment needs to be made, an additional hour of time can be lost after
withdrawing cash. Lastly, many Burundian offices close for two hours over lunch
(12h00 – 14h00), which further delays completing the payment and progress on other
tasks. In addition to the characterisation of everyday challenges offered by DeBerry-

34

. ATMS are available in Burundi, however they are a less guaranteed source of funds as they are often out of order or out of cash.
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Spence and Elliot (2012), everyday challenges also appear to be mutually reinforcing
and have a snowball effect. Two examples from recent email exchanges exemplify this:
September 2014, Email communication with a buyer regarding delays with export
caused by power cuts, missing machine parts and labour strikes at the dry mill (an
external service provider):
‘Working with Burundi as an origin this year as been a discouraging
experience. When I compare the amount of time and effort it takes to work in
Burundi with all the other origins we work in, Burundi is heads and above more
challenging. I expect this, to a certain extent, considering the many challenges
the coffee sector faces, but my customers are not as understanding…The
customers don't have access to all the info about the challenges within Burundi
and quite frankly, a lot of them don't have enough time to know and care about
everything that's going on. In the end, more and more roasters will simply
conclude that Burundi is a "difficult" place to buy coffee from. The logistics
combined with the potato defect has meant that we've lost customers for
Burundian coffee each consecutive season’.
March 2015, email communication with a colleague:
‘Arrrrggghhhhh!!! Had planned to do the prizes for the farmers competition
yesterday up country but come the day, there was no petrol to be had, and no
taxis to be had, and then not even any diesel for us to go up in the land [Land
Rover]! So disappointing. Felt bad for the farmers who were waiting...then the
NGO registration, the guy [registrar] is enjoying making me jump through
hoops, changing things in the statute so now we have to get it notarised
AGAIN…AND he told me to bring next time 'une petite fanta, juste une petite'
[‘a small Fanta, just one small one’; i.e. a bribe]. I could have strangled him. Or
vomited on him. It shouldn't have surprised me though’.
There is a dual purpose in discussing everyday challenges in this paper. Firstly to
illuminate the type of business environment that Burundian producers operate in and
the potential negative influences that this can exert on producing quality coffee.
Secondly, as DeBerry-Spence and Elliot (2012) note, the socio-cultural specificity of
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everyday challenges remain unattractive to scholars and policymakers as solutions are
less obvious and unsuitable for a ‘quick-fix’ approach. Thus everyday challenges often
go unnoticed despite being highly disruptive and subversive to supply chain actors in
origin.

2.6. Current production dynamics in Burundi:
Farmers + coffee washing station = producer
The dynamics of Burundian coffee cultivation and production explored above can
roughly be grouped into three phases:
1. Colonial crop
2. (Independent) state-controlled crop
3. Free market ‘development darling’
The third phase of production is significant as it is the first time in its history where the
onus of production rests with the coffee washing station (CWS) and its ability to
coordinate relationships with individual farmers (Figure 2.3). This differentiates Burundi
from other origins where the smallholder farmer/large estate divide characterises
inequality in production. In the current third phase of production the state has restrained
control over processing and sales. Individual washing stations have an unprecedented
opportunity to determine their modality of production. In the best of cases, the washing
station acts as a positive hub of community transformation; in the worst cases it acts
simply as an extractive predator. It is particularly interesting that development
organisations see only the farmer as constituting the entirety of the term ‘producer’ in
Burundi (USAID, 2008, 2013; World Bank, 2012a). In reality, no single farming family in
Burundi could supply the volume a buyer needs – even those buying very small lots35.
‘The producer’ in Burundi is the (often complex) relationship between hundreds of
farmers and the washing station. In practice this can look like a hub and spoke model
where the washing station determines the core operating principle (eg. producing
certified coffee) and mobilises farmers around this production protocol in order to
ensure its own survival. If the production protocol is high quality specialty coffee, the
35

. Coffee looses about 80% of its weight as it is processed from red cherry to green bean.
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relationship is necessarily symbiotic. Post harvest processing can only reveal, damage
or destroy the material quality of coffee (Peterson, 2013). Thus, a washing station that
fails to invest at individual farm level is effectively limiting the longevity of its reach in
the specialty market. It is widely recognised that linking smallholder farmers to markets
and integrating them into value chains is a valuable way to reduce poverty, yet little is
known about the precise conditions under which this is occurs (Fayet & Vermeulen,
2014). Herein lies the importance of reformulating the term ‘producer’ as a relationship
between a CWS and farmers as buyers need to work with both parties to improve
quality and smooth out issues regarding supply. Typically, the CWS will bear the risk of
financing logistical issues upfront and arranges for the coffee to be transported to the
dry mill where it will be hulled and stored until it is exported. This is significantly
different to several origins in Latin America where individual farmers process their own
coffee on farm and deliver their parchment to a dry mill. The CWS will also arrange
contracts with buyers, produce marketing material and coordinate all export procedures
with ARFIC in the capital city Bujumbura (Appendix 6). Coffee has never been a means
by which the rural majority of Burundi could derive a profit and, in reality, Burundian
‘coffee farmers’ are farmers who happen to have coffee growing on their land. It is the
first time in Burundi’s history where the onus of production rests with individual coffee
washing stations and their ability to coordinate relationships with individual farmers.
The state has restrained control over processing and sales. Given the political history
of coffee cultivation in Burundi, it remains to be seen whether coffee washing stations
will move towards being positive agents of rural development or simply replicate the
extractive and predatory model of production validated by the state when it previously
controlled the sector.
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Figure 2.3 Illustrative example of a Burundian specialty coffee supply chain
Source: Author.

2.7. A sustainable response to the challenges facing Burundian coffee producers
The certification of production at origin using VSS is the mainstream response to
sustainability challenges in the coffee sector and is frequently perceived as ideal endscenario for coffee producers. However, sufficient evidence exists showing that the
potential impacts of VSS adoption are not assured and are, in reality, inextricably
contingent on a diverse range of contextual factors (see, for example, Blackman &
Rivera, 2011; COSA, 2013; ITC, 2011b; Potts et al., 2014; RESOLVE, 2012). The open
research agenda maintained for this research meant that rather than an automatic
deference to the vogue efficacy of voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) for
improving the sustainability of coffee production systems at origin, ‘sustainable coffee’
was perceived as being non-standard, context sensitive, and possibly meaningless
unless rooted in place. Here I describe three strategic business reasons why Burundian
producers should not assume guaranteed returns from VSS implementation and rather
focus on improving their foothold in the high-end specialty coffee market. Firstly, the
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sustainable coffee market is dominated by origins that offer what Burundi currently
cannot: large, consistent volumes. Sustainable coffee production has increased in
recent years and, in 2012, sustainable coffee accounted for 40% of global production
(Potts et al., 2014). However, the growth of sustainable coffee production is closely
linked to increased demand from large corporations that require large volumes and
constant supply (Jaffee & Howard, 2010; Johannessen & Wilhite, 2010; Jaffee, 2012;
Elder et al., 2014). Large volume coffee buyers regard origin – the people and place
where a particular coffee comes from – as significantly less important than assurance
of certified production processes (Raynolds, 2009; Daviron & Vagneron, 2011; Lundy et
al., 2012; Peterson, 2013; Vermeulen, 2015). The result has been a shift away from the
idiosyncratic, vertically integrated trading practices (characteristic of the beginning of
the sustainable coffee movement) to standardised trading through third party
certification and labelling (Daviron & Vagneron, 2011). Supplier substitutability, a
common practice in the conventional coffee market, is now common practice within the
sustainable coffee market. Large volume origins that dominate the conventional coffee
market also dominate the sustainable coffee market. Since 2000, Brazil, Vietnam and
Colombia continue to be the three largest coffee producing nations, producing at least
50% of total exportable supply annually (ICO, 2015a). These three countries alone
supplied 72% of all sustainable coffee in 2012 (Potts et al., 2014). By contrast, Burundi
produces less than 0,5% of global production and its output is consistently unreliable as
production is highly cyclical and continuously declining. Burundi is simply too small and
too unreliable to be of any concern for the majority of sustainable coffee buyers despite
the potential (and much needed) good that wide scale adoption of VSS could catalyse.
Secondly, the high risk of buying coffee affected with the Potato Taste Defect is a major
deterrent to many large volume coffee buyers who require absolute consistency for
their brands. Thirdly, Burundi’s (current) strongest competitive advantage in the global
market is the relatively high quality of its supply that has attracted a new wave of
specialty coffee buyers since the late 2000s who recognise the unique and
characteristic flavour profiles (material quality) of Burundian coffee, despite the risk of
PTD
36

36

. Whilst implementation of a VSS may contribute to material quality

. There are different ways of perceiving coffee quality and it is best defined by three attributes: material, symbolic and in-person

service attributes (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Material quality attributes refer to the quality parameters that are embedded within the
coffee fruit and can be measured by using human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste) or technological devices. These
attributes are embedded in the product because they are the outcome of the interaction between the biophysical makeup of the
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improvements, a VSS can only certify symbolic quality attributes and none of the
existing mainstream VSS certify material quality attributes (Linton et al., 2004). Material
quality coffee buyers are often more willing to enter into long term trading partnerships
with producers, offering the support needed to ensure a continuous supply of high
material quality coffee (Raynolds, 2009; Goldstein, 2011; Lundy et al., 2012; Borrella et
al., 2015). Smaller origins (those that cannot offer large volumes) as well as origins that
that are the furthest away from the standards of production required for certification
(often as a result of their relatively low level of development) will struggle to compete in
the sustainable coffee market. Certification seems an almost unnecessary position for
Burundian coffee producers to pursue given the agro-ecological endowments in
Burundi, together with the current phase of coffee production in Burundi, present an
unprecedented opportunity to exploit a renewable resource within a global market that
is demanding exactly what Burundi can produce: high material quality coffee. Whilst
development organisations and consultants have suggested this in the past (World
Bank, 2011, 2012a; TWIN Charity, 2012; Kamwenubusa & Guilleminault, 2013b;
USAID, 2013) what seems to be completely understated in their assessments is that
‘the producer’ in Burundi refers to a relationship between a coffee washing station and
the farmers it works with. It is incorrect to assume that washing stations are merely
service providers for farmers. Likewise, it is incorrect to assume that the majority of
farmers have the luxury of choosing between more than two washing stations (if that at
all). If this relationship is ignored, the potential for creating long-term change is limited
to the production capabilities of either the washing station or farming community.
Reliability of supply and quality of supply can only be ensured if there is a synergistic
country of origin and the processing technique used (for example: Arabica, Red Bourbon varietal, grown at 1800 metres and
processed by mechanical depulping). Material quality can also be referred to as intrinsic quality. The value of material quality
attributes relates primarily to the existence of measurement procedures and devices and the accuracy of these measurements
(Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Thus the ability to measure material quality attributes creates objectivity. The symbolic attributes of coffee
are in most cases determined by those living outside of origin and form the story of where the coffee came from for the purposes of
marketing the coffee to consumers and, in some instances, for drawing attention to development needs at origin. Symbolic quality
attributes cannot be measured by human senses or technological devices and are determined by reputation (Daviron & Ponte,
2005). Sustainability labels rely on symbolic quality to create and retain visibility in the coffee market. Symbolic attributes often work
together with in-person service attributes. In-person service attributes have almost nothing to do with the material quality aspect of
coffee and relates to the atmosphere and feeling that coffee professionals create for coffee consumers in a café.
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relationship between washing station and farming community. Currently, in the best of
cases, privately owned washing stations are fortifying their position in rural
communities as a positive hub of community transformation in Burundi. However, many
washing stations still simply act as extractive predators – continuing in the business
practices modeled by the state prior to privatisation. Development practitioners should
seek to strengthen the relationships between farming communities and the washing
stations they work with in order to improve the sustainability of the coffee sector in
Burundi. Specialty coffee buyers who purchase according to material quality and not
VSS certification currently represent the most engaged buyer community in Burundi
and the most immediate option for partnerships to enhance sustainability in the sector.
There is however the inevitable issue of scale: the reach of these buyers is limited by
the typically small volume purchases they make. Only after Burundi has improved the
consistency of its supply will it be realistic to consider entering the mainstream
sustainable coffee market. Until then, buyers and development practitioners need to
recognise that Burundi represents a partially liberalised market and seek out exemplary
producers (ie. healthy relationships between coffee washing stations and farmers) and
support these rather than waiting for the state to honour its promise to complete the
privatisation process.

2.8. Concluding reflection on context and future research trajectories
Burundi is currently a high potential specialty coffee producer with low performing
governance capabilities. It is also a very poor country with an undiversified economy
relying almost exclusively on foreign aid and export earnings determined by the
volatility of the world coffee market. Reflecting on the various contextual challenges
discussed throughout this article, there are five summative themes that emerge as
threats to the sustainability and longevity of coffee production in Burundi:
Instability and unpredictability:
Burundi’s post-independence period is marked with instability and violence where
perpetrators of violence have by and large enjoyed impunity. Burundian politics
remains highly factional and democracy remains in its infancy. The political platform for
nation building and development is fraught and fragile.
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Structural inequality and peasant oppression:
Decades of skewed and (urban) biased investment practices by an extractive state has
impoverished farmers and rural areas where the majority of the population resides.
State controlled coffee cultivation and export has enabled elite capture. Daley (2013)
has further argued that the liberal peace processes promoted during the Arusha peace
process had the effect of reinforcing (rather than transforming) Burundi’s structural
inequalities.
Weak Institutions:
The style of governance enforced by the successive one-party military regimes from
1965 until the early 1990s formed a “monolithic apparatus of power” with minimal
separation of powers between the executive, the legislature and the judiciary (Laely
1997: 709). Burundi’s limited natural resource base has typically meant that institutions
were designed to enrich those in power via rent extraction. It is possibly unsurprising
that institutional capacity in Burundi remains weak and prone to what most Westerners
would call corruption37. It remains to be seen whether the rural majority of Burundi will
ever be able to trust centralised state institutions given their history of exploitation and
oppression.
Agro-economic performance:
‘Everything that was at one time the centre of society in ancient Burundi is again at the
heart of social relations: the concentration of soil fertility, its appropriation and its
management’ (Cochet 2004: 117). Urgent attention must be paid to rebuilding soil
fertility capital in order to stabilise national and household incomes. Unfortunately
research efforts in this regard are woefully underfunded compared to the gravity of their
need.
Everyday challenges to business:
Presently Burundi ranks 152 out of 189 countries for its ease of doing business and
ranks 139 out of 144 countries on the Global Competitiveness Index with corruption,
access to financing and political instability as the top three barriers to conducting
business (Schwab & Sala-i-Martín, 2014; World Bank, 2014b). Both quantitatively and

37

Laely (1997) and Uvin (2009) have emphasised the need for a nuanced understanding of corruption in the Burundian context to

allow for better understanding of the local dynamics of patronage and cultural values associated with leadership which are very
different from the liberal, Western conceptualization of the word ‘corruption’.
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qualitatively Burundi is a difficult and often frustrating place to do business. The small
and emerging private sector is not helped by the fact that NGOs and INGOs are de
facto goods and services providers. Everyday challenges to business will not disappear
anytime soon in Burundi and the accumulative influence of these on producers should
not be underestimated.
These five themes provide a basic platform for understanding the problems facing any
attempt or intervention to produce ‘sustainable coffee’ in Burundi. This article has
deliberately traversed a diverse terrain of literature in order to build a multifaceted
understanding of the context in which coffee production occurs in Burundi. Yet, there
are still topics not covered that are also relevant to improving specialty coffee
production and sustainability in Burundi. For example, continuous (and occasionally
violent) land disputes, the impact of malnutrition and high infant mortality rates, and the
high rate of non-tariff measures applied in Burundi on desperately needed imports
given the country’s lack of manufacturing sector. The five themes identified are thus a
provocation for further enquiry into the contextual conditions that inhibit the growth of
the specialty coffee sector in Burundi. In particular, more research is needed to better
understand how redefining the term ‘producer’ as the relationship between a washing
station and the farmers it works with can improve production and rural livelihoods. This
will require moving beyond the Theory of Change (ToC)38 logic that most VSS are built
on towards a more relational epistemology that may be more difficult to incorporate into
traditional value chain development programmes. Despite all Burundi’s problems, the
potential for livelihood improvement and development through specialty coffee
production is potent and worthy of further research attention.

38

A ToC refers to “a planning and management tool that defines all building blocks required to bring about a given long-term goal.

This set of connected building blocks – interchangeably referred to as outcomes or results is depicted on a map known as a
pathway of change/change framework, which is a graphic representation of the change process” (ISEAL, 2015: 5). ToCs are
outcome-based and are used in programme design and evaluation. All ToCs presume a connection between a set of inputs and
desirable outcomes (Stein & Valters, 2012).
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Figure 3 Selective handpicking, Bukeye, 27 June 2013
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Chapter 3
Practices of Third Wave Coffee: a Burundian producer’s perspective
Abstract
The relationship between coffee quality and sustainability is typically analysed using
symbolic quality attributes, not material quality. Not much is known about coffee supply
chains organised around material quality. This article provides a bottom-up perspective
of Burundi’s current competitive advantage in the global coffee market: material quality.
The research agenda was embedded within the operations of a Burundian coffee
producer and describes critical business practices for producing and selling high
material quality coffee. I argue that these business practices represent quality
governance mechanisms that are significantly different to the exogenous and fixed
criteria of sustainability certifications and labels. Such quality governance mechanisms
are an important trading trend to recognise and understand in a producing country like
Burundi that is unable to effectively compete in the certified coffee market because of
the size and irregularity of its supply.
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3.1. Introduction
Access to the global coffee market for smallholder producers is secured along one of
two routes: as a low-cost producer of a bulk commodity or through differentiated
product offerings in order to access quality-conscious markets (Neilson, 2007). There
are different ways of perceiving coffee quality and it is best defined by three attributes:
material, symbolic and in-person service attributes (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Material
quality attributes refer to the quality parameters that are embedded within the coffee
fruit and can be measured by using human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste)
or technological devices. These attributes are embedded in the product because they
are the outcome of the interaction between the biophysical makeup of the country of
origin and the processing technique used (for example: Arabica, Yellow Bourbon
varietal, grown at 1800 metres and processed by mechanical depulping). Material
quality attributes are also referred to as intrinsic quality attributes. The value of material
quality attributes relates primarily to the existence of measurement procedures and
devices and the accuracy of these measurements (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Thus the
ability to measure material quality attributes creates objectivity. The symbolic quality
attributes of coffee are in most cases determined by those living outside of origin and
form the story of where the coffee came from for the purposes of marketing coffee to
consumers and, in some instances, for drawing attention to development needs at
origin 39 . Symbolic quality attributes cannot be measured by human senses or
technological devices and are determined by reputation. Sustainability labels rely on
symbolic quality to create and retain visibility in the coffee market. Symbolic attributes
often work together with in-person service attributes. In-person service attributes are
mostly disconnected from the material quality attributes of coffee and relate to the
atmosphere and feeling that coffee professionals create for coffee consumers in a café
(‘immaterial production’)40. Differentiation via exemplary material quality is an expedient
way of creating trading opportunities for origins that are unable to effectively compete in
39

See also Davids (2013).

40

Daviron and Ponte (2005) illustrate the differences between these three quality attributes in their case study of the Italian coffee

market. Their research clearly shows that ‘high quality’ coffee in Italy is predominantly defined by symbolic quality (generated
through roaster brand names and marketing, not origin) and in-person service quality. Material quality, in the majority of cases, is
non-essential to an Italian roaster’s success as the majority of espresso consumption relies on the atmosphere of the café where
coffee “does not get tasted, just ingested” (Daviron & Ponte, 2005: 148).
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the mainstream market due to low or inconsistent volumes (Donnet et al., 2007). This is
a strategic opportunity as there is a shortage of exemplary material quality coffee
available in the global coffee market (Daviron & Ponte, 2005; Watts, 2013). Whilst there
is a significant body of sustainability-oriented research and debate on the development
possibilities derived from the symbolic quality attributes of coffee (Hudson & Hudson,
2003; Ponte, 2004; Bacon, 2005; Giovannucci & Ponte, 2005; Lyons, 2005; Raynolds
et al., 2007; Blackman & Rivera, 2011; ITC, 2011d; Elder et al., 2014; Vermeulen &
Metselaar, 2015) less attention has been paid to how the material quality attributes of
coffee are involved in the sustainable coffee discourse (Goldstein, 2011; Wilson &
Wilson, 2014; Borrella et al., 2015). Historically there has been little demand to
understand ‘cup quality’ – the term that coffee professionals and aficionados use to
refer to material quality (Steiman, 2013; Sunarharum et al., 2014; Wilson & Wilson,
2014) and as a result cup quality has largely been disconnected from the corpus of
sustainable coffee research. However, for an origin like Burundi it is impossible to
ignore the relationship between cup quality and sustainability as it is currently Burundi’s
only competitive advantage in the market. Burundi’s geoclimatic features are near ideal
for high material quality coffee production. These include growing altitudes of 1500 –
2200 metres and moderate tropical conditions with abundant rainfall, the predominance
of the Red Bourbon varietal and a long history of high quality processing using the wet
method. The agro-ecological endowments in Burundi, together with the current phase
of coffee production in Burundi (recently privatised), present an unprecedented
opportunity to exploit a renewable resource within a global market that is demanding
exactly what Burundi can produce: high material quality coffee.
Creating demand for what Burundi can offer the market is not an automatic process.
Quality is socially constructed (Renard, 1999) and its appreciation is ultimately
contingent to specific cultural, political and economic contexts (Ilbery & Kneafsey,
2000; Warner, 2007). Understanding coffee quality is part of a larger ‘quality turn’ in the
agro-food sector. Goodman (2003) describes the ‘quality turn’ as a vigorously
contested process of transition from the hegemony of standardised commodity
production to our present consumption-scape: a diversity of place specific products,
further differentiated by disparate notions of quality. Coffee buyers, roasters and cafes
utilise the three sets of quality attributes (material, symbolic, in-person service) in
different ways as a means of positioning themselves in the market and securing a
customer base (Roseberry, 1996; Giovannucci & Koekoek, 2003; Daviron & Ponte,
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2005; Raynolds, 2009; Manzo, 2010; Lundy et al., 2012; Davids, 2013; Morris, 2013;
Holland, Kjeldsen & Kerndrup, 2015). The variety of ways in which to prepare and
consume coffee, together with diverse cultural associations to the drink, has resulted in
a highly segmented market manifested by a plethora of coffee-related drinks, flavoured
syrups, cafes, single-serve pod machines and sustainability stickers. Learning how to
compete in and negotiate the quality-conscious sector of the global coffee market is an
essential skill for producers who cannot compete using volume. However, in order to
compete on the basis of material quality, producers need to have a clear idea of the
quality practices demanded by buyers who purchase exemplary material quality coffee.
Unfortunately, there is a scarcity of accessible information that can serve as a guide to
producers on how to make investment decisions to compete with the material quality of
their production (Wilson & Wilson, 2014). Unlike the rigid requirements of mainstream
sustainability certifications (symbolic quality), there is a high level of flexibility regarding
production practices for improving material quality attributes41. In this article, I examine
the market relevant quality practices of a Burundian coffee producer who uses material
quality to secure access to niche markets and, as a result, bypasses the agroeconomic challenges that prevents Burundi from effectively competing in the
mainstream coffee market.

3.2. Methodology & Context
This study is based on my on-going research work in Burundi and is part of a larger
transdisciplinary PhD project focused on sustainability issues within the Burundian
coffee sector42 . Immersion in context was central to the transdisciplinary approach
followed for this study as immersion allows for emergence – opportunities and events
that could never have been planned or predicted apart from experience of the context –
to be incorporated into the research process (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming).
The broad, overall, research aim was to learn about sustainability issues within the
Burundian coffee sector by inserting the research aims into a real coffee supply chain

41

It is also worth noting the limits of certification: whilst implementation of a sustainability certification may contribute to material

quality improvements, none of the available mainstream sustainability standards certify material quality attributes (Linton et al.,
2004; Goldstein, 2011).
42

Transdisciplinary (TD) research is a methodology that seeks to transcend disciplinary boundaries in order to solve problems in

the real world (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012; Brandt et al., 2013).
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in Burundi (immersion in context). I began working with a Burundian coffee producer43,
Long Miles Coffee Project, in 2013 as part of the larger PhD project and took on the
role of Farmer Relations Officer to serve as liaison between farmers and Long Miles
Coffee Project (LMCP)44. Much of my work revolved around understanding what was
needed to “make farmers’ problems buyers’ problems and make buyers’ problems
farmers’ problems”. Apart from the learning generated from everyday experiences at
LMCP, supplementary learning was generated from semi-structured interviews
conducted between November 2013 and September 2015 with green coffee buyers
and other coffee researchers who have working experience and insight into production
dynamics in Burundi’s coffee sector (Appendix 3). Immersion into the context of LMCP
meant that I related to individuals working for LMCP as colleagues and co-researchers,
not as key informants. Similarly, both coffee farmers and coffee buyers related to me as
someone who worked with LMCP, not as an external researcher doing research on or
for LMCP.
The idea of producing ‘quality coffee’ emerged as a central research theme at the
beginning of 2014 as LMCP expressed that this was a strategic goal for the company to
meet current and future demand from buyers. A brief note on Burundi’s position in the
global coffee market is needed in order to fully appreciate why differentiation by quality
would be important to LMCP. Burundi is the smallest origin in East Africa and it is
known for its highly irregular supply and low volumes (ISTEEBU, 2009, 2014; World
Bank, 2011; ICO, 2015a). The continuously declining nature of its supply positions
Burundi as virtually inconsequential to global production. In general, Burundian coffee
producers face a unique mix of compounding socio-political, economic, and institutional
challenges that threaten the longevity of the entire coffee sector. These challenges are
further complicated by cyclical violence: horrific and destabilising episodes of ethnicbased violence in 1965, 1972, 1988 and a civil war from 1994 – 2005 (Lemarchand,
1970, 1995; Daley, 2006). As of April 2015, Burundi is experiencing further political
turmoil and instability after the decision of President Pierre Nkurunziza to run for an
43

In Burundi, smallholder coffee farmers rely on coffee washing stations (CWS) to process (mechanically depulp) and export their

coffee as, in reality, no single farming family in Burundi could produce the supply that even small volume buyers need. This
differentiates Burundi from other origins where the smallholder farmer/large estate divide characterises inequality in production.
Thus the term ‘producer’ in this study refers to the relationship between a CWS and the farmers that deliver coffee to it.
44

www.longmilescoffeeproject.com
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unconstitutional third term in office. Burundi’s low agro-economic performance (and the
associated image problems this creates with buyers), its political instability, and its low
level of development45 make it a difficult to reach origin for voluntary sustainability
standards (VSS). Burundi is simply too small and too unreliable to be of any concern
for the majority of sustainable coffee buyers despite the potential (and much needed)
good that wide scale adoption of VSS could catalyse. Furthermore, the high risk of
buying coffee affected with the Potato Taste Defect (PTD) – a haphazard flavour defect
found only in Burundian, Rwandan and DR Congo coffees – is a major deterrent to
many large volume coffee buyers who require absolute consistency for their brands46
(Gueule et al., 2015). Burundi’s (current) strongest competitive advantage in the global
market is the relatively high quality of its supply that has attracted a new wave of
specialty coffee 47 buyers since the late 2000s who recognise the unique and
characteristic flavour profiles (material quality) of Burundian coffee, despite the risk of
PTD. It is these buyers that LMCP seeks to initiate and sustain trading relationships
with and, as a result, these buyers continue to generate the mainstay of LMCP’s
business.
From the emergent learning experiences at LMCP, I describe how Burundian coffee
producers can exploit their competitive advantage of high material quality production

45

46

Burundi ranks 180 out of 187 countries on the Human Development Index (UNDP, 2014).
. Brewed coffee beans with PTD taste like a raw potato. It is common knowledge that traditional commercial buyers would easily

reject entire containers of coffee if one incidence of PTD were found in their order. The macro-economic consequences of this can
be dire. There is currently no clear solution to eliminating PTD from production (Bouyjou et al., 1999; Jackels et al., 2014; Songer,
2014).
47

Erna Knutsen originally coined the term ‘specialty coffee’ in 1978. Knutsen described specialty coffees as coffees “made from

coffee beans grown in special geographic microclimates with unique flavor profiles” (Rhinehart, 2009). However, since the 1970s,
the term has not always denoted terroir and is often used as a positional term for marketing purposes. It often implies a beyond
minimum standards product which creates the idea that it should command a premium price (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000).
Unsurprisingly, there is no universally accepted definition of specialty coffee (ITC, 2011c). Specialty coffee represents 48% volume
share and nearly 55% value share of the American coffee market which is estimated at $48 billon dollars (SCAA, 2015). Although
void of a formally accepted definition, the specialty coffee market often aligns itself with different values and notions of quality
compared to the market positioning of ‘regular’ coffee. Certified coffee, for example, is part of the growth of the specialty coffee
market.
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through specific business-related practices. Several of the literature sources in this
article are not peer-reviewed owing to the fact that Burundi’s coffee sector is not well
researched despite the significant changes that the sector has undergone since its
effective privatisation in 2009. The style of writing in this article mimics the learning
experience during the research process with emergent insights guiding the selection of
theoretical perspectives to be included and connected to.

3.3. Three waves of coffee quality
It was necessary to go beyond a theoretical understanding of coffee quality in order to
relate to roasters and traders that buy coffee from LMCP. At LMCP I was introduced to
the idea of Third Wave coffee – a term used to describe a new approach to producing,
roasting and selling coffee that is characterised by a near exclusive focus on the
material quality of coffee. Coffee aficionados and industry professionals perceive the
current heterogeneity of consumption trends in the market according to three distinct,
but overlapping, waves (Manzo, 2010, 2014; Hartman, 2011; Thurston, Morris &
Steiman, 2013; Borrella et al., 2015)48. LMCP’s business model focuses on producing
exceptionally high material quality coffee that can command a premium on the
international market to deliver higher prices to farmers. LMCP self-identifies and
markets itself as a Third Wave coffee producer. LMCP’s production is not certified by a
third party sustainability certification or standard. However it uses the industry standard
method of sensory perception and analysis (called cupping) to evaluate and ‘certify’ the
material quality (cup quality) of the coffee it produces (Franca et al., 2005; Bhumiratana
et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011; Di Donfrancesco et al., 2014; Sunarharum et al., 2014).
Although there are many styles and variations of cupping that coffee businesses use
internally, the de facto sensory framework for cupping used by producers and buyers is
the Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA) Cupping Protocol (Stewart, 2013;
Carvalho, Paiva & Vieira, 2015)49. The SCAA standards define specialty coffee as any
coffee that scores above 80 (out of 100) on their cupping protocol (SCAA, 2014). The
average cupping score for the first LMCP container exported during the 2014 harvest

48

Coffee professional Trish Rothgeb is credited as the first person to put into writing this perspective on coffee after experiencing

the styles of cafes that were available in Norway in 2002: “First Wave, Second Wave, Third Wave: this is how I think of
contemporary coffee” (Skeie, 2003).
49

The SCAA was established in 1982 and is the largest trade association (by members) in the coffee industry.
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was 86.8 points. LMCP’s exclusive focus on material quality sets it apart from all
mainstream sustainability standards for coffee production that have a primary focus on
symbolic quality. During the first week of working with LMCP in January 2014 I
coordinated and supported a coffee cupping with three Third Wave roasters from the
USA. During this cupping and the many others that followed during 2014 and 2015 the
practices of Third Wave coffee production and consumption became apparent. Third
Wave coffee is process oriented and celebrates coffee as a fruit (not a drink) with all
processing geared towards enhancing fruit quality rather than creating a standardised
taste. Cup score is the final determinant of fruit quality and provides rich data regarding
the influence of processing on material quality attributes. As a result, at LMCP,
significant investment is directed towards ensuring that the latest cup scores dictate
how the technical processing protocols are designed and implemented. Third Wave
coffee producers like LMCP create micro-lots that can be sold to buyers as means of
highlighting and differentiating the material quality attributes of their annual production.
Micro-lot coffee is a term used to refer to highly differentiated coffee that is
differentiated by a combination of terroir, processing method, size and cup score over
and above its differentiation by origin. Often Third Wave coffee is marketed by roasters
as being ‘small-batch’ and ‘hand-crafted’ – a reference to the micro-lot quantities in
which the coffee was produced and purchased. A micro-lot can be as small as a single
60-kilogram bag; a clear departure from the volume based approach to selling where
the aim is to sell coffee in container loads. At LMCP micro-lots are created primarily
through differentiation by terroir (discovered through cupping) and secondarily by the
date on which they are processed during the harvest period. Although this article is not
focused on the demand side of the coffee supply chain, brief insight into these
dynamics during the First and Second Wave is necessary to fully understand how
LMCP differentiates its offerings in order to be attractive to Third Wave buyers. Table
3.1 summarises the most obvious distinguishing differences of each wave according to
each quality attribute with the most significant differences listed first. Table 3.1 is nonexhaustive as coffee, the drink, is always connected to a particular style and culture of
consumption (that differs between countries as much as it does within countries) to the
point that “coffee is never ‘just coffee’” (Morris, 2013: 883).
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Table 3.1 Three waves of coffee
Source: Author with additional insight from Roseberry (1996), Ponte (2002), Hartman (2011), Bacon (2013),
Davids (2013), Manzo (2014), Borrella et al (2015)

Quality
attribute

Material
quality

First Wave

Second Wave (1966-present)

Third Wave (2003-present)

Increased attention paid to material High material quality fundamental to
Unimportant given that coffee
quality; introduction of 'single origin' business models of traders, roasters
is sold as instant soluble blends
(unblednded) and 'gourmet' coffees and cafes
Dark to medium roast preference
Large volume purchases of varying
cup score
Seasonality of coffee determined by
roasts/holiday periods not origin
harvest period

Light to medium roast preference
Exclusive micro-lots of high cup
score
Seasonal coffee according to harvest
periods of different origins
Roasting, brewing and even logistics
all centred on preserving material
quality of coffee sourced

Symbolic
quality

In-person
service
quality

Little/no information about
origin or bean quality

Symbolic quality is fundamental to
business model (the idea of better
quality coffee) coupled with high inperson service quality

Symbolic quality generated by
drawing attention to material quality
of coffee as a tropical fruit that is
transformed into a drink

Industrial blends with low
levels of differentiation

Certified coffee (FairTrade, Organic,
Rain Forest Alliance, UTZ) used to
create symbolic quality

Micro-lots enable high levels of
traceability( to farm level /
processing method) which create
symbolic quality

Mass marketing of large scale
roasters brands

Farm gate prices paid to producers
Leaders in the field (often direct
not typically highlighted unless linked trade roasters) are more transparent
to VSS purchases
with their farm gate prices
‘Relationship coffee’ focused on
philanthropic reasons

‘Relationship coffee’ focused on
enhancing material quality

In-home consumption

Franchised chains with a branded
ambience (Starbucks, Caffè Nero,
Wayne’s Coffee, Costa, Gloria Jean’s
Coffee) in major Western cities,
airports, shopping malls

Independent micro-roasters

Coffee is easily accessible at
supermarkets and relatively
cheap

Trained baristas necessary to
enhance cafe ambience

Increased professionalism of the
barista

The beginning of consumer
Consumer education about terroir,
education about coffee quality and
including Cup of Excellence
espresso-based drinks and paying
competition coffees
more for ‘quality’ coffee
Espresso based drinks with flavour
Manual hand-brewing alongside
variability (syrups)
espresso machines
Increased presence of automated
espresso machines in non-traditional
consumption venues (eg. chicken fastfood franchises)
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First Wave coffee roasting and retail is associated with standardization and mass
marketing with the aim of mass consumption (Roseberry, 1996)50. Despite the variety
of origins that traders bought green coffee from, First Wave coffee was perceived and
consumed as a mundane and undifferentiated beverage (Roseberry, 1996)51. Roasting
during the First Wave was a large-scale and industrial process with little to no effort
directed towards enhancing material quality. Second Wave coffee is the result of
roasters differentiating their products through improved material quality and attention to
symbolic quality attributes (Davids, 2013). The opening of Peet’s Coffee & Tea store in
California in 1966 is said to be the beginning of Second Wave coffee in America
(Daviron & Ponte, 2005; Bacon, 2013; Davids, 2013; Borrella et al., 2015). Notions of
coffee quality are the focus of the Second Wave with the introduction of a wide array of
customisable (size, flavouring, origin, milk) espresso-based drinks that Ponte (2002b)
has described as the ‘latte revolution’ because of the predominance of milk (latte in
Italian) over coffee content. Unlike the First Wave, the retail strategy of the Second
Wave revolves around fragmentation and attracts consumers through differentiated,
out-of-home consumption experiences in ambient cafes placing high value on in-person
service quality attributes (Roseberry, 1996; Ponte, 2002). Undoubtedly, the pervasive
presence of Starbucks is the (on-going) epitome the Second Wave (Skeie, 2003;
Daviron & Ponte, 2005; Hartman, 2011). Interestingly, the Second Wave is known for
the paradoxical consumer experience it created. On the one hand, in the Second Wave
coffee connoisseurship begins to resemble that of wine through increased recognition
of the importance of unique attributes of origin and its relation to material quality
(Raynolds, 2009; Wilson et al., 2012; Howell, 2013). Yet, at the same time, the
competition between major Second Wave stores also resulted in automation of process
to achieve brand recognition (symbolic quality) via standardisation: a Starbucks

50

Borrella et al. (2015) argue that the First Wave occurred between the 1930s and 1960s, however as Thurston et al. (2013) stress,

there is no agreement on the exact time frame of this wave of consumption. What is agreed upon is that low quality coffee beans
were used to create instant coffee blends that were packaged and sold in cans to ensure a long shelf life. Freshness of roast was
not a priority.
51

This is possibly linked to availability of vacuum-packed instant coffee rations during World War II (Benfield, 2013; Thurston et al.,

2013).
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Caramel Macchiato should look and taste like a Starbucks Caramel Macchiato
regardless of which store in the world it is purchased from52.
Apart from books written for coffee professionals and aficionados, there is scant
academic research around the phenomenon of Third Wave coffee except for the work
of Manzo (2010, 2015) and Borrella et al.(2015)53. The transition into Third Wave coffee
should be seen as a move towards the artisanal approach to crafting quality that has
long been evident in the wine industry (Howell, 2013; Folmer, 2014). I contend that the
Third Wave represents an unprecedented trading opportunity for Burundian coffee
producers because the agro-ecological endowments in Burundi provide exactly what
Third Wave buyers are looking for. One strong piece of evidence for this is the
introduction of the Cup of Excellence (COE) programme in 2012. The COE programme
is the hallmark of specialty coffee representing the highest award that can be given for
material quality as the level of analysis that winning coffees undergo is unrivalled. All
coffees are cupped ‘blind’ without any information given about production (Alliance for
Coffee Excellence, 2015) 54 . Apart from the COE programme, Burundi has also
demonstrated its ability to produce exemplary quality coffees with a unique cup profile
to the market and these have attracted direct trading relationships (Elena, 2010; World
Bank, 2011, 2012a; USAID, 2013; Bamber et al., 2014; Leeson, 2015; Wennersgaard,
2015). My on-going research in the Burundian coffee sector continues to reveal that
buyers perceive Burundian coffee as a good cost to performance product that offers
unique and desirable terroir offerings at a highly competitive price point compared to
coffees with similar cup scores and flavour profiles from other origins.
However, what is currently lacking amongst Burundian producers is the business knowhow to connect to buyers interested in high material quality coffee. An intentional
commitment is required from a producer to differentiate their product according to
52 The

ripple effects of the groundswell created by Second Wave roasters and cafes are seen in the increasing availability of higher

quality coffee in businesses whose core business is far removed from the food, beverage and hospitality industry. The increasing
presence of fully automated espresso and cappuccino machines that grind beans on demand at the press of a button at fuel
stations or fast food outlets is an example of this.

53

54

See http://map.thirdwavewichteln.com/ for a global map of Third Wave roasters (Third Wave Wichteln, 2015).

. COE competitions occur in 10 different origins, eight in Latin America and two in Africa. Rwanda is the other African origin.
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material quality attributes as market access created by material quality upgrading
occurs primarily at farm-level55. In Burundi, although the correct pre-conditions exist to
produce high material quality coffee the sector has not yet capitalised on these nor has
there been significant investment to retain this competitive advantage. I see this as one
of the unfortunate influences of the previous governance of the coffee sector. Up until
2009 the state monopolised all activities related to the production and export of coffee
and relied on a strategy of rent seeking off the simple production of bulk,
undifferentiated coffee. In the next sections I explain two business practices of Third
Wave coffee production used by LMCP to attract and retain buyers. These are the
production of material quality attributes and the production of symbolic quality attributes
at origin to sell alongside material quality attributes. Thereafter I show how direct trade
is an important tool to sustaining Third Wave coffee production for small volume
producers and buyers.

3.4. The production of material quality: cupping
Although historically exporters and buyers employed cupping as faultfinding exercise,
to spot defects before export, cupping is now used as a flavour discovery tool to create
new sales (Goldstein, 2011; Freeman, Freeman & Duggan, 2012). At LMCP cupping is
an integral part of everyday operations with extensive resources dedicated to ensuring
that coffees are cupped in the best way possible56. Initially it was difficult to discern how
countless hours spent cupping coffee at LMCP was connected to improving the
livelihoods of poor smallholder farmers. The inherent subjectivity involved in cupping
first cast it as an almost superfluous activity: an array of lavish flavor descriptors that
were utterly disconnected from the harsh reality of rural Burundi. However, what
became apparent after a year of working with LMCP is the necessity for LMCP to be
competent in the logics of both ends of its supply chain. In order to capitalise on the
investments made at farm level (for example, providing farmers with organic fertiliser),
LMCP needed to be able to clearly link those investments to improvements in cup

55

This is important as the capabilities of post-harvest processing are often overestimated. Post-harvest processing can only reveal,

damage or destroy the material quality of coffee (Peterson, 2013).
56

For example, paying for various tests to ensure that water quality is optimal to counter the irregular quality of water supply in

Burundi.
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score otherwise these investments would be of no interest to material quality buyers.
Third Wave buyers are looking for terroir: the taste of place that “divides the world into
ever smaller areas for the purposes of ascribing value to both the uniqueness of the
foods produced in that area but also to define its relative scarcity” (Wilson et al., 2012:
501). Continuous cupping of the current harvest is the means by which terroir is a
discovered and correlated with farm level investment. The ‘farm to cup’ connection
(often touted in ethical coffee marketing campaigns) is not a given and needs to be
intentionally integrated into the business operations of a producer. In the case of
LMCP, all farm level investments are scrutinized through annual monitoring and
evaluation and any investment that cannot be linked to an improvement of cup score is
discontinued.
Cupping protocols (such as the SCAA protocol) provide a language that is mutually
intelligible to actors on either end of the supply chain; a process that involves “the
objectification of the subjective” (Freeman et al., 2012: 60). Professional cuppers (such
as those at LMCP) undergo training in order to ensure that their sensory analysis skills
are calibrated with international cuppers. Calibration happens informally (every time a
buyer visits from abroad) and formally (during international coffee competitions and
trade fairs). LMCP’s ability to perform sensory evaluation and analysis of their own
production according to international protocols creates a language with which to
connect to buyers, especially those who are searching for a particular material quality
attribute. What was also evident is that LMCP’s ability to confidently cup with potential
buyers and existing clients appeared to be the beginning of negotiation of the sales
contract. For long-standing clients who regularly travel to Burundi to sample LMCP’s
production, cupping is the subject around which discussions about improvements in
processing occur. Cupping at LMCP is a non-negotiable activity: it ensures the
sustainability of the company in much the same way as the arrival of each harvest
does.
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3.5. The production of symbolic quality: traceability
One of the challenges that LMCP faces as a small, Third Wave coffee producer (in one
of the world’s most unreliable origins) is competing with importers and traders abroad
who are able to offer spot coffee that is certified and is fully traceable at a lower price
point. ‘Spot coffee’ refers to coffee that has already landed at a coffee-receiving
warehouse (e.g. Antwerp, Hamburg) and can be bought by roasters ‘on the spot’ by
simply ordering off a trader’s offer list (ITC, 2011c). Spot coffee comes in various
qualities and price points and generally caters for almost every roaster and retailer.
LMCP produces its own symbolic quality in order to compete with cheaper spot coffee
offerings. Coffee producers create symbolic quality through traceability (Neilson, 2007).
For LMCP this means being able to trace every kilogram of coffee produced and sold to
individual farming families. LMCP’s ability to do so is only possible because it has
created a farm database of agro-economic indicators57 that is updated each harvest
period and is read alongside the information generated by cupping. LMCP also
employs a professional photographer to capture high quality images of production and
the communities in which it works in. Every micro-lot of coffee sold by LMCP is
accompanied by a dossier of marketing material (symbolic quality) that is produced insitu. LMCP’s marketing material cannot be replicated because the symbolic quality
attributes are unique to place and complements terroir (material quality). These
symbolic quality attributes flow out of the messy processes of building trust with farming
communities in an environment that is hostile to private enterprise.
It is worthwhile to note that symbolic quality attributes are also the means by which
sustainable coffee labels secure market position through traceability that is created
when producers adhere to certification criteria. However, as Raynolds (2009) shows,
there are three categories which sustainable coffee buyers usually fall into: Missionmotivated buyers who do so because they profoundly believe in the ethical cause(s)
undergirding the certification, quality-motivated buyers who buy certified coffee insofar
as the coffee is of a high quality and market-motivated buyers who only purchase
certified coffee to gain or retain market share. Whilst a significant body of work exists to
understand the effects of the purchasing practices of mission- and market-motivated
buyers, the purchasing habits of quality-motivated buyers are less understood (Borrella
57

Size of farm, number of trees, level of fertliser use, household size, yields from previous harvests etc.
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et al., 2015). Similarly, research on the production practices of producers who produce
high material quality coffee and their own accompanying symbolic quality attributes is
almost non-existent. Third Wave buyers look for unique micro-lots of limited availability
in order to distinguish their businesses in the market. What was apparent at LMCP is
that the production of its own symbolic quality is appealing to material quality buyers
and far more desirable than the symbolic quality attributes offered by traders and
importers.

3.6. Direct trade: Visible and invisible actors that facilitate Third Wave coffee
LMCP uses direct trade to connect “coffee farming families with roasters who believe
that exceptional coffee includes traceability and sustainability” (Carlson & Carlson,
2014). The concept of direct trade (or direct import) is not new in the coffee industry
and has been in use since the 1950s by various alternative trade organisations (Fridell,
2004; Jaffee, 2007; Raynolds, 2009). Traditionally the term direct trade was associated
the idea of a (literally) shorter supply chain with the removal of intermediaries who,
stereotypically, generated exploitative rents from coffee which they purchased at low
farm gate prices. The idea of a shorter supply chain has previously created significant
symbolic quality that created product differentiation that was appealing for ethically
conscious consumers. However, for a producer, direct trade refers to whether or not
the sales contract has been directly negotiated with a buyer (Cycon, 2007; Lundy et al.,
2012; Watts, 2013). The ability to directly negotiate the value of the final sales contract
is significantly more important to a producer than a shorter supply chain where there is
no ability to negotiate the value of the contract. Third Wave producers and buyers will
typically only shorten the supply chain (in the literal sense) insofar as it enhances
material quality (Raynolds, 2009; Hartman, 2011; Lundy et al., 2012). At its simplest,
Third Wave direct trade is the result of regular and direct engagement between
producer and buyer, often with the aim of securing a long term trading relationship, to
obtain high quality coffee fruit. Third Wave roasters distinguish themselves in the
market by offering exclusive micro-lots (some of which are as small as one 60-kilogram
bag) that are seasonally available according to the various harvest cycles at origin. The
work required to sustain this operating principle, multiplied by the number of origins that
roasters source from, is a full time job and only a few Third Wave roasters have the
human and financial capital to do this themselves. Likewise, producers like LMCP who
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wish to export small quantities of differentiated lots face the same problem in exporting
to micro-roasters. Third Wave producers and roasters use ‘connective businesses’ to
connect with each other and facilitate the logistics involved in small-volume coffee
trading (Borrella et al., 2015). Connective businesses make direct trade relationships
between producers and buyers possible but remain ‘invisible’ in the marketing of the
coffee – possibly because of the negative connotations associated with middlemen in
the supply chain. Connective businesses are also not simply importers and occupy
different roles in the supply chain both at origin and in consuming countries58.
The connective businesses that LMCP works with are carefully selected according to
their ability to appreciate the immense time and effort that has been invested in
creating material quality attributes in its micro-lot offerings. It is also important to LMCP
that its connective businesses appreciate and utilise the symbolic quality attributes it
produces. For LMCP, a connective businesses needs to be more than simply a service
provider (eg. simply providing marketing services). LMCP chooses to work with
connective businesses that understand Burundi’s niche position in the global market
and the associated fragility of such a market position by connecting LMCP to clients
(usually boutique micro-roasters) who value uniqueness of supply over ubiquity of
supply. Connective businesses are often built around business models that are
incongruent with the logic of supplier substitutability that has become commonplace in
the mainstream sustainable coffee market (Daviron & Vagneron, 2011; Borrella et al.,
2015) 59 . Connective businesses are critical for an origin like Burundi that is often
substituted out of purchasing plans of roasters because of the threat of buying coffee
affected with the Potato Taste Defect or because of the political instability that affects
production. Whilst most connective businesses strive to establish durable and direct
relationships with the aim of improving consistency and quality of supply for the long
term (Borrella et al., 2015), at times contextual challenges can put pressure on these
relationships despite the best efforts of the producer:

58 An emergent learning in this research is that, ironically, connective businesses are often financed or partly-owned by large
trading companies. These larger trading companies seek to invest in the emerging Third Wave market but do not wish to do so by
involving the reputation of their own (Second Wave) companies.
59

Supplier substitutability is common because origin is less important that evidence of certified production.
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‘Working with Burundi as an origin this year as been a discouraging
experience. When I compare the amount of time and effort it takes to work in
Burundi with all the other origins we work in, Burundi is heads and above more
challenging. I expect this, to a certain extent, considering the many challenges
the coffee sector faces, but my customers are not as understanding…The
customers don't have access to all the info about the challenges within Burundi
and quite frankly, a lot of them don't have enough time to know and care about
everything that's going on. In the end, more and more roasters will simply
conclude that Burundi is a "difficult" place to buy coffee from. The logistics
combined with the potato defect has meant that we've lost customers for
Burundian coffee each consecutive season’.
(September 2014, Email communication with a connective business that

handles LMCP’s logistics for exporting to Europe).
Regardless of the contextual challenges involved in producing coffee in Burundi, a
small Third Wave coffee producer like LMCP will always have to rely on connective
businesses in order to reach its optimal client base. This is largely due to the fact that
most Third Wave roasters to whom LMCP sells coffee are independent micro-roasters:
small to medium sized businesses for whom pre-financing the export of coffee from
multiple origins is beyond their capabilities.

3.7. Discussion
The importance of understanding the production of ‘quality coffee’ emerged from
everyday interactions and experiences generated by being embedded within LMCP.
Quality was defined in terms of what is desirable to Third Wave coffee buyers (high
material quality attributes) and what allows LMCP to retain a competitive advantage in
the global market (symbolic quality attributes produced in-situ). The production of
quality for LMCP has created a learning platform around which interaction with buyers
occurs. Sustainable business models based on the material quality attributes of coffee
require a mutual understanding of quality as value in order to be successful (Lundy et
al., 2012). Both buyers and producers need to have a clear idea of the quality
standards necessary to sustain their trading relationship and cupping is the primary tool
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that a producer will use to communicate with buyers regarding material quality.
Although several trained cuppers exist in Burundi (USAID, 2013), far more need to be
trained in order to assist producer organisations to describe the material quality
attributes of their supply (Bamber et al., 2014). LMCP’s ability to cup its own production
(in a manner acceptable to international standards) has resulted in increased capacity
to negotiate price based on material quality. However, it is not enough for a producer to
know how to cup or to have their production cupped by a professional cupper. What is
also required is the know how to cup with production protocols in mind in order to
correlate farm-level activities (or the lack thereof) to taste. The production of material
quality using cupping is thus a never-ending learning curve for a producer as terroir is
complex and dynamic and always contingent on the interaction between the genetic
composition of the coffee fruit and environmental conditions (Sunarharum et al., 2014).
In order to hold court in the Third Wave market niche, Burundian producers need to be
au fait with describing the terroir of their production. If they are not, they loose the
ability to connect with clients who are searching for unique products that Burundi is
capable of producing. This is an important market niche for Burundian producers that
should not be overlooked as Third Wave coffee roasters often pay significantly higher
prices to producers to secure access to high material quality coffees (Lundy et al.,
2012; Wilson et al., 2012; Peterson, 2013; Wilson & Wilson, 2014; Borrella et al.,
2015).
Alongside the ability to cup, producers also need to invest in creating systems that
maintain and present traceability-informed quality characteristics to buyers in order to
benefit from product differentiation (Neilson, 2007). For myriad reasons, the right
combination of knowledge and infrastructure required to produce differentiated coffee is
often difficult to achieve60. If however these are catalysed, there is potentially much
reward to be gained (Lundy et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2012; Wilson & Wilson, 2014;
Borrella et al., 2015). As Daviron and Ponte (2005) have argued, producers who are
able to control how their products are marketed globally - by selling the symbolic
attributes of the their coffee - are able to capture more value than those who do not.
Sustainable coffee research needs to pay more attention to how producers – not
roasters - control and create symbolic quality around their products. This remains an
area that receives insufficient policy attention and where there is significant trade
60

See Appendix 4.
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potential for producers to exploit (Daviron & Ponte, 2005).

LMCP’s production of

symbolic quality attributes, in-situ, represents a new perspective within the ‘coffee
paradox’ articulated by Daviron and Ponte (2005: 160): “Farmers and other producercountry actors sell material coffee. In consuming countries, coffee is sold packaged
with symbolic and in-person service components, which value is firmly controlled by
roasters, retailers and coffee bar owners”.
The production of high material quality through cupping, the accompanying production
of symbolic quality in-situ and the use of connective businesses to facilitate Third Wave
direct trade are understood as the “continual coordination of ways of doing and
practices of quality” (Holland et al., 2015: 3). The ways of doing and practices of quality
act as quality governance mechanisms to assist producers to retain economic rents
associated with terroir (Neilson, 2007). These quality governance mechanisms are
significantly different to the exogenous and fixed criteria of sustainability certifications
and labels. In particular, I wish to highlight the role that connective businesses play in
Third Wave coffee quality governance. The primary work of a connective business in
the Third Wave is to locate exceptional quality coffee and to ‘certify’ this quality through
cupping with a producer and correlate it to terroir. For Third Wave producers looking to
sell exclusive, high scoring micro-lots, the role that connective businesses play can be
likened to that of a matchmaker. The connective businesses that LMCP works with
operate as a sensory intermediaries to source coffee and then as a logistics partners to
move the coffee from Burundi to various warehouses across the world. Occasionally
the connective businesses that LMCP works with will also operate as event
coordinators to create marketing platforms for LMCP at coffee trade fairs. It is essential
for LMCP that the connective businesses it works with remain fruit-focused as this is
Burundi’s competitive advantage in the market.
Whilst a focus on material quality has allowed LMCP to bypass the agro-economic
challenges that buyers usually associate with Burundian coffee, it must be noted that
this approach is insufficient to guarantee longevity. In order to ensure long-term
competitiveness, LMCP will need to increase its investment into new trees and the
appropriate inputs needed to stabilise yields. At a more general level, it must be noted
that available research on material quality attributes of coffee only considers the
economic dimension of sustainability (i.e. higher prices and long term purchasing
commitments to improve fruit quality). Far more work is needed to understand if and
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how Third Wave buyers could improve environmental and social sustainability
indicators through their purchasing. However, what must be stressed is that whilst the
symbolic quality attributes of VSS provide a guarantee of environmental and social
sustainability initiatives occurring at origin, they should never be considered as a
guarantee of sales. For example, in 2012 less than a third of certified production in
Kenya was actually sold as certified coffee (van Rijsbergen et al., 2016). Globally there
is an oversupply of certified coffee in the market (Potts et al., 2014) where producers
solely bear the losses incurred with certified production that must be sold on the
conventional market (Cycon, 2007; Rueda & Lambin, 2013a; Dragusanu et al., 2014;
Vellema et al., 2015). In light of the agro-economic and development challenges that
Burundi faces, its ability to adequately compete in the international market using
material quality attributes is an opportunity for improving the sustainability of its coffee
sector that should not be overlooked.

3.8. Conclusion
The categorisation of coffee production via three waves of consumption has been
overlooked in the literature to date; rather, the focus has been critical inquiry into the
impacts of certified coffee. Only a small body of research exists on the economic
benefits that producers of high material quality coffee derive from selling to the diffuse
network of independent micro-roasters who are willing to pay more for material quality
improvements. I have described Third Wave coffee production from the perspective of
a Burundian producer using an embedded research methodology. Third Wave coffee
producers and buyers occupy a miniscule percentage of trade within the global coffee
market and their activities are often completely invisible to the majority of coffee
drinkers. However, the production practices around which these supply chains are
organised deserve more attention from researchers interested in how different groups
of producers carve out and maintain niche positions in the market. Further work is
needed to analyse the long-term impacts of connective businesses that source
according to material quality. This form of research will require immersive, countryspecific research given that – unlike sustainability standards – the production of taste is
unique to place. This study revealed that Burundi is unable to compete with large
volume origins and is often considered an unreliable origin in the market because of its
irregular supply and the constant challenge of the Potato Taste Defect. Burundi does
however have advantageous agro-ecological endowments that have allowed its
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producers to demonstrate that Burundi is capable of producing coffee with high material
quality attributes and unique flavour profiles. The emergent learning discussed in this
article shed light on market-relevant practices and quality governance mechanisms that
need to be further developed in Burundi in order for the sector to further enhance its
position amongst quality-conscious buyers.
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Figure 4 Community meeting with Kristy, Epaphras and coffee scouts to explain why farmer payments may
be delayed, July 14 2014.
Image: Kristy Carlson
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Chapter 4
Coffee supply chain organisation and sustainability in Burundi: a
transdisciplinary perspective
Abstract
Burundi’s socio-political history and its low level of economic development mean that it
is a hard to reach origin for coffee sustainability standards despite the importance of
coffee income at household and national level. The goal of this article was to learn
about sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector by inserting the research
goal into an actual coffee supply chain in Burundi. In order to achieve this goal, a
transdisciplinary methodology suitable for a developing world context was used.
Immersion in context, in order to co-produce transformation knowledge with societal
actors, was key to the research approach. The immersion process and the supply chain
in which the research was embedded are described and how interaction with societal
actors enhanced the initial exploratory survey of three different groups of coffee
producers in Burundi. The results of the survey form an exploratory baseline,
embedded in local conditions, and highlights why Burundi is often perceived as a
‘problematic’ origin for coffee buyers.
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4.1. Introduction
Burundi is the smallest origin (by volume) in East Africa and is one of the world’s
smallest coffee producing nations supplying less than 0,5% of global production (ICO,
2015a). Its production is highly cyclical, irregular and continuously declining (Figure
4.1). The combination of these three factors renders Burundi virtually inconsequential
to global production. Yet, for Burundi, coffee remains the primary export crop. Between
2000 and 2015, revenues from coffee exports generated between 70 – 80 per cent of
total foreign exchange earnings (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; World Bank, 2012a; USAID,
2013). At household level, coffee is the only cash crop that provides a relatively large
sum of money in a single payment. Coffee provides much needed cash for weddings
that usually take place during the dry season immediately after harvest (June – August)
and school fees for the school year, which begins early September.

Figure 4.1 Unreliable exportable production
Source: ISTEEBU (2009, 2014), World Bank (2011), ICO
(2015a).

Arabica trees characteristically do have cyclical production (an ‘up year’ followed by a
‘down year’ in terms of yield) but the extreme variability of yield is directly linked to
Burundi’s depleted soil fertility capital, much of which stems from decades of
inappropriate land use programmes for coffee production (Cochet, 1995, 2004; Cochet
& Ndarishikanye, 2000). Lower, unpredictable yields inevitably means lower,
unpredictable household incomes. Although coffee production and export is essential
for the functioning of Burundi’s economy, it remains a marginalised supplier on the
global market because it does not offer what the majority of buyers need: constant
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supply. Furthermore, Burundian coffee producers face a unique mix of compounding
socio-political and agro-economic challenges that threaten the overall sustainability of
production and thus Burundi’s opportunity to consolidate its position in the global
market (Table 4.1). However, despite these challenges, Burundi’s near optimal geoclimatic features has afforded its producers the opportunity to gain a promising foothold
in the specialty coffee market61. This market typically offers higher returns to producers
than the conventional coffee market through premiums linked to improved quality of
production and long-term direct trading relationships 62 . In order to understand this
tension between the market potential of Burundi’s coffee supply and the low agroeconomic performance of the coffee sector, the research aims were inserted into an
actual coffee supply chain in Burundi. This was done in order to gain an in situ, bottomup perspective of an industry coming to terms with its recent privatisation. Furthermore,
rather than the usual deference to sustainability certifications for improving the
sustainability of coffee production systems at origin, the goal of this research was to
learn about sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector through embedded
learning with societal actors.

61

These include growing altitudes of 1500 – 2200 metres, moderate tropical conditions with abundant rainfall and the

predominance of the heirloom Arabica Bourbon varietal.
62

Erna Knutsen originally coined the term ‘specialty coffee’ in 1978. Knutsen described specialty coffees as coffees “made from

coffee beans grown in special geographic microclimates with unique flavor profiles” (Rhinehart, 2009). However, since the 1970s,
the term has not always denoted terroir and is often used as a positional term for marketing purposes. It often implies a beyond
minimum standards product which creates the idea that it should command a premium price (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000).
Unsurprisingly, there is no universally accepted definition of specialty coffee (ITC, 2011c). Specialty coffee represents 48% volume
share and nearly 55% value share of the American coffee market which is estimated at $48 billon dollars (SCAA, 2015). Although
void of a formally accepted definition, the specialty coffee market often aligns itself with different values and notions of quality
compared to the market positioning of ‘regular’ coffee. Certified coffee, for example, is part of the growth of the specialty coffee
market.
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Table 4.1 Socio-political and agro-economic challenges
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Virtually no peer-reviewed research has been done on the Burundian coffee sector
since it was privatised in 2009 and there is little academic insight into the growing
specialty coffee sector in the country relative to other origins in the East African region
(for example, Parrish, Luzadis & Bentley, 2005; Pirotte, Pleyers & Poncelet, 2006;
Chiputwa, Qaim & Spielman, 2013; van Rijsbergen et al., 2016)63. The data collection
and analysis were designed to present an exploratory baseline survey, embedded in
local conditions, of three distinct coffee producers. The research context, research
process and research outputs are inextricably connected in this article. Thus whilst the
results from an exploratory baseline survey of three different coffee producers in
Burundi are presented, these results are as important as the research process followed
to obtain these results. In the next section the research methodology (Emergent
Transformation Design) is explained showing how learning generated from the
methodology contributed to the understanding and interpretation of local production
dynamics that were captured through the survey instrument.

4.2. Research methodology and context
This study is based on my on-going research work in Burundi and is part of a larger
transdisciplinary PhD project that pivots off the hunch that ‘sustainable coffee’ is nonstandard, context sensitive, and possibly meaningless unless rooted in place 64 .
Transdisciplinary (TD) research is intended to go well beyond the practice of
interdisciplinary research by actively inviting societal actors into the research process
as co-researchers to co-produce socially relevant scientific knowledge that is
transformative and socially robust (Regeer & Bunders, 2009; Bergmann et al., 2012;
Wiek et al., 2012; Swilling, 2014). TD is thus science with society, rather than science
for society (O’Brien et al., 2013; Swilling, 2014) meaning that a researcher will embed
themselves into the everyday activities and experiences of their research context (the
‘life-world’) and perceive their research activities from this vantage point (Hirsch Hadorn

63

One article was found in the literature review that directly addressed coffee production dynamics in Burundi after 2009: Nillesen

(2016).
64

Transdisciplinary (TD) research is a methodology that seeks to transcend disciplinary boundaries in order to solve problems in

the real world (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012; Brandt et al., 2013).
Further on I explain why hunches are critically important to the specific TD approach followed for this study.
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et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012). Until recently, there was no literature that provided
guidance to researchers doing transdisciplinary research in a developing world
context65. Emergent transformation design (ETD) is a context-relevant methodology to
guide researchers undertaking TD research work (both collaborative and individual)
within a developing country context (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). ETD was
the overall research methodology used for both this article and the larger PhD project.
Deep immersion in context, in order to co-produce knowledge with societal actors, is a
non-negotiable criterion of an ETD approach. Thus although this section focuses on
‘methodology’ it is as much about context as it is methodology as the two are indivisible
in an ETD process.
I began working with a Burundian coffee producer, Long Miles Coffee Project, in 2013
as part of the larger PhD project and took on the role of Farmer Relations Officer to
serve as liaison between farmers and Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP) 66 . The
agreement between LMCP and myself stated that all research activities needed to be
malleable enough to assist with any and all tasks that could help make the 2014 and
2015 harvest years a success for LMCP (Carlson, 2012). This meant that the research
focus was explicitly set on real-world problems relevant to the societal actors involved.
Specifically, it emerged in 2014 that any and all research activity needed to have an
equal contribution towards improving the quality of production and building trust
between LMCP and the farming communities it worked with. LMCP was chosen as a
suitable producer organisation within which to embed the research because of its
business model and focus on community development. LMCP uses direct trade to
connect “coffee farming families with roasters who believe that exceptional coffee

65

Also to note is that well known TD approaches are often the outcome of large, multi-actor and multi-researcher projects (for

example, Bergmann et al. 2005, 2012; Hall et al. 2008; Njoroge et al. 2015; Walter et al. 2007; Wiek et al. 2012). In a developing
world context, individual researchers need a means of navigating contexts with low levels of social and educational equality (van
Breda et al., 2016). In these contexts, the logics of traditional TD approaches - honed in more stable, equal societies - are simply
inappropriate. Similarly, most handbooks on doing fieldwork in the Global South often presume or assume a mono- or
interdisciplinary perspective and offer little or no guidance to individual researchers wishing to follow a TD approach.
66

LMCP is a Burundian based business founded by an American couple in 2011. See www.longmilescoffeeproject.com for more

information. I met the co-founders in South Africa in 2010.
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includes traceability and sustainability” (Carlson & Carlson, 2014)67. The triple bottom
line of LMCP’s business model means that LMCP is concerned with more than simply
producing coffee for export. Rather, LMCP self-identifies and aspires to be “community
transformers who happen to produce coffee” (Carlson, 2014b). The transformative
agenda of LMCP is operationalised by choosing to produce exceptionally high quality
coffee that can command a premium on the international market to deliver higher prices
to farmers. LMCP’s production is not certified by a third party sustainability certification
or standard. However it uses the industry standard method of sensory perception and
analysis (called cupping) to evaluate and ‘certify’ the material quality of the coffee it
produces (Franca et al., 2005; Bhumiratana et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011; Di
Donfrancesco et al., 2014; Sunarharum et al., 2014)68. LMCP owns two coffee washing
stations and the research for this article is embedded within the operations of the first
washing station that LMCP built in 2013 69 . Coffee washing stations (CWS) are
processing units where coffee cherry is mechanically depulped. Once removed from its
skin, the coffee seeds are literally washed with water for several hours in tanks and
grading channels70. The washing station is where “true transformation takes place” for
LMCP (Carlson & Carlson, 2014) as it is the everyday meeting point of all three bottom
lines. Through its two washing stations LMCP works with over 1400 farming families

67

Direct trade refers to the ability to directly negotiate the final sales contract with a buyer. Traceability, for LMCP, means being

able to link every kilogram of coffee produced and sold to individual farming families. Sustainability for LMCP is a holistic term that
rests on a triple bottom line of economic profit, positive social and environmental development and, congruency with a faith-based
worldview of the co-founders.
68

When coffees are cupped they are typically given a score out of 100 with higher scores indicating a higher quality. LMCP’s aim is

always to move up the cupping score ladder and most LMCP coffees score above 85 points. For example, the average cupping
score for the first container exported after the 2014 harvest was 86.8 points.
69

The construction of the first washing station was funded by personal savings of the co-founders and donations raised via a

crowd-funding platform. Both the first and the second washing stations are fully owned by the co-founders. Working capital for the
2014 and 2015 harvest seasons was provided for by a private investor.
70 The aim of washing the coffee is to improve quality by differentiating bean sizes based on density. Higher quality beans are
more dense, whereas poor quality beans are not and will reveal themselves by floating to the top of water (hence, poor quality
beans are called ‘floaters’). After washing, the coffee seeds are sundried on drying tables at the washing station. CWS are also
called wet mills in other origins, for example in Kenya.
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(representing approximately 7000 individuals) in in 26 collines (‘hills’ in French,
referring to specific communities) as well as various coffee cooperatives that range in
size in terms of membership. In order to successfully embed the research into context,
it was necessary to assimilate to the transformative business agenda of LMCP and
orient my research activities around LMCP’s business philosophy. It is for this reason
that ETD was chosen – and was absolutely necessary as the overall research
methodology – as it aligned with the needs expressed by societal actors in the research
context. On a practical level, as the Farmer Relations Officer of LMCP, I related to
colleagues as co-workers and co-researchers, not as key informants. Similarly, both
farmers and coffee buyers related to me as someone who worked with LMCP, not as
an external researcher doing research on or for LMCP. Despite being seamlessly
integrated into the everyday workings of LMCP, my position as a TD researcher should
be seen as both ‘participating insider’ and a ‘observing stranger’ (Swilling, 2014).
ETD differs from traditional TD approaches in the assumptions it makes about the
societal context in which the researcher is embedded resulting in a different set of core
logics and principles that underpin the research approach. An ETD approach assumes
high levels of social fluidity where circumstances change constantly and thus the
research process is designed as it unfolds. This is significantly different from the
research planning processes involved in large, multi-institution TD research projects
which – although acknowledging the inherent complexity and unpredictability of most
societal issues – often require well detailed project plans (that rely on linear processes
and milestones) far in advance of the commencement of the research process (van
Kerkhoff, 2014). ETD places a critical emphasis on moving away from extractive modes
of knowledge production and assumes that transformative knowledge will be “rooted in
the existing skills and needs of the local culture” (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming) 71 . Put another way, the real validation of the research activities and

71 There are three different types of knowledge which characterise TD research: systems knowledge, target knowledge and
transformation knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007b). Systems knowledge relates to the genesis of the problem and
interpretations of it in the real world. Target knowledge relates to an ideal state, and details the need for changing practices in the
current system. Transformation knowledge is the knowledge needed to transition from the current system to the ideal state (target
knowledge); transforming existing practices into more desirable ones. These three types of knowledge correspond to three phases
that often characterise a TD research project. The first phase is problem identification and structuring (systems knowledge), the
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outputs of an ETD approach is whether or not knowledge and capabilities have been
built up amongst non-academic actors in the life-world context (Sustainability Institute,
2015). This is achieved by building informal epistemic relationships with societal actors
who are immediately available (van Breda et al., 2016) – in the case of this article
colleagues, farmers and coffee buyers connected to LMCP. It is from these informal
relationships that the iterative research process of problem identification and structuring
(the first stage of a traditional TD research process) begins. These relationships are
generative relationships in that it is from these relationships that new ideas, processes
and practices emerge (van Kerkhoff, 2014). Through these informal epistemic
relationships the individual TD researcher creates the necessary opportunities and
learning spaces in order to move their work forward in a way that is meaningful to
societal actors (van Breda et al. 2016; van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). None of
these relationships can be perceived apart from context. ETD reinforces the fact that a
transdisciplinary epistemology is fundamentally a relational epistemology as knowledge
is co-produced both across disciplines and across the divide of society and academia
(Regeer & Bunders, 2003, 2009; van Breda et al., 2016) 72 . Immersion and
entanglement in the social world of the research is absolutely necessary in order to
build trust with co-researchers in order to design the research process as it unfolds.
Whilst ETD maintains the integrative core of mainstream TD approaches it differs
significantly in the assumptions that it holds about the societal context in which the
researcher is embedded. These differences in assumptions result in a different set of
core logics and principles that underpin the research approach. Two of these that are
particularly relevant to this article are detailed below.
1. Abductive logic
Abductive logic is the logic of hunches – of making connections between things
based on intuitive reasoning despite the extremely fallible insight of the
researcher. ETD encourages researchers to abduce (follow through on a
second phase is problem analysis (using target knowledge) and the third phase involves bringing results into fruition using
transformation knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a).
72

ETD is thus different to some expressions of TD practice that are exclusively “inner-scientific” – that is science that transcends

traditional disciplinary boundaries to relate to societal problems but only insofar as it serves the generic goals of producing new
knowledge (models, methods and theories) within a scientific community (Jahn et al., 2012).
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hunch) rather than relying on the formal laws of deductive and inductive logic.
It thus allows for greater exploration in designing the research process. To
note however is that abductive logic must be paired with the transformative
aspirations of TD; simply following through on hunches does not challenge
social and ecological injustices. Abductive logic is particularly relevant when
working in unstable social contexts where normative research planning tools
are simply ill suited and possibly counter-productive to designing long-term
transformation processes.
2. Bricolage and exaptation
The principle of bricolage refers to creating with that which the context
offers. Exaptation refers to a shift in the function of something during its
evolution. Together these principles are best expressed as “working
simultaneously with existing means and materials to solve existing problems
(bricolage), and using them as innovative solutions for new problems
(exaptation)” (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). Bricolage and exaptation
are important principles that assist in perceiving the evolutionary potential of
the present (rather than building on the assumption of the arrival of an ideal
end-scenario) amongst the chaos and uncertainty of the research context73.
Maintaining an open research agenda is crucial to designing the research process as it
unfolds. Thus, during the first months of working with LMCP in 2013, significant time
and energy was invested into simply gaining insight and understanding of the lives of
73 To be clear, what I mean by context is more than the “genealogical explanation of location in time and space; it is also in the
generative and transformative sense referring to what might still have to be co-created and changed” (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). Furthermore, there is often an undeniable and unique pattern of flows (infrastructural, social, political, institutional)
that distinguishes one context from another. This pattern cannot be accurately predicted and analysed prior to the actual
experience of and immersion in the context (Swilling & Anneke, 2012). Even though I use the signifier ‘developing world context’ to
refer to a range of contexts found predominantly in the Global South, this should not be mistaken as a formulaic description of
place. Rather I use this signifier as a caveat to point to a multiplicity of possibilities that are simply not present in a ‘developed
world’ context. Lastly, I also wish to clarify that (unfortunately) there is no substitute for the hard work of understanding context.
Reductions of context to a particular mode of governance, an economic system or socio-political structure (or a combination of
these things) that are created apart from immersion in context are weak tools for transformative TD work.
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the farmers that LMCP worked with at its first washing station. It was during this period
that the hunch that ‘sustainable coffee’ is non-standard and context sensitive (and,
furthermore, possibly meaningless unless rooted in place) emerged as the sharp
contrast in priorities between the academic discourse on ‘sustainable coffee’ and those
of LMCP and the farmers it works with. Put another way: reading about coffee
production is very different from actually experiencing how coffee is produced. This
hunch was used to seek out a boundary object. A boundary object can exist as almost
anything (a concept, an action/experience, a plan) but it must be meaningful to all
actors - relationships in the case of individual TD research projects - in order for it to be
a successful boundary object (Bergmann et al., 2005). Boundary objects are essential
for generating transformation knowledge as they translate complex real-world problems
into knowledge structures (epistemic objects) that are immersed in context (Becker,
2012). ‘Quality coffee’ emerged as a boundary object in early 2014 as LMCP
expressed that this was a strategic goal for the company. Producing exceptionally high
quality coffee would meet the demand from buyers for the 2014 and 2015 harvests and
would showcase the potential of Burundi’s supply to an increasing number of interested
buyers from abroad. Producing quality coffee was also the only way in which LMCP
could fulfill its triple bottom line commitment (including a premium payment to farmers)
within the budget constraints of a young agribusiness startup without additional funding.
A challenge was thrown out to “make farmers’ problems buyers’ problems and make
buyers’ problems farmers’ problems” 74 . This led to further time and energy being
invested into understanding the problems that farmers faced. Three farmer feedback
sessions were held in February 2014 with the three closest communities (collines) to
LMCP’s first washing station. It emerged that the 2013 harvest was devastatingly low
and had, on average, reduced annual income by more than 50% for the majority of
farmers. Farmers were disheartened and discouraged and unsure of what to expect
from the 2014 harvest as very few had the means to access inputs to stabilise their
yields. Reflection on the farmer feedback sessions lead to a formal proposal being put
forward to LMCP that then resulted in the creation of an Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) programme to respond to the needs of farmers. Six young Burundians were

74 Apart from irregular supply, buyers’ problems also include the risk of buying coffee infected with the Potato Taste Defect (PTD)
where brewed coffee beans taste like a raw potato, overly bureaucratic export procedures and poor communication with producers.
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recruited, trained and employed as part of the IPM programme as ‘coffee scouts’75 to
work in the communities immediately surrounding LMCP’s first washing station.
Although all of the six coffee scouts had completed tertiary education courses, none of
the scouts could find work in their fields prior to being employed by LMCP76. The
trainings were designed by the LMCP agronomist and coordinated by myself and were
intentionally designed to be highly participatory. This was done in the hope that the IPM
training programme, using coffee scouts from the communities in which the trainings
would take place, would build trust with farmers to create a shared platform of
understanding of the importance of high quality production for both LMCP and farmers
themselves. What became apparent further along in the research journey was that
these trainings were an exploration of the hunch that ‘sustainable coffee’ is context
sensitive and rooted in place.
The significance of training and employing young Burundians to help farmers in their
own communities to improve the quality of their coffee production (within the operations
of for-profit company and not the activities of an NGO or non–profit project) should not
be overlooked. Historically, coffee in Burundi has been a crop of elite capture and
peasant oppression with little regard for the subsistence needs of rural households
(Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000; Ngaruko & Nkurunziza, 2000; Oketch & Polzer, 2002;
Cochet, 2004)77. Thus rather than a means from which to derive profit, coffee was
widely perceived as a crop that had the sole purpose of meeting burdensome
obligations imposed on rural farmers by urban government elites. Previously (1976 –
2006) the state had exclusive control over production, marketing and sales. It is
currently the first time in the history of coffee cultivation in Burundi where the onus of
production rests with individual coffee washing stations and their ability to coordinate
relationships with individual farmers in response to demand from buyers. Currently, in
75

‘Scouting’ refers to looking for a particular pest called the Antestia bug (Antestiopsis spp.) which is associated with lowering the

quality of Burundian coffee by spreading PTD (Jackels et al., 2014).
76

Although tertiary education was not a requirement to apply to be a coffee scout, the ability to read and write was essential, as the

IPM programme requires that coffee scouts record data from the farmers who participate in trainings.
77

Food crop production suffered greatly as a result of the state’s over reliance on coffee for export earnings and its lack of

investment and development of other income generating sectors. Farmers who decided not to farm coffee had their decision
deemed as ‘laziness’ with complex repercussions given that local extension officers were in most cases members of the ruling
party (Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000; Nkurunziza & Ngaruko, 2002).
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the best of cases, a handful of privately owned washing stations are fortifying their
position in rural communities as a positive hub of community transformation in Burundi.
However, many washing stations still simply act as extractive predators – continuing in
the business practices modeled by the state prior to privatization. As a privately owned
company, LMCP’s entire business operations are an exploration of the new
opportunities offered by the liberalisation of the Burundian coffee sector. In the first
month of operation of the IPM programme, LMCP farmers were sceptical of the training
offered by coffee scouts and considered the entire programme to be “crazy” (Long
Miles Coffee Project, 2014b). Apart from the highly participatory nature of the trainings,
it seemed strange to them that a business operated by mzungus78 would offer such a
training programme for free without being an NGO.
After observing how the coffee scouts worked with farmers from April – July 2014 (the
coffee harvesting period), a second hunch emerged: ‘the producer’ in Burundi is not the
individual coffee farmer nor is it the washing station. ‘The producer’ in Burundi is the
relationship between a coffee washing station and the farmers it works with. Reliability
of supply and quality of supply can only be ensured if there is a synergistic relationship
between the washing station and the farming communities it works with. If this
relationship is ignored, the potential for creating long-term change (through stabilizing
yields, improving production and accessing new markets) is limited to the production
capabilities of either the washing station or the farming community. Given the lack of
peer-reviewed research on the Burundian coffee sector since it was privatised in 2009
it seemed crucial to better understand this production dynamic.

For example, it

remains interesting that development organisations only see the farmer as constituting
the entirety of the term ‘producer’ in Burundi (for example, USAID, 2008, 2013; World
Bank, 2012a). In reality, no single farming family in Burundi could supply the volume a
buyer needs – even those buying very small volumes79. It is incorrect to assume that

78

Mzungu is the Kiswahili word for ‘foreigner’, also used to refer to white people or Westerners. The origin of the word is thought to

come from ‘kuzunguka zunguka’ meaning to move around in circles. As Jourdan (2013: 21) notes, “it would take too long here to
explore the different meanings and implications of this term [mzungu]” but suffice to say that foreigners are always a spectacle in
rural Burundi.
79

Coffee looses about 80% of its weight as it is processed from red cherry to green bean.
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washing stations are merely service providers for farmers or that the majority of farmers
have the luxury of choosing between more than two washing stations (if that at all)80.
One intention of prioritising deep immersion in context through ETD is that a
transdisciplinary working group of researchers and community co-researchers will
emerge that will outlast the formal duration of the research activities (van Breda and
Swilling, forthcoming). This has occurred in this context and currently consists of two
LMCP agronomists, the LMCP coffee scouts (now 26 in number), the board of
managers of LMCP, a plant pathologist based in Rwanda, an organic insecticide
manufacturer and myself. Whilst this article does not focus on the activities of the
working group beyond the formal requirements of the PhD (see Chapter 5) the
observed interactions between the coffee scouts and LMCP during the first four months
of the IPM programme led to the decision to use the coffee scouts for other activities
apart from their work at LMCP (bricolage and exaptation). One such activity is the
exploratory baseline survey discussed in this article that contrasts three different forms
of supply in Burundi: the LMCP direct trade model, a mainstream sustainability label
(UTZ) and one of the remaining government owned supply chains. Four coffee scouts
were chosen by the LMCP agronomist and then specifically trained on how to conduct
farmer interviews for the surveys. The coffee scouts were specifically trained to note
interesting observations about the farmers they interviewed in a manner that mimicked
the data collection that they usually do as part of the LMCP IPM programme. The
decision to use the LMCP coffee scouts as research assistants for work related to the
larger PhD project was primarily to build capacity within the coffee scouts for work that
they could do in the future for LMCP after the PhD project was completed. It was also
thought that it would be advantageous to utilise the coffee scouts existing experiential
knowledge of working with LMCP to understand production dynamics at other washing
stations. The two hunches described earlier (‘sustainable coffee’ as non-standard and
‘the producer’ representing a relationship) were central to the overall design of the
survey and occurred in-situ whilst working with LMCP. I will return to the role that these
two hunches played in the overall process of conducting the survey in the discussion.

80

That said, a washing station will bear the risk of financing logistical issues upfront and does arrange for the coffee to be

transported to the dry mill where it will be hulled and stored until it is exported. Washing stations also arrange contracts with buyers,
produce marketing material and coordinate all export procedures.
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Here I wish to highlight that these hunches were crucial in providing conditions for
longer-term research activities to grow out of.
Table 4.2 summarises the three washing stations where each washing station is
distinguished by their business model and not their name. This is because the business
model of each coffee washing station (CWS) determines the activities that take place at
a CWS and whether or not the CWS will invest in farm level activities (e.g. training on
safe pesticide use as required by UTZ). Thus, LMCP will be interchangeably referred to
as the DT washing station throughout. 240 farmers (80 farmers per station) were
surveyed in total.
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Table 4.2 Three different Burundian coffee producers
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There are different ways of perceiving the reason for choosing these three specific
producers (Table 4.2), apart from the research being embedded into LMCP. Firstly,
from a socio-political perspective it is interesting to compare two privately owned
washing stations with a remaining government-owned washing station. Coffee and
politics are indivisible in Burundi. The liberalisation of the Burundian coffee sector
began in 1991 and should have been completed in 2014 (Kimonyo & Ntiranyibagira,
2007; Lentz, 2011; World Bank, 2011; USAID, 2013)81. Appendix 7 summarises the
major events of the coffee privatisation process and the political context around them in
order to better illuminate the incomplete privatisation of the coffee sector. Secondly,
from a ‘sustainable coffee’ perspective, it is interesting to compare one of the few
mainstream sustainability certifications successfully operating in Burundi as the country
is virtually unknown in the sustainable coffee discourse82. UTZ Certified is a market
leader for sustainable coffee and has the largest sales (volume) of any sustainability
standard in the sector and the second largest production volume (Potts et al., 2014).
Lastly, from a coffee quality perspective it is interesting to observe the differences
between supply chains organised around different notions of quality. Coffee quality is
defined by three attributes: material, symbolic and in-person service attributes (Daviron
& Ponte, 2005)83 . Production differentiated by symbolic (UTZ) and material quality

81

It is highly possible that preparations and budgeting for the 2015 election campaign side-lined the remaining steps of the

privatisation process. The current political crisis that began in April 2015 means that the privatisation process of the coffee sector is
stalled indefinitely.
82

Fairtrade has been active in Burundi with three certified cooperatives since 2012 however for both the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014

coffee season none of this coffee was sold as certified (Vandorpe, 2014). Lack of demand for certified coffee is not a uniquely
Burundian problem and affects many producers (Potts et al., 2014). It is also worth noting that another UTZ certified cooperative in
Burundi was previously considered for this research but eventually had to be left out of the research process due to low volumes
(as a result of an irregular rainy season) that prevented the cooperative from obtaining the sales it needed to pay for the activities
required to retain its certification. Since 2014, the cooperative has not been able to regain the capital it needs to become UTZ
certified again.
83

Material quality attributes refer to the quality parameters that are embedded within the coffee fruit and can be measured by using

human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste) or technological devices. These attributes are embedded in the product because
they are the outcome of the interaction between the biophysical makeup of the country of origin and the processing technique used
(for example: Arabica, Red Bourbon varietal, grown at 1800 metres and processed by mechanical depulping). Material quality can
also be referred to as intrinsic quality. The value of material quality attributes relates primarily to the existence of measurement
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(LMCP) is of interest to this study. Compared to the research attention that certified
coffee (symbolic quality) and its impacts on producers has attracted, the collection of
research that documents the benefits of selling high material quality coffee is miniscule
(see, Donnet, Weatherspoon & Hoehn, 2007; Donnet, Jeitschko & Weatherspoon,
2011; Goldstein, 2011; Wilson & Wilson, 2014; Holland, Kjeldsen & Kerndrup, 2015)84.
Coffee sold according to material quality is often sold in significantly smaller volumes
(micro-lots) where lots are differentiated by terroir, processing method, size and cup
score over and above differentiation by origin. Ponte (2002) has argued that the
developmental impact of improved quality of production in coffee producing countries
will not be fully realised unless there are more direct links between producers and
consumers, systems of appellation similar to those used in the wine industry and
regulation that requires buyers in producing nations to pay producers higher prices for
higher (material) quality coffee. The three business models discussed in this study are
interesting in light of Ponte’s recommendations as they each represent an evolution of
approaches towards integrating smallholder farmers into global value chains through
increased quality, with the intent of improving developmental impact.
Data collection from the surveys took place between August and September 2014
(Appendix 8). It was hoped to do a repeat survey a year later, however the on-going
political crisis in Burundi prevented this and instead a reflection on each CWS is
presented as part of the conclusion to this article. In order to interview farmers,
permission from the chief of each community (‘chef de colline’ or ‘chef collinaire’) where
procedures and devices and the accuracy of these measurements (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Thus the ability to measure material
quality attributes creates objectivity. The symbolic attributes of coffee are in most cases determined by those living outside of origin
and form the story of where the coffee came from for the purposes of marketing the coffee to consumers and, in some instances,
for drawing attention to development needs at origin. Symbolic quality attributes cannot be measured by human senses or
technological devices and are determined by reputation (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Sustainability labels rely on symbolic quality to
create and retain visibility in the coffee market. Symbolic attributes often work together with in-person service attributes. In-person
service attributes have almost nothing to do with the material quality aspect of coffee and relates to the atmosphere and feeling that
coffee professionals create for coffee consumers in a café.
84

Sustainability standards can only certify symbolic quality attributes (environmental, economic and social indicators) and none of

the existing mainstream standards certify material quality attributes (Linton et al., 2004; Lundy et al., 2012). Material quality
attributes are usually evaluated through a sensory appraisal method called cupping where coffees are scored out of 100 with higher
scores indicating higher material quality (see, for example, Goldstein, 2011).
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interviews were to take place needed to be granted. Chefs de colline are the first rung
of local governance in Burundi and oversee the administration of distinct local
communities. I explained to the chefs de colline that I needed to interview 80 farmers
who delivered coffee to the respective washing station and that it was necessary to
have a roughly equal split between farmers who had small farms, medium-sized farms
and large farms. The chefs de colline arranged for which farmers should be
interviewed, according to the specified criteria, and guided the coffee scouts to different
homesteads in order to ensure that time was not lost trying to find the correct
households. Most farmers live in communities that are in a 2 -3 kilometre radius around
each respective washing station and were reached on foot. Thus, farmers were
conveniently sampled as they were selected on the basis of availability and
accessibility according to the set amount of time available at each CWS (Yin, 2011).
All questions were translated into Kirundi (the official language of Burundi) and retranslated into English for data analysis. Depending on logistics, the survey period at
each CWS lasted between 5 – 7 days. Interviews with farmers took place at their
homes and typically lasted between 70 and 90 minutes and, occasionally, much longer
if a farmer wanted to further explain something nearer to their fields. At the end of each
day I would debrief with the coffee scouts (with the assistance of a translator) the day’s
activities and any issues that came up during the interviews. After all eighty interviews
were done, I facilitated reflection and dialogue sessions with the washing station
managers and community chiefs at the two washing stations that I was not embedded
in as part of the larger research project. These sessions generated extra learning for
all. With the exception of one of the coffee scouts and myself, all who participated in
these sessions were men. Although the data collection process would have been more
efficient if limited to one province, the tendency towards anti-competitive behaviour in
the Burundian coffee sector meant that it was necessary to choose CWS that were
geographically distinct (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 Location of research sites
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Given that the data collection and analysis were designed to present an exploratory
baseline study, embedded in local conditions, only descriptive statistics are discussed
and there is no form of model testing. Principal components analysis (factor analysis)
was carried out on 31 Likert-type scale items, using SPSS 22.0, for the purposes of
data reduction. Solutions for four, five and six factors were each examined using
varimax rotations of the factor loading matrix. The four factor solution, which explained
37,7% of the variance, was preferred (see Appendix 9). The five and six factor solution
was rejected due to an insufficient number of primary loadings and difficulty of
interpreting these factors. Coarse/unrefined methods of creating summative scale
scores after factor analysis are expedient for a study such as this where untested and
exploratory scales are used to collect data from a single sample (Russell, 2002;
Distefano, Zhu & Mîndrilă, 2009).
In the next section I zoom out from the primary research context of LMCP in order to
describe the demographics of the survey sample, compare scores of the four different
factors across CWS, describe different management practices at each CWS and
comment on differences found between LMCP (material quality production) and the
symbolic quality producer (UTZ).

4.3. Broader research context and descriptive analysis
Flying above Burundi, the countryside appears as a vast expanse of green carpeted
rolling hills; almost each hill counts as a distinct geopolitical unit known as a ‘colline’
(‘hill’ in French). Moving closer to the collines a tapestry of farming appears: a square
of banana trees, next to a patch of cassava (manioc), next to a patch of coffee trees
bordered by some maize or wheat (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Each colline holds a
community of about 60 to 140 smallholder farmer families. Close to 95% of Burundi’s
population are engaged in subsistence farming (Baghdadli et al., 2008) and it may be
more apt to describe Burundi as ‘un-urban’ as this would better reflect the dominance
of rural life and the fact that the smallest semblance of an industrial manufacturing
sector remain to be seen. Coffee washing stations are thus one of the few nonsubsistence employment opportunities in rural Burundi, employing between 200 – 300
people during the peak of harvest. Family farms are characterised by their highly
fragmented form and low use of inputs with an estimated 85% of total cultivated land
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used for food crop production (Niragira, D’Haese, D’Haese, Ndimubandi, Desiere, et
al., 2015). Burundian coffee farms are very small, often under 0.5 ha comprising
between 50 -250 trees (World Bank, 2011).

Figure 4.3 Patchwork farming
Source: Author.
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Burundi is one of the poorest nations in the world with two thirds of the population living
below the national poverty line (World Bank, 2014a). The country ranks 180 out of 187
countries on the Human Development Index (UNDP, 2014) and, consistently, for the
last decade Burundi has been one of the hungriest nations on the planet, with the
highest hunger levels in the East African region (IFPRI, 2014). Population density is
421 inhabitants/ km2 (World Bank, 2014a). Altitudes range between 1400m and 2200m
above sea level in the interior where most of the coffee is grown. Unlike the coffee hills
of many other South and Central American origins, there are no donkeys or any other
form of pack animal to be found to help with carting the harvest around. Coffee farming
in Burundi means walking up and down hills carrying the harvest by hand or strapping it
to the back of a bicycle.

Figure 4.4 A plot of coffee trees
Source: Author.
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4.3.1. Demographics
Table 4.3 provides a basic overview of farmers in the sample, revealing that most
farmers inherited their farms from their parents. Culturally men are responsible for
coffee farming in their families, which is one reason why the majority of the
respondents are male. The low level of education amongst farmers is possibly
correlated with ethnicity given the average age of farmers sampled. During the 1972
episode of genocidal violence, almost all educated Hutu (with four or more years of
high school) were either killed by the Tutsi army as a means of limiting their access to
jobs in the public sector or fled as refugees to neighbouring countries (Ngaruko &
Nkurunziza, 2000; Ndikumana, 2001; Daley, 2006). Thus, for the majority of
Burundians (Hutus), obtaining an education was a clear liability following the events of
1972 (Verwimp & Van Bavel, 2014)85. Most farmers in the sample draw water from a
communal tap; these are simple, single head taps on top of a natural spring with a
drainage area constructed out of stone and concrete.

85

Discrimination in the education system against Hutus also occurred during the colonial period (Lemarchand, 1970).
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Table 4.3 Biographical overview of farmers interviewed
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Table 4.4 Agro-economic descriptors and performance

4.3.2. Agro-economic descriptors and performance
Just over half of the farmers sampled (50.6%) considered coffee as their primary
income, followed by selling surplus vegetables (28.5%) and then bananas (23.8%)86.
Table 4.4 shows the large variability in farm size between farmers with significant
differences in farm size, investments (planting of new trees) and organisation. The low
yields per tree are, partly, indicative of old trees and underinvestment in terms of inputs
and pruning (Nkurunziza, 2014). The impact of the civil war (1993 – 2005) must be
acknowledged as a meta-framing for agro-economic performance of the coffee sector
in Burundi. Whilst it is beyond the scope of this article to analyse the episodes of
ethnic-based violence in 1965, 1972, 1988 and the civil war from 1994 - 200587, the
gruesome overtones of senseless killing, political instability and internal and external
displacement of farmers must be acknowledged as contributing factors to the
sustainability challenges that the coffee sector currently faces at farm-level. The high
percentages of farmers who were forced to flee their homes and abandon their fields
during the war should be noted.

86

Bananas are considered as semi-cash crop as it is both a staple food crop and domestic cash crop (D’Haese et al., 2010).

87

See Lemarchand (1970, 1995) for this.
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Figure 4.5 Cyclicity and its impact on CWS volume

Figure 4.6 Cyclicity at farm level

I strategically asked farmers whether they were able to harvest coffee for two
consecutive years (2013 and 2014) given cyclicity at a national level (see Figure 4.1). I
expected that many farmers would have had a very low harvest in 2013 as this was the
‘down’ year and I was surprised to see that this trend resulted in many farmers simply
not selling coffee at all to their coffee washing station (Figure 4.5). Low yields from
cyclicity were the main reason for this, with a handful of farmers selling their crop early
(green harvest) to a buyer in exchange for cash (Figure 4.6). Only 55% of farmers in
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the sample (n=133) were able to sell coffee at their washing station for two consecutive
years.
Finally, farmers were asked to explain whether they understood why they received
different prices each year for their harvest. Responses were summarised using open
coding as shown in Table 4.5. It is interesting that both the UTZ and DT farmers
connect differences in prices received to the quality of their production. However it is
obvious that only a few farmers see themselves as being connected to the world
market, upon which the farm gate price they receive is based. The majority of farmers
believe that the government determines the price that they are paid for their coffee.
This is technically incorrect (the government sets a minimum floor price) but practically
correct as the floor price is the de facto the ‘ceiling price’ as will be discussed in detail
further on.

Table 4.5 Farmer perceptions of the coffee price
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Table 4.6 Factor scores

4.3.3. Farmer perceptions
Table 4.6 shows the differences in scores of the four factors derived from the factor
analysis using a non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis). Factor two (Perceived
challenges) is different from the other factors in that a lower score would be more
desirable. Overall, only small differences in mean scores between the three producers
are observed. With the exception of soil productivity, UTZ and DT farmers seemed to
have similar scores. As noted in the methodology, it was pertinent to describe any
differences between farmers from privately owned washing stations (UTZ and DT) and
farmers from a government owned CWS (Table 4.7). Again, the differences in scores
are not large, however only factors 1 and 3 are significant. It is worth remembering that
the private CWS pay premiums whilst the government owned CWS does not (Figure
4.7).
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Table 4.7 Differences between government owned and privately owned CWS

Figure 4.7 Premium payments to farmers

The next set of comparisons of farmer perceptions analysed were those who are part of
the symbolic quality supply chain (UTZ) and those from the material quality supply
chain (DT). As noted earlier, symbolic quality attributes cannot be measured by human
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senses or technological devices and are determined by reputation (Daviron & Ponte,
2005). In this sample, reputation is determined by the certification criteria and market
reach of the UTZ certified sustainability label. Material quality attributes refer to the
quality parameters that are embedded within the coffee fruit and can be measured by
using human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste) or technological devices. As
discussed earlier, LMCP’s production is not certified by a third party sustainability
certification but uses the industry standard method of sensory perception and analysis
(called cupping) to evaluate and ‘certify’ the material quality of the coffee. It is also
worth noting that symbolic quality coffee value chains are typically better suited to large
volume trade whereas material quality value chains are characterised by the trade of
highly differentiated products of low volumes (Lundy et al., 2012). It was observed in
Table 4.4 that the UTZ farmers are significantly different to the DT farmers in terms of
farm size, investments (new trees) and cooperative membership. There is no significant
difference (p=.644) between the two groups of farmers in terms of premiums received.
In order to further explore the differences between these two groups of farmers I also
examined responses from five Likert-type questions that directly assess opinions of the
specific CWS that these two groups of farmers deliver coffee at (Figure 4.8).
Responses are very similar and the overall picture is that both washing stations are
positively perceived and appreciated by farmers in the sample.
Lastly, the differences in responses to these five Likert-type questions between farmers
who relate to privately owned washing stations and those who relate to the government
owned washing station are compared (Figure 4.9). Here responses are less similar and
the results again indicate that farmers at privately owned washing stations perceive
greater benefits than those who deliver to the government owned CWS.

Figure 4.8 Observed differences between UTZ and DT farmers
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Figure 4.9 Observed differences between privately owned CWS and a government owned CWS

4.3.4. Desired changes
Burundi is distinct from other origins where the smallholder farmer/large estate divide
characterises production volumes and differences in market access. Throughout this
article, I have intentionally reframed the term ‘producer’ as the relationship between
farmers and the washing station they deliver to as this accurately reflects production
dynamics on the ground and allows better perception of sustainability issues. I used
open-ended questions to capture farmers’ opinions of salient business/management
related issues of the CWS they deliver to. Here I discuss the answers of one of these
questions: what changes would you like to see implemented at the washing station?
This is an important question to ask in a context where practically it remains debateable
whether farmers really have a choice when choosing where to deliver their coffee as
there are simply not enough washing stations or transport infrastructure to support a
‘free market’ decision making process. It is thus interesting to see what changes
farmers desired to see implemented at their current CWS given the lack of options
farmers have and whether there would be revealing differences between the three
groups. Many farmers had more than one change that they would like to see
implemented as is reflected in Table 4.8. The highest number of total requests is at the
direct trade CWS. Perhaps this is due to LMCP being the newest CWS of the three
stations and where farmers possibly perceive more space to voice their concerns as
the CWS attempts to consolidate its position in the community.
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Table 4.8 Desired changes for each CWS

4.3.5. Higher prices & earlier payments
The requests for higher prices for coffee cherry are unsurprising. Despite the
predominance of Arabica Red Bourbon (one of the best varietals in East Africa),
Burundian farmers receive the lowest farm gate prices regionally (Nkurunziza &
Ngaruko, 2002; World Bank, 2012b). This request is interesting given that the UTZ and
DT washing stations pay premiums and the government owned station does not.
Requests for earlier payment are a symptom of a larger issue regarding the lack of prefinancing options for CWS (for working capital) in Burundi. A CWS will typically only pay
farmers once they have finalised contracts with buyers and the coffee has been
exported, which may be delayed as much as three to six months after the end of
harvest if there are any issues with export88. At the time of the survey, only UTZ had
paid its farmers for that season. Through follow up research the coffee scouts learned
that the government owned washing station frequently pays very late (more than three
months after harvest). Although the DT station was the earliest with its payments to
farmers in 2013 - compared to neighbouring competitors - it was considerably more
difficult to pay farmers on time in 2014. This was due to a larger-than-expected harvest
that far exceeded the supply of working capital and delays with the export process that
put further strain on working capital availability.

88

See Leeson (2015) for a detailed example of this from a buyer’s perspective.
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4.3.6. Fertiliser
Inputs for coffee production in Burundi are a near insurmountable challenge for farmers
as the costs are (relatively) very high, thus making regular application close to
impossible (Kamwenubusa & Guilleminault, 2013a). In 1992, before the beginning of
the civil war, the rate of fertiliser use in Burundi was one of the lowest on the continent
at 3.7 kg/ha compared to the Sub-Saharan average of 14.9 kg/ha (Nkurunziza &
Ngaruko, 2002). To my knowledge there has been little improvement in this area and
farming remains characterised by a low use of inputs (Niragira et al., 2015). Farmers
see their CWS as a means through which to access fertiliser either through
free/subsidised provision or through providing cash advances against the upcoming
harvest from which fertiliser can be purchased. UTZ farmers are taught how to produce
organic fertiliser on their farms and at the DT CWS farmers are encouraged to take
coffee pulp back to their farms to use (untreated) as a soil enricher. The government
owned CWS has no programme setup for fertiliser provision, however it is likely that
farmers are not prohibited from taking pulp waste to use on their own farms. Figure
4.10 shows those farmers who were able to apply fertiliser to their farm in the two
harvest years prior to the survey. There is a significant difference between the average
yields of farmers who were able to apply fertiliser and those who did not (U (200) =
3559.5, p = .011). Farmers who were able to apply fertiliser to their farms had on
average higher yields than those who were not able to apply fertiliser. A further
contextual note is needed to understand the provision of fertiliser during this period and
this is shown in Figure 4.11. InterCafe is an autonomous, non-profit organisation
created in 2009 as part of the privatisation process to serve as a forum for all coffee
value chain actors in Burundi89. InterCafe provides, at random, free fertiliser to a select
number of farmers (usually 30 per colline) each season and this is one of the main
ways in which farmers in this sample have access to fertiliser. It is not guaranteed that
the same farmers will receive fertiliser the following seasons. The highest levels of
personal investment into fertiliser are observed with the UTZ farmers.

89

InterCafe is also responsible for marketing Burundian coffee abroad and has been a central stakeholder in promoting Burundian

specialty coffee.
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Figure 4.10 Fertiliser application

Figure 4.11 Access to fertiliser

4.3.7. Better management and corruption
A few farmers in the sample felt that they could be treated more professionally at the
washing station during harvest. There are several examples that this sentiment refers
to, for example being more organised and not letting farmers wait too long in a line
before delivering coffee cherry or requests for staff to be more courteous. It is
surprising that the desire for better management of operations is the highest at the UTZ
CWS given that the UTZ Code of Conduct has a specific module on improving
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management practices. Corruption at a CWS typically occurs when washing station
staff misreport the number of kilograms that farmers deliver in their ledgers, resulting in
lower payments at the end of harvest. This can occur easily as many farmers are
illiterate and are not able to crosscheck the cherry weight registered on the scale with
the weight recorded in their receipt of delivery. As a follow up question, farmers were
also asked whether they had ever been mistreated or taken advantage of by washing
station staff, as shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 Perception of CWS management style

Figure 4.13 GAP training provision
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4.3.8. Training for improved production
There were no requests for training at the DT washing station and requests at the
government owned and UTZ stations were minimal. It does seem however that farmers
do receive agricultural training for improved coffee production as shown in Figure 4.13.
UTZ is clearly the leader in this regard with its formalised training programme on good
agricultural practices (GAP). The training reported at the DT CWS refers to the IPM
coffee scout programme discussed in the methodology section. To note, it is not a legal
requirement for washing station owners in Burundi to provide agricultural training to the
farmers they work with. Within the broader spectrum of GAP, it is also worth noting that
although farmers have expressed a desire to receive fertilisers none in the sample
requested pesticides despite the majority stating that they are not able to control pest
populations on their farms (Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14 Perceptions of pest control

Figure 4.15 shows the number of farmers who have applied pesticides on their farms.
This is interesting as most farmers have applied pesticides to their farms yet this seems
to have not made pest control easier.
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Figure 4.15 Pesticide use

Figure 4.16 Provision of pesticides

Figure 4.16 details where farmers received their pesticide from, noting that none of the
farmers bought pesticide themselves. Each year InterCafe will attempt to cover as
much ground as possible nationally with a blanket spraying of synthetic pesticides
(Lambda-Cyhalothrin and Imidacloprid) on thousands of trees in farms surrounding
washing stations, regardless of whether they are government owned stations or not.
Some farmers indicated that they did not see the benefit of the annual spraying as
pests seemed to be resistant to the pesticides used. One possible reason for this is that
there simply may not be enough pesticide to cover the farms that InterCafe targets and
thus spraying is done with a solution that is overly diluted. There are a greater number
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of UTZ and DT farmers who felt more confident in being able to control pests on their
farms compared to those at the government owned CWS. There are also a greater
number of farmers at the UTZ and DT stations who have received pesticides from their
CWS. Finally, Figure 4.17 shows that UTZ is the most successful in promoting
responsible pesticide use by ensuring farmers are aware that they need to wear
protective clothing when their fields are being sprayed with toxic synthetic pesticides90.

Figure 4.17 Protective clothes and pesticides

4.4. Discussion: observed results and a larger social learning process
The framing of sustainability issues in the Burundian coffee sector is the emergent
result of embedding the research into the business operations of a local producer
(LMCP) and the social learning generated from this process. At the time of the survey,
the coffee scouts had been working for LMCP for four months and the idea of
community transformation through the production of high quality coffee was firmly
embedded in their minds. Furthermore, because of LMCP’s business model, they were
also very accustomed to the idea that it was the goal of a washing station to build good
relationships with the farmers it worked with in order to be successful. These two
contextual notes are important, as it must be clear that the coffee scouts who

90

No protective clothing is required for farmers using Pyrethrum, an organic insecticide, on their farms at the DT washing station as

Pyrethrum is non-toxic for humans.
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conducted the surveys were in no way generic data collectors who simply interviewed
farmers. It is more accurate to describe their role as co-researchers involved in a larger
learning process generated by a transdisciplinary research process that is explicitly
solution-focused. In this section although I will first discuss the findings of the survey; I
see these as equally important as a discussion on how the process of conducting the
survey affected the overall research process of the larger PhD project. Thus, the
discussion of survey results and social learning generated from the survey are
intertwined.
Before starting the survey, I expected that farmers across all groups would struggle to
be entrepreneurial and profitable in their farming given the low and unpredictable yields
from cyclicity that are documented nationally. This is reflected in the scores for
‘perceived challenges’ (Table 4.6). I also expected that most farmers would report low
levels of soil productivity as most soils in Burundi are highly acidic (Nduwimana,
Nzohabonayo, Hicintuka & Nibasumba, 2013), and indeed this was also revealed in
Table 4.6. Acidic soils reduce the availability of essential nutrients in the soil - in
particular nitrogen, which is an essential nutrient for the healthy growth of coffee
(Snoeck, Zapata & Domenach, 2000; Nzeyimana, Hartemink & de Graaff, 2013). It is
worth noting that there is a difference in acid saturation levels between the three
producers. The UTZ certified and the government producer operate in areas where
acid saturation levels are optimal (<10%) whilst LMCP operates in an area where the
acid saturation levels are very high as they are greater than 20% (Nduwimana et al.,
2013). However, despite unreliable yields, coffee remains an extremely important
crop for the farmers in this sample. This was a surprising learning as farmers
frequently praise vegetables (in particular beans) as a more significant crop than coffee
because of the higher price it fetches per kilogram. The high scores on ‘perceived land
value’ reveal the importance attributed to coffee production amongst all farmers. At
household level, coffee is the only cash crop that provides a relatively large sum of
money in a single payment. Income from coffee provides much needed liquidity for
weddings that usually take place during the dry season immediately after harvest and
school fees for the school year that begins early September. Thus, whilst there is a
higher frequency of income from selling vegetables (weekly markets and different
harvest periods) the amount of liquidity afforded by the annual payment of coffee is
experienced as greater than that afforded by vegetables.
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Farmers who deliver coffee to privately owned washing stations (UTZ and DT)
perceive greater benefits from the land they have invested in coffee than those
who delivered to the government owned CWS. Interestingly, UTZ and DT farmers
perceive greater contextual challenges in remaining profitable with their coffee farming
despite being different to the farmers at the government owned CWS in that they
receive premiums. UTZ and DT farmers also perceive the most benefits from delivering
coffee to their respective (privately-owned) washing stations than farmers who deliver
coffee to the government owned washing station. Farmers at the government owned
CWS seem to be almost ambivalent about the positive influence that their CWS has in
their community and on their own livelihoods. When compared to each other, material
quality (DT) and symbolic quality (UTZ) farmers are not statistically different despite
belonging to differently organised supply chains. However, practically there is one
difference that should not be overlooked. Symbolic quality for UTZ certified production
is generated through standardised protocols. Whilst standardisation may be beneficial,
it may not always be pragmatic for producer who may need a more malleable
production protocol that can adapt to local conditions.
According to the farmers surveyed, it is clear that there is room for improvement at all
three of the CWS. One would expect that the issue of frequent late payments would
cause farmers to stop delivering to the CWS but this is not the case. Farmers are
limited in their choices of CWS despite the sector operating on the basis of a ‘free
market’. Farmers will often end up delivering coffee to the nearest CWS not because of
their business model but simply because it is the easiest to reach on foot carrying a
heavy bag of coffee. The incomplete privatisation of the coffee sector means that there
is no real ‘free market’ choice for farmers and farmers typically will not have more than
two CWS to choose from, if that at all. I will comment specifically on the issue of late
payment at LMCP further on as an emergent learning from the research process.
It is apparent that coffee washing stations could potentially play a very important role in
raising and stabilising yields if they can offer affordable access to inputs for farmers. In
the immediate research context of LMCP I have seen this in the IPM coffee scout
programme which has been exceptionally expedient in improving the quality of
production for LMCP, stabilising yields and building trust with farmers. Relying on
InterCafe’s provision of fertiliser and pesticide is risky and problematic if a CWS
wishes to ensure a continuous supply of consistent volumes. If CWS paid premiums
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based on yield per tree it is expected that this would positively force farmers to make
more personal investments (new trees, fertiliser, GAP) into their farms91.
In general, Burundian coffee farmers appear to be unaware of the reality that the
crop they farm is part of a global market. For whatever reason, farmers do not seem
to take into account the world market price for coffee in their farm investment and
management practices. Only eight of the 133 farmers in the sample who delivered
coffee for both the 2013 and 2014 season recognised that the price they were paid for
coffee was, in some way, contingent on the international market price for coffee. I
assume that this is the net effect of a confusing domestic farm gate pricing structure.
The domestic price discovery mechanism in Burundi is a ‘minimum floor price’ (‘prix
minimum au caféiculteur’) that is released roughly every two weeks or whenever there
is a drastic change in the world market prices. The minimum floor price is, in reality, a
ceiling price as washing stations rarely pay more than the floor price. This is a
disincentive for product upgrading and local innovation. Previous qualitative research
on producers in Burundi has shown that Burundian farmers feel frustrated and
powerless by their lack of control and knowledge regarding the calculation of the
minimum floor price for coffee Burundi (Leeson, 2013). The minimum floor price system
is confusing for two reasons: firstly, although it is based on the world market price, it is
calculated using a convoluted formula that does not make sense to many stakeholders
in the industry. The floor price is based on the assumption that farmers will receive 72%
of the projected sale price, which is the average world market price, yet Kamwenbusa
and Guilleminault (2013a) have shown clearly that this is both unfeasible (because it
completely disregards cost of production incurred by a CWS) and is not what occurs in
reality. Secondly, farmers primarily receive the floor price via radio announcements and
are literally on the receiving end of an arbitrary price discovery mechanism that has
never been explained to them. Appendix 10 shows an example of the calculation of
minimum floor price. Over and above the low literacy levels in this sample, not many
farmers would be able to interpret the minimum floor price calculation as they do not
speak or read French. The minimum floor price system is effectively “not really public,
not really private” (Clay, 2014). In this sample, only the UTZ washing station frequently
91

This insight is based on a formal recommendation from the LMCP agronomist who has suggested to the LMCP board of

managers to consider offering an extra premium to farmers who have thoroughly put into practice the coffee scouts training and
have seen their yields raise as a result.
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pays more than the minimum floor price during harvest while the other two CWS rarely
depart from prescribed minimum price. At the entrance to the coffee cherry reception,
the UTZ station uses a blackboard to write farm gate prices (for different qualities) up
for all farmers to see. LMCP prefers to differentiate itself from its competitors by
premium payments after harvest rather than higher floor prices during harvest. This is
partially linked to a lower availability of working capital (when compared to the UTZ
certified CWS) but mainly linked to the fact that when LMCP did experiment with paying
a higher floor price during harvest this attracted unwanted negative attention and anticompetitive behaviour from a neighbouring washing station. Managers of the
government owned CWS did not think it was possible to pay higher than the minimum
floor price or did not see reason to do so. In their opinion, “the government sets the
price for coffee”.
In the original research design, a second survey was planned for 2015 to interview the
same 240 farmers. However due to the current political crisis in Burundi it was decided
not to proceed with the original design. Instead I have reflected on different
developments at each CWS, with an in-depth reflection on how the social learning
generated from the ETD research process at the LMCP CWS has affected current
operations.
At the time of writing (April 2016) the government owned CWS remains government
owned as the current political crisis has stalled the completion of the privatisation
process indefinitely. It is expected that revenues from coffee exports will be especially
important for the state in 2016 given that several foreign aid donors withheld aid in
2015 because of the state’s inability to resolve the political crisis. In March 2016 the EU
took a decision to suspend all direct financial support to the Burundian government,
including budget support. In April 2016, the United Nations warned that it is considering
deploying a police force to Burundi in an attempt to quell the politically motivated
violence that continues to destabilise the country (Nichols, 2016).
The UTZ washing station belonged to a large multinational company in 2014. A followup interview with the head agronomist for the UTZ CWS was held in Bujumbura in
March 2015, at the beginning of the next harvest. It was revealed that internal theft and
corruption in the company’s headquarters in Europe had resulted in a lack of operating
capital for the Burundian subsidiary for the 2015 harvest and money to pay premiums
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to farmers from the 2014 harvest. The agronomist had not initiated any further UTZrelated trainings with farmers for 2015 because of a lack of funds to do so. By October
2015 the UTZ washing station had been sold to a Rwandan holding company. On
going email conversations with the Rwandan company who are now running the UTZ
CWS showed that they are eager to continue the UTZ certification programme and
expand it to more farmers to increase volume. There are two main challenges that the
new owners face with expanding the UTZ certification. Firstly, gaining trust with the
farmers who were not paid their premiums in 2014. Secondly, ensuring that farmers fill
out the required records of activities done on their farms as required by UTZ as most of
the farmers are illiterate.
As described in the results, LMCP was unable to pay farmers on time for the 2014
harvest due to a larger-than-expected production that far exceeded the supply of
working capital and delays with the export process that put further strain on working
capital availability. LMCP had planned to pay farmers at the end of July 2014 but
eventually was only able to pay farmers at the end of October after its coffee was finally
exported. This real-world event is interesting in terms of the ETD process. The coffee
scouts were being trained at the end of the harvest period (the first week of July) with
the expectation that LMCP would pay the farmers they had been working with on time
to reward them for their efforts during the harvest. Throughout the period during which
the coffee scouts were conducting surveys for this article (August and September
2014) the scouts were working with the knowledge that at their own washing station it
was uncertain as to when farmers would be paid. When LMCP was still unable to pay
farmers in early September this meant that many farmers were unable to plant new
crops in time for the beginning of rainy season or pay school fees for the new school
year for their children. As a result, farmers refused to let the coffee scouts conduct
trainings on their hills until they had been paid. This was a painful and confusing time
for both LMCP and its farmers. It appeared as if LMCP had reneged on its triple bottom
line commitment to community transformation through coffee and, for farmers, it
appeared as if LMCP had lied to them given the promises of fair payment that had
been made at the 2013 harvest. However, it was during this challenging period that the
value of the ETD was realised. The fact that the entire coffee scout IPM programme
was built on the premise of creating a better, long term, relationship between farmers
and LMCP meant that the coffee scouts and the LMCP agronomist continued to invest
relationally with farmers with whatever means possible. Whilst the coffee scouts were
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prevented by farmers from conducting trainings, they continued to listen to them and
withstood the insults and complaints against LMCP. This investment paid off. A year
later, LMCP was even more delayed with its farmer payments for the 2015 harvest. It
was only able to pay farmers in November (four months after the end of harvest).
However it emerged that LMCP had attracted even more farmers to its washing station
during the 2015 season because of the participatory community engagement that
flowed from the IPM coffee scout programme92. The quality of LMCP’s production had
also improved and was to set to continue to improve for the 2016 harvest.
Reflecting on the survey process in relation to LMCP’s day-to-day operations there are
three points worth noting. Firstly, the timing of the surveys seemed almost fortuitous
given that the majority of the scouts (four out of six) were occupied with other learning
during a period when they were prevented from doing their regular LMCP work.
Secondly, whilst the LMCP board of managers was not interested in the results from
the survey of the government owned CWS, it was interested to see what insight the
survey could provide into how the UTZ programme was affecting farmers at colline
level and how its production protocol differed from LMCP’s. The discovery that the UTZ
CWS was not able to pay farmers a premium in 2015 because of corruption in the
company’s headquarters was shocking to LMCP given the well known reputation of the
UTZ CWS within the sector. To date, LMCP remains unconvinced of the benefits of
obtaining a formal sustainability certification given the ongoing success of its own IPM
coffee scout programme. Lastly, the exposure that the coffee scouts gained into the
business models of two other washing stations was useful to LMCP on two levels. On
one level the coffee scouts were gaining insight into national production dynamics by
seeing the production protocol at another privately owned washing station in
comparison to that of a remaining government owned washing station. On another,
more personal, level the coffee scouts were given the opportunity to travel to new
places (most had never travelled far from their own community). This opportunity was
experienced as an investment into their own professional development by LMCP, even
92

Learning from the damage caused by the 2014 harvest, LMCP had attempted to secure pre-financing for the 2015 season with a

non-profit agricultural lender in order to ensure timeous payments to farmers. It is unfortunate that the current political crisis in
Burundi began at the same as the coffee harvesting period began. Although the financing deal was attractive for the lender
(because of LMCP’s business model) the deal fell through at the last minute because the lender perceived the risk created by the
current political crisis in Burundi as too grave.
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though it was not directly connected to the operations of LMCP, and was greatly
appreciated by the coffee scouts and the LMCP agronomist.
The process of training the coffee scouts to conduct farmer interviews with a formal
survey resulted in an unexpected utility. Whilst the coffee scouts were being trained in
interview techniques by the LMCP agronomist through role playing, I was also receiving
intensive training about cultural norms in Burundi and how farmers perceive farming in
general. This unexpected learning experience was confirmation (once again) of the
importance of localising the coffee scout programme to specific communities and
investing more resources into leaders who understand local dynamics rather than
bringing in outside consultants for short-term/project-based development interventions.
However, what has also emerged (after the survey period) is that this is also the
‘messier’ option when compared to short-term project-based research work. Investing
in longer-term change processes requires a commitment to context and, in Burundi, it is
near impossible to predict what context will demand. Building platforms of trust
between farmers and the washing stations they work with is essential to ensuring the
sustainability of coffee production in Burundi. Coffee sustainability certification schemes
will only be successful in Burundi insofar as they acknowledge that ‘the producer’ is a
relationship between a washing station and farmers that must be built on trust. The
LMCP agronomist summarised the overall benefit of the survey process to LMCP as
assisting the scouts to transition from “surveying farms to surveying people”. Using
ETD to inform the survey process directly improved the capacity of the coffee scouts to
connect, understand and build trust with the farmers that LMCP works with. The
decision to involve LMCP’s coffee scouts into research activities outside of their work
with LMCP was experienced (by the scouts) as an expression of trust. By actively
inviting the scouts to input their observations and knowledge into the survey process, a
dialogue (between the LMCP agronomist, the coffee scouts and the farmers they work
with) was initiated on the possibilities that exist to use coffee as a tool for rural
transformation and development in Burundi. This dialogue continues to yield positive
returns for LMCP to this day.

4.5. Conclusion
The intent of this article was to provide insight into production dynamics in the
Burundian coffee sector by inserting the research into an actual Burundian coffee
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supply chain and working with societal actors to co-produce relevant knowledge. I
intentionally chose a research methodology (ETD) that is process focused – as
opposed to output focused – in order to elucidate the importance of social learning in
context alongside the research results. Exposure to other farming communities outside
of those that LMCP works with revealed that Burundian ‘coffee farmers’ are farmers
who happen to have coffee growing on their land. It is romantic and naïve to think
otherwise. The instable political climate in Burundi coupled with its low levels of
development mean that rural transformation through coffee production will be a long,
unpredictable and demanding process. Within the context of LMCP, although a
dynamic platform of trust has been built with farmers, Burundi’s unpredictable political
climate is a constant source of concern that is not taken lightly. All of the learning
generated through the overall research approach points to the necessity of
(intentionally) reframing the term ‘producer’ to the relationship between farmers and the
coffee washing station in order to fully appreciate and understand the potential
livelihood benefits that farmers could derive from coffee farming. From this
understanding, researchers, practitioners and policy makers can begin to establish
standards of best practice and strategic intervention points that can improve the agroeconomic performance of the sector as a whole. However, unfortunately, the type of
development aid that Burundi continues to attract to its coffee sector ignores the reality
of this relationship and places greater priority of providing inputs rather than creating
long term processes of social learning. Given the current trend of delayed
implementation of liberalisation in the coffee sector, it should be expected that
government owned washing stations will remain for several years to come and that
their business model will continue to affect farmers for the foreseeable future. Once
again, it is unfortunate that many development interventions in the coffee sector
assume that farmers are operating in a fully liberalised market and ignore the realities
that the context presents.
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Figure 5 The first LMCP coffee tree nursery. Learning the hard way the importance of making sure all
saplings are covered with shade, 20 February 2014
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Chapter 5
Integrated

Pest

Management

to

achieve

on-farm

quality

improvement: a transdisciplinary approach
Abstract
The role of higher education and the types of knowledge production that researchers
engage in have come under scrutiny in terms of the transformative capabilities that are
being developed within sustainability focused teaching and learning. Transdisciplinary
(TD) research is a methodology that seeks to transcend disciplinary boundaries in
order to solve problems in the real world. However, to date, the majority of TD case
studies and models have been specifically designed and evaluated within a developed
world context and the literature on doing individual transdisciplinary research work
within a developing world context is almost non-existent. In this article I aim to
contribute towards this emerging area of knowledge production using a case study from
rural Burundi with a research approach called Emergent Transformation Design (ETD).
The ETD was solution-focused and, unexpectedly, led to the creation of an Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) programme for coffee that has to date created 26 full time jobs
for Burundian youth. Using this case study I focus on how TD research can be done in
a developing world context by individual researchers and raise critical points for
consideration for supporting individual TD researchers working within developing world
contexts.
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5.1. Introduction
The role of higher education and the types of knowledge production that researchers
engage in has come under scrutiny in terms of the transformative capabilities that are
being developed within sustainability focused teaching and learning (Sipos et al., 2008;
Brundiers, Wiek & Redman, 2010; Thomas, 2010; Wiek, Withycombe & Redman, 2011;
Muhar, Visser & Van Breda, 2013; Bootsma, Vermeulen, van Dijk & Schot, 2014;
Keeler, Wiek, Lang, Yokohari, van Breda, et al., 2015). Sustainability problems are
complex and context-sensitive issues (Swilling & Anneke, 2012) and demand new
ways of thinking and being that move away from the ‘safe space’ of descriptiveanalytical (problem-focused) knowledge production towards solution-oriented research
(Wiek et al., 2012). Transdisciplinary research has emerged as a methodological
response to this need. Transdisciplinary (TD) research is a methodology that seeks to
transcend disciplinary boundaries in order to solve problems in the real world (Pohl &
Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012;
Brandt et al., 2013). TD methodology is an integrative approach to research working
both between disciplines and across the divides of disciplinary and social knowledge
systems. To date, the majority of TD case studies and models have been specifically
designed and evaluated within a developed world context (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008;
Regeer et al., 2009; Bergmann et al., 2012; Brandt et al., 2013). Furthermore, well
known TD approaches are also the outcome of large, multi-actor and multi-researcher
projects (for example, Bergmann et al. 2005, 2012; Hall et al. 2008; Njoroge et al.
2015; Walter et al. 2007; Wiek et al. 2012). The literature on doing individual
transdisciplinary research work within a developing world context is not well
documented (van Breda et al., 2016). I will contribute towards this emerging area of
knowledge production by creating a case study of the research process I followed in my
own PhD journey in rural Burundi. The PhD research aims were embedded in a
Burundian coffee supply chain and designed according to TD principles 93 . The
embedded research agenda was solution-focused and, unexpectedly, led to the
creation of an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programme for coffee production that
has to date created 26 full time jobs for Burundian youth. As a guiding framework for
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The PhD journey officially began in February 2013, although the decision to pursue a PhD began late July 2012. The PhD

journey will end in December 2017 with graduation.
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understanding this individual research journey, the three questions posed by van Breda
et al. (2016: 152) in their study of individual TD research projects are used: (1) what
type of complex societal problems can be tackled in an individual transdisciplinary
research effort? (2) How does the individual transdisciplinary researcher go about
doing this type of research? (3) What types of outcomes can be expected? I see my
responses to these questions as building up systems knowledge for this emerging form
of knowledge production. In particular I focus on how TD research can be done in a
developing world context. In the conclusion I also provide further points for
consideration for supporting individual TD researchers working within developing world
contexts.

5.3. Background to the study
This article is based on my on-going research work in Burundi and is an emergent
result of the transdisciplinary approach I followed for my PhD. Rather than deference to
the efficacy of sustainability certifications for improving the sustainability of coffee
production systems (Ponte, 2004; Giovannucci & Ponte, 2005; Raynolds et al., 2007;
Vermeulen & Kok, 2012; Vermeulen, 2015), an open research agenda was maintained
working off the hunch that ‘sustainable coffee’ is non-standard, context sensitive, and
possibly meaningless unless rooted in place. In the next section I will explain why
hunches are critically important to the overall research methodology followed. I worked
with a Burundian coffee producer94, Long Miles Coffee Project, as part of the larger
PhD project and took on the role of Farmer Relations Officer to serve as liaison
between farmers and Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP)95. The broad, overall, research
aim was to learn about sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector by
inserting the research aims into an actual coffee supply chain in Burundi. The overall
research motivation for the PhD project was to explore the (fuzzy) intersection points
between trade, development and social justice and the meaning of these intersections
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In Burundi, smallholder coffee farmers rely on coffee washing stations (CWS) to process (mechanically depulp) and export their

coffee as, in reality, no single farming family in Burundi could produce the supply that even small volume buyers need. This
differentiates Burundi from other origins where the smallholder farmer/large estate divide characterises inequality in production.
Thus the term ‘producer’ in this study refers to the relationship between a CWS and the farmers that deliver coffee to it.
95

www.longmilescoffeeproject.com
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in Burundi. LMCP was chosen as a suitable producer organisation within which to
embed both the overall research aim and motivation because of its business model and
focus on community development. LMCP uses direct trade to connect “coffee farming
families with roasters who believe that exceptional coffee includes traceability and
sustainability” (Carlson & Carlson, 2014). Traceability, for LMCP, means being able to
link every kilogram of coffee produced and sold to individual farming families. The
LMCP business model focuses on producing exceptionally high material quality coffee
that can command a premium on the international market to deliver higher prices to
farmers96. LMCP’s production is not certified by a third party sustainability certification
or standard. However it uses the industry standard method of sensory perception and
analysis (called cupping) to evaluate and ‘certify’ the material quality of the coffee it
produces (Franca et al., 2005; Bhumiratana et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011; Di
Donfrancesco et al., 2014; Sunarharum et al., 2014)97. LMCP’s exclusive focus on
material quality sets it apart from mainstream sustainability standards for coffee
production that have a primary focus on symbolic quality. Although implementation of a
sustainability certification may contribute to material quality improvements, it is critical
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There are different ways of perceiving coffee quality and it is best defined by three attributes: material, symbolic and in-person

service attributes (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Material quality attributes refer to the quality parameters that are embedded within the
coffee fruit and can be measured by using human senses (touch, sight, smell, hearing, taste) or technological devices. These
attributes are embedded in the product because they are the outcome of the interaction between the biophysical makeup of the
country of origin and the processing technique used (for example: Arabica, Red Bourbon varietal, grown at 1800 metres and
processed by mechanical depulping). Material quality can also be referred to as intrinsic quality. The value of material quality
attributes relates primarily to the existence of measurement procedures and devices and the accuracy of these measurements
(Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Thus the ability to measure material quality attributes creates objectivity. The symbolic attributes of coffee
are in most cases determined by those living outside of origin and form the story of where the coffee came from for the purposes of
marketing the coffee to consumers and, in some instances, for drawing attention to development needs at origin. Symbolic quality
attributes cannot be measured by human senses or technological devices and are determined by reputation (Daviron & Ponte,
2005). Sustainability labels rely on symbolic quality to create and retain visibility in the coffee market. Symbolic attributes often work
together with in-person service attributes. In-person service attributes have almost nothing to do with the material quality aspect of
coffee and relates to the atmosphere and feeling that coffee professionals create for coffee consumers in a café.
97

When coffees are cupped they are typically given a score out of 100 with higher scores indicating a higher quality. LMCP’s aim is

always to move up the cupping score ladder and most LMCP coffees score above 85 points. For example, the average cupping
score for the first container exported after the 2014 harvest was 86.8 points.
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to note that none of the available mainstream sustainability standards certify material
quality attributes (Linton et al., 2004; Goldstein, 2011). As will be explained below,
there is a strategic importance for Burundian coffee producers to focus on producing
high (material) quality coffee.
In terms of coffee production, Burundi is best described as high potential yet low
performing origin. It is one of the worlds smallest, near inconsequential, coffee
producing nations yet its geoclimatic features are ideal for high quality coffee
production. These include growing altitudes of 1500 – 2200 metres and moderate
tropical conditions with abundant rainfall. The predominance of the heirloom Bourbon
varietal together with Burundi’s long history of high quality processing using the wet
method has provided a promising platform for it to successfully compete in the specialty
coffee market (World Bank, 2011; USAID, 2013; Bamber et al., 2014). This market
typically offers higher returns than the conventional coffee market. However, Burundian
producers face a unique mix of compounding socio-political, economic, and institutional
challenges that threaten the longevity of the entire coffee sector. Burundi produces less
than 0,5% of global production (ICO, 2015b) and its output is consistently unreliable as
production is highly cyclical and continuously declining (Figure 5.1). Contrasted with
and relative to the origins that produce the majority of sustainable coffee (Brazil,
Colombia, Vietnam), Burundi is an anomaly. Since 2000, Brazil, Vietnam and Colombia
continue to be the three largest coffee producing nations, producing at least 50% of
total exportable supply annually (ICO, 2015a). These three countries alone supplied
72% of all sustainable (certified) coffee in 2012 (Potts et al., 2014). Unreliable supply
that is highly cyclical and continuously declining is but one of Burundi’s production
issues. Apart from the irregularity of supply, many international buyers also avoid
sourcing coffee from Burundi because of the risk of buying coffee affected with the
Potato Taste Defect (PTD) – a haphazard flavour defect found only in Burundian,
Rwandan and DR Congo coffees. PTD is a major deterrent to many large volume
coffee buyers who require absolute consistency for their brands98 (Gueule et al., 2015).
These agro-economic challenges are significant given the macro-economic importance
of coffee. Coffee is the primary export crop and main source of foreign exchange
earnings. Between 2000 and 2015, revenues from coffee exports generated between
70 – 80% of total foreign exchange earnings (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; World Bank,
98

. Brewed coffee beans with PTD taste like a raw potato.
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2012a; USAID, 2013). Roughly a third of the population depends on coffee production
for their livelihoods (USAID, 2013).

Figure 5.1 Cyclical and declining production in Burundi.
Source: ISTEEBU (2009; 2014), World Bank (2011), ICO (2015)

Unlike other East African origins Burundi has a narrow export base and has failed to
diversify its economy away from coffee into services and manufactured goods (World
Bank, 2012a). Burundi is rurally dense with close to 90% of the population living
outside of urban areas engaged in subsistence farming as their primary occupation. It
may be more apt to describe Burundi as ‘un-urban’ as this would better reflect the
dominance of rural life and the fact that the smallest semblance of an industrial
manufacturing sector remain to be seen in Burundi. Land is scarce and disputes are
common which do little to increase food security and reduce poverty (van Leeuwen,
2010; Niragira et al., 2015). The current population is estimated at 10.8 million people with two thirds of the population living below the national poverty line ($1.90/day) - and
the country ranks 180 out of 187 on the Human Development Index (UNDP, 2014;
World Bank, 2014a). The Burundian economy and government is highly reliant on
foreign aid. Figure 5.2 shows the total flows of official development assistance (ODA)
between 1990 and 2013. Dependence on ODA can be measured in several ways, one
of which is reliance on ODA to support gross fixed capital formation. This is a measure
indicating the extent to which governments rely on external rather than domestic
resources to fund growth enhancing investments (UNDP, 2011). Figure 5.3 reveals
Burundi’s dependence on ODA; 70% of gross fixed capital formation in 2013 was
supported by ODA. Unfortunately, although foreign aid continues to pour into Burundi, it
is severely limited in its effectiveness due to current governance structures which
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remain non-developmental, neo-patrimonial and fragile (Desrosiers & Muringa, 2012;
Daley, 2013; Curtis, 2015). Burundi is a very poor country with an undiversified
economy relying almost exclusively on foreign aid and export earnings determined by
the volatility of the world coffee market.

Figure 5.2 Official development assistance (ODA) to Burundi.
Source: Data from OECD-DAC, http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats

On the demand side of the supply chain buyers fall into two categories: those that are
constantly frustrated with the production realities in Burundi but still buy from Burundi
because the quality is so high and those that are constantly frustrated with the
production realities in Burundi and do not keep buying from Burundi, despite the great
quality99. At national level, coffee export regulations remain overly complicated and
wearisome. For example, in order to export one container of coffee from Burundi in

99

The introduction of the Cup of Excellence (COE) competition to Burundi in 2012 is evidence of this. The COE is an annual

competition and is the hallmark of specialty coffee as a COE award is the highest award that can be given for material quality as
the level of analysis and evaluation that winning coffees undergo is unrivalled (Alliance for Coffee Excellence, 2015). COE
competitions take place in 10 different origins, eight in Latin America and two in Africa (Rwanda and Burundi).
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Figure 5.3 A measure of aid dependency in Burundi.
Source: Data from the World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/country/burundi

2015, a CWS needs to complete 21 forms100. The single regulatory institution in sector
is unfortunately still overly technocratic and the marathon-like endurance needed to
complete its many export regulations has done little to prevent corruption and increase
transparency. This has created an institutional void where an institution is constantly
unsatisfactory and ineffective in fulfilling the objectives it is meant to (Mair & Marti,
2009). Institutional voids constrain the transformative potential of value chain
upgrading, even after market access has been secured.
At household level, coffee is the only cash crop that provides a relatively large sum of
money in a single payment101. Most households have somewhere between 80 and 300
trees and struggle with highly variable yields. Arabica trees characteristically do have
cyclical production but cyclicity has been exacerbated by a lack of agricultural
dynamism and low levels of investment into coffee as a result of decades of

100

Important to note is that the export process must be repeated for each container of coffee sold. All documentation must be

submitted in hard copy and, apart from the buyer’s contract and invoice (sent to the buyer outside of Burundi), none of the
processes are transmitted electronically.
101

. Coffee provides much needed cash for weddings that usually take place during the dry season immediately after harvest and

school fees for the school year, which begins early September.
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oppressive, technocratic extension services prescribed for coffee production (Cochet,
1995; Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000). Prior to the privatisation of the sector in 2009,
coffee was a crop of (urban) elite value capture and peasant oppression with little
regard for the subsistence needs of rural households (Cochet & Ndarishikanye, 2000;
Ngaruko & Nkurunziza, 2000; Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Cochet, 2004). Cyclical and
decreasing yields are primarily the result of decades of inappropriate land use
programmes for state controlled coffee production that have resulted in acute losses of
soil fertility. Recently climate change (in particular, irregular rainy seasons) has further
aggravated this problem. Added to this is the fact that most soils in Burundi are highly
acidic and reduce the availability of essential nutrients, in particular nitrogen, for healthy
coffee growth (Snoeck et al., 2000; Nduwimana et al., 2013; Nzeyimana et al., 2013).
Lower, unpredictable yields inevitably means lower, unpredictable household incomes.
The historical political economy of coffee cultivation in Burundi has resulted in a lack of
incentive and lack of means to invest in new trees and inputs needed to stabilise
production. Farmers have simply never seen coffee as their own crop or as a crop from
which they can derive a profit. Whilst this sentiment is slowly changing in a handful of
communities where washing stations are taking the initiative to help farmers access
inputs and new markets, in general there is little incentive for farmers to invest in their
coffee farms themselves. Current average yields (red cherry) in Burundi are estimated
at around 1.34kg/tree (Kamwenubusa & Guilleminault, 2013a) which is low for Arabica
Bourbon which is capable of yields of 10kg/tree. I regard these estimates as optimistic
and my on-going research in Burundi has indicated that a more realistic range of
average yield/tree is 0.5kg – 0.8kg. It is important to recognise too that behind the
many tangible manifestations of underinvestment and neglect at farm level are the
mostly invisible vicissitudes caused by decades of war and unrest. It is beyond the
scope of this article to analyse the episodes of ethnic-based violence in 1965, 1972,
1988 and the civil war from 1994 - 2005102 . However, the gruesome overtones of
senseless killing, political instability and internal and external displacement of farmers
must be acknowledged as major contributing factors to the sustainability challenges
that the coffee sector currently faces at farm level. Livestock, forest areas and coffee
trees were ravaged during the war (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Watt, 2008; Uvin, 2009).
Ecological disconnect, as a result of violence and displacement, is painfully evident in
Burundi: farmers have lost much of the knowledge they need to work the land they
102

. See Lemarchand (1970, 1995) for this.
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depend on. A painful legacy of bloodshed, exploitation and coffee lie in Burundi’s soil
and much work remains for the sector to regain the trust of the farmers it depends on
and to restore the land to greater productivity.
One of the objectives of this paper is to describe the types of complex societal
problems that can be tackled by an individual transdisciplinary research PhD. From my
concise presentation of sustainability challenges facing Burundian coffee producers, it
is clear that the sustained production of quality coffee in Burundi is a complex sociotechnical problem that demands an integrated response and cannot effectively be
tackled by a by mono-disciplinary approach. Value chain upgrading in Burundi’s coffee
sector is as much an agronomic challenge as it is a psychosocial challenge as it is a
governance issue. The second objective is to describe how individual researchers
approach such transdisciplinary issues in a developing world context.

5.4. Transdisciplinary methodology for a developing world context: Emergent
Transformation Design
Transdisciplinary (TD) research is a methodology that seeks to transcend disciplinary
boundaries in order to solve problems in the real world (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a;
Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 2012; Jahn, 2012; Brandt et al., 2013).
There are three different types of knowledge which often characterise TD research,
these are systems knowledge, target knowledge and transformation knowledge (Pohl &
Hirsch Hadorn, 2007b). Systems knowledge relates to the genesis of the problem and
interpretations of it in the real world. Target knowledge relates to an ideal state, and
details the need for changing practices in the current system. Transformation
knowledge is the knowledge needed to transition from the current system to the ideal
state. There is an interdependency between the three types of knowledge and TD
research is intended to go well beyond the practice of interdisciplinary research by
actively inviting societal actors into the research process as co-researchers to coproduce socially relevant scientific knowledge that is transformative and socially robust
(Regeer & Bunders, 2009; Bergmann et al., 2012; Wiek et al., 2012; Swilling, 2014). TD
is thus science with society, rather than science for society (O’Brien et al., 2013;
Swilling, 2014) meaning that a researcher will embed themselves into the everyday
activities and experiences (the ‘life-world’) of their research context and perceive their
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research activities from this vantage point (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Bergmann et al.,
2012). However, the life-world in which TD researchers engage with will differ from
context to context and the practice of TD in a developing world context cannot be
assumed to be similar to that in a developed world context (Steelman, Nichols, James,
Bradford, Ebersöhn, et al., 2015)103 . To date, the majority of TD case studies and
models have been specifically designed and evaluated within a developed world
context (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008; Regeer et al., 2009; Bergmann et al., 2012; Brandt
et al., 2013). Furthermore, well known TD approaches are also the outcome of large,
multi-actor and multi-researcher projects (for example, Bergmann et al. 2005, 2012;
Hall et al. 2008; Njoroge et al. 2015; Walter et al. 2007; Wiek et al. 2012). In a
developing world context, individual researchers need a means of navigating contexts
with low levels of social and educational equality (van Breda et al., 2016). In these
contexts, the logics of traditional TD approaches - honed in more stable, equal
societies - are simply inappropriate. Similarly, most handbooks on doing fieldwork in
the Global South often presume or assume a mono- or interdisciplinary perspective and
offer little or no guidance to students wishing to follow a TD approach.
Until recently, there was no literature that provided guidance to students doing
transdisciplinary research in a developing world context. Emergent transformation
design (ETD) is a context-relevant methodology to guide students undertaking TD
research work (both collaborative and individual) within a developing country context
(van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). ETD was used as the overall research
methodology for both this article and the larger PhD project. Whilst ETD maintains the
integrative core of mainstream TD approaches, it differs significantly in three core
103

To be clear, what I mean by context is more than the “genealogical explanation of location in time and space; it is also in the

generative and transformative sense referring to what might still have to be co-created and changed” (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). Furthermore, there is often an undeniable and unique pattern of flows (infrastructural, social, political, institutional)
that distinguishes one context from another. This pattern cannot be accurately predicted and analysed prior to the actual
experience of and immersion in the context (Swilling & Anneke, 2012). Even though I use the signifier ‘developing world context’ to
refer to a range of contexts found predominantly in the Global South, this should not be mistaken as a formulaic description of
place. Rather I use this signifier as a caveat to point to a multiplicity of possibilities that are simply not present in a ‘developed
world’ context. Lastly, I also wish to clarify that (unfortunately) there is no substitute for the hard work of understanding context.
Reductions of context to a particular mode of governance, an economic system or socio-political structure (or a combination of
these things) that are created apart from immersion in context are weak tools for transformative TD work.
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assumptions that it holds about the societal context that the researcher is embedded in
which in turn constantly reconfigures the three phases of a typical TD research
journey 104 . Firstly, an ETD approach assumes high levels of social fluidity (often
characterised by high levels of social and educational inequality) where circumstances
change constantly and in response the research process is designed as it unfolds. This
is significantly different from the research planning processes involved in large, multiinstitution TD research projects which – although acknowledging the inherent
complexity and unpredictability of most societal issues – often require well detailed
project plans (that rely on linear processes and milestones) far in advance of the
commencement of the research process (van Kerkhoff, 2014). In designing as the
process unfolds, ETD places critical emphasis on moving away from extractive modes
of knowledge production towards transformative knowledge that will primarily be
“rooted in the existing skills and needs of the local culture” (van Breda and Swilling,
forthcoming). This is achieved by building informal epistemic relationships with social
actors who are immediately available (van Breda et al., 2016). It is from these informal
relationships that the iterative research process of problem identification and structuring
(the first stage of a traditional TD research process) begins. These relationships are
generative relationships in that it is from these relationships that new ideas, processes
and practices emerge (van Kerkhoff, 2014). Through these informal epistemic
relationships the individual TD researcher creates the necessary opportunities and
learning spaces in order to move their work forward in a way that is meaningful to
social actors (van Breda et al. 2016; van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). None of
these relationships can be perceived apart from context. ETD thus reinforces the fact
that a transdisciplinary epistemology is fundamentally a relational epistemology as
knowledge is co-produced both across disciplines and across the divide of society and
academia (Regeer & Bunders, 2003, 2009; van Breda et al., 2016). Secondly, an ETD
approach assumes that the real validation of the research activities and outputs of
transdisciplinary research is whether or not knowledge and capabilities have been built
up amongst non-academic actors in the life-world context (Sustainability Institute,
2015). In this sense, ETD differs greatly from some expressions of TD practice that are
exclusively “inner-scientific” – that is science that transcends traditional disciplinary
104

The first phase is problem identification and structuring (systems knowledge), the second phase is problem analysis (using

target knowledge) and the third phase involves bringing results into fruition using transformation knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn,
2007a).
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boundaries to relate to societal problems but only insofar as it serves the generic goals
of producing new knowledge (models, methods and theories) meaningful within a
scientific community (Jahn et al., 2012). Thirdly, the ETD approach differs significantly
from traditional TD in that it does not assume the transformative success of the third
phase of a TD research project (bringing results to fruition). Rather, ETD assumes the
adaptive capacity and intuition of the individual researcher/research team and the coresearchers to create small-scale social experiments that may contribute towards
transformation knowledge (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). There is no guarantee
that the research intervention will work; rather interventions are seen as provisional,
safe-to-fail social experiments that can be adapted to suit changes in the context (van
Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). Another way to describe this assumption is as
‘research-by-doing’ (like learning by doing) where a researcher will quickly put into
action knowledge rather than investing time in endless collaborative research to
develop a meticulous plan of action that may or may not be implemented (Lang et al.,
2012). Research-by-doing is a departure from the overly methods-driven approach to
TD research which appears to be the trend with researchers in the Global North (van
Breda et al., 2016). To be clear, ETD does not contend that methods are unimportant
or unnecessary; rather an ETD approach to doing TD research emphasises the
opportunities offered by context as a guide to selecting appropriate integrative methods
(van Breda et al. 2016; van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). Put another way, as the
researcher develops relationships with societal actors and gains greater insight into
what is socially robust target knowledge in that context, so too will there be greater
insight into which integrative methods are appropriate. Safe-to-fail social experiments
are key to sustaining a design process of research-by-doing and must be accompanied
by critical reflection processes (Lang et al., 2012; Swilling, 2014).
These three core assumptions of the ETD methodology result in a different set of logics
and principles that underpin how an ETD approach is used in the practice of TD
research. I will detail three of these that are particularly relevant to this study.
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5.4.1. Abductive logic
Abductive logic is the logic of hunches – of making connections between things based
on intuitive reasoning despite the extremely fallible insight of the researcher105. ETD
encourages researchers to abduce (follow through on a hunch) rather than relying on
the formal laws of deductive and inductive logic. It thus allows for greater exploration in
designing the research process. To note however is that abductive logic must be paired
with the transformative aspirations of TD; simply following through on hunches does not
challenge social and ecological injustices. Abductive logic is particularly relevant when
working in unstable social contexts where normative research planning tools are simply
ill suited and possibly counter-productive to designing long-term transformation
processes.
5.4.2. Bricolage and exaptation
The principle of bricolage refers to creating with that which the context offers.
Exaptation refers to a shift in the function of something during its evolution. Together
these principles are best expressed as “working simultaneously with existing means
and materials to solve existing problems (bricolage), and using them as innovative
solutions for new problems (exaptation)” (van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming) 106 .
Bricolage and exaptation are important principles that assist in perceiving the
evolutionary potential of the present (rather than building on the assumption of the
arrival of an ideal end-scenario) amongst the chaos and uncertainty of the research
context.
5.4.3. Allowing for emergence
Immersion and entanglement in the social world of the research is absolutely
necessary in order to build trust with co-researchers to design safe-to-fail interventions.
Immersion allows for emergence – opportunities and events that could never have
been planned or predicted apart from experience of the context – to be incorporated
into the research process. These emergent opportunities are often the result of several
105

See also Snowden (2011).
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To note, this also extends to the scientific communities and literature that the researcher is connected to as this is also part of

the research context.
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key factors, events and thoughts converging to provide unprecedented moments for
action and learning that must be incorporated into the research process and not
disregarded because they do not fit the mould of the research plan or may be
uncomfortable for the researcher to work with. The ETD principle of allowing for
emergence is similar to the principle of open encounters stressed in traditional TD
research processes. The principle of open encounters is the principle of perceiving
one’s perspective as only one amongst many others and accepting the validity of
different forms of knowledge in order to generate group learning and collaboration. This
principle is often viewed as the most fundamental aspect for successful collaboration
between disciplines and with social actors (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007a). However, an
ETD approach moves beyond the principle of open encounters as it prioritises deep
immersion in context (in order to allow for emergence) as a non-negotiable criterion for
context-relevant transformative knowledge production.

5.5. Applying ETD
What is hinted at in the current ETD theoretical framework is that immersion in context
will provide (an emergent) rationale and motivation for the research work. I wish to
contribute to this inference from the case study presented in this article. In 2014 LMCP
was a small startup business that was beginning craft its modality of community
engagement with farmers. It emerged that it would be critically important that any and
all research activity from my part needed to have an equal contribution towards building
trust between LMCP and the farmers it worked with as well as improving the quality of
production. Evidence of authentic community trust, however, cannot necessarily be
produced within the same time frame afforded to complete a PhD and thus a tension
emerged which demanded a renegotiation of the rationale and motivation for the
research work. Upon reflection on the initial immersion in context in 2013, I decided
that a short-term, project-based motivation for the research (i.e. research that would not
outlast the duration of the PhD project) would be utterly unhelpful for the societal actors
involved. A new rationale and motivation was created at this point and took the form of
challenging the agenda for the research activities to go beyond a focus on solutionoriented research. This motivation is summed up as a focus on real world solutions,
through learning by doing, with the non-negotiable goal of long-term community
engagement that builds trust. The motivation for the study could not have been
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predicted before immersion in context. Interestingly, in comparison to the research
motivation expressed in the formal research proposal at the beginning of project in
2013, the emergent motivation appears more preoccupied with sustaining a
development process rather than extracting information about a development
intervention.
An ETD methodology is helpful in providing a language with which to discern boundary
objects from interactions and experiences generated by informal relationships. A
boundary object can exist as almost anything (a concept, an action/experience, a plan)
but it must be meaningful to all actors in order for it to be a successful boundary object
(Bergmann et al., 2005). Boundary objects are essential for generating transformation
knowledge as they translate complex real-world problems into knowledge structures
(epistemic objects) that are immersed in context (Becker, 2012). ‘Quality coffee’
emerged as a boundary object in early 2014 as LMCP expressed that this was a
strategic goal for the company. Producing exceptionally high quality coffee would meet
the demand from buyers for 2014 and strategically position LMCP for future harvests. A
challenge was thrown out by LMCP to “make farmers’ problems buyers’ problems and
make buyers’ problems farmers’ problems”. Buyers’ problems revolved around a
reliable supply of high quality Burundian coffee whilst farmers’ problems revolved
around limited access to the inputs and knowledge to stabilise and improve production
(see Figure 5.1). At this point it was unclear as to how exactly to respond to this
challenge given the constraints of an individual PhD research project and with the
limited financial and human resources of LMCP. However without producing quality
coffee LMCP could not receive higher prices from buyers in order to pay a premium to
farmers and thus improving quality was also linked to improving community
engagement. Sober reflection on Burundi’s position in the global coffee market as a
high potential but low performing origin confirmed that pursuing the consistent
production of high quality coffee may be one way to unlock the bottlenecks in Burundi’s
agro-economic performance for LMCP. The question of how exactly to do this
remained unclear. However at this point in my research journey (early 2014) it had
become increasingly clear that I did not have the required skillsets - both in terms of
academic background and work experience - to design a research intervention to help
farmers improve the quality of their coffee that they would deliver to LMCP. It is at this
point that a decision needed to be made about what type of knowledge would be
produced as a result of the research process. There are several considerations that an
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individual TD researcher needs to account for when deciding which type of knowledge
should be produced by their research (van Breda et al., 2016). One of these
considerations is the nature of the boundary object and what type of knowledge is
needed for an integrative solution. Sufficient systems and target knowledge was
available to LMCP in terms of what constituted ‘quality coffee’. However what was not
clear was how to build community trust (beyond the payment of a premium for quality
coffee) within the parameters of operating as a for-profit business. Giving away free
inputs for the sake of helping poor farmers improve the quality of their production in the
hope that they would in turn trust LMCP could never be integrated into LMCP’s
business model or their long-term vision for community development. I made an
intuitive decision to pursue transformation knowledge despite not having the requisite
skillset or the budget to hire anyone who did. The decision involved a commitment to
learning by doing in order to improve the quality of LMCP’s coffee (through a yet to be
designed intervention) and simultaneously building trust with farmer communities
through a commitment to listening to their needs through regular community meetings.
To my knowledge, at that point in the research journey, this was the best way of coproducing durable, solution-oriented knowledge that would outlast the PhD project.
In order to learn more about working with coffee farmers and how best to improve
quality at farm level I travelled to Rwanda to meet with a coffee exporter whom I had
met in 2013 who seemed to have had innovative solutions to improve quality using his
background as a plant pathologist. Rwanda and Burundi share similar agro-ecological
features for coffee production and it made more sense to learn from a practitioner who
had been in the coffee business for several years rather than consulting a text book.
The Rwandan exporter had developed an Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
programme that trained and employed out of school unemployed youths as ‘coffee
scouts’ who trained farmers on good agricultural practices using IPM together with a
locally produced organic insecticide called Pyrethrum (Box 5.1). The coffee scouts are
named as such because they scouted for the Antestia Bug (Antestiopsis spp.), a pest
commonly associated with spreading the Potato Taste Defect (Jackels et al., 2014).
The IPM coffee scout programme seemed a highly appropriate response to the
challenges that LMCP was facing as it would directly contribute towards improving
quality by improving farmers capacity for coffee farming.
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Source: Author’s own and additional information from FAO (2002)

What is IPM?
•

•

•

•
•

A systematic approach to managing pest populations utilising a wide range of
complementary methods (including pesticide use) to reduce and maintain pest
populations at levels that do not cause economic injury (economic threshold)
Focus on minimal inputs and minimal disruption to local ecosystems: biological and
cultural control methods are typically promoted as priority practices for reducing pest
populations rather than pesticides.
‘Prevention is better than cure’ approach: good agronomical practices (weeding,
mulching, pruning, etc.) and continuous maintenance via labour intensive
agronomical practices undergird most IPM programmes
IPM programmes are applicable for most crops but are only effective if farmers
participate in its development and refinement.
IPM programmes are typically low cost, low tech and high impact.
Coffee scouting and IPM in Rwanda and Burundi

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Focuses on reducing the population of Antestia bugs (Antestiopsis spp.) to under 1
bug/tree (economic threshold). 1 Antestia bug can cause yield losses of up to 40%
and is associated with spreading the Potato Taste Defect
Employing out of school unemployed youth from farmer communities to be trained in
IPM techniques for coffee. Youth must be able to read and write, as data collection is
a critical component of the IPM programme.
Training typically lasts 4 -5 days with 2 days of theoretical training and the remaining
days spent in farms doing practical training. A written examination is conducted at
the end of training to certify youth as ‘coffee scouts’.
Main method of reducing Antestia is hand-catching bugs by scouting coffee farms
during the morning period when Antestia feeds on ripening coffee cherry. Secondary
method is spraying coffee trees where Antestia are seen with Pyrethrum.
Special focus on using Pyrethrum, an organic insecticide manufactured in Musanze
Rwanda by Agropharm Africa Ltd., as part of the IPM programme. Training on
targeted application of Pyrethrum using ‘shoot and catch method’ that trains coffee
scouts to scout for Antestia bugs and only spray Pyrethrum if bugs are seen. This is
done to keep costs down and contrasts with conventional blanket application of
insecticides
Pyrethrum is non-toxic to natural enemies of the Antestia bug (wasps, praying mantis
and spiders) and is non-toxic for humans so no special protective wear is needed
Catching Antestia bugs provides a tactile, easy to understand, entry point into IPM
and provides a platform for further trainings on good agricultural practices that can be
implemented all year round.
Training is done on a ‘train-the-trainer’ model to promote scalability and keep costs
low. Further IPM trainings with coffee scouts are done whenever the agronomist
feels the need to improve the level of theoretical and practical knowledge of the
coffee scouts.
Trainings for both coffee scouts and farmers are designed to be highly experiential,
interactive and engaging. In most cases farmers have never thought to catch bugs by
hand and have relied on the (erratic) provision of pesticide from local government
and/or extension officers.
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I explained all that had been learnt in Rwanda to LMCP who then requested that these
ideas be put forward in a formal proposal that could be submitted to the LMCP board of
directors. LMCP also hired a project manager who had over a decade’s working
experience to assist in structuring the research intervention as it was becoming clear to
both LMCP and myself that the research intervention would possibly need strong
administrative support and that this lay beyond my own skillset. Together with the
LMCP project manager I set out to recruit an agronomist. Although at this point there
was no promise of budget provision for hiring an agronomist, it became apparent that a
qualified agronomist was needed to provide the scientific expertise for improving
production at farm level. Equally, there was a growing sense that hiring a Burundian
agronomist would bode well for relating to farmers given that neither the LMCP project
manager or myself spoke Kirundi, the local language of Burundi. At the end of the first
quarter of 2014 a Burundian agronomist was hired to work with LMCP. The agronomist
then received training in IPM from the Rwandan coffee exporter as well as the
manufacturers of the Pyrethrum insecticide.

5.6. Small beginnings: an emergent IPM coffee programme in rural Burundi
In this section I summarise the IPM programme that was created as an outcome of
following an ETD approach in an individual PhD research project. I wish to emphasise
that this programme was neither anticipated nor planned for at the beginning of the
PhD project. In order to elucidate how ETD promotes a relational epistemology of
knowledge co-production with societal actors, I have also included verbatim extracts
from the reports produced by my colleague and co-research Epaphras Ndikumana who
is the LMCP agronomist107.
The LMCP coffee scout programme began in April 2014 by hiring six young Burundians
as coffee scouts to work in the communities immediately surrounding one of LMCP’s
washing stations108 . Formal employment opportunities in rural Burundi are hard to

107

These reports are written in English, the third language of the agronomist, and may include unusual phrasing because of the

literal translations from Kirundi/French.
108

Eight coffee scouts were initially hired but two left the programme almost immediately. This is possibly because the initial salary

offering was too low. After the salary was raised, both recruits returned asking for their jobs back.
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come by and it was not difficult to find interested candidates for the job. The LMCP
agronomist worked through informal networks and community leaders to find suitable
candidates for the work. All applicants needed to be able to read and write as the ability
to collect and record data about on-farm management practices is a core component of
the IPM programme. The coffee scouts applicants were trained in IPM theory and
practice by the LMCP agronomist and then had to complete a written test in order to
demonstrate that they had sufficient grasp of the IPM content. However, most of the
training for the IPM coffee scout programme happens on the job when coffee scouts
interact with farmers. Trainings are intentionally designed to be highly interactive,
humorous and easy to understand so that farmers can pass on the information to
others109. Farmer trainings occurred on a monthly basis in the communities closest to
LMCP’s washing station. At this stage of the IPM coffee scout programme there were
five key themes that trainings revolved around:
a. The daily behavior of the Antestia Bug in farms (in order to know the most
effective time to coffee scout)
b. The biology of the Antestia Bug
c. Understanding an IPM approach
d. Natural enemies of Antestia Bug (spiders, praying mantis and wasps)
e. Processing at the washing station (showing the link between on-farm quality
control and processing)

The work of the coffee scouts focused on introducing farmers to the IPM approach by
focusing on an easy and low/no tech tangible experience: scouting and ‘hunting’ the
Antestia Bug (Igifushi in Kirundi). The scouts were aware of exactly when the Antestia
Bug appears feeds on the coffee trees (Umuhire, 2013) and trainings are arranged
during this time to show farmers how they themselves can simply wait (at the
appropriate times) for the Antestia Bugs to appear and simply catch them with their
hands to remove them from their trees. The highly participatory approach to training
farmers was a stark departure from what farmers are accustomed to in Burundi – free
inputs given by InterCafe to a select number of farmers on each hill110. Farmer trainings
109

Trainings are open, public meetings and often draw in interested onlookers or passersby.

110 InterCafe is an autonomous, non-profit organisation created in 2009 as part of the privatisation process to serve as a forum for
all coffee value chain actors in Burundi. InterCafe is also responsible for marketing Burundian coffee abroad and has been a central
stakeholder in promoting Burundian specialty coffee.
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are always done at the sous colline (sub-hill) level so that the group size is not too
large. Feedback given by farmers during the trainings indicated that there was a high
level of appreciation for the IPM approach and the work of the coffee scouts:
There are also several questions and suggestions expressed by the
participants during the meeting … Lack of knowledge in different practices and
have solicited for regular framings [trainings]. That is an evidence because
where ever we’ve been, all the people were surprised and interested by seeing
themselves the insect called “IGIFUSHI” = Antestia Bug’’ (LMCP agronomist
monthly report, May 2014).
After seven months of operation, the LMCP coffee scout programme had attracted the
attention of one of LMCP’s buyers who wished to invest in the programme for one year.
This investment began in November 2014 and expanded the programme to a total of
14 coffee scouts (Appendix 11). Prior to this investment the coffee scout programme
had been funded by ad hoc donations to LMCP from interested onlookers and
supporters outside of Burundi who wanted to contribute to a young agribusiness
startup. The ad hoc financing during this period was a challenge that periodically
delayed trainings and frequently caused concern as to whether there would be
sufficient finances to pay the scouts’ salaries on time. However, despite these
challenges and uncertainties, the coffee scout programme seemed to have left an
impact on the scouts themselves:
Socially, these scouts are enjoying this initiative of LMCP because before they
were unemployed but now they are able to provide themselves their needs.
The

teachings and trainings regularly provided are enabling them to have

more knowledge not only in coffee sector but also in agricultural domain
(LMCP agronomist monthly report, December 2015).
In 2014 trainings done as part of the coffee scout programme were centrally organised
in communities. These trainings proved to be successful as the modality in which they
were carried out was a highly effective teaching tool. At the request of the LMCP board
of managers, I coordinated an informal evaluation of the coffee scout progamme. This
is provided in Appendix 12 and further details the level of appreciation felt by farmers
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for the coffee scout programme. In 2015 the LMCP agronomist decided to decentralise
the coffee scout programme, this process is described below:
Farmers have then made an opportunity to request for being enriched with skills
in the coffee sector as well for other farming domains. To overcome to this
request, it then took us a time to think about what can successfully help a great
number of coffee farmers and then respond to their needs. There why we
thought about the IPM friends. It is just a small structure that will help farmers to
gain skills with different topics (LMCP agronomist monthly report, February
2015).
After seeing that farmers have expressed by 70.6% (from the 2014th annual
report) for being enriched with skills, this captured our strong desire of educating
farmers and then took us to set up a new approach by which we can reach a big
number of them. This strategy is called “IPM-friends” with a new motto called in
Kirundi “jeho kuki” which means “why not to me”? in English. The intent and
objective of this approach is to allow and empowering every coffee farmer to
become a coffee scout of his own coffee trees. For this, ten groups having each
from 10 to 20 coffee farmers are set up and being taught with a serial of courses
on good practices of coffee. To achieve this goal, topics chosen as pilots for
farmers are: cherry quality, organic and NPK fertilizers, pruning techniques,
hunting insects, diseases, shade trees and environment. “More knowledge
leads to more progress” (LMCP agronomist monthly report, January 2016,
emphasis in original).
The LMCP ‘IPM-Friends’ strategy resembles elements of the traditional Farmer Field
School (FFS) approach in terms of its emphasis on decentralised, learner-centred
experiential learning (Braun, Jiggins, Röling, Van den Berg & Snijders, 2006;
Anandajayasekeram, Davis & Workneh, 2007; Chuluunbaatar & Yoo, 2015). However it
differs from traditional expressions of FFS in that it does use formal lecturing to deliver
information on new topics to farmers. Thus unlike FFS where those leading farmer
groups are only facilitators, the LMCP coffee scouts are both facilitators of group
learning and teachers. Van den Berg and Jiggins (2007) have argued that it is
important to see IPM FFS as both an extension instrument as well as a educational
investment in order to perceive both the immediate (productivity) impacts as well as the
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developmental impacts111. I see their argument as being particularly relevant to the
Burundian coffee sector given its history. In Appendix 13 I detail the immediate impacts
of the LMCP coffee scout programme for 2014 and 2015. At the time of writing (July
2016) the programme now employs 26 full time coffee scouts who work in communities
neighbouring the two coffee washing stations that LMCP owns. The coffee scout
programme is now an integrated part of LMCP’s operations and is part of the
company’s operating costs and is no longer reliant on external funding. I see this shift
in funding as the result of the coffee scout programme being entirely complementary
with LMCP’s business model to improve quality and to engage in community
development. As an example, in one community, LMCP has seen year on year
improvements in average cupping scores. Starting at 84.5 points in 2013 (no scout
programme) to a current average cupping score of at least 87 points (Carlson, 2016).
Below I detail four developmental outcomes of the LMCP coffee scout programme. I
wish to stress, again, that none of these outcomes could possibly have been planned at
the beginning of the research journey given that there was never any intention to
develop an IPM programme.
5.6.1. Short, live, community data feedback loops
What became apparent in the very beginning of the IPM programme was the inherent
research component built into the training modules. In order to plan trainings it was
essential to maintain a good database of agro-economic indicators to assess the level
of productivity in communities where training would occur. It is a well-known fact that
the government institutions that should be undertaking research and development for
the coffee sector in Burundi are severely underfunded and struggle to produce
knowledge that is relevant and immediately available to farmers. The grassroots
modality of the IPM coffee scout programme resulted in both a quick and effective
means of reaching farmers as well as a continuous feedback loop of information
coming in from farmers who attended the IPM trainings. Prior to the launch of the IPM
programme, LMCP had to work through other community structures (local churches,
cooperative leaders) to disseminate important information relating to production

111

Examples of immediate impacts include yield increases, profit increases, pesticide reduction and improved communication skills.

Examples of developmental impacts include poverty reduction, collaboration between farmers, innovation and improved
marketability of produce (Van den Berg & Jiggins, 2007: 667).
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practices at the washing station. Relying on these third-party intermediaries was often
not effective and had a time delay (eg. churches only meet on Sunday). Likewise, prior
to the IPM programme LMCP had limited agro-economic information for the farmers
they worked with apart from farmers’ names and the volume of coffee they had
delivered during harvest. At the end of 2014 LMCP had detailed information about the
state of farms in four communities closest to its first washing station as a result of the
monthly reports produced by the agronomist from the coffee scouts activities. These
indicators include which farms have been mulched, pruned and intercropped as well as
the age of the farm. If this database is managed well it can create a perfect platform for
rejuvenating coffee production and designing social development projects as updated
research is constantly on hand to guide resource and capital allocation. It is worth
emphasizing that this data collection occurs seamlessly as part of the trainings and
campaigns that the coffee scouts run and there is no additional financial or human
resources needed.
5.6.2. Non-seasonal agricultural jobs in Burundi’s coffee sector
Often the problem with agricultural jobs in developing nations is that they create
seasonal employment that is generally not supported or protected by any form of
institutional or legal framework (Gresser & Tickell, 2002; Cramer, Johnston, Mueller, et
al., 2014). This is the reality for most employment opportunities in the coffee sector in
Burundi (Bamber et al., 2014). Fundamental to the design of IPM programmes is year
round maintenance and this has meant year-round employment for the LMCP coffee
scouts. The economic impact of the LMCP IPM programme should not be overlooked:
none of the 14 scouts hired at the end of 2014 could find work in the fields in which
they were qualified for prior to being employed by LMCP112.
5.6.3. Rejuvenation
The critical issue of soil fertility in Burundi (Cochet, 1995, 2004) is nearly always
compounded by the fact that there are simply too many old, unproductive coffee trees
in Burundi (World Bank, 2012a; USAID, 2013; Nkurunziza, 2014). Apart from a lack of
means to access or purchase new coffee trees and the fact that pruning will result in a
loss of yield the following harvest, many farmers have simply not seen any real
112

See also Berckmoes and White (2014).
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incentive to invest in enhancing/expanding their coffee farms. It is important to
remember the political economy of coffee production in Burundi and the influence it has
on the mindsets of farmers. Until the recent opportunities offered by the privatization of
the sector, coffee has never been a means by which the rural majority of Burundi could
farm as entrepreneurs. Coffee farming is still widely perceived as a crop that has the
sole purpose of meeting burdensome obligations imposed on rural farmers by urban
government elites. Burundian ‘coffee farmers’ are in actual fact farmers who happen to
have coffee growing on their land and there is little attachment to the crop. This is why
coffee trees were burnt and uprooted during the civil war (Oketch & Polzer, 2002; Watt,
2008; Uvin, 2009). It was thus incredibly surprising that at the end of the 2014 that 13
LMCP farmers decided to rejuvenate their coffee farms and began the process of deweeding, pruning and stumping their coffee farms. Although LMCP had always
encouraged farmers to rejuvenate their farms, it has never forced any farmer to
rejuvenate their farm nor has it provided free coffee saplings, trees or tools to
rejuvenate a farm. Rather the LMCP coffee scouts have diligently communicated the
overall benefits of rejuvenating one’s farm as being worth the effort when compared to
the costs involved. At the end of November 2015, a further 611 farms had been
rejuvenated across four communities closest to LMCP’s first washing station. I am
confident that this change in farmer perceptions is a direct result of LMCP’s IPM
programme working congruently with LMCP’s overall operations (especially the
premium payment) 113 . Compared to the US$13.76 million that has currently been
earmarked in a new World Bank coffee project for Burundi for the express purpose of
rejuvenating existing coffee farms (World Bank, 2016), these 624 farms that have been
rejuvenated as a result of LMCP’s coffee scout programme seem negligible. However,
these 624 farms are counted as a prize testimony within LMCP as it signals a clear
change in attitude regarding the profitability of coffee farming 114 . It also, possibly,
signals the start of farmers attempting to act in an entrepreneurial manner with their
coffee farms.
5.6.4. Trust as a platform for innovation

113

There were no other development organisations or private coffee companies who were working in these communities in 2013,

2014, and 2015.
114

Also to note is that the total cost of the coffee scout programme for the 2014 – 2015 harvest was US$15 000.
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Two innovations emerged from the scout programme during 2015 that were not part of
the initial design of the IPM programme but have emerged as entirely complementary
as they contribute to improving quality and stabilizing yields. The first revolves around
finding an appropriate crop to intercrop with coffee for the purposes of growing in-situ
mulch. These include Perennial Peanut (Arachis pintoi) and Tephrosia (Tephrosia
vogelii) to act as nitrogen fixing companion crops. Both crops are being grown in an
attempt to find a solution to the challenge that farmers face in terms of finding mulch for
their fields 115 . The innovation does not lie in the (technical) experimentation with
growing the crops but rather in the fact that LMCP farmers have allowed LMCP to
experiment with these crops on their land. Arable land is scarce in Burundi (van
Leeuwen, 2010; Niragira et al., 2015) and it remains surprising that farmers would offer
their land as experimentation plots to LMCP with no financial compensation and no
guarantee that the intercropping would be successful. There appears to be new levels
of openness and trust towards LMCP that are providing a platform for innovation and
experimentation. The second innovation centres on the production of organic fertiliser
using Californian Red Worms (Eisenia foetida) to decompose waste coffee pulp that
accumulates at the washing station. An ad hoc donation from a green coffee buyer in
France enabled a trial worm farm to be setup at the washing station for a cost of
US$360116. The coffee scouts engaged with farmers to see if they would be interested
in setting up their own local worm farms through teaching on the benefits of organic
fertilizer. It was made clear to the farmers that LMCP would only be supplying the
worms and that farmers would need to raise the necessary capital/construction
materials to build the worm farm structure themselves. Through the scouts’ training,
eight worm farms were planned for construction in 2016 to be used as community
organic fertilizer production units. This is a significant innovation as inputs for coffee
production in Burundi are a near insurmountable challenge for farmers as the costs are
(relatively)

very

high,

thus

making

regular

application

close

to

impossible

(Kamwenubusa & Guilleminault, 2013a). In 1992, before the beginning of the civil war,
the rate of fertiliser use in Burundi was one of the lowest on the continent at 3.7 kg/ha
compared to the Sub-Saharan average of 14.9 kg/ha (Nkurunziza & Ngaruko, 2002).
115

Perennial Peanut was introduced to the LMCP agronomist at an East African agricultural conference and Tephrosia was

introduced to the LMCP agronomist through a scientific article that I found written by Bucagu et al. (2013).
116

The initial purchase of worms was the biggest cost (US$246) followed by the cost of construction materials. The worms were

obtained from the Rwandan coffee exporter who had trained the LMCP agronomist in IPM.
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To my knowledge there has been little improvement in this area and farming remains
characterised by a low use of inputs (Niragira et al., 2015). Local production of organic
fertiliser using waste from the washing station (as well as other organic material outside
of harvest time) is one potential solution to improving farmers’ access to inputs.

5.7. Considerations going forward
In this case study we see emergent outcomes from a research journey that relied on
abductive logic to solve a real world problems (quality coffee production and community
trust building in an unstable environment) using resources that emerged from the socioepistemic relationships that I initiated with individuals. This research approach was
appropriate for context. When working with poor and vulnerable farmers it is critical that
knowledge generation is always seen as a social process and that the focus is kept on
enriching the level of social engagement with farmers and not simply delivering the
latest information to improve production (Duveskog, 2006; Masangano, Yajima, Mlotha,
Nyirenda, Mwendo-Phiri, et al., 2007; Duveskog, Friis-hansen & Taylor, 2011;
Sanyang, Taonda, Kuiseu, Coulibaly & Konaté, 2015). As the discussion above and
Appendix 13 show, the outcomes reflect that transformative knowledge has been
produced. Finding integrated, sustainable solutions to context-specific boundary
problem situations is not easy and the energy required for this type of work should not
be underestimated (van Breda et al. 2016; van Breda and Swilling, forthcoming). It is
beyond the scope of this article to cover the type of support in terms of facilitation and
teaching that individual researchers following an ETD approach to transdisciplinary
research may need. I also anticipate that higher education institutions may face several
challenges in terms of assessment and evaluation of such research – these
discussions also fall beyond the scope this study. Rather, what I wish to focus on is
direct learning garnered through reflection on the ETD research approach that was
followed.
One challenge in writing this article has been to integrate the outcomes back into
academic literature as it was difficult to decide on how to report on the outcomes of the
research journey as there are several disciplinary lenses via which the outcomes can
be described and categorised. Other disciplinary lenses through which this case study
could have been perceived include rural development, participatory/farmer-led
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extension and social entrepreneurship studies. Through these disciplinary lenses it may
have been more appropriate to use more technical language to describe the LMCP
coffee scout programme. It would also have been possible to adopt a more narrative
approach to this study and describe the research journey from this perspective. Apart
from the challenge of choosing how to integrate knowledge (Pohl, Rist, Zimmermann,
Fry, Gurung, et al., 2010), there is a compounding challenge that the individual
researcher may not be familiar with the bodies of knowledge that the emergent
outcomes relate to.
Another challenge is that researchers are both empowered by and constricted to the
limits of the socio-epistemic relations they initiate in the research journey. In this case
study, the need to improve quality within the for-profit model of LMCP was a challenge
that could not be worked around and had to be worked with (bricolage and exaptation).
This was particularly challenging as it was difficult to discern how to self-fund the IPM
programme as there simply is no academic literature on how to self-fund an IPM
programme. Most IPM/FFS programmes are donor funded and typically have a projectbased time frame (Friday, Mcarthur & Watson, 2006; Islam, Gray, Reid & Kemp, 2011).
A third challenge concerns the discomfort of waiting for the research agenda to
emerge. I see this as the cost of maintaining an open agenda that relies on abductive
logic and allows for emergence through immersion in context. This ‘waiting period’ may
put strain on the professional relationship between the researcher and their
supervisor/funding organization if the institutional settings of the latter reject the logics
and principles of ETD.
Lastly, it is clear that this case study is also a case study in risk. I actively chose to put
the academic outputs of my PhD project as a second priority, working off the hunch that
if the first priority was to contribute towards solving the societal actors problems that the
necessary academic outputs would automatically be generated from this decision. It
was, and remains, a risky decision that may not be appropriate for all contexts but was
certainly appropriate in this context. This form of high-risk research collides violently
with the established norms of doing post-graduate research and researchers will need
to learn how to navigate and negotiate the various institutional frameworks within which
they find themselves as researchers. In this case study, the risk paid off. Contrary to
the beginnings of the research journey, a transdisciplinary working group of
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researchers and community co-researchers exists and continues to move the research
agenda forward.

5.8. Conclusion
This article has sought to contribute to the emerging area of knowledge production
done by individual transdisciplinary (TD) researchers in a developing world context. It
explored how a complex societal problem can be tackled in an individual
transdisciplinary research effort by focusing on a specific practice of transdisciplinarity
called Emergent Transformation Design (ETD). The immediate and developmental
outcomes of the research were explored, with a particular focus on the latter in relation
to the research context. Furthermore, reflection on the practical challenges associated
with following an ETD approach suggests that ETD may not be suitable or appropriate
in all research contexts. More case study knowledge is needed in this regard, to
provide deeper insight for individuals wishing to undertake TD research in a developing
world context.
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Concluding images

Figure 6.1 The first LMCP coffee scouts graduation, with LMCP agronomist (two scouts
missing), 15 April 2014

Figure 6.2 Innovations in mulch: Perennial Peanut, 23 December 2014
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Figure 6.3 Introducing ‘Jeho Kuki’ to farmers, 5 March 2015

Figure 6.4 Farmers intrigued by the drama sketch used by the coffee scouts, 5 March 2015
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Figure 6.5 Epaphras' second week on the job, the first argument of many with farmers about
what quality cherry LMCP accepts, Bukeye, 3 April 2014
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Figure 6.6 Beginning of harvest 2014, note the colour of the coffee cherry. Epaphras explaining
to a farmer the importance of selective handpicking at home

Figure 6.7 Beginning of harvest 2015 – a bright table of red cherry.
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Figure 6.8 Coffee farming in Burundi remains a man’s business. Community meeting, 2015,
Matongo commune

Figure 6.9 Igifushi (the Antestia bug)
Image: Kristy Carlson
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Figure 6.10 The first day of surveys, Makamba, 8 July 2014
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Figure 6.11 Construction of LMCP's second washing station and view of the second LMCP nursery (bottom
left), 15 March 2015
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Chapter 6:
Reflecting on a mzungu initiated ETD in rural Burundi
“What are the elements of fairness? Are they really a certain price and a set of rules that at the end of
the day deliver enough for a quality life? Or are they more of a process that recognises and deals with
each country’s on-the-ground realities?” (Cycon, 2007: 62–63)

“Farmers are convinced when they see results” – Epaphras Ndikumana, LMCP agronomist.

In this chapter I will attempt to conclude a research journey that will continue in the real
world but has reached its end point from a formalised academic perspective. Like in the
introductory chapter, I will reflectively document how the end of research journey (in the
academic sense) unfolded. The PhD project began as an attempt to learn about
sustainability issues within the Burundian coffee sector by inserting myself into a coffee
supply chain. However, somewhat unexpectedly, this thesis will conclude with a
reflective discussion on individual transdisciplinary research practice. The exploration
of this methodology in a developing world context has emerged as a critical output of
my research journey and it is appropriate to describe my experiences in order to
contribute to the nascent systems knowledge of this methodology. The structure of this
concluding chapter returns to the thematic roadmap introduced in Chapter 1 by
reconnecting to why (section 6.1), how (section 6.2) and what (section 6.3) of the
research activities. It is worth re-emphasizing here that the temptation to start with the
‘what’ of the research (final outcomes of the research) is acknowledged and, as in
Chapter 1, the ‘what’ is not forgotten but rather re-prioritised (O’Brien and Sygna,
2013). The ‘why’ behind this research is that hope is always possible and is an
absolute necessary condition for transformative work. Research with people not for
people (the modality of transdisciplinary research) is the how. Coffee is the
contextualised phenomenon (the what), understood by means of immersion in
particular context.
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6.1. 2014: a year of challenges
In 2014 LMCP began construction on a second washing station that should have been
operational by the beginning of harvest (early April). There was a lot riding on the
construction of the second washing station: it would be the flagship washing station of
LMCP and, importantly, it was absolutely essential to meeting the increased demand
for LMCP’s coffee in 2014. Furthermore, the station is located in one of the best
performing areas in the country for coffee production because its proximity to the Kibira
Forest which creates a very unique and desirable micro-climate for the surrounding
coffee farms. Compared to Bukeye, the area surrounding the second washing station
was extremely competitive with neighbouring washing stations and middlemen vying for
farmers’ coffee because of the renowned quality. It was thus imperative that LMCP
should start out well with farmers in the surrounding communities. In any case, most of
the labourers involved in the construction of the washing station were in fact local
coffee farmers and it was apparent to all that the LMCP station would be significantly
bigger than neighbouring stations and that the design was of a superior quality. Largescale construction projects, not funded by the NGO sector, rarely take place in rural
Burundi and thus the LMCP construction site was both a spectacle and a rare source of
non-agricultural employment in Matongo commune (Figure 6.11). It was, and continues
to be, to the benefit of LMCP that the agronomist for this washing station is from
Matongo commune and whilst construction on the washing station took place, Jeremiah
was both agronomist and public relations officer for the new build: connecting with
farmers, explaining what LMCP is and how they could work with us this harvest. As the
station was nearing ready to go online for harvest 2014 a slew of strange roadblocks
began to appear along the path to getting all the necessary permits and documentation
to operate adding further pressure to the several infrastructural challenges that LMCP
had encountered during construction of the station (Carlson, 2014c). The source of
these roadblocks finally became clear at the end of March when LMCP failed to receive
its approval to operate from the government regulator. When LMCP enquired why their
license to operate was not approved, we were told that the inspector could not find the
location of the station therefore it could not be approved on account of its location being
unidentifiable117 . After LMCP reminded the inspector of the location of the station,
117

Apart from the clear directions given to the inspector, I will remind the reader again that large-scale construction projects are a

rare, hard-to-miss, sight in rural Burundi.
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another meeting was held to find out why the license to operate was still not issued.
The inspector cited three reasons:
1. The sun would not shine far enough into the valley in which the drying beds were
located to dry the coffee sufficiently to the quality needed for export
2. The gradient of the slope (that farmers needed to walk down to deliver coffee) was
too steep making it extremely dangerous
3. LMCP was in violation of building too close to a neighbouring washing station
Whilst the first two reasons were simply fabricated, the third reason is interesting
because it refers to a regulation that was dismantled during the privatisation process in
2005 (Kimonyo & Ntiranyibagira, 2007). It is perhaps helpful for the reader to know that
the neighbouring washing station happened to be one that the Burundian government
still held shares in. Eventually, several weeks later than planned, the second LMCP
washing station went online at the end of May 2014. LMCP managed to divert some of
the production from the second washing station to the first washing station (incurring
significant, unbudgeted, transportation costs in the process) during this period.
However, managing community relations during the period before the second station
opened was stressful, as it appeared to many farmers that LMCP had made a promise
that it could not deliver on. As argued in Chapter 2, it is clear that institutional voids will
constrain the transformative potential of value chain upgrading even after market
access has been secured (Mair & Marti, 2009). This example has shown that there is
not much that a small agribusiness can do - except wait - when operating in a business
environment defined by institutional voids.
Coffee is a time-sensitive crop: once harvested, coffee cherry needs to be at the
washing station as soon as possible as the risk of unplanned fermentation is high after
four hours have passed. Unplanned fermentation often results in an undesirable flavour
profile with several defects once the coffee is roasted and ground. Similarly, unplanned
delays during the exportation process will result in undesirable results later down the
line. During export, time is literally money: if the coffee is not ready to be exported there
is no payment from the buyer. Pre-financing is often used as route to move beyond this
obstacle but it is entirely dependent on the financial resources of the buyer. LMCP’s
buyers are not large multinational companies, they are in most cases small artisanal
roasters who own one or two cafes and do not have the financial ability to offer pre189
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financing options to LMCP. In 2014 the harvest began tapering off in early June and dry
milling (the last process before coffee is exported) on the first container of coffee to be
exported was planned for 18 June 2014. Usually dry milling a container of coffee takes
between two to three weeks during which time the 21 forms required for export are
completed. After dry milling, the green coffee is loaded into a container and as soon as
the truck begins its journey from Burundi to the port of Dar es Salaam payment is sent
to the producer as the majority of coffee purchasing in Burundi is contracted as “FOT
Burundi”. FOT refers to ‘free on truck’ and refers to the point at which risk of loss is
transferred, in this case risk is transferred as soon as the container is closed and
loaded on the truck (ITC, 2011c). Without the safety net of pre-financing, any delays in
getting the coffee out of the dry mill and onto a truck automatically result in cash flow
problems. LMCP had secured its dry milling date for 18 June 2014 with the intention to
pay farmers before the end of July. By the 7th of July LMCP realised that the dry mill
had not honoured the milling date agreed to and decided to push farmer pay day back
to mid-August. At the end of August the dry mill had still not honoured its service
contract and milled LMCP’s coffee. Whilst there were some legitimate reasons for this
(labour strikes and power cuts), LMCP later learned that a competitor had deliberately
paid off workers at the dry mill to delay the milling of LMCP’s coffee. Eventually, milling
was completed late September. July through to early October were stressful for LMCP
as the delays in export morphed into cash flow problems which morphed into low
morale. Staff salaries could not be paid and farmers refused to allow the coffee scouts
to conduct trainings on their hills as they had not been paid. During this time many
farmers were unable to plant new crops in time for rainy season or pay school fees due
in September without the pay from their coffee harvest. The first container to be
exported for 2014 was loaded on 1 October and farmer payments took place on 18 and
22 October at LMCP’s two washing stations. It took over a week for the wire transfer
from the buyer to clear into LMCP’s Burundian bank account and then an intensive
week of changing the money into small denomination notes to be packed into farmers
pay envelopes. Unlike other origins in the East African region, Burundi does not yet
have a mobile money system and it takes many man-hours to separate a lump sum
payment into over a thousand individual payments sealed in small white, red and blue
Airmail envelopes. The delays in farmer payday 2014 suggest that at the micro-level
the business mechanisms of ‘sustainable coffee’ production must never be assumed.
Unfortunately, the majority of the discussions within the sustainable coffee literature
remain focused on increasing the volume of certified production and measuring its
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associated impacts/lack of impacts and has failed to address the impacts created by
the oversupply of certified coffee. For example, as I mentioned in Chapter 4, Fairtrade
has been active in Burundi since 2012 with three certified cooperatives. However for
both the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 coffee season none of this coffee was sold as
certified (Vandorpe, 2014). Insufficient attention was paid to the business of selling
coffee – the coffee was certified before buyers were found. In the case of LMCP,
although the business aspects of coffee were not ignored, the 2014 harvest season
created a steep, almost unbearable, learning curve: the value and quality of coffee
produced is only as good as the quantity of coffee exported timeously.
This section has detailed some of the challenges that LMCP faced in 2014. These
challenges illuminate the reality of context that, as I have argued throughout this thesis,
is essential to acknowledge and embrace in any attempt to produce ‘sustainable
coffee’. I argued in Chapter 2 that Burundi is currently a high potential specialty coffee
producer with low performing governance capabilities. I summarised my contextual
analysis and experience into five themes (section 2.8) that should not be
underestimated when trying to understand the sustainability challenges the coffee
sector faces. These are: instability and unpredictability; structural inequality and
peasant

oppression;

weak

institutions;

agro-economic

performance;

everyday

challenges to business. Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP) experienced and continues
to experience all five of these thematic sustainability challenges in their fullness. Apart
from the coffee scout programme (Chapter 5) that tackles the issue of agro-economic
performance, there is unfortunately very little that a small agribusiness without policy
influence or the support of a large development organisation can do to alter the ripple
effects of the other four thematic sustainability challenges. Theft, export delays due to
inefficient service providers, lack of operating capital, brand new generators that break
down in the first week at the peak of harvest, hostile behaviour from neighbouring
washing stations that disrupted operations, blatant corruption, constantly changing
customs laws that delayed the importation of essential equipment and material for
production, a sudden (illegal) prohibition on withdrawing foreign currency from our legal
foreign currency account and one death threat were amongst the challenges LMCP
faced in 2014. To say 2014 was a difficult year is an understatement; it was relentlessly
frustrating and drained the energy out of everyone in the company. Vision (in this case,
LMCP’s triple bottom line) is absolutely necessary in trying circumstances as it sustains
hope. As I described in Chapter 1, hope is an absolute necessary condition for
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transformative work. However hope, as 2014 taught me, gains its productive value as it
is tested and must be supported by vision.

6.2. Finding a language to describe the process involved in an ETD
In this section I will reflect on my experiences of using emergent transformation design
(ETD) as a research methodology in the hope that it will build on the nascent systems
knowledge of individual transdisciplinary research in a developing world context. Some
of these reflections are of a general nature whilst others pertain specifically to students
engaged in transdisciplinary doctoral research. All of the reflections however speak to
the unresolved, challenge of knowledge integration in transdisciplinary research
(Thompson Klein, 2004; Wickson, Carew & Russell, 2006; Pohl et al., 2010). I have
somewhat ordered these reflections in the chronological manner in which they
happened but must stress the non-linear development of these thoughts as they are
the outcome of iterative thinking process that started in 2014 and has continued to be
refined up until late 2017.
6.2.1. Taking the back seat: one possible end scenario of following an ETD approach
At the end of 2014, I realised that I had been ‘replaced’ in the sense that my colleague
Epaphras (LMCP agronomist) was the real LMCP Farmer Relations Officer. Appendix
14 captures this well. Epaphras is a teacher at heart and his passion for encouraging
learning and innovation amongst farmers is unparalleled. Epaphras also owns land that
he cultivates and has far deeper insight into the realities of farming than I do. When I
left Burundi in March 2015 the LMCP Coffee Scout project was employing 14
Burundian youth. In January 2016 the programme was expanded to 26 coffee scouts
and is now fully funded by LMCP and does not reply on donations from roasters. When
I return to work for LMCP full time after completing the writing component of my PhD I
am curious as to where I will slot in as I am almost certain that I will not be needed to
assist with the running of the coffee scout programme. Capacity has been developed
and continues to evolve without me. I am deeply encouraged: the mzungu has left and
not only has the programme continued to exist but it has grown. There have also been
offshoots of the programme such as the 2016 summer holiday programme called
“coffee school child” – agronomical training for primary and secondary school children
on the importance of year round maintenance to reduce Potato Taste Defect and
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produce higher quality coffee. A month into the 2016 summer holidays the “coffee
school child” programme had trained 371 young people. The theme for the school was
“coffee of quality, hope of our future”. At the summer school programme, there is no
free soda, no free food and there are certainly no per diems for participants.
I have described my redundancy in the LMCP coffee scout programme as a way to
illustrate that one possible end scenario of following an ETD approach in an individual
transdisciplinary research project is that the researcher will take a back seat and
describe the work that co-researchers (societal actors) are doing. This means a shift of
focus from the researcher to the co-researchers with the former moving into a role that
is part-facilitator and part-mentor. This role is a combination of the intermediary and
facilitator roles described by Pohl et al. (2010) that researchers may intuitively assume
during a transdisciplinary research process in order to stimulate collective learning and
sustain co-production of knowledge. I see two opportunities in this new role. Firstly, as
van Breda et al. (2016) have theorised, the individual researcher has the opportunity to
nurture and participate in a transdisciplinary epistemic community that emerges after
the formal research process has concluded. Secondly, the researcher has the
opportunity (and responsibility) to link what has happened/is happening in the life-world
of the societal actors to scientific literature whilst emphasising that none of the
learnings could have been known or planned in advance. I have come to see and
understand both of these opportunities as I have taken the backseat in my own PhD
research work. However, this new role may bring with it new tensions of knowledge
integration. For example, as in my case, a researcher may have to make the very
difficult decision to ‘leave the field’ and the work that they were doing with coresearchers in order to complete the formal, required, written component of the PhD.
The written component may feel isolated and one-dimensional from the context that it is
describing and analysing (Ansoms, 2013). In my case, this led to some internal
confusion that I needed to constantly process during the writing period: the reality
around me (The Netherlands - predictable, resourced, fast internet, no power cuts,
imported tropical fruits) was entirely different to the reality I was analysing academically
(Burundi – unpredictable, constant power cuts, slow internet, large avocados and
delicious mangos easily available on the street corner). Email updates from LMCP
colleagues after I left Burundi were encouraging to read – reminding me of the bigger
picture of the PhD – but also bittersweet as I longed to be there too, experiencing the
challenges and small victories of every day life in Burundi. Solving problems at LMCP
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was a collaborative, often makeshift, endeavour where you could touch and feel the
results of your labour118. Apart from the engaging and supportive meetings with my
Dutch supervisor, solving problems encountered in the writing phase of this PhD was
mostly a solitary, cerebral, affair expressed only by words, figures and tables.

6.2.2. Writing-in the research
What we know about our research is constituted by how we write ourselves in
(Mansvelt & Berg 2010). Writing-up implies a distanced position from the context of the
research to achieve the production of impartial knowledge; writing-in highlights the
situated partiality of the knowledge being represented. Writing-in calls for reflexivity and
rigour (Mansvelt & Berg 2010) and it calls for the researcher to provide sufficient insight
into the complex emotional processing that comes with working in difficult situations
(Thomson et al. 2013). Although I should have anticipated that the writing-in phase of
this research would be challenging because I was not bound to any disciplinary
formats, I was completely surprised and frequently overwhelmed by the task of
integrating knowledge in a reflexive manner that honours the research process and the
research context. At the beginning of the writing-in phase I found it extremely difficult to
translate the small, everyday moments of change that occurred in the hills where LMCP
worked into a language that was appropriate for an academic audience. When I
presented my work to colleagues or when I read the most relevant authors in the field,
my evidence seemed far too anecdotal to matter to anyone apart from LMCP farmers,
LMCP and the community of coffee buyers it works with. Similarly, it was challenging to
find peer-reviewed articles written by practitioners who focus on both the business
mechanisms of sustainable coffee and the struggles involved in community
development (I discuss this further in the final recommendation of section 6.3). As a
result I supplemented my literature review with ‘grey literature’ from practitioners and

118

For example, preparing over 1000 envelopes for farmer payday with the small denomination notes and coins needed. The

smaller denominations typically take over a week to gather together as banks simply do not have the change needed. Buyers pay
for coffee in US Dollars, which needs to be exchanged into local currency (Burundian Francs) which then further needs to be
changed into small denomination notes that can be obtained by asking different banks and shops at either the beginning or the end
of the business day when small change is available.
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coffee professionals – this has been criticised by some academics that have reviewed
my work when I have submitted it for publication.
During the writing-in phase I realised that I had experienced a dual learning journey: I
was simultaneously learning about the Burundian coffee sector whilst learning about a
research methodology that is not yet well documented in academic literature. In the first
instance the learning journey seemed justified: it is expected that it would take time to
generate the new knowledge expected of doctoral research. The second instance,
however, was far more difficult to justify to other academics and practitioners. For
example, how was it possible that I did not have specific research questions and
specific means of collecting information to respond to the various questions of other
academics (mostly what type questions) before entering ‘the field’? There was no body
of written, peer-reviewed work that I could explain myself with (yet) and the only other
work I could reference was occurring at an institution (the Sustainability Institute) with
which most were unfamiliar. This often had the effect of rendering my approach to
research as highly interesting (mostly because of the difficulty of the research context)
but anecdotal and, to some, untrustworthy. It took several months to get comfortable in
my own ‘language’ of writing. During this period, the coaching of an empathetic and
creative supervisor who understood two out of the three worlds I was trying to connect
(Stellenbosch and Utrecht University, but not Burundi) was helpful. Yet, I still felt that
my discomfort was unique to my situation: perhaps if I had invested significantly more
time in understanding transdisciplinarity then I may have been better equipped to
handle the knowledge integration task required of me to complete my PhD. It was only
at the very end of the research journey that I discovered that a transdisciplinary
doctoral pedagogy is yet to emerge and that I had been holding my writing to standards
of evaluation that are yet to be agreed upon (Willetts et al., 2012; Belcher, Rasmussen,
Kemshaw & Zornes, 2016; Willetts & Mitchell, 2017). From this position I would like to
delve further into contextual experiences from my research journey in the hope that it
contributes towards the further development of a TD doctoral pedagogy that is useful
for individual researchers working in the Global South. Some readers may feel that the
discussion that follows is unhelpfully positioned, as it appears as if I am introducing
new concepts in what should be a summative concluding chapter. This is intentionally
done so that the overall written document mimics the research journey as I experienced
it: an unfolding journey of emergent concepts that I could not have understood before I
experienced them. Simply put, this is how I learnt that transdisciplinarity is not only
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theory but best understood as a (relational) practice (Mitchell, Cordell & Fam, 2015;
Klenk & Meehan, 2017) and I wish to reflect this in both form and content.
At the beginning of the research journey I underestimated the influence of place on TD
practice. As I explained in Chapter 1, I was primarily being taught TD through the
‘head, hand and heart’ learning (Sipos et al., 2008) experienced at the Sustainability
Institute. This is a concrete locality where knowledge is produced and distributed and I
did not sufficiently consider the implications that this would have on my own knowledge
production (Felt, Igelsbock, Schikowitz & Volker, 2016). The influence of institutional
locality on the type of TD I followed for my PhD is best illustrated by a conversation I
had with a renowned TD researcher in September 2017 at the International
Transdisciplinary Conference 119 . I informally commented that it was an interesting
experience for me to meet “the text book guy” – referring to how his work and that of
his colleagues were foundational texts for transdisciplinary scholars (Hadorn, Bradley,
Pohl, Rist & Wiesmann, 2006; Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2007b; Hirsch Hadorn et al.,
2008). When he enquired as to what my next steps were after my PhD I commented
that I would continue working in Burundi with coffee because I had created a job for
myself out of the research activities generated by my PhD. My comment caught him
completely off guard and he commented, “most PhDs don’t end that way!” Despite
being at the end of my PhD research journey this was the first time I had considered
that creating a job for myself was not a required output for TD doctoral degree. The
way in which I had observed TD being practiced at the Sustainability Institute through
formal teaching and observing classmates had taught me that context-relevant TD
meant connecting and identifying intimately with the societal context of the research
through a long-range perspective and commitment to joint problem-solving with societal
actors. Underpinning this commitment is the assumption that an ideal end-scenario
where there are no further problems to solve will never arrive, thus the researcher will
always have work to do in that context. My guiding example for this belief was watching
how the research activities of the Enkanini TD research group led to the creation of a
business that continues to operate profitably in Enkanini through implementing
sustainable technologies and services put forward by the initial TD research group120 .
This is what I perceived to be ‘normal’ TD practice for most of my research journey:
transformation knowledge practiced in a particular context with the aim of long-term
119 www.transdisciplinarity.ch
120 See http://www.ishackproject.co.za
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engagement. Thus, I perceived the core logics and principles of ETD (abductive logic,
bricolage and exaptation and allowing for emergence) less as a way to follow a
research methodology and more as a means to enable connection to a social context
long after the formal research activity (in this case, my PhD) had concluded. Reflection
on how my idea of ‘normal’ TD practice is a product of the specific locality in which I
was taught TD has raised new questions about how I engaged with TD methodology.
These are questions that I did not have at the beginning of the research journey and
also come from the process of having to prepare a written document that will be the
exclusive means of evaluation of a research process that was crafted around real world
problem solving with a group of societal actors who are not invited to or engaged in the
evaluation process of the written document (Felt et al., 2016).
The first question is whether it is should be compulsory for TD doctoral candidates to
include a reflection on the institutional setting in which they were taught TD principles
as part of their thesis. This would allow for an evaluation of the connections and
disconnections between the institutional TD culture and the final research output of the
student. TD doctoral candidates have distinct additional challenges beyond the
significant challenges that disciplinary doctorates have (Willetts et al., 2012) which can
then be further complicated if there is no acknowledgement of how institutionalised TD
cultures influence individual researchers. Schmidt and Neuburger (2017) explore this
briefly in their case study of a multi-country North-South TD research project. They
comment on how institutional differences between African and German postdocs
directly affected how involved researchers were in the project planning processes. Coproducing knowledge fundamentally “interferes” with conventional research practices
and roles assigned to researchers (Pohl et al., 2010). However, how researchers
perceive their roles and practices in transdisciplinary research projects is directly linked
to the culture of TD that they have been exposed to and this culture should be explicitly
detailed as it inevitably impacts on knowledge production and integration.
The second question relates to using abductive logic in an ETD approach. How, given
the plurality of contexts in which ETD could possibly be applied, can individual
researchers be supported and encouraged to use abductive logic if they are physically
far away from a research group or research institution where this logic is a key driving
force behind transdisciplinary practice? I experienced a violent collision with the
established norms of higher education (inquiry driven and validated by deductive and
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inductive logic) at Utrecht University whilst writing this thesis that frequently contributed
towards a feeling of isolation and confusion. This question also comes from the
realisation that what I gained in contextual understanding of Burundi by moving there in
2014, I also lost in terms of continued exposure to the evolving practice of ETD that
was occurring at the Sustainability Institute and the associated teaching on knowledge
integration, academic rigour and reflective practice.
The third question relates to the second question in that it focuses on the relationship
between abductive logic and immersion in context. How can preparation for immersion
in context (whatever and wherever that context may be) be improved so that the PhD
candidate is more aware of the messiness that may ensue? To be clear, I am not
suggesting that there should be formulaic recommendations for co-producing
knowledge. Rather I am arguing for an increased attention to unpredictability of
stakeholder engagement and that pre-determining what “‘stakes’ and whose life gets
enmeshed in knowledge making practices” is not possible (Klenk & Meehan, 2017: 28).
This reality should be better accounted for in doctoral teaching and supervision as it
directly impacts on the capabilities needed for the writing phase of the PhD. Being
immersed in context means being inextricably bonded to the life-world of the research
in order to allow for emergence. This is as exhausting and risky as it is rewarding. For
example, I used my research funds to help with cash flow issues at LMCP during the
tough July, August and September months before the first container of coffee was
exported in 2014. My loan to LMCP was only paid back in 2015. I continuously chose to
put the formal academic outputs of this research process as a second priority as I was
working off the hunch that if the first priority was to contribute towards solving problems
in the real world of the research, the necessary academic outputs would automatically
be generated. I was only partially correct in this hunch. It was, and remains, an
extremely risky decision to prioritise problem solving in the real world above academic
outputs as currently TD doctoral research is not evaluated on the quality of real world
intervention but on the quality of a specific type of written documentation (publications
and dissertations) of the real world intervention (Willetts et al., 2012; Wuelser & Pohl,
2016). I experienced the ETD doctoral process as training that equips individuals to
solve real world problems in a particular way where context is foregrounded as being
supremely important. This differs from typical expressions of TD where real world
problems are often only drawn in to stress the societal relevance of the research
project (Wuelser & Pohl, 2016). Perhaps the practice of academic writing, with explicit
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focus on knowledge integration, needs to be better integrated into the beginning stages
of training for immersion in context so that it is not completely overwhelming (and
somewhat foreign) at the end of the PhD research journey. Regular reflective writing
within a group setting may also be helpful to provide platforms for illuminating how
abductive logic was used and how to integrate myriad contextual details that honour
the immersive process. This could help individual researchers begin at an early stage
to craft the integrative language that they will need at the end of their PhD when the
final written document is required.
The fourth question is what else is needed to assist doctoral students in bridging the
gap between institutional practices of TD (in my case, ETD at the Sustainability
Institute) and broader knowledge requirements and practices of the universities in
which they are embedded? This question recognises that for some practices of TD a
thesis document may be an inappropriate means of assessment (if it is the sole means
of assessment) of research quality and new knowledge creation (Willetts & Mitchell,
2017). In the absence of other forms of assessment Willetts et al (2012) have argued
for increased sensitivity and adaptive capacity (as is possible within the institutional
setting) to manage the creative tensions that arise from TD doctoral work. Creative
tensions arise from dealing with multiple realities and paradoxes and the sheer breadth
of choice available to TD students in their decision-making processes in the absence of
the safety net provided by disciplinary rules and norms. In the case of my own research
journey, an argument could be made that immersion in context (in the form of visiting
Burundi while I was there) should have been necessary for one of my supervisors. This
would have accounted for the fact that disciplinary knowledge and experience alone is
not sufficient for supervising TD processes that hold context as central to knowledge
co-production. Similarly, it could be argued that it should be absolutely necessary to
include societal actors and stakeholders (in my case, colleagues from LMCP) in the
final oral defence as a counter point to what is being presented by the PhD candidate.
Finally, there is the question of timing. What could have happened if I was allowed to
do my PhD for 5 – 7 years instead of 3-5 (Felt et al., 2016; Wuelser & Pohl, 2016)?
What would be the benefits in terms of knowledge co-production for the thesis itself but
also for the growing practice of ETD at the Sustainability Institute? A significant
challenge throughout the research journey has been how to report on emergent
outcomes that are connected to disciplinary knowledge that I am utterly unfamiliar with.
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A greater allowance of time to balance the pressing needs of context and the important
needs of learning other disciplinary languages may be key to liberating doctoral
candidates from their own disciplinary baggage to better focus on knowledge coproduction and problem solving.

6.2.3. Methodology of being mzungu: designing longer-term change processes that are built
on trust
In the introduction I argued that there are certain things that wazungu should not do if
they wish to design longer-term transformative change processes. I mentioned that, for
example, providing free drinks and food at community meetings was a weak tool for
this. A longer-term view of community development means that, ultimately, the goal is
to build trust not to ensure that people turn up to meetings. In this section I wish to
reflect on learnings that may be helpful to other wazungu working in Burundi in the
future.
De-urbanizing
Burundi, after Rwanda, is the second least urbanised nation on earth. My research
journey in Burundi has made me acutely aware of how urban I am in my thinking. I will
never know what it is like to have a piece of land as the most productive asset I will
ever own. I am undeniably urban in my being and I constantly underestimate the
implications of this on my thinking. One example of this is the way in which I perceive
upcountry time: that is the rhythm that governs life outside of the small sphere that
Bujumbura, the capital city, holds. As I have never had to farm and live off the produce
that my land provides, I am uneducated in terms of what it means to effectively gather
people for community meetings and I should not be surprised if people do not show up
on time or fail to show up simply because I have made an announcement in the local
church. Upcountry time is fundamentally different to the urban sense of time that is
imbued in my understanding of the world and it would do me well to learn how to better
understand this these differences and plan with them in mind.
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Burundi: where complex things are simple, and simple things are complex
At the time of writing this reflection (July 2016) I have not lived in Burundi for the last 16
months. I left Burundi in order to complete my thesis as Bujumbura was proving an
unsuitable location to write. In Burundi, complex things are simple, and simple things
are complex. DeBerry-Spence and Elliot (2012) describe this phenomenon as
‘everyday challenges’. Everyday challenges are problems (including events, conditions
and people) that impair the ability to conduct daily business operations. This can be a
destabilising sensation for wazungu, especially those who come from highly ordered
societies. Personally, I initially put the everyday challenges I experienced in Burundi
down to culture shock. However, I slowly realised that using culture shock as a catchall
for what I was feeling would lead to burn out and resentment. The reality of life in
Burundi is that complex things are simple, and simple things are complex. I had to
adjust my thinking to this reality. The best way to explain what I mean by this is to
share an excerpt from my research journal:
The other thing I have come to realise too is that living in Bujumbura is not the
best place to write this thesis partly because of substandard internet and
power infrastructure but mostly because of the daily accumulative effect of
living here. It’s only once you’ve been here at least a month or two do you
realise the toll of living here once the newness and honeymoon phase of being
in a foreign culture wears off. Simple things often end up being very complex in
Burundi. Making a quick phone call can often take a couple of minutes as you
never know whether the network will allow you to connect the first time. Going to
the bank takes a good deal of time as you need to queue inside if you would like
to draw substantial amounts of money. If you would like to withdraw smaller
amounts the ATMS are available but they might not

have any money in them

or they might not work for another technical reason. Twice this week I’ve wanted
to go somewhere quickly and my gate key became stuck for a bit causing a
slight panic in me because I know a small delay like this could end up eating up
an hour or two of your day. My head raises with ‘what if’… what if the key is
indeed stuck and I can’t get it out? How do I signal to someone that I need help
given that I don’t speak Kirundi (maybe if I knew French it would help but my
experience from friends who do speak French is that actually not that many
people in Bujumbura speak French). If someone does come to help, will I be
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charged mzungu tax and will I have to spend more time bargaining about that?
What if I damage the gate and need to replace it - will I have enough money on
me or will I have to go to the bank / atm again to withdraw more (see problems
with that above). Luckily I managed to open the gate.
I used to say that I’m just ‘quickly going out to get something’. Now I know and
prepare myself mentally that literally ANYTHING could happen on the way
there: from something sharp on the road (nails, broken glass abound often on
Bujumbura’s roads) puncturing my motorcycle tyre and the delays trying to
replace that, to crazy traffic jams that randomly occur, to the shop line being
ridiculously slow and turning a quick trip into a long trip. Flexibility is key, key
to keeping sane but also key to understanding Burundi. Planning research
here is helpful but it’s the most beneficial to bear in mind constantly that your
plans WILL change and that this is either because of something that
happened to you whilst trying to follow that plan or because the people/person
you have planned to meet with has suddenly changed the plan by either being
very late, not showing up or doing something completely different to what they
told you they would do.
The flip side of this is that often you can accomplish complex things relatively
easy because people are very flexible - and somehow it’s easier sometimes to
get an interview with someone important with a couple of hour’s notice rather
than a couple of day’s notice.
Planning in a context where most things are uncertain does also take its toll
on the researcher and proper time must be given for rest and for realising that
it takes a lot of effort to live in Burundi as an outsider - there are many new
things to get used to and many unforeseen challenges. See, for example, the
palaver with the GrainPro bags.
Or like right now, just washing my hands and I see there’s no water anymore.
Simple things that delay. The water might be gone for 5 minutes it might be
gone for 5 hours - you just never know.
And all of this is interesting because of the way time works here. I’ve seen that if
you need to get something done and you’re interacting with the government (eg.
when trying to export coffee), if it doesn’t get done before lunch time it’s unlikely
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it will get done that day. Government officials and many businesses take a 2
hour lunch break from 12 - 2pm and sometimes it’s hard to find the person
you’re needing after lunch. Once again, plan with flexibility in mind. This harvest
we lost about 4 weeks' worth of time simply because people either did not
deliver on their promises or we had to wait for someone to be in their office. The
days are interestingly slow here but time marches on regardless. It’s quite a
funny sensation.
When thinking about a supply chain this becomes even more hilarious. There
is simply no way for the beginning of the chain in Burundi to communicate how
and why there are delays to the buyers at the end of the chain. How do you
explain that you’ve lost a week’s worth of time because the one man (note, one
man, not a department) responsible for signing off on all exports of coffee in
Burundi simply wasn’t in his office all week and his secretary had no idea
where we was? Or the fact that you heard that your competitor (a neighbouring
washing station) went to the dry mill and paid a bribe for your coffee milling to be
deliberately delayed? To the other end of the chain this must just sound like
excuses for laziness and sloppy work. I felt the same with the GrainPro supplier
in Rwanda, who promised us for 6 days that our bags were on their way, even
today (Monday 15 September) I called Safari and he said he was on his way to
load the bags on the 12pm bus and we could expect them to arrive in the
evening. He calls an hour later to say that there was no more room on the last
bus and that we can expect our bags to leave on the first bus out on Tuesday.
Why then did he promise me that the bags would be here on Monday and
assure me that they would be on the bus when he did not have a ticket yet for
them? Interesting. I’ve heard it said that Burundians don’t like telling someone
bad news and that they would rather keep quiet or tell you what they think you
want to hear instead. Once again, makes for interesting business. Makes me
realise I need to read up on a whole lot more literature on doing business in ‘the
third world’ or ‘cross-culturally’. But I won’t make this a big focus, but it should be
mentioned.
(Excerpt from research journal, 15 September 2014, Bujumbura).
I am grateful that I kept a record of this feeling of being bewildered by the operational
culture of a society. Time away from Burundi has faded these memories to a mild form
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nostalgia (where I long for the flexibility of life in Burundi) and partially erased the fact
that incessant frustration is to be expected when living and working in Burundi.
Understand that you will not blend into the crowd and plan with that in mind
Most wazungu will always attract attention in Burundi and, rather than being annoyed
by this, my suggestion is to try and plan with this in mind. Again, the best way to
explain what I mean by this is to share a reflection from my research journal:
I remember being in Gitobe commune in Kirundo being part of a large group
discussion with about 110 other Burundian youth. We were discussing the
opportunities offered by coffee in their area. I really wanted to take a picture,
just to show that I was with so many people and to visually document the
moment. But then i realised that if I took out my camera I would disturb
EVERYTHING. The entire mood and sentiment would be lost because the
mzungu took out her camera and everyone would run away at the site of the
camera at first and then there would be much laughing and basically the

entire

conversation would be lost and changed. It would have been better to have
thought ahead to give the camera to a Burundian, like I did with Olivier in
Makamba, who can shoot photos without causing too much disruption
(Excerpt from research journal, 2014).
Another somewhat paradoxical example of not blending is realising early on in 2014
that farmers will not turn up to a meeting that you call if you try to blend in and arrive to
the meeting on foot. I discovered this when no one arrived for a meeting I called. Later
on I found out the reason was because farmers said that they “did not see the 4x4”. As
I mentioned in the introduction, wazungu often drive 4x4s branded with their
organisation’s logo when they go to ‘the field’ to engage with communities. Luckily, as I
described in the last chapter, the grassroots modality of the LMCP coffee scout
programme means that LMCP is now able to gather farmers far more effectively.
Interestingly, this is exactly what Mario (the Rwandan coffee exporter who introduced
me to IPM) had warned me about as to how to design a coffee scout programme. He
warned me that a coffee scout programme “ONLY works on a community based
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network approach using young people not a mzungu in a 4x4 who comes in and
leaves” (excerpt from research journal, 4 February 2014)121 .
Burundi can swallow you up with its problems if you are not careful
I explained in Chapter 1 how I lost hope and then came to believe that hopelessness is
a lie. Burundi is like that, it will swallow you up with its reports of being either the
hungriest / poorest / most corrupt nation in the world if you are not careful. I have come
to realise that I must commit to continually understanding that change is a slow process
in Burundi (I am not sure if this is only applicable to Burundi or everywhere). Having a
long-term mindset can help overcome some of the painful growth pains and disruptions
associated with transformative change processes. Ben and Kristy Carlson – founders
of Long Miles Coffee Project - are my mentors in this regard: they think in terms of 35
year long project cycles not in terms of two to four year project cycles. The Carlsons
also taught me the value of celebrating small victories in the midst of uncertain and
unreliable surroundings. Having a long-term mindset about change and celebrating
small victories has helped me realise that I should not despise the day of small
beginnings. I have two memories of small beginnings that I cherish dearly. One is the
memory of Epaphras (LMCP agronomist) telling me about the first farmer on Gahaga
hill who decided to rejuvenate his coffee farm because he had taken the trainings of the
coffee scouts to heart. The other is when I heard about the event that the coffee scouts
had planned for the opening of the 2015 harvest. LMCP washing station managers,
Bujumbura staff, cooperative leaders and local government leaders had been invited.
Each scout had contributed 7800 Burundian Francs (roughly $4,60 in January 2015) to
make the event happen. This is a large financial contribution in upcountry Burundi and
this initiative spoke volumes to me because it showed ownership and agency. It also
suggested bigger, more beautiful, things to come. Hope, long-term thinking, celebrating
small victories and cherishing the day of small beginnings are very important in a place
like Burundi.

121 Mario said this to stress that in order for the program to take root it must be lead by people who will one day be supplying coffee to LMCP.
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6.3. Connecting the dots: Burundi’s coffee sector, sustainability, coffee geeks, and
direct trade
Having discussed the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ of the research in this concluding chapter, the
‘what’ can now be discussed: the challenges of producing transformation knowledge
whilst producing sustainable coffee. These challenges come from embracing the
tension between the trade potential of standardising sustainability for coffee production
and the realities of the context of production. As stated in the introduction to this
chapter, the delayed discussion of the ‘what’ is done with the intention of re-prioritising
it as being equally important as the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ of the research activities. I
recognise that this re-prioritisation may be a source of discomfort for readers who do
not consider the ‘why’ and the ‘what’ as legitimate components of the (written) new
knowledge contribution that is expected as an outcome of the PhD. However,
recognising the interaction between the ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘what’ is necessary for the
production of transformation knowledge (O’Brien and Sygna, 2013). As discussed in
section 6.2 above, knowledge integration is an unresolved pursuit for transdisciplinarity
and one consequence of this for doctoral students is that the final thesis document may
be unsatisfactory for readers looking for a more traditional, unified, piece of writing. In
this section I will attempt to connect the different pockets of learning accumulated
during this PhD journey (Chapters 2 – 5) and, where appropriate, put forward
recommendations. As argued in section 6.2, I am unapologetic about integrating
emergent insights and questions that I cannot discuss fully either because of
insufficient (disciplinary) knowledge or insufficient time within the overall PhD process.
The agro-ecological endowments in Burundi, together with the current phase of coffee
production in Burundi (a privatised ‘free’ market) present an unprecedented opportunity
to exploit a renewable resource within a global market that is demanding exactly what
Burundi can produce: high material quality coffee. However, in order to understand this
opportunity, development practitioners and policymakers must recognise that ‘the
producer’ in Burundi is the relationship between a coffee washing station and
the farmers it works with. This is the first recommendation of this thesis. If this
relationship is ignored, the potential for creating long-term change is limited to the
production capabilities of either the washing station or the farming community.
Reliability of supply and quality of supply can only be ensured if there is a synergistic
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relationship between the washing station and the farming communities it works with.
The ETD process followed in this thesis clearly revealed this. It is incorrect to assume
that washing stations are merely service providers for farmers. Likewise, it is incorrect
to assume that the majority of farmers have the luxury of choosing between more than
two washing stations (if that at all). Currently, in the best of cases, privately owned
washing stations are fortifying their position in rural communities as a positive hub of
community transformation in Burundi. However, many washing stations still simply act
as extractive predators – continuing in the business practices modelled by the state
prior to privatisation.
I argued in Chapter 2 that a painful legacy of bloodshed, exploitation and coffee lie in
Burundi’s soil and that much work remains for the sector to regain the trust of the
farmers it depends on and to restore the land to greater productivity. Unfortunately,
psychosocial issues (such as trust building) are often overlooked or underestimated in
rural development and agricultural programmes despite their critical influence on the
success of any development intervention (Landini, Leeuwis, Long & Murtagh, 2014). I
argued above that ‘the producer’ in Burundi should be considered as a relationship
between a coffee washing station and the farming communities it works with. Healthy
relationships are based on trust. Despite the problems that LMCP encountered in 2014
and the myriad problems it encountered in 2015, its farmer base continues to grow.
This is particular interesting in the community where LMCP’s second washing station is
located as there are several neighbouring washing stations and the competition to work
with farmers is stiff. During the 2016 harvest I learnt from my colleague Jeremiah,
LMCP agronomist at the second washing station, that the closest competitor washing
station had continuously offered hard cash upfront to farmers for their coffee during
harvest in an attempt to entice them to deliver to their station rather than LMCP.
Despite the fact that LMCP had paid these farmers extremely late in 2014 and in 2015
(Chapter 4), farmers continuously choose to ignore the offer of upfront cash from the
competitor and walk the extra kilometre to deliver to LMCP. As in 2015, these farmers
had no guarantee that LMCP will be able to pay on time in 2016 or whether LMCP’s
working capital will be derailed again by the snowball effect of Burundi’s inefficient
coffee export institutions and service providers. This risk should not be underestimated:
income gained from coffee provides much needed liquidity for school fees for the
school year that begins early September as well as for seeds and implements to plant
with the rainy season that usually begins just before mid-September. It is clear that
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LMCP’s triple bottom line business model has allowed it to build a high trust
environment in an unstable and unpredictable context. This is the second
recommendation of this thesis: trust, regardless of how difficult it is to quantify and
measure, is essential for a coffee producer to be successful in Burundi. My
recommendation is also based on my on going discussions with importers who have
continued to work with the UTZ certified washing station that was part of this study. The
Rwandan company that took over from the large multinational company who previously
owned the station has prioritised building a shared understanding of coffee quality with
farmers during the 2016 harvest alongside the activities it needs to carry out in order to
remain UTZ certified. In building a shared understanding with farmers it has regained
some of the trust that was lost during the 2015 harvest when premiums were not paid
(Chapter 4). The new owners of the UTZ certified washing station have focused on
building a strong team that can relate to the issues that farmers are facing at farm level
and are actively working to create solutions to these that are compatible within the
company structure. One such solution was to pay immediately after the harvest. In
2016 the UTZ certified station was the first washing station in the area to pay farmers
not because it was UTZ certified but because it had recognised what it needed to do to
rebuild trust with farmers122 . Coffee sustainability certification schemes will only be
successful in Burundi insofar as they acknowledge that ‘the producer’ is a relationship
between a washing station and farmers that must be built on trust. Trust allows
alignment between standardisation and context because trust enables flexibility.
Practically this means that washing stations that wish to produce certified coffee will
have to evaluate whether or not the required activities for certification need to be
complemented with other community engagement initiatives that build trust. The
sustainability challenges in the Burundian coffee sector can only be addressed if coffee
production is seen as a relationship between farmers and washing stations and if there
are incentives to create authentic platforms of trust in this relationship to improve the
material quality of production. It remains to be seen whether there will be sustainability
certification schemes that are malleable enough to take Burundi’s production dynamics
into consideration. Until this happens, it is more realistic to invest in producer
organisations that are working for longer-term change and are based on viable
business models that prioritise quality.

122

The Rwandan company is large enough to have pre-financing ability to pay farmers before their coffee is exported.
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Recognising the importance of trust for specialty coffee production in Burundi was an
emergent learning that could not have been anticipated before the research journey
began and before the experience of the challenges that LMCP faced in 2014 and 2015.
The third recommendation of this thesis is that more exploratory work is needed to
understand how policy and development projects can be utilised to enhance the
relationship between farming communities and the washing stations they work with
through trust building. This is a difficult area of inquiry as the socio-political context of
Burundi (detailed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4) is one that typically reproduces mistrust,
fear and insecurity. For example, in 2015 a major non-profit agricultural lender withdraw
its offer of a pre-financing deal that would provide working capital for the 2015 harvest
season to LMCP because of the risk created by the political crisis that began in April
2015. The difficulties that coffee producers in Burundi face because of the sociopolitical context of Burundi are compounded by the ecological challenge of a lack of soil
fertility capital. Cochet (2004: 117) eloquently asserts the issue as follows: “everything
that was at one time the centre of society in ancient Burundi is again at the heart of
social relations: the concentration of soil fertility, its appropriation and its management”.
The importance of this issue cannot be overstated as close to 95% of Burundi’s
population are engaged in subsistence farming (Baghdadli et al., 2008). The fourth
recommendation of this thesis is the urgent need to rebuild soil fertility capital in
order to stabilise national and household incomes from coffee. Coming to an
understanding of the issue of soil fertility capital was emergent and I have only a novice
understanding of soil science and cannot make further technical recommendations in
this regard.
“There must be a reason why a roaster should pay our prices rather than paying $2
spot at Hamburg”. Ben threw out this provocation to Kristy and myself at a strategy
meeting mid-July 2014. ‘Spot coffee’ refers to coffee that has already landed at a
coffee-receiving warehouse (such as those at Hamburg) and can be bought by roasters
‘on the spot’ by simply ordering off a trader’s offer list. Spot coffee comes in various
qualities and price points, generally catering for almost every roaster and retailer. Ben’s
question can be rephrased as follows: why should any roaster consider buying Long
Miles Coffee when it is possible to purchase fully traceable, ethical and sustainable
coffee from any number of coffee traders operating in Europe and North America at a
lower price point. It was and remains an effective reality check for a small, Third Wave
coffee producer operating in one of the world’s most unreliable coffee producing
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countries. I had faced a similar provocation in 2013 from one of the co-founders of the
UTZ certification scheme who was surprised by the business model of LMCP given
how replaceable Burundi was as an origin for coffee traders and roasters. As I have
learnt from working with Ben for close to four years, the answer to almost all of Ben’s
provocations for why we do things the way we do at Long Miles Coffee Project is
summed up in one word: quality. However, in this instance, the connection between a
sustainable for-profit business model and community transformation was in the
production of high material quality coffee coupled with high symbolic quality produced
at origin. Producers who are able to control how their products are marketed globally by selling the symbolic quality attributes of the their coffee - are able to capture more
value than those who do not (Daviron & Ponte, 2005). Often, for direct trade producers,
this means working with connective businesses whose business models are
incongruent with the logic of supplier substitutability (Borrella et al., 2015). At Long
Miles Coffee Project we use the word story to describe the symbolic quality we create
for each lot of coffee sold and we are not ashamed to charge for it because it is a
significant cost to company to produce. LMCP’s story flows out of the messy processes
of building trust with farming communities in an environment that is hostile to private
enterprise. It costs time and money to drive to the collines, to listen to farmer stories, to
write them up accurately and crosscheck them for any cultural mistranslations. Most
farmer stories are accompanied by a beautiful portrait of the farmer shot on film that
must be developed outside of Burundi as there are no facilities to do this locally. Each
micro-lot of coffee produced by LMCP is accompanied by a dossier of story (symbolic
quality) that is produced in-situ. LMCP’s story cannot be replicated because the story is
unique to place and complements terroir (material quality). This is the reason why
roasters would pay LMCP’s prices rather than buying spot coffee. This is the fifth
recommendation of this thesis: sustainable coffee research needs to pay more
attention to how producers – not roasters – create and control symbolic quality
around their products. This remains an area that receives insufficient policy attention
and where there is significant trade potential for producers to exploit (Daviron & Ponte,
2005). A key challenge for development practitioners wishing to support producers in
this regard will be balancing the need to provide support whilst maintaining sufficient
room for producers to exercise agency in how they tell their story. There are far too
many examples of sustainable coffee branding that communicate that a formula was
followed (eg. a farmer from a context other than the one in which the coffee is being
sold, holding a basket of coffee, tired from a day’s work but smiling regardless).
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Likewise, there are far too many examples of poorly designed websites, pamphlets and
other marketing material belonging to producers who are producing high quality coffee
and have limited means and know how to connect to buyers looking for their coffee.
I argued in Chapter 1 that for producers the act of selling coffee is a never-ending
learning curve that requires acute vigilance (section 1.3.1) and in section 3.7 I noted
this again in relation to selling coffee according to material quality attributes. In this
chapter (section 6.1) I have highlighted again that the business mechanisms of
sustainable coffee should never be assumed to be automatic as coffee cannot sell
itself, regardless of the perceived demand for a particular certification. This is a key
(transdisciplinary)

challenge

for

sustainable

coffee

researchers

that

remains

overlooked: attempting to understand the contextual challenges associated with the act
of selling coffee. The literature review process for this research journey began in 2013
and has continued throughout, including up to the final edits of the thesis in October
2017. Throughout this time I have constantly been on the lookout for sustainable coffee
researchers who are prepared to draw significant research attention to the issue of
chronic oversupply in the sustainable coffee market and its implications for producers.
Unfortunately, apart from brief mention, the most current peer-reviewed research on
sustainable coffee continues to overlook and downplay this issue (for example, Minten,
Dereje, Engida & Tamru, 2018). Throughout this thesis I have had to supplement peerreviewed literature with literature from practitioners who seem to grasp the gravity of
the issue of oversupply and it is appropriate to do so here again in the conclusion. Here
Dean Cycon recounts a meeting with a Peruvian coffee cooperative at an international
coffee tradeshow:
“My name is Esperanza. I am the general manager of Pangoa Cooperative in
Satipo, Peru. Please, sir, would you sample our coffee?” she said. Their
weathered faces were full of expectation, hope, and fear. I took the little bag,
opened it, and smelled the fresh, earthy sweetness of the beans.
“This coffee is very nice. I will be happy to roast it up and let you know”. How
easily the response came. This was my tenth sample of the day, and it was only
the first day of the convention. Esperanza winced visibly. Damn it, I couldn’t do
this anymore. “Look, Esperanza, I really don’t need any more Peruvian coffee,
so maybe you should keep the sample and give it someone who really might try
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it. Besides, I buy coffee only from Fair Trade cooperatives. I would be happy to
help you apply for the Fair Trade Registry if you’d like.”
“Thank you, but we have been on the registry for three years already and we are
certified organic, too. But we have not had any Fair Trade sales yet, so we have
to sell our coffee on the conventional market” (Cycon, 2007: 68)
The discussion in sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 clearly show that Peruvian cooperative’s
story recounted by Cycon above is not unique. As a transdisciplinary researcher
working in specialty coffee it remains difficult to connect this reality to the academic
literature (because there is little to connect to) without seeming overly anecdotal. The
final recommendation of this thesis is for the sustainable coffee research community to
begin to look for new ways to connect with the issue of chronic oversupply within the
sustainable coffee market beyond simply describing the problem in a way that does not
fully account for the negative impact of this issue on producers. The nature of this
recommendation demands an input of tacit knowledge that is tested in-situ in order to
prove its relevance. This means recognising that the problem at hand is far more
“hands on” and quotidian than the literature currently suggests and that new questions
about the sustainable coffee market need to be asked. An example of such a question
could be “How can researchers help sustainable coffee producers sell more of their
coffee as certified?” The validation of asking these sorts of questions must be assessed
in the production of transformation knowledge not systems knowledge. Learning how to
co-produce this sort of transformation knowledge with producers is both enabled and
supported by a transdisciplinary method of enquiry but requires a commitment to
context that many researchers may not practically be able to meet.
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Figure 6.12 Mikuba hill, November 2016
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Postscript
It was initially planned that I would return to full time working for LMCP in November
2016, after all the export activities were completed and there was sufficient cash flow to
pay for a new employee. However, it was decided to delay this process until January
2017. I did however return to Burundi in November 2016 for one month to host a team
of visitors. The team came from a church in South Africa and they wanted to visit LMCP
to see their operations and to see how they could partner with LMCP’s farmer support
programmes. I then planned to use the remainder of the month after the team’s visit to
look for an apartment to rent for 2017, apply for a residence permit and, in general, to
reacquaint myself again with the country given the changes that had occurred after the
political crisis that started shortly after I left in 2015. Hosting the team from South Africa
provided an unexpectedly wonderful reintroduction to Burundi. As we journeyed
upcountry between farms, I was utterly impressed by how embedded Long Miles
Coffee had become in the communities where it worked and the progress that had
been made with the Coffee Scout program. I had to introduce myself to all of the new
coffee scouts who had been hired at the beginning of 2016 and catch up with Epaphras
about how everyone was working together. It is an interesting experience to learn about
something you helped start after it has grown into something so much bigger than you
could have initially imagined. For example, LMCP now has an established indigenous
shade tree nursery program out of which several community nurseries have been
established. Intercropping coffee with indigenous shade trees directly improves the
material quality of LMCP’s coffee. On one of the days in November I joined up with a
coffee scout and some community leaders to plant shade trees together – what a joy it
was! Soil fertility capital is slowly being rebuilt in the rural communities that LMCP
works with and the washing station is the driving force behind this. What started off as
a mostly scientific approach to reducing Potato Taste Defect has grown into a strong
team of community transformers who are passionate about helping LMCP farmers see
a brighter future through improving the quality of their production. In November I also
noticed that the atmosphere of community engagement had again changed. Before,
when I or another mzungu colleague from LMCP used to walk to a community meeting
there was always an element of spectacle despite the connection we had to the
community through the coffee scouts. However now the feeling of spectacle seemed to
be replaced with a gentle and easy feeling of familiarity. This is not to say that I now
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‘blend in’ in Burundi, but rather that I experienced being perceived as someone who
belonged in the community… almost as if it was normal that I should be there, despite
the fact that I had been absent for close to two years.
My biggest surprise however was to observe the work Asterie, one of the new female
coffee scouts working on a colline called Mikuba. I was excited to visit Mikuba as I had
never been to the colline before and had received good feedback from our European
importer as well as other roasters about the cup quality coming from Mikuba. When I
arrived at the first farm in Mikuba I could see immediately why the quality had been so
remarkable the past season. Farmers were strategically intercropping coffee with
bananas in a manner that showed thought and planning for the future. The
intercropped farms on Mikuba hill looked significantly different to the many other
‘intercropped’ farms I’d previously seen in Burundi where bananas crowded out coffee
or where banana trees were haphazardly scattered. To be honest, although Epaphras
and I had discussed the advantages of intercropping coffee and banana (based on
research from Uganda) in 2014, I did not expect any significant change amongst
average LMCP farmers until at least 2019. The incorrect advise on intercropping
previously communicated by the State when it owned the sector was a stronghold and
has prevented many innovations in Burundi. Also, to strategically intercrop means an
investment of time from a farmer that suggests they are thinking about the potential
reward that could be gained from future harvests. This is something we barely saw in
2014 at LMCP and yet, on Mikuba colline, it seemed to be the norm. To see such a
great change in farmer perceptions, especially given that Asterie is a young female
coffee scout and most coffee farmers in Burundi are men, was nothing short of
extraordinary. I detailed in Chapter 6 how my colleague Epaphras had replaced me as
the Farmer Relations Officer. I am happy to report that this progressive state of play
remains. When I return to Burundi and LMCP full time at the end of January 2017 I will
move into my new role as ‘Development and Innovation Manager’ – a fancy title
(because in Burundi titles are important in order to relate to other local stakeholders)
that is meant to be broad enough to encapsulate a range of activities related to “making
farmers’ problems buyers’ problems, and making buyers’ problems farmers’ problems”.
This time the primary focus of my work will be assisting Kristy with telling the story of
LMCP (symbolic quality) and ensuring that we are investing in innovative initiatives as
much as we can within the budgets we set for each harvest. I look forward to the
challenge and remain in awe that my PhD journey has led me to this point.
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Appendixes:

Appendix 1: Long Miles Coffee Project Farmer Support Proposal

LONG MILES COFFEE PROJECT
FARMER SUPPORT PROPOSAL

Background:
Within the triple bottom line framework of operations Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP)
farmer support necessarily needs to be economically profitable for LMCP whilst simultaneously
provoking positive environmental and social change in Bukeye community123. To this end, it’s
helpful to think of three annual periods of activity around which Long Miles Coffee farmer
support is oriented:
Pre-harvest (November to March)
Harvest (end of March to middle of July) and
Post-harvest (middle of August to end of October)124
Although each of these periods is unique in terms of LMCP business activities and farmer
livelihood strategies, all proposed activities work to affirm the core values of the LMCP Trust
123

LMCP farmer support for 2014 will almost exclusively focus on Bukeye commune (and predominantly with Gahaga, Gaharo and

Rugoma collines). It is the testing ground for creating scalable solutions for LMCP for the future.
124

This schedule doesn’t include the fly crop which could appear somewhere between August and September, but is not

guaranteed. There are no current plans for the fly crop in 2014, although it is foreseeable that this could be an interesting period in
future years to trial agronomical experiments.
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Mark. This proposal will focus on the pre-harvest and harvest periods. The proposal for the
post-harvest period will be submitted by the end of May 2014.
This proposal will present the challenges of each activity period and propose solution options
in the form of projects. Each project presented address at least two of the triple bottom line
parameters of LMCP.
All costs have been worked out at 1 USD = 1550Fbu.
Pre-harvest (November – March)
Three farmer feedback meetings were held over the last month to assess the biggest
opportunities and challenges of the 2013 coffee season. 82 farmers from the three collines
LMCP worked with in 2013 (as well as a few other farmers from other collines) attended.
Overall, there were more men than women in attendance at the meetings and almost all the
farmers were elderly. Although all farmers agreed that coffee was the largest source of
income, they are currently feeling defeated because of the low yields of last season. A
summary of the key talking points from the meetings is presented below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 2013 harvest was devastatingly low which reduced annual income by more than 50% for
the majority of farmers. Farmers were disheartened and discouraged by this.
Farmers are currently experiencing an income gap and feel very poor.
Farmers cannot find grass to mulch/ cannot afford mulch
Farmers cannot afford to use fertiliser/ do not have access to fertiliser
Farmers cannot afford to use pesticides/ do not have access to pesticides / feel that
government supplied pesticides are no longer working
Farmers sell out entire crops early to get cash up front, even though they know the price they
receive is far below what they would receive at a washing station
Farmers do not make/use compost
Farmers have been underpaid at washing stations (many are illiterate and cannot check
weights and payments) and are very angry at corruption in the sector
Some farmers acknowledge that they lack the sufficient agricultural knowledge to farm coffee
properly.

A problem tree and diagram of objectives were used to orient the problem analysis. These gave
rise to a logistical framework of the objectives and activities to implement, which can be found in
Annexe 1.
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At all three meetings several requests from farmers were made for an advance (loan) against
their upcoming salary with LMCP. This would help them tend to their coffee trees running up
to harvest, pay for school supplies for their children, some food expenses and extra labour to
help with the upcoming coffee harvest.
This is the inaugural year of the LMCP’s pre-harvest programme and due to various factors, the
programme is beginning later than it should. The other major challenge is that the 2014
harvest is almost upon us, farmers are facing the income gap now. We are therefore working
on two scenarios, an ‘emergency’ assistance coupled with a long-term approach of projects
that can be implemented on a longer time frame before 2015 harvest.
2014 Pre-harvest proposed solutions:
Problem1: Farmer’s income gap
Farmers have asked LMCP to consider giving them an advance against the salary they would
earn for delivering coffee cherry during harvest. The challenge however is to do this in a way
that does not impoverish farmers further (by locking them into long term debt) or to distort
the business identity of LMCP (from private social enterprise to charity/NGO).
Solution: Advance payment for cherry
LMCP provides farmers an advance on the payment they will get for their cherry. In order to
keep the payment simple, an advance of 30,000 Fbu per farmer will be offered.
The initial outlay to LMC for a 30,000 FBU advance to 500 farmers would be $9,677. For a
40,000 FBU advance, LMC would need to pay $12,903.
This sum has been calculated based on the amount a farmer would receive from 80 trees
producing 2kg of cherry. In the absence of real figures of tree numbers - which LMCP does not
have, especially given that LMCP paid four cooperatives last year without the details of
individual farmers in those cooperatives - we have taken 80 trees as the lowest number of
trees, on average, that a farmer currently has. This should hopefully ensure that even the
poorest farmer would be able to pay back the advance and have an income later on in the
year. The conservative estimate of cherries per tree is set at 2kg (realistically expecting it to be
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between 2.kg and 3kg but allows for defects or ‘triage’ not accepted by LMCP). For the sake of
financial planning, the advance has to be limited to the farmers that sold the cherry to LMCP
last year. This includes those that are part of a cooperative, however there is the risk that
farmers who did not deliver cherry in 2013 but who are part of the cooperative will benefit
too. In future years, this advance program can be extended to new farmers.
Mechanism for advance:
Farmers will be asked through the communication channels (cooperatives, and community
leaders) to come to request an advance from LMCP through the washing station manager by
8th March 2014. Cooperative leaders need to submit a list of their farmers to LMCP by the
same date. For farmers not in a collective, we could ask them to take the advance as a group of
minimum 3 farmers, with the other farmers acting as guarantors for the other borrowers. This
will help to ensure the advance will be covered by harvest payments. This could also be the
case for farmers with less than 80 trees, to take an advance with another farmer. The advances
will be paid during the 3rd week of March. A receipt will be provided and retained by all parties.
The amount advanced will be repaid in two instalments: 20 000Fbu at the first payment for
cherries (+/- July) and 10 000Fbu at the premium pay day.
Benefit to LMCP:
We need to tackle this problem for several reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farmers will be encouraged to invest some of their advance in agricultural inputs that
will improve the quality of coffee.
Such a gesture will also go a long way to secure farmer loyalty.
Farmers will be encouraged to sell their cherries to LMCP rather than accepting a quick
sell for their crop for an advance at unfavourable rates.
It will help to build farmers’ trust in LMCP and this is extremely important in a context
where corruption is common.
Excellent opportunity for LMCP to collect accurate data from farmers at advance
payments (eg. Number of trees, number of children)
It is an opportunity for LMCP to fulfil its pledge to help farmers.

Problem 2: Lack of use of fertiliser
Farmers have stated they cannot afford fertiliser or do not have access to fertiliser. This is a
basic agricultural input necessary to the improvement of the quality of the coffee. Given the
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level of financial instability of the farmers, LMCP needs to assist them in accessing and
purchasing fertiliser. It is projected that LMCP will not see any significant improvements at
farm level without intervening in this way.
Solution: Purchase fertiliser to be reimbursed
NPK17.17.17 fertiliser should be put on the crops during the last week of February. LMCP has
been unable to procure fertiliser from Tubura as was planned. There are two options to
purchase NPK17.17.17, and one option to purchase NPK22, which is normally applied to crops
in October, but could be used now. A quote has been requested from the supplier of fertiliser
to be imported from Dar es Salaam, estimated to take 2 weeks. The earliest that the fertiliser
can be distributed is mid-March. NPK 17-17-17 fertiliser is also available in Bujumbura from
AVET and Intercafe but it is uncertain how much we are able to buy from them, this needs to
be confirmed as soon as possible.
Option 1. Purchase from a supplier AVET in Bujumbura for $1032 per MT. The price is higher
than the subsidized price obtained from Intercafe or purchasing direct from Yara wholesale in
Dar es Salaam. But this is the quick solution.
Option 2 Purchase from Yara in Dar es Salaam for $750 per MT. Yara has been contacted for
terms and conditions to import NPK17.17.17 from Dar es Salaam, estimated to take 2 weeks
and would mean a delay in distributing fertilizer.
Option 3 Purchase from Intercafe the fertilizer NPK22 at the subsidized price of $679 per MT.
NPK22 would not be as effective as NPK17.17.17, but would still give some benefit.
LMC would need to purchase 5 MT of fertilizer to cover 500 farmers with 100 trees.
The cost of the fertiliser would be deducted from their first payment for cherry. This will be
additional to any cash advance taken. The total advanced should not exceed 50% of the total
expected value of cherry so as not to use up all the farmer’s payment for the year.
Benefit to LMCP:
If LMCP wants to improve coffee quality and yield and soil vitality then fertiliser is absolutely
necessary.
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Problem 3: Farmers do not use pesticides
Farmers have noted that both the Antestia bug and the Coffee Berry Borer are affecting their
crop and that they lack access to and cannot afford pesticides. Additionally, some are worried
that the previously supplied government chemical pesticide is no longer effective. Whether
this is true or not, environmental degradation as a result of applying this to the crop is
unavoidable. Working with farmers to control pests on their plots will significantly improve the
quality of the coffee LMCP will receive.
Solution: Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
IPM is a systematic approach to pest management that focuses first on preventing problems.
IPM employs the least toxic methods first and involves monitoring pest populations, identifying
pests and choosing a combination of tactics to keep pest populations at an acceptable level.
Conventional pesticides disrupt ecosystems in harmful and unnatural ways that have
irreversible effects on biodiversity for years to come. IPM was introduced in the 1970s and
research from around the world (including East and Southern Africa) confirms that it is very
effective in improving quality and yields in coffee farming.
It is proposed that LMCP follow the IPM model that is currently being used in Rwanda where
local unemployed out-of-school youth (coffee scouts) are hired to monitor pest populations on
coffee farms using an organic pesticide called Pyrethrum.
To roll out IPM we will need to train two trainers (training to be done in Rwanda) who will in
turn train 30 local unemployed out-of-school youth. The training is done on a ‘train the trainer’
model and youth involved in the training program should be able to train others in IPM. IPM
techniques are simple to teach and pass on – empowering farmers and their communities to
obtain higher quality coffee. See Annexe 2 for examples of coffee scouting in Rwanda.
One Antestia bug can breed to 36 bugs in three months – leaving a wake of damaged coffee in
its path. A coffee scout can be trained to catch that one Antestia bug with a simple squirt
bottle and 100ml of Pyrethrum!
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Used in conjunction with Pyrethrum (see Annexe 4), IPM offers a lower cost and low
technology solution to the following bugs affecting coffee, all of which are found at farm level
and cannot be countered at the washing station:
Antestia bug (Antestiopsis spp.)
Coffee berry borer (Hypothenemus hampei)
Soft green scale (Coccus alpinus/ C. viridis)
Coffee thrips (Diarthrothrips coffeae)
Lace bug (Habrochila placida)
Coffee berry moth (Prophantis smaragdina)
White coffee borer (Anthores leuconotus)
Red coffee mite (Oligonychus coffeae)
Capsid bug (Lamprocapsidea (Lygus) coffeae)
Leafminers (Leucoptera meyrickiandLeucoptera caffeina)
Leaf skeletoniser (Leucoplema dohertyi)
Giant looper (Ascotis selenaria reciprocaria)
Kenya mealybug (Planococcus kenyae)
Root mealybug (Planococcus citri)
Star scale (Asterolecanium coffeae)
Benefit to LMCP
IPM, together with Pyrethrum, is guaranteed to reduce the number of defects at the washing
station, increasing volume and profit to LMCP and increasing farmer’s income. IPM responds to
a felt need of farmers – to have a way to combat the pests they see attacking their coffee – in a
relatively low cost and low technological way. This practice complements intercropping
strategies and other efforts to improve biodiversity.
The economic benefit of this appear to only speak to our social and kingdom bottom line at
first glance, but it positions LMCP well in the future for obtaining organic certification.
Problem 4: Farmers do not use mulch
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A major problem for farmers is finding enough grass to use for mulch. They had to purchase
grass from neighbouring landowners. From initial investigations, LMCP cannot purchase grass
in sufficient quantities to provide to farmers.
Solution 1: Encourage farmers to invest in mulch.
Farmers use part of the advance payment given by LMCP to purchase grass for mulch.
Solution 2: Improved agricultural techniques
The agronomist will investigate alternative solutions, such as intercropping or growing a
surface cover to increase retention of moisture in the soil.
All the above farm level improvements necessitate hiring an agronomist for the 2014 coffee
season with the potential that this person could work long term with LMCP.
Problem 5: Farmers are not practicing the correct agricultural techniques to obtain optimum
yields and quality levels
As producers of high quality third wave coffee, Long Miles Coffee Project necessarily needs to
think about influencing farming practices at the colline and household level. The impact of
quality improvements we put in place at our washing stations are limited if they are not
coupled with farm level quality improvements. However, current LMCP staff and volunteers
lack the technical and linguistic abilities as well as the time to take on this task. We therefore
propose that LMCP hire an agronomist who would work for nine months during the year
(November – July), from the pre-harvest period through to the end of harvest. Should LMCP
see need for the agronomist in the immediate post-harvest period then this could be arranged
too.
It is preferable that LMCP hires the agronomist for the full nine months rather than on an ad
hoc consultation basis as much of their work will involve designing and implementing
behaviour change programmes for farmers. Helping farmers move towards better agricultural
practices and systems is a full time job, well beyond the capacity of current LMCP staff and
volunteers, and needs the dedicated attention of someone living and working up country.
The proposed job description and requirements for the LMCP agronomist are listed below:
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1. The LMCP agronomist will be responsible for the following activities and work directly
with farmers who deliver to LMCP washing stations:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Educating farmers about the quality needs of LMCP (this will dovetail with the
farmer education the FRO does)
Working directly with farmers to solve some of the challenges they face in
farming coffee and designing appropriate solutions (in line with LMCP’s triple
bottom line) if necessary
Working with the FRO on implementing and monitoring IPM throughout harvest
Work directly with ARFIC and ISABU – two key government organisations that
we need to communicate with about the fertilizers and pesticides we will use,
and importantly resolving the issue we have with intercropping
Help FRO coordinate horizontal exchanges with farmers in the pre-harvest
period
Assist in distributing compost created at washing stations
Together with the FRO, establish a model farm in Bukeye commune before the
end of 2014

2. The agronomist
• Should hold an agricultural degree or have equivalent experience (with
references)
• Must be willing to live and work up country
3. Previous work experience up country with farmers is highly advantageous
4. It is envisioned that the agronomist will work closely with the FRO and the washing
station managers and assistant managers. The agronomist will be expected to give
monthly activity and progress reports to the LMCP farmer support team, the operations
manager and the MD.
It is proposed that the agronomist be paid a gross salary 550 000FBU / 355 USD per month,
with a 20 000 FBU airtime credit allowance. The agronomist should be able to claim for work
related transport costs. The agronomist will pay for their own lodging and food related
expenses up country.
Hiring an agronomist for the next 7 months of 2014 would have the following direct impacts on
LMCP’s triple bottom line:
1. Significantly increase our capacity to improve coffee quality to meet our strategic
mission to produce the best quality coffee in Burundi
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2. Better coffee quality means less defects, which translates into greater volume, higher
profits and more money back to the farmer
3. Strengthening our economic and social bottom line as a result of getting clearance on
the intercropping issue from ARFIC
4. Improve environmental conditions of the communities we work in at household and
commune level (aggregate effect of individuals employing better farming practices)
5. Undoubtedly contribute to building up trust between LMCP and farmers.

Harvest 2014 (Early April – Middle of July)
There are five key activities for this period, they have been represented on the accompanying
spread sheet (Annexe 3) rather than written up here as they are by and large the practical
implementation of the proposed pre-harvest projects, with the exception of the Help Channel
savings group proposal which is detailed below.
Savings scheme
The Farmer Relations Officer met with Help Channel, an inter-denominational Christian nonprofit organization promoting sustainable social and economic development through the
empowerment of vulnerable people in Burundi. LMCP has received a concept note for setting
up savings groups around the two coffee stations in Bukeye and Muramvya (see Annexe 5). It is
proposed to start this activity with the community around Bukeye washing station. These
groups will be formed with the intent of facilitating savings among community members and to
build up ties and repair the social fabric of the communities.
It is an activity that could attract financing by LMC supporters and roaster partners
Benefit to LMC
Setting up community savings schemes will greatly improve the farmer’s independence and
help them to plan on a longer-term basis by building their capacity to manage their own
finances. The savings scheme will enable to farmer to have access to finances during the post
harvest/ pre harvest period, which will avoid him/her having to sell crops in advance, and help
him/her cover the costs of agricultural inputs throughout the year.
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The savings scheme is of huge benefit to the community as a whole, improving social cohesion,
giving women the chance to have a say in the family expenditure. Improving the wellbeing of
the coffee community is one of LMC’s aims.
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Appendix 2: Five recent literature reviews covering the impacts of VSS
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Appendix 3: Interviews and contacts
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Appendix 4: Example of a Burundian producer not being able to produce the symbolic
quality attributes required by a buyer
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Appendix 5: Academic research on Rwandan specialty coffee production
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Appendix 6: Documents needed in 2015 to export one container of coffee from
Burundi (subject to change)
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Appendix 7: Coffee politics in Burundi
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Appendix 8: Survey (Kirundi and English)

Amakuru mvakiyago n’umurimyi w’ikawa :09/07/2014
Izina ry’uwuremesha ikiyago:
Umwidondoro w’umurimyi w’ikawa
Izina:

Imyaka:

Intara:

Komine:

Igitsina:
Umutubma:

Arubatse: Ego/Oya / yarahukanye / Yarapfakaye
Yaraciye kw’ishure: Ego/Oya

Afise abana bangahe:

Ari ego, yize amashure angina gute:

Urafise itongo wigabira urimako: Ego/Oya

Itongo ubayeko ni iryo wigabira: Ego/Oya

Ukoresha umwanya ungana gute gushika kw’ isoko (Urugendo mumasaha):
Ukoresha umwanya ungana gute gushika kumugwa mukuru wa komine(urugendo mu
masaha):
Ukoresha umwanya ungana gute gushika kubitaro canke kuri centre de santé (urugendo
mu masaha):
Muvoma amazi hehe? (tora muri ibi bikurikira)
Isoko/Uruzi

Rusengo

Ibomba ry’abikorera

Iriba

utwabo
Ufise amakinga angahe wigabira ?:

Ufise ibiti bingahe vy’ikawa?:

Umaze imyaka ingana gute urima ikawa (tora muri ibi bikurikira)
0-5

5-15

15-25

25-35

35-45

45-55

55-65

65-75

75-85

Vyoba vyarabaye ngombwa ngo uhebe gukorera ikawa yawe mugihe c’intanbara? Ego/Oya
Vuga izina rya izine washorerako ikawa mu mwaka wa 2013:
Vuga izina rya izine washoreyeko ikawa muri uyu mwaka wa 2014:
Dutahure ibijanye n’imibereho muvyerekeye uburimyi aho ubaye
Mw’itongo urima, imboga zoba zitwara ibice bingana gute kw’ijana (%)
Mw’itongo urima, Ikawa yoba itwara ibice bingana gute kw’ijana (%)
Hari ibitungwa woba woroye muri ibi bikurikira (tanga igitigiri)
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Inka:

Inkoko:

Impene:

Ingurube:

Intama:

Mukoresha amahera angana gute mukurima imboga mugihe c’imvura:
Mukoresha amahera angana gute mukurima canke mugukorera ikawa mugihe v’imvura:
Ni kuruhe rugero wohakana canke ngo wemeze ibi bikurikira:
Koresha kuva kuri 1 gushika kuri 5 (1 = ndahakanye cane, 2 = Ndahakanye, 3 = Sinemeye kandi simpakanye,
4 = Ndemeye, 5 = Ndemeye cane)

Iyaba nari ndonkejwe itongo rinini, nohitamwo imbere kurima imboga

1

2

3

4

5

Sinshobora kurimira mumurima umwe imboga n’ikawa

1

2

3

4

5

Ikawa itwara amahera n’umwanya vyinshi mukuyikorera kurusha imboga

1

2

3

4

5

Amatongo menshi yoronswa abarimyi kugirango barimeko ikawa

1

kuruta ikawa

2

3

4

5

Ni ikihe kintu/igikorwa cakwinjiriza uburyo kurugero rwambere mumyaka ibiri iheze?
Izina ry’ico kintu/igikorwa:
Ni ikihe kintu/igikorwa cakwinjiriza uburyo kurugero rwa kabiri mumyaka ibiri iheze?
Izina ry’ico kintu/igikorwa:
Ni ikihe kintu/igikorwa cakwinjiriza uburyo kurugero rwa gatatu mumyaka ibiri iheze?
Izina ry’ico kintu/igikorwa:
Ni kuruhe rugero wohakana canke ngo wemeze ibi bikurikira:
Koresha kuva kuri 1 gushika kuri 5 (1 = ndahakanye cane, 2 = Ndahakanye, 3 = Sinemeye kandi simpakanye,
4 = Ndemeye, 5 = Ndemeye cane)

Intongo ryanje rindonsa ibifungurwa bikwiye umuryango wanje imyaka yose

1

2

3

4

5

Uburimyi bw’ikawa buriko buragora umuryango kurusha kuwufasha

1

2

3

4

5

Imvura ntiyashoboye kuboneka ikwiye mumyaka iiri ishize mumirima yanje

1

2

3

4

5

Nipfuza guhagarika kurima ikawa kugira ndime ibindi bintu nshobora gufungura

1

2

3

4

5

Amafaranga ndonka nashoye imboga arantuma ngura ibitungwa vyinshi kurusha
ayo ndonka iyo nashoye ikawa.
Ni vyiza cane kugira imirima myiza y’ikawa kurusha kugira iy’imboga

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Isi yanje ndimako irafise akanovera kugira ndimeko imboga

1

2

3

4

5

Igiciro ndonka kuri izine ni gito cane kurusha amahera nkoresha mukuyikorera

1

2

3

4

5

Iyo aba nari mfise ibiti vyinshi vy’ikawa nogize ubuzima bwiza

1

2

3

4

5

Nipfuzako abana banje borima ikawa muri kazoza

1

2

3

4

5
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Ivyerekeyeikawa
Urugendo ugira kugira ushike kuri izine ushoye ikawa(mumasaha):
Woba warashoye ikawa mu mwaka uheze wa 2013: Ego/Oya
Arioya, tora igituma muribi bikurikira:
1. Umwimbu muke wo gushora
2. Nta izine inyegereye nashorako
3. Nari mfatiriwe n’ibikorwa muzindi ndimo
4. Ibind, sigura:
Ni ikihe giciro bakuguriyeko ikawa yawe mu 2013:
Ni ikihe giciro bakuguriyeko ikawa yawe mu 2014:
Hari akrusho kabaye uvy’ibiciro Ego/Oya
Ari Ego, baza umurimyi ico yibaza ko ako karusho koba kavuyeko:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Hari agashimwe/agashirukabute woba wararonse muri iyi myaka ibiri iheze. Ego/Oya
Igiciro kukiro FBU

Urugero

Ibindi, vyerekane:

Woba ukoresha abakozi (iruhandey’umuryango wawe) bagufasha kwamura/gusoroma
ikawa yawe: Ego / Oya
Ari ego,ukoresha bangahe?:

Umukozi umuhemba angahe kumusi:

Ni kuruhe rugero wohakana canke ngo wemeze ibi bikurikira:
Koresha kuva kuri 1 gushika kuri 5 (1 = ndahakanye cane, 2 = Ndahakanye, 3 = Sinemeye kandi simpakanye,
4 = Ndemeye, 5 = Ndemeye cane)

Kumwaka kumwaka umwimbu w’ikawa yanje urongerekana

1

2

3

4

5

Ndafise abakozi bakwiye bamfasha kwamura/gusoroma ikawa yanje

1

2

3

4

5

Isi ndimwa yanje irikwije kugira ndayirimeko ikawa

1

2

3

4

5

Intabire y’ikizungu dukoresha mw’ikawa irazimbutse

1

2

3

4

5
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Leta integeka kuguma ndima ikawa kandi nta mwidegemvyo mfise wo
kuihagarika
Ndipfuza guteragira ibiti bishasha vy’ikawa mw’itongo ryanje
Biragoye kugwanya udukoko n’igifushi bibangamiye ikawa yanje

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Sinzobandanya nkorera ikawa yanje mugihe ibiciro vyoguma uko biri ubu

1

2

3

4

5

Murino misi ibirere biguma bihindagurika, birambabaje kubera bifise ingaruka
mbi ku kawa yanje
Umwimbu naronse uyu mwaka mw’ikawa urakwiye

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Ugereranije imirima yawe y’bu nukoyari imeze mu myaka ibiri iheze, ni igiki woba ubona
cahindutse?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Urakorera ikawa yawe mugihe c’imvura. Ego/Oya

Ari Ego, tora bimwe muvyo ukora aha musi:
Gusasira

Guhonyorera

Gushirako

Gutera ibiti

Ukora ibindi,

Angeri

bishasha

tomora

Warateye ibiti vy’ikawa bishasha mu myaka ibiriiheze? Ego/Oya
Hari ishirahamwe ry’abarimyi canke coopérative urimwo? Ego/Oya
Ni kuruhe rugero wohakana canke ngo wemeze ibi bikurikira:
Koresha kuva kuri 1 gushika kuri 5 (1 = ndahakanye cane, 2 = Ndahakanye, 3 = Sinemeye kandi simpakanye,
4 = Ndemeye, 5 = Ndemeye cane)

Ndizera izine nshorerako ikawa yanje

1

2

3 4

5

Iyo mbonye hatangwa ibiturire kuri izine ndabimenyesha inzego

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

zibijejwe
Izine iratanga inyigisho nziza kubarimyi
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Gushorera ikawa kuri izine niyo nzira nziza yo kuronka amafaranga

1

2

3 4

5

Ntahandi hantu nzi noshobora gushorera ikawa yanje uretse kuri izine

1

2

3 4

5

Ndonka amafaranga menshi iyo nshoreye ikawa nitonoreye kubaguzi

1

2

3 4

5

Izine yarafashije cane Muri bene gihugu aho tubaye

1

2

3 4

5

Izine irambaza vyinshi cane kubijanye n’ingene nkorera ikawa yanje

1

2

3 4

5

Nshorera ikawa kuri izine gusa kubera ko yegereye aho mba

1

2

3 4

5

Izine nta bikorwa bikwiye ikora ngo ifashe abarimyi b’ikawa

1

2

3 4

5

Mu mwaka uza wa 2015, urategekanya kuzorima no kugurisha ikawa?:
Ego/Oya / mugihe umwimbu ukwiye / Gusa mugihe igiciro cokwongerezwa / Ibindi,
tomora
Ni ibihe bintu wipfuza ko vyohinduka kuri izine?
Mu myaka ibiri iheze, woba wabonye kuriha abarimyi kuri izine vyaratevye? Ego / Oya
Mu myaka ibiri iheza hari ubundi bubisha wabonye kuri izine canke kuwujejwe izine: Ego
/ Oya
Ari ego, tomora:

Woba wararonkrjwe inyigisho mubijanye no kurima ikawa mu myaka ibiri iheze? Ego/Oya
Ari ego, dondagura ubwoko bw’inyigisho waronse n’uwaziguhaye

Ubwoko bw’inyigisho

Ninde yazitanze (ex. ONG, IZINE, LETA
etc.)
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Woba warakoresheje imiti yica udukoko mw’ikawa yawe mumyaka ibiri iheze? Ego/Oya
Ari ego, tomora uwayiguhaye
Woba warikingira mugukoresha iyo miti? Ego/Oya
Wararonse ifumbire y’ikizungu (Angeri) ushira kw’ikawa yawe mu myaka ibiriiheze?
Ego/Oya
Ariego, vyari ubwoko ubuhe? Andika aha musi urutonde be n’ibiciro kukiro(/kg )canke
kulitiro (/l)
Izina ry’ifumbire

Igiciro/kg canke/l

Uwayitanze/yiguriwe
n’umurimyi

Ivyerekeranye n’ubuzima
Ni kuruhe rugero wohakana canke ngo wemeze ibi bikurikira:
Koresha kuva kuri 1 gushika kuri 5 (1 = ndahakanye cane, 2 = Ndahakanye, 3 = Sinemeye kandi simpakanye,
4 = Ndemeye, 5 = Ndemeye cane)

Sinumva neza nokwizera ko nzogira ubuzima bwiza muri kazoza

1

2

3 4

5

Imiti yo kwivuza ntabwo izimvye

1

2

3 4

5

Ndacafise amatongo angana uko yari ari kuva ngitangura kurima

1

2

3 4

5

Kumwaka kumwaka ndashobora kubika amahera make muyo nkura
muburimyi
Ndanezererewe n’ubuzima mbayemwo ubu, ntanico nipfuza kubona
kocohinduka
Ndaterwa intege n’iterambere mbona ririko rishwara akarere
mbayemwo
Birashoboka ko abana banje bose baja kw’ishure kubera amahera nkura
muburimyi
Hari umurwi wo kuziganya urimwo? Ego/Oya

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

1

2

3 4

5

Iyo ukeneye ingurane canke amafaranga, nihehe uyasaba?
Harubwo ubu vuba woba uheruka kuronswa ingurane? Ego/Oya
Ni ubuhe bwoko bw’ingurane waronse?:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Amafaranga abona (cash)
Ingurane kumushahara
Ifumbire
Ibindi, tomora:

Iyo ngurane wahawe urasabwa kuyitangira inyungu?
1. Ego
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2. Oya
Ari ego, utanga inyungu yo kurugero rungana gute? (%)
Hari Ishirahamwe rya leta canke abikorera utwabo (ONG) urimwo?
Ari ego, ridondore
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Ugereranije ubuzima bwawe ubu n’ubwimyaka ibiri iheze, ni igiki ubona coba
carahindutse?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Ni ibihe bibazo ubona bihanze umuryango wawe mumyaka ibiri iri imbere?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Ni ikihe cizere kuri wewe no kumuryango wawe ubona mu myaka ibiri iri imbere?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

Umwihwezo w’uwuremesheje ikiyago
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!
Farmer!individual!survey!

1!

Name!of!interviewer:!
Biographical!information:!Coffee!farmer!
Name:!!

!

!

!

Age:! !

!

Sex:!

Province:!

!

!

!

Commune:!

!

Colline!(Hill):!

!

How!many!children:!

Married:!!Yes!/!No!/!Separated!/!Widowed!
Attended!school:!Yes!/!No! !

If!yes,!How!many!years!of!education!have!you!completed:!!

!
Do!you!own!the!land!you!farm:!Yes!/!No!! !

Do!you!own!the!land!you!live!on:!Yes!/!No!

Distance!to!closest!market!(walking!distance!in!hours):!! !
Distance!to!commune!centre!(walking!distance!in!hours):!
Distance!to!closest!hospital!/!health!centre!(walking!distance!in!hours):!!

!!

!
Where!do!you!get!your!water!from!(select!all!that!apply):!
River!

Community!tap!

Private!tap!

Natural!Spring!

!
How!many!bicycles!do!you!own:!! !

!

!

How!many!coffee!trees!do!you!have:!

How!many!years!have!you!been!farming!coffee:!
0N5!

5N15!

15N25!

25N35!

35N45!

45N55!

55N65!

65N75!

75N85!

!
Were!you!forced!to!abandon!your!coffee!fields!during!the!war:!Yes!/!No!
Name!of!washing!station!to!which!coffee!was!sold!in!2013:!
Name!of!washing!station!to!which!coffee!was!sold!in!2014:!
!
Understanding+a+farmer’s+agro0ecosystem:+
What!percentage!of!your!land!is!for!farming!vegetables:!
What!percentage!of!your!land!is!for!farming!coffee:!
Do!you!own!any!of!the!following!livestock!(indicate!number):!
Cows:!!

Chicken:!

Goats:!

Pigs:!

Sheep:!

!
How!much!money!do!you!spend!cultivating!your!vegetables!during!rainy!season:!!
!
How!much!money!do!you!spend!cultivating!your!coffee!trees!during!rainy!season:!!!
+
+
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!
To+what+extent+you+agree+or+disagree+with+the+following+statements?!

2!

Using!a!scale!of!1!to!5!!(1!=!Strongly!disagree,!2!=!Disagree,!3!=!Neither!disagree!or!agree,!4!=!Agree,!5!=!Strongly!
Agree)!

If!I!was!given!an!extra!field!of!land!I!would!cultivate!vegetables!first!before!I!

1! 2!

3!

4!

5!

I!cannot!grow!vegetables!together!with!coffee!

1! 2!

3!

4!

5!

Coffee!takes!more!money!and!time!to!grow!than!vegetables!!

1! 2!

3!

4!

5!

More!land!should!be!given!to!farmers!to!cultivate!coffee!

1!

would!cultivate!coffee!

2!

3!

4!

5!

!
What!was!your!most!important!source!of!income!over!the!last!2!years?!
Source!of!income:!
What!was!your!second!most!important!source!of!income!over!the!last!2!years?!
Source!of!income:!
What!was!your!third!most!important!source!of!income!over!the!last!2!years?!
Source!of!income:!
!
To+what+extent+you+agree+or+disagree+with+the+following+statements?!
Using!a!scale!of!1!to!5!!(1!=!Strongly!disagree,!2!=!Disagree,!3!=!Neither!disagree!or!agree,!4!=!Agree,!5!=!Strongly!
Agree)!!

My!land!provides!enough!food!for!my!family!all!year!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Coffee!farming!is!hurting!my!family!more!than!it!is!helping!it!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!rains!have!not!been!enough!these!past!two!years!for!my!fields!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!would!like!to!stop!farming!coffee!to!focus!on!growing!food!I!can!eat!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!money!I!make!from!selling!vegetables!allows!me!to!buy!more!animals!than!
the!money!I!make!from!selling!coffee!
It!is!better!to!have!more!fields!for!coffee!than!for!vegetables!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

My!soil!is!in!a!good!condition!to!grow!vegetables!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!price!I!get!at!the!washing!station!is!lower!than!what!I!spend!on!producing!
coffee!
If!I!had!more!coffee!trees!I!would!have!a!good!life!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!would!like!my!children!to!farm!coffee!in!the!future!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

!
Coffee+Specific+
Distance!to!closest!washing!station!(walking!distance!in!hours!whilst!carrying!coffee):!!
Did!you!sell!coffee!last!season!(2013):!!Yes/No!
If!no,!select!why!from!below:!
1.!Harvest!too!little!to!sell!!!!
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!

3!

2.!No!washing!station!nearby!
3.!Too!busy!with!other!crops!!!
4.!Other,!explain:!
!
What!is!the!price!you!were!paid!for!coffee!in!2013:!
What!is!the!price!you!were!paid!for!coffee!in!2014:!
Is!there!a!difference!in!price:!Yes!/!No!
!!!!If!yes,!ask!farmer!to!explain!why!this!is!so:!

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Have!you!ever!received!any!premiums!for!your!coffee!in!the!last!2!years:!Yes!/!No!! !
BIF!(per!kilogram):!!

BIF!(flat!rate):!

Other!(Please!specify):!

!
Do!you!hire!extra!labour!(outside!your!family)!to!help!you!harvest!your!coffee:!!
!

If!yes,!how!many!labourers:!!

!

Day!labour!rate:!

!
To+what+extent+you+agree+or+disagree+with+the+following+statements?!
Using!a!scale!of!1!to!5!!(1!=!Strongly!disagree,!2!=!Disagree,!3!=!Neither!disagree!or!agree,!4!=!Agree,!5!=!Strongly!
Agree)!!

Each!year!my!coffee!yield!increases!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!have!enough!labourers!to!help!me!harvest!my!coffee!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

My!soil!is!in!a!good!condition!to!cultivate!coffee!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Fertiliser!for!coffee!is!cheap!
I!am!obliged!by!the!government!to!keep!farming!coffee!and!have!no!choice!to!
stop!
I!am!interested!in!planting!new!coffee!trees!on!my!land!!
It!is!hard!to!control!pests!and!bugs!(eg.!Igifushi)!that!attack!my!coffee!trees!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!will!not!continue!farming!coffee!in!the!future!if!the!price!stays!the!same!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!climate!is!changing!and!I!am!worried!about!my!coffee!farming!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!am!satisfied!with!my!coffee!harvest!this!year!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

!
If!you!compare!your!coffee!fields!now!with!2!years!ago,!what!changes!do!you!see?!
!
!
Do!you!tend!to!your!coffee!trees!in!rainy!season:!Yes!/!No!!
!

If!yes,!please!tick!which!activities!you!do:!
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!
Mulching!

4!
Pruning!

Apply!

Plant!new!

Other!(please!

fertiliser!

trees!

specify)!

!

!

!
Have!you!planted!new!coffee!trees!in!the!last!2!years:!Yes!/!No!
Do!you!belong!to!a!farmer’s!association!/!cooperative?!!
!
To+what+extent+you+agree+or+disagree+with+the+following+statements?!
Using!a!scale!of!1!to!5!!(1!=!Strongly!disagree,!2!=!Disagree,!3!=!Neither!disagree!or!agree,!4!=!Agree,!5!=!Strongly!
Agree)!!

I!trust!the!washing!station!I!deliver!coffee!too!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

If!there!is!corruption!at!the!washing!station,!I!am!able!to!report!it!easily!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Washing!stations!provide!good!agricultural!training!for!coffee!farmers!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Selling!to!the!washing!station!is!the!best!way!to!make!money!with!coffee!! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
I!do!not!know!how!else!to!sell!my!coffee!besides!at!the!washing!station!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!make!more!money!when!I!sell!semiNwashed!coffee!at!the!market!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!washing!station!has!positively!impacted!my!community!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

The!washing!station!makes!too!many!demands!on!me!as!to!how!I!should! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
farm!my!coffee!
I!only!sell!at!the!washing!station!because!it!is!close!to!where!I!live!
1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
The!washing!station!does!not!do!enough!to!help!coffee!farmers!
!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

!

Next!season,!2015,!do!you!plan!to!grow!and!sell!coffee:!!
Yes!/!No!/!If!the!harvest!is!enough!/!Only!if!the!price!increases!/!Other!(please!specify)!
!
What!changes!would!you!like!to!see!implemented!at!the!washing!station?!!
!
In!the!past!2!years!have!you!ever!experienced!late!payment!at!the!washing!station?!
In!the!past!2!years!have!you!ever!experienced!abuse!from!the!station!manager!or!staff?!
!
Have!you!received!training!for!cultivating!coffee!in!the!last!2!years?!Yes!/!No!
!

If!yes,!please!provide!more!detail!below:!

!
Type!of!training!/!description!of!training! Provided!by!who?!(eg.!NGO,!washing!
station,!etc.)!
!
!
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!
!

!

!

!

5!

!
!
!
Did!you!apply!pesticides!for!coffee!in!the!last!2!years?!!
If!yes,!please!specify!who!provided!them:!
Did!you!were!protective!clothing!when!you!applied!pesticides?!
!!
Did!you!receive!fertilisers!for!coffee!in!the!last!2!years:!Yes!/!No!
!
If!yes,!which!types,!please!list!below!with!approximate!cost!per!litre!/!kilogram:!
!
Fertiliser!name!
Cost!per!litre/Kilogram!
Provided!by!/!Bought!by!
farmer!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
!
Outlook+on+life+
To+what+extent+you+agree+or+disagree+with+the+following+statements?!
Using!a!scale!of!1!to!5!!(1!=!Strongly!disagree,!2!=!Disagree,!3!=!Neither!disagree!or!agree,!4!=!Agree,!5!=!Strongly!
Agree)!!

I!do!not!feel!certain!that!I!will!have!a!good!life!in!the!future!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Medical!care!is!not!expensive!to!obtain!!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!have!the!same!amount!of!land!now!as!when!I!started!farming!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

Every!year!I!am!able!to!save!some!of!the!money!I!make!from!farming!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

I!am!happy!with!the!way!I!am!living!and!do!not!need!to!make!any!
changes!
I!am!encouraged!by!the!development!I!see!occurring!in!my!community!!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

It!is!possible!for!all!of!my!children!to!go!to!school!from!the!money!I!
make!from!farming!
Are!you!part!of!a!savings!group:!Yes!/!No!!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!

If!you!need!a!loan!/!need!money,!where!do!you!go:!
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!
Are!you!currently!paying!off!a!loan?!Yes!/!No!
!

6!

What!form!of!loan!is!it:!
1. Cash!
2. Cash!advance!against!salary!
3. Fertiliser!
4. Other!(please!specify):!

!
Are!you!being!charged!interest!on!this!loan:!!
1. Yes!!!!!!!!!
2. No!
What!is!the!interest!rate!you!charge!on!this!loan:!
Are!you!part!of!any!social!programmes!organized!by!the!government!or!an!NGO:!Yes!/!No!
!

If!yes,!please!describe!activity:!

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

If!you!compare!your!life!now!to!2!years!ago,!what!are!the!differences!you!see?!!
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

What!threats!are!there!to!your!family’s!survival!in!the!next!2!years?!!
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

What!opportunities!do!you!see!for!you!and!your!family!over!the!next!2!years?!!
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Interviewer+Observations:+
!
!
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Appendix 9: Factor loadings
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Appendix 10: Example of the minimum floor price calculation, issued to producers for
the period of 12 – 25 May 2014
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Appendix 11: Coffee Scout profiles (as of 9 December 2014)
Agathon ININAHAZWE
Age: 28
Agathon lives on Gaharo Hill in Bukeye commune. He has studied for 14 years in total
and is a qualified primary school teacher. Before joining the coffee scout team he
helped his family of seven on their farm and was a brick maker. Although he made
good money making bricks, being a scout has allowed him to increase his knowledge
about coffee and put his teaching skills to use by sharing this knowledge with other
farmers. He has also been able to explore and discover new places in Burundi through
his work which he would otherwise not be able to visit. Agathon has begun to grow
coffee of his own. He currently has 120 trees but is hoping to plant 60 more next year.
He believes that investing in coffee means investing in his future—he will always have
an income and stability as long as his coffee is well-looked after. Although he is excited
about starting his own plantation, it is difficult for his family to tend to their farm with
only two of his siblings left at home. Production is often low because the soil is not very
fertile. Agathon enjoys cassava, potatoes, vegetables and pineapples.
In the coming year, Agathon hopes to learn to speak English and begin driving lessons.
He would also like to own a raincoat and an umbrella so that he can work during the
rainy season. His favourite kind of coffee is natural process.
Fabrice HAVYARIMANA
Age: 29
Fabrice lives on Gaharo Hill in Bukeye commune. His family of nine spent two years in
Tanzania in a refugee camp during the conflict in Burundi. Since returning to Burundi,
he has completed secondary technical school and two years at a university in
Bujumbura where he specialized in working with computers. He was unable to find a
job until he joined the coffee scout program. For now his technical skills are put to use
in his spare time, which he spends fixing phones and computers. His family grows
beans, potatoes, sweet potatoes, peas and bananas and he enjoys eating all of these
foods. His family breaks from their busy farming routine to attend church together on
Sunday mornings.
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Fabrice is excited about the upcoming coffee season and is preparing his family’s farm
of over 1500 trees (a large amount of trees in comparison to most other families) with
the knowledge he has gained from scouting. He is also planting new coffee trees and
hopes that his family’s farm will serve as an example of a modern and profitable farm to
help other families improve their own plantations. He believes that poverty keeps
farmers from accessing knowledge about good farming practices and hopes to see this
change. This coming year, Fabrice would like to improve his English and increase his
knowledge about coffee. His favourite kind of coffee is semi-washed (honey process).
Alfred MASENGO
Age: 26
Alfred lives on Butaganzwa Hill in Bukeye commune with his parents and two siblings.
His job as a scout began shortly after he completed his studies, so unlike most
Burundians youths he was not unemployed for very long. Joining the coffee scout team
has given him the opportunity to discover new places which he enjoys very much. In his
spare time he likes to speak with his friends about life. He also spends time listening to
sermons on the radio and going to church. His favourite foods are vegetables, meat
and green bananas. Alfred would like to continue farming coffee but also wants to go to
university and study Geography. His hope is to see the problems of poverty that his
family faces solved and to live a better life doing the work which he enjoys. His
favourite kind of coffee is natural process.
Suavis KWIZERA
Age: 26
Suavis lives on Gaharo Hill in Bukeye commune. She is the fourth out of eight children
but claims she gave her parents no troubles growing up even though she is the middle
child. She enjoys rice, meat and sweet potato and spends her free time helping her
parents on their farm. She is officially qualified as a primary school teacher but has not
been able to find any work since she completed her studies. Before she began working
as a coffee scout she spent her time helping her family cultivate their 350 coffee trees.
Her family struggles to feed all of her siblings off of their small plot of land so she is
happy to be employed in a fulltime job. She hopes that she will be able to provide food
and clothes with her salary and see real change in her family and home. Suavis attends
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church regularly because she believes that God hears her problems and knows her
needs. Suavis was one of the first scouts Long Miles Coffee Project hired. She
remembers how farmers were originally sceptical to work with foreigners but now, as
they see the results of the campaign and build relationships with the scouts, they are
excited to work alongside the Long Miles team. This coming year she hopes to improve
their English and learn more about coffee. In the future Suavis would like to farm coffee
on her own piece of land and become a teacher. Her favourite kind of coffee is natural
process.
Jean Bosco NDUWIMANA
Age: 30
Jean Bosco has lived on Gahaga Hill in Bukeye commune on his family’s land for his
whole life. He is the second eldest child out of eleven. He completed his studies at a
technical school where he specialized in Electro-Mechanics but he has not been able to
find work since finishing his studies in 2012. Joining the scouts is something he is very
proud of because the work he does has given both him and his community dignity. He
believes he is contributing positively towards the development of his community by
sharing his coffee knowledge with neighbours and friends. In his spare time, Jean
Bosco plays soccer with his friends. He enjoys going to church and he never forgets to
pray. His prayers are often about his financial situation; even with a job his family
cannot afford many of the things they need. But he believes that God will help his
family progress and his situation will improve in the future. He hopes to continue
farming coffee with his family to build a better life and to continue living on the hill that
he loves. In the coming year he would like to learn English. His favourite coffee is fully
washed.
Oswald NIYONGABO
Age: 30
Oswald lives on Gahaga Hill in Bukeye commune. He was born on this hill and shares
a home with eight siblings and his parents. He completed his studies in ElectroMechanics but could not find any employment. Before he became a scout he spent his
time herding cows and helping on his parents’ land. Oswald enjoys his job as a scout
and the financial help it provides. He would like to increase his skills and develop his
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career further so that his family has permanent financial stability. He is also hoping to
improve his English in the coming year. Oswald was recently able to purchase his own
piece of land. He would like to plant coffee trees because he believes that farming
coffee is very important. He also believes that church is important. He says that it is
only with God’s help that he has been able to accomplish anything in his life. In his
spare time he listens to music on the radio and enjoys eating beans, bananas and
vegetables. His favourite coffee is natural process.
Pamphile MPAWENAYO
Age: 29
Pamphile comes from a family of 9 and has always lived in Muruta commune. He
completed 14 years of study before gaining a qualification in agricultural industries and
food production technology. He has been unemployed since completing his education
and is happy to have found a job where he will build his technical knowledge. In the
coming year, he hopes to learn more about diseases affecting coffee, how to prevent
them and how to treat them, as well as how to grow the best quality coffee. When
spending time with his friends he enjoys talking about their time at school and playing
games. His favourite food is cassava bread, rice, beans and sweet potatoes. As
Pamphile’s father owns a coffee plot, he would also like to farm coffee one day. For
Pamphile and his family, the main problem they face is not having enough money or
food. In the future, he hopes to get a good life. Pamphile feels it is important to go to
Church to be able to know God.
Anicet NDANYIKESE
Age: 26
Anicet is one of 6 children. He has always lived in Matongo. After completing 12 years
of school, he was unemployed for a time before being recruited for the District Scout
project. What he will enjoy most about being a scout is the opportunity to learn about
coffee and how to prevent damage by coffee pests. In the next year, as part of the
District Scout project, Anicet would like to learn more about growing coffee, preventing
coffee diseases and getting the best quality from coffee. Anicet enjoys spending time
with his friends from school. His favourite foods are meat, sweet potato, beans and
rice. His family own a coffee field, but feel that they face problems finding work, money
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and food. Anicet’s hope for the future is simply to be able to live a good life. Anicet feels
that it is important to go to church and to get to know God.
Alain Thierry MIZERO
Age: 32
Alain Thierry lives with his wife and two month old daughter in a house with a small plot
of land. He grows sweet potatoes, beans, potatoes, peas and lengalenga – a local
vegetable similar to spinach. After leaving school, Alain Thierry studied at university for
two years and left in 2012 with a diploma but was out of work until now. He is very
happy to have found employment with the District Coffee Scout project, and is keen to
learn more about the process of coffee. Alain Thierry loves the traditional Burundian
food of beans, rice, meat and sweet potatoes. When he is with his friends, he likes to
talk about life. He would, one day, like to farm coffee because it provides an income.
This would really help his family to get out of the poverty cycle, which is the main
problem they face, and is the main hope for Alain Thierry for the future. Going to church
is important for Alain Thierry because it provides a good education.
Philomène NIYIRAURA
Age: 23
Philomène has always lived in Muruta commune with her parents, four sisters and
three brothers. She spent 13 years at school and finished in July 2014. At school, her
favorite subject was Computer Science and Maintenance. She has a laptop at home
but there is no electricity. She has to go to Kayanza town, 30 minutes away to charge
her laptop. Her favourite food is ubugami bwimyumbati, a dough made from ground
cassava. She enjoys spending time with her friends talking about life. Philomène is
happy to be a scout because she will make new friends with her team members,
though it will be hard work. She is hungry for knowledge, and wants to learn more
about the whole coffee process. Her family has a coffee plot of 50 or 60 trees. Despite
this, she cites poverty as being the biggest problem for her family. In the future,
Philomène would like to continue to study Computer Science at University. One of her
brothers and one of her sisters are currently at University. Philomène believes it is
important to go to Church to listen to the word of God.
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Tite NDAYISENGA
Age: 28
Tite lives on Kiziguro Hill in Bukeye commune. He has completed twelve years of
studying and is the eldest of eight children. In his spare time, he breeds cows. He
currently owns one bull and is expecting calves next year. Before beginning work as a
scout, he was unemployed and worked with his parents on their plot of land. They
produce sweet potatoes, beans, cassava and potatoes. He enjoys eating cassava
bread and bananas. His family has about 80 coffee trees but he does not own any of
his own yet. He believes that coffee is important because it uplifts the nation as a whole
as well as helping individual families. He enjoys the new knowledge he has gained from
scouting about coffee and relishes the opportunities he gets to share this knowledge
with other farmers. In his own family, farming is very difficult for his mother who tends
to their crops alone while the children are at school. Tite hopes to provide money for his
brothers and sisters to continue going to school. He also wants to increase the amount
of coffee he owns and introduce better agronomical practices. One day, he would like
to be a teacher. Above all, he knows that God has a plan for him and the future is
bright. His favourite kind of coffee is natural process.
Claude NTAKIRUTIMANA
Age: 26
Claude lives on Rugoma Hill in Bukeye commune. He is the eldest of eight children and
has completed 13 years of studying. Before joining the scouts program he was
unemployed and spent his time farming with his parents. His family farms cassava,
beans and potatoes. Occasionally they can afford to buy meat which is Claude’s
favourite food. As a family they own over 500 coffee trees and one day Claude would
like to have trees of his own. The biggest challenge facing Claude and his family is
poverty. Poverty means that his family does not know what will happen in the future
which makes it difficult to have hope. Claude believes that despite these challenges,
God is with him and is gracious towards him. He knows he will have a good life and
dreams of having a family of his own one day. Since being employed as a coffee scout
he has gained new knowledge about farming coffee and enjoys sharing this knowledge
with other farmers. He hopes that next year he will be able to read some books about
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coffee in English; to improve both his knowledge about coffee practices and his level of
English. His favourite kind of coffee is fully washed.
Aline NDUWAYEZU
Age: 27
Aline lives on Kiziguro Hill in Bukeye commune. She is the youngest of five children
and has completed 14 years of studying. She is a qualified teacher but could not find
employment before becoming a coffee scout. She is now able to use her teaching skills
by sharing her newfound knowledge about coffee with farmers and educating them on
the insects that damage their life-sustaining coffee trees. Aline does not own any coffee
trees herself and even her family no longer farms coffee. Poverty has forced her family
to divide up and sell most of their small plot of land; along with their coffee trees. In her
spare time she helps her family to farm the little land they have left but this is still not
enough to make ends meet. On Sundays her family attends church together. Aline
hopes to one day be able to farm her own coffee on her family’s land because she
understands the large impact this cash crop can have on her family’s well- being. For
the time being, she hopes to better understand the coffee process in its entirety—from
the farm to the export process. Her favourite kind of coffee is natural process.
Innocent NTAKIRUTIMANA
Age: 26
Innocent lives on Butaganzwwa Hill in Bukeye commune. He has lived here for his
whole life with his six siblings and parents. In total he has completed 16 years of
studies and has his diploma in Industrial Electronics. He would like to continue studying
but his family is not able to afford this. One of his brothers is a trainee in construction
but the rest of his siblings are farmers and face the challenges of poverty every day.
His family owns 250 coffee trees and he has 120 trees of his own. Innocent has
witnessed the effects of the Antestia bug first hand with his own trees. During previous
harvest seasons he and his family believed they had much coffee cherry to deliver but
they lost a great deal of it during the sorting process because of insect damage.
Innocent believes that the importance of educating farmers about Antestia is not only to
improve the quality of coffee but also the quantity of coffee they deliver.
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Innocent is excited to continue farming coffee and would like to earn a decent living off
of his trees in the future. He has enjoyed learning not only about how to care for coffee
trees but also how to brew and prepare coffee. Innocent is passionate about coffee
because “it is [our] heritage”—even in his spare time he visits with friends and
exchanges tips on improving coffee quality.
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Appendix 12: Informal evaluation of the Coffee Scout Program, December 2014

Small beginnings: a Bukeye farmer feedback
report

Introduction
In April 2014 Long Miles Coffee Project (LMCP) piloted an Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) programme at Bukeye washing station. The pilot project began as
response to two critical needs we saw: firstly to combat the Antestia Bug (associated
with spreading the Potato Taste Defect) and secondly to involve young Burundians in
the coffee sector by showing them the benefits of investing in quality coffee. Minimal
inputs, good agronomical practices (weeding, mulching, pruning, applying fertiliser,
etc.) and continuous maintenance via labour intensive agronomical practices undergird
most IPM programmes making it ideal for Burundi. IPM promotes good agricultural
practices that enhance biodiversity and coffee yields and prevent increased pest
problems in the future through monitoring pest populations with targeted applications of
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an organic insecticide, rather than blanket spraying. An organic insecticide called
Pyrethrum, manufactured by Agropharm Africa Ltd. in Rwanda, was used as part of the
IPM approach. At the end of March, both LMCP agronomists were trained in Rwanda
by a team of coffee production specialists from the University of Rwanda, Agropharm
Africa Ltd., and Rogers Family Coffee Company (the largest specialty coffee buyer in
Rwanda). The training uses a train-the-trainer model, making the IPM techniques easily
replicable and scalable with a once-off training cost. Back in Burundi, during the month
of April, two echo trainings were done in Bukeye and eight ‘coffee scouts’ were
recruited from Gaharo, Gahaga and Rugoma - the three closest hills to the Bukeye
station. All eight coffee scouts were unemployed before LMCP recruited them. During
the coffee season two of the scouts left LMCP as they found other employment125.
The work of the coffee scouts began in May by introducing farmers to the idea of IPM
by focusing on the easy and low/no tech approach to ‘hunting’ the Antestia Bug
(Igifushi in Kirundi). Farmer trainings are always done at the sous colline level so that
the group size is not too large. IPM trainings continued until the end of November and
covered a variety of good agricultural practices to enhance coffee quality126. The highly
participatory approach to training farmers is a stark departure from what farmers are
accustomed to in Burundi – free inputs given by InterCafe to a select number of
farmers on each hill. Feedback given by farmers during the trainings already indicated
that there is a high level of appreciation for the IPM approach and the work of the
coffee scouts. The only exception to this were the months of August and September
when farmers either stopped the scouts from working on their hill or refused to
participate in trainings because harvest payment was delayed. This emphasised the
interdependent relationship between LMCP’s triple bottom line structure: our social
impact is directly linked to our economic success. In order to further explore this
relationship the LMCP agronomist suggested that a farmer feedback survey be done
on Gaharo and Gahaga hills where the majority of the IPM project was implemented.
The Bukeye coffee scouts, who have all been trained in basic interviewing for field
research, administered the survey.

125

LMCP believes that the initial salary offered to the coffee scouts was possibly too low for the type of work they were doing. The

salary has now been increased and interestingly both scouts who left have enquired about getting their old jobs back.
126

For more information on these trainings please see the monthly reports submitted by the LMCP agronomist Epaphras

Ndikumana.
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Analysis
In total 57 farmers from Bukeye commune were surveyed at their homes or in their
fields using a two page Kirundi survey. All those surveyed self-identified their primary
occupation as farming. In the context of Bukeye this is understood as smallholder
subsistence farming where household income is derived from sales of coffee, tea, and
possibly some food crops (bananas and beans). Only 42% of farmers (n=24) knew how
many coffee trees they own, indicating that the majority are realistically unable to
predict the income they receive annually from coffee. There are myriad reasons why
farmers lack/ignore the essential information needed to produce coffee profitably but
this is beyond the scope of this survey. However, as noted in other LMCP research
activities, there is a disconnect between farmer’s (low) regard of their cash crops
compared to the (high) regard of their food crops and the obvious synergistic
relationship between the two is mostly ignored. A random and convenient sampling
approach was used. Below is a basic description of the survey sample:
46 Farmers from 3 sous collines on Gaharo hill
11 Farmers from 1 sous colline on Gahaga hill
41 Males and 16 females
Average age is 53 years
Average age of women is 46 years
Average age of men is 55 years
Average household size is 6 and the biggest household size is 10
Most farmers have never attended school and the average number of years of
schooling completed is three. The most (formally) educated farmer has
completed eight years of school
37 Farmers have tasted their own coffee.
This is a very small sample and although is illuminating should not be seen as
representative – this is particularly evident in the gender split. Gaharo is a bigger hill
than Gahaga and more farmers participated in the IPM trainings, which is why most of
the sample is drawn from there. Resource constraints and tensions caused by delayed
payments aside, more guidance needs to be given to the scouts on how to do better
sampling for future farmer surveys.
Most farmers surveyed had participated in at least one of the trainings offered by
LMCP. 40 farmers participated in the Antestia Bug training (May) and 34 farmers
participated in the post-harvest maintenance training campaigns (August – September).
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Only 14% (n=8) of the farmers surveyed did not participate in any of the IPM trainings
offered by the LMCP. The main reasons cited for not participating in the Antestia
training is that farmers did not know about the training or they were busy cultivating
other crops. Those who did not participate in the post-harvest training said that they
were either away from home when the training was done or were cultivating other
crops. It is thus possible to suggest that by the time of the post-harvest training most
farmers were familiar with the scouts and the work that they do on their hills. This is a
positive and encouraging sign for a new project with a relatively small budget.
All 40 farmers who participated in the Antestia training said that the trainings improved
their coffee farming knowledge and that they now know what to do when they see
Igifushi in their fields. A critical component of the IPM programme is creating and
sustaining shared value through prioritising and constantly emphasising the shared
benefit of producing quality coffee for both farmers and LMCP. Overall the survey
revealed that the coffee scouts under the guidance of the LMCP agronomist were
successful in doing this, as illustrated by feedback from farmers:
“Because we have seen this insect we will hunt on it and then we will harvest
good cherries” (Lucienne, Gaharo)
“I understand why we were having little and dirty production because we’re not
caring about our coffee” (Damienne, Gaharo)
“Coffee will have good quality because the Antestia will be disappeared” (Elysé,
Gaharo)
“Teach us all needs to achieve coffee quality” (Zacalie, Gaharo)
“Those teachings made impact, now I know what is the enemy of the coffee and
now I am caring about my coffee as possible” (Sophie, Gaharo)
“If we process as you taught us, we can get good production”
(Damienne, Gaharo).
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When shown the Antestia Bug and asked to identify it by name, 80,7% of farmers
(n=46) were able to successfully identify the Igifushi and almost all of these farmers
(n=38) attributed their knowledge of the Antestia Bug to the trainings of the LMCP
coffee scouts. Six farmers said they knew of Igifushi from before the IPM trainings and
two farmers said they learnt about Igifushi at the washing station. All of the farmers who
identified the Antestia Bug correctly identified its threat to their coffee trees stating two
primary reasons: that Igifushi decreases production (87%) and that Igifushi causes the
Potato Taste Defect (PTD) or other taste defects (13%).
“For those who participated in that campaign and for us whom are being taught
by others, we hope to get good and production of quality” (Daphrose, Gaharo)
“I told them [neighbour farmers] that we are loosing ourselves our coffee
because we’re not caring about it” (Pierre Claver, Gahaga)
Just over half of the farmers (n=23) who participated in the Antestia training said that
they passed on the training they had received. This is due to the fact that the IPM
training is done on a ‘train-the-trainer’ model and is designed to be very accessible for
non-specialist audiences. It is to note that several of those who said they did not pass
on the training mentioned that they saw no need to do this given that many of their
neighbours were present at the trainings. Beyond the benefit to individual farmers and
their households, every farmer who participated in the Antestia training unequivocally
stated that the knowledge they gained will collectively improve the quality and quantity
of coffee production on their hill. It is further encouraging that even some of those
farmers who did not participate in the Antestia training also said that there would be
great benefit to their colline because of the training. Apart from one farmer who chose
not to answer the question, all farmers surveyed requested further Antestia training in
their villages.
“For use who didn’t have those teachings it could be better if you come again to
teach us” (Anoshé, Gaharo)
“I heard what I didn’t know and I knew why coffee looses its quality now I mulch
and prune” (Ernest, Gahaga)
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Although LMCP noted the low level of participation in the post-harvest training, farmers
expressed similar appreciation for this training and all farmers who participated
expressed that their production would surely increase as their coffee farming
knowledge has increased. Given that these trainings were conducted after coffee
harvest it is endearing to see that two farmers particularly mentioned that doing the
training outside of the coffee season showed that “the Mzungu washing station cared
for them”. This is a very positive sign as it is evidence of a return on LMCP’s triple
bottom line. Just over half of the farmers who participated in the post-harvest trainings
said that they did not feel anything was lacking and would not change the content of the
trainings. Feedback as to what should be changed in the post harvest trainings
included providing the trainings earlier as well as several requests for inputs (fertiliser
and insecticides). Some farmers complained that not all plantations were covered on
their sous colline, which indicates a lack of understanding about the purpose of the
training rather than a fault of the coffee scouts as will be discussed further on.
“You’re the first to see what we need but I demand that such activities can be
organised early” (Pierre Claver, Gahaga)
“We will harvest good coffee and then get more money” (Louis, Gaharo)
Almost all farmers surveyed (n=51) gave ideas as to what type of further training they
would like to receive. 70,6% of these indicated that they would like to receive more
training on producing higher quality coffee. Other training requests were for modern
agricultural techniques and/or cattle breeding (15,7%) and general community
development projects (3,9%). Two farmers specifically asked for new coffee trees or
seeds (3,9%) and three farmers did not know what other trainings to suggest (5,8%).
Interestingly, only 8 farmers belonged to associations. However it was not clear if these
were coffee cooperatives or other groups (eg. microfinance or savings groups). There
were many different reasons that farmers gave for not belonging to an association.
Most people said they were too busy to be a part of an association (n=11) whilst others
felt that there were no benefits in belonging to an association (n=9). Lack of information
about various associations was also a reason for non-participation (n=8). All of this
together is somewhat surprising given the presence of large coffee associations on
both Gaharo and Gahaga. That said, only three respondents cited a lack of trust in the
leadership of the associations they knew as their reason for not joining.
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Emergent themes & thoughts for going forward
“Continue teaching us so that coffee can be like it was a long time ago”
(Louis, Gaharo)

1. Creating shared value through prioritising quality coffee production
What became apparent in the very beginning of the pilot is that there is an inherent
research component built into IPM as maintaining a good database of production data
is essential. This has two spin-offs, on the one hand coffee scouts provide a quick and
effective means of sensitising farmers on quality improvements and on the other there
is a continuous feedback loop of information coming in from farmers because of IPM
trainings. If managed well, this creates a perfect platform for rejuvenating coffee
production and designing social development projects because there is always updated
research on hand to guide resource and capital allocation. It is a well-known fact that
government institutions that should be undertaking research and development for the
coffee sector are severely underfunded and struggle to produce knowledge that is
scientifically valid and relevant. The grassroots modality of IPM presents an incredible
opportunity to respond to this need in Burundi given that the current level of knowledge
production is so low. This modality also has economic and social value. Often the
problem with agricultural jobs is that they create seasonal employment, however
inherent in the design of the IPM programme is year round maintenance which means
year-round employment for the scouts. Coffee scouting is hard work, but interesting
work because it uses innovative techniques that both scouts and farmers appreciate
greatly. Recruiting youth to work in the collines in which they live builds up local
agricultural knowledge, much of which has been erased by years of civil warfare.

2. Defining the triple bottom line
An interesting learning curve observed within LMCP as a result of the IPM pilot is the
relationship between the economic and social bottom lines. It has become clear that
although complimentary in their end goals, it is often not easy to integrate these two
bottom lines on a practical and logistical level. A good example of this is how the post283
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harvest trainings were delayed in their start as the agronomist was involved in core
operations for the economic bottom line (preparing farmer payments). Another example
is how much Pyrethrum spraying LMCP should pay for: one the one hand LMCP
wishes to avoid being seen as a free service provider and, on the other hand, LMCP
wishes to increase the quality of its supply at farm level. Further research also needs to
be done into the cost effectiveness of using Pyrethrum (ie. working out an average cost
per tree) yet it is also known that this is near impossible to do given the great variability
of results that this first pilot produced127 . Farmers who complained that their fields were
not visited or treated during the trainings also indicate that there is much work to be
done in educating farmers about the mission of LMCP as a business rather than a
development NGO. The several requests for inputs further indicate that farmers
perceive LMCP as a large organisation with unlimited resources rather than a growing
small business. Given that all farmers have requested more training, LMCP will
continue with IPM in 2015. However in order to sustain the return on the triple bottom
line, trainings will become more formalised (with dates and topics set in advance) and
publicised in an attractive manner. A couple of farmers surveyed requested a “calendar
of coffee entertaining activities” and LMCP is exploring creative means of doing this.
Already one of the scouts and the agronomist are working on a song and a short sketch
to present to farmers so that they can remember the different IPM activities. It is also
possible that a non-complex illustrated IPM calendar for farmers’ homes could be
produced. Although seemingly trivial, these sorts of small interventions have the
potential for much bigger social impact. This is because any interaction with farmers
outside of the harvest period tangibly impresses upon farmers that LMCP is interested
in long-term involvement in their communities. With the shared value of producing
quality coffee, farmers are seeing that increasing the quality of their production has the
benefit for real livelihood change and community transformation:
“I hope we will have high benefit because our coffee will be better” (Concilie,
Gahaga)
“These teachings have opened my eyes, now I am caring about my coffee”
(Karito, Gaharo)
127

At the beginning of the season it was calculated that 450BIF / 28 US cents worth of Pyrethrum is required to spray 200 coffee

trees. After exploring more plantations in other communities we discovered that this costing was grossly inadequate in areas with
high levels of Antestia infestation.
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“Continue providing teachings to caring about our coffee” (André, Gaharo)
“So much benefit, now we are seriously hunting on it” (Rémi, Gaharo)
Greater attention, and most likely resources, needs to be put into quantifying the
economic impact of IPM through traditional cost benefit analyses. In the absence of a
farm that LMCP is able to fully control it is impossible to delineate and quantify the
quality impacts of different IPM activities. Variability on smallholder plots is too great
and there are simply too many other factors at play to isolate the impact of, for
example, mulching or spraying Pyrethrum. At present LMCP continues to operate on
what it knows to be scientifically legitimate best practice to improve quality at farm level
and eliminate the Potato Taste Defect.
3. Team IPM: individuals matter
As LMCP wraps up the 2014 coffee season and transitions into the 2015 coffee
season along with the November rains, the original team of six coffee scouts at Bukeye
has now grown to a team of 14 scouts as a result of a partnership with a US roaster.
Four of these scouts work at Heza washing station on Gitwe hill, a rural community with
far fewer economic opportunities when compared to the Bukeye commune centre. The
definitive economic impact of the IPM project should not be overlooked: none of the 14
scouts could find work in the fields in which they were qualified for prior to being
employed by LMCP.

Getting to know the scouts better as individuals has been

incredibly helpful in shaping the way LMCP evaluates its community impact, as seen in
Suavis’ story below:
Suavis KWIZERA (Age: 26)
Suavis lives on Gaharo Hill in Bukeye commune. She is the fourth out of eight
children but claims she gave her parents no troubles growing up even though
she is the middle child. She enjoys rice, meat and sweet potato and spends her
free time helping her parents on their farm. She is officially qualified as a primary
school teacher but has not been able to find any work since she completed her
studies. Before she began working as a coffee scout she spent her time helping
her family cultivate their 350 coffee trees. Her family struggles to feed all of her
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siblings off of their small plot of land so she is happy to be employed in a fulltime
job. She hopes that she will be able to provide food and clothes with her salary
and see real change in her family and home. Suavis attends church regularly
because she believes that God hears her problems and knows her needs.
Suavis was one of the first scouts LMCP hired. She remembers how farmers
were originally sceptical to work with foreigners but now, as they see the results
of the campaign and build relationships with the scouts, they are excited to work
alongside the LMCP team. This coming year she hopes to improve their English
and learn more about coffee. In the future Suavis would like to farm coffee on
her own piece of land and become a teacher. Her favourite kind of coffee is
natural process.

As the IPM programme continues to grow it might become challenging for LMCP to
coordinate all the coffee scouts, which could have negative impacts on both the
personal development of the scouts as well as the reach of our community
involvement. It is thus suggested, that more attention be paid to mentoring the current
scouts in such a way so that they are equipped to mentor others as the team grows.
There is also the obvious and exciting opportunity for upward mobility for the scouts
given that they are now likely candidates for other employment positions that might
open up within LMCP in the future.
Conclusion
The successful IPM pilot necessitates its continuation in order to fulfil the triple bottom
line mandate of Long Miles Coffee Project. During the 2014 coffee season LMCP
jumped into the very deep end of implementing IPM while harvest was upon us. As the
2015 coffee season approaches we know we can swim and we look forward to going
farther than we have been before.

This report was compiled by Lauren Rosenberg from the invaluable contributions of 57 coffee farmers
from Gaharo and Gahaga, the Bukeye coffee scouts, Epaphras Ndikumana, Cara Wilkins, Kristy
Carlson, Ben Carlson and Lori van Laren.
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Appendix 13: Immediate impacts of the LMCP coffee scout programme for 2014 and
2015
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Appendix 14: LMCP agronomist’s report, third quarter, 2015

COMMUNITY)COFFEE)COLLECTIVE,)S.A)
2nd_QUARTERLY) REPORT) FOR) DISTRICT)
COFFEE)SCOUTS.)

!

With%skills,%C.C.C,%coffee%scouts%
and% farmers% lead% to% making%
difference% in% sustainable%
coffee%farming.%%
!

!

Youth,% Men,% women% from%
Bukeye% and% Kayanza% are%
committed% to% producing% the%
coffee%of%high%quality.%

Bukeye coffee scouts being technically trained on ground about good agronomical
practices in coffee farming.
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0. Introduction

Set up with a goal of helping coffee farmers to improve the quality of their coffee, IPM
Coffee scouts project (Sponsored by the District Coffee Roasters) have been and still
doing its possible through different activities aiming to make impact in the coffee
farming communities. Started on hunting bugs in 2014th, many problems were also
evocated by the coffee farmers and requesting for solutions. When analyzing their
requests, the team found that, adding to the difficult situations encountered because of the
war, a serious cause was associated to the lack of knowledge, as many farmers are
illiterate. This enabled the team to start the year of 2015th with a new motto called: ‘’Jeho
kuki?’’ in Kirundi language, which means, and me why not?’’ in English. This short
question arouses each farmer to self ask question why he/she cannot care about his/her
coffee?
The objective of this approach is to enable coffee farmers to become themselves the
scouts of their own coffee trees, through teachings. With this, farmers will be able to
make a diagnostic of their farms, able to find out some solutions and therefore increase
volume and quality of production. Adding to the meetings and campaigns being regularly
conducted, in this new approach, a structure of coffee farmers named IPM_friends has
been set up. These farmers are coming from different hills and sub-hills and have
willingly accepted to be part of this project. 10 groups are then made and each group is
composed from 15-20 coffee farmers and being framed by one scout. Thus, number of
lessons including cherry quality, fertilization, good agronomical practices, pests and
disease… are being regularly taught by the Agronomist to these farmers, depending of
the appropriate period.
For this quarter period, all activities done were especially devoted to receiving cherries at
both Bukeye and Heza washing stations, and teaching the IPM_friends. Several activities
have been then implemented as: Cherry selection, sensitization about cherry quality,
training the IPM_friends and scouts, conducting research.
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1. Cherry selection
The cherry selection is an activity daily conducted at the washing stations during the
cherry reception time in the harvest season (February 23rd - June 16th 2015). It was done
by the team hired and trained for this in collaboration with the coffee scouts. Separating
the under and over ripe cherries, as well those damaged by insects was the most
important charge. By doing this, it was also an opportunity to teach farmers the
importance of picking ripe cherries for good quality of coffee. The picture below shows
the team during selecting cherries.

2. Cherry quality sensitization
Working in areas with many competitors dealing with cash money when collecting
cherries without caring about quality, and where farmers were not accustomed nor
sensitized about cherry quality, it was too hard for us to make a serious cherry selection.
Many farmers started by that time complaining about the cherries being rejected. They
considered the selection system as a way of wasting their coffee. Seeing the situation
likely, the IPM team adopted a strategy of teaching the importance of picking ripe
cherries when harvesting, not only at the washing station but spreading also this activity
in many collines, through playing sketches and making visits in the LMC cherry
collection points. The game was called: ‘’Margarita’s coffee farm’’. In this sketch,
Margarita was a coffee farmer who never cares about her coffee and even the coffee
scouts’ teachings. But she will regret when returning home from the washing station with
a sack full of under and over ripe cherries rejected than other farmers who cared about the
selection system. This will lead her to getting paid little money at the payment day,
comparing to others. Signal that over 500 persons From Ninga, Gikungere, Gaharo,
Gahaga, Buhorwa, and Munyinya
(Including youth, men and women) have watched to
this game. The picture below shows the farmers during watching the play at Gaharo hill.
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Playing only sketches was not enough. The cherry collection point’s leaders asked too for
sensitization about this activity where they were collecting cherries. Then around 40
visits both for Heza and Bukeye have been done by the scouts and Agronomists. When
observing the difference of sugar content between ripe and under ripe cherries by using
the refractor-meter (Picture presented at the home page), farmers finally understood
that they were selves wasting their coffee, instead of the selection team. One farmer has
admitted: ‘’we were complaining about the cherry selection process but now the brixmeter brings clarification.’’
The picture below shows farmers from Ninga hill learning how to pick ripe cherries,
using the Ego (Yes) and Oya (No) cherry sheet.

!
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3. IPM trainings
The trainings provided this period concerned the coffee scouts and the IPM-friends. Farmers
learnt the techniques and importance of fertilization and the scouts were trained about good
agronomical practices for the coffee farming. In this training, farmers learn theories first and then
practice on ground what they have learnt. The aim of this training is to enable farmers to make a
diagnostic of the nutritional deficiency of coffee trees when observing leaves and know the role
of each nutrient when applying the NPK as mineral fertilizer, organic fertilization or mulch.
From the training, each group found better to build a worm farm that can help them to produce
organic fertilizer for their coffee, things seemingly appreciated and can help them to come out
solving slowly some problems associated to the lack of nutrients in their farms. The picture
below shows the farmers visiting the worm farm built at Bukeye washing station during the
training.

The training done for the scouts is more helpful especially when analyzing the state of the coffee
farm. It is a tool that allows them to find out solutions of many problems in the farms. This
concerned: “Good agronomical practices for coffee farming”. It covers different topics such as:

Soil properties, fertilizing practices, mulching, and coffee in combination with
leguminous, shade trees, pruning techniques, pests and Diseases.
The pictures below show the scouts being trained theoretically and practically in a
library and a coffee farm of Gahaga hill.
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According to the feedback from the scouts how they appreciate the training, here are some of the
ideas emitted:

Agathon: “I much appreciated the training and hope not to lose myself when I will be
framing my IPM friends in the coffee farm. I also thank LMC and the Agronomist to plan
such courses so much profitable for us and request for continue providing even many
things in other agronomical sectors”.

Suavis: “I had never got skills about good agronomical practices and now I understand
why we find many coffee farms in a state of nutritional deficiency”.
Claude, Nadine and Oswald: “The training was too interesting for me. I am slowly
becoming an Agronomist who will help coffee farmers to improve the conditions of the
coffee farms and therefore the quality of coffee. I also understood what I learnt
theoretically when I was practicing on ground but we didn’t have enough materials for
demonstration”.
4. Pruning campaign
A survey conducted in the year of 2014th when investigating about the state of coffee farms in
different hills, has shown that many plantations were old (varying between 40-60%). In the way
of working in the sustainable coffee farming, the urgent solution for such plantations was to
process with a regeneration size. Being now in a pruning period (generally conducted each year
after the coffee harvest season, in July), this makes an opportunity for the IPM team to mobilize
and sensitize coffee farmers about this activity, which has officially been enhanced by the
Director Manager of LMCP at Gaharo hill (precisely at Mirama sub-hill). The pictures below
show farmers starting pruning at the pruning opening day.
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Signal that the same activities are continually being conducted in different hills under the
supervision of the Agronomists and the scouts as shown in the pictures below.

Possibly, laymen could think that there won’t be coffee cherry for the following 1 or 2 years but
it is good to sacrifice our today so as to have better tomorrow.
5. Research
The activities about research concern the study done with ISABU (Institut Supérieur
d’Agronomie du Burundi) institute about the effectiveness of pyrethrum in Kayanza and Bukeye
commune, and also the perennial ground cover.
Concerning the pyrethrum, results from analysis have already shown that Pyrethrum as an
organic insecticide can be effective against Antestia bug in the areas trialed. However final
results, now being prepared by ISABU could be released soon. The table below resumes the
results about one of the 3 protocols used in the study.
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Tables indicating the evolution of bugs in the farms, from the beginning till the end.
Incidence of bugs at the beginning of the study (t1)
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Name of the sub-hill

N

1

2

3

Incidence of bugs at the end of the study (t2)
Subset for alpha = 0.05

Name of the subhills

N

1

2

Rushiha Sub-hill

5

.24

1.20

Gitega Sub-hill

5

.32

.32

1.22

1.22

Mirama Sub-hill

5

.34

.34

5

1.30

1.30

Ruyira Sub-hill

5

.54

.54

Murehe Sub-hill

5

1.78

1.78

Gahaga Sub-hill

5

.64

Karambi Sub-hill

5

1.94

1.94

Gitaba Sub-hill

5

.68

Nyabikenke Sub-hill

5

2.04

2.04

Karambi Sub-hill

5

.74

Ruyira Sub-hill

5

Murehe Sub-hill

5

.76

Gahaga Sub-hill

5

5

.76

Rushiha Sub-hill

5

.52

Gitaba Sub-hill

5

1.20

Mirama Sub-hill

5

Gitega Sub-hill

Sig.

2.94
4.80
.397

.246

1.000

Nyabikenke Subhill
Sig.

.155

.056

Analyzing the table above, we can note that the incidence of bugs in the farms was over the
economic threshold level (now known as 1bug/tree) in almost all sub-hills at the beginning of
the study (t1). However, this incidence has decreased till being under the economic threshold
level at the end of the study (t2) for all sub-hills. From this, we realize that pyrethrum has
contributed to decrease Antestia bugs (Ibifushi) in the farms with a percentage varying from 54
to 86%. We can then suggest that if this product is largely spread in coffee farms, it can widely
help in hunting bugs where the scouting technique is failed.
Concerning the peanut ground cover, this activity has met problems due to the climate change.
The lack of rain after planting led to getting dry for some peanut cuttings. This obliged the team
to intervene by regularly watering and this activity is continuously being done for this dry season
as shown in the picture below, in one of the farms.
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Conclusion:
All activities conducted have focused to increasing the quality of coffee. This is not to
doubt that progress and positive results start being observed. The LMC policy of making
impact through education starts highly blooming.
Possibly, the first highlight of this 2nd quarter is that over 2000 people have gained
teachings about cherry quality, both at the washing stations and collection points. This
has led to a large victory because coffee farmers have understood advantages of picking
ripe cherries, things that has weaken competitors and rose therefore to an increase of
volume and quality of cherries, comparing with the year of 2014th. A farmer from the
IPM friends has admitted the following: ‘’Before, I was getting back home with a lot of
cherries rejected at the washing station. But for now, no at least 1 kg is rejected. The
reason is that I am picking ripe cherries and leave the under ripe ones on trees’’.
The second highlight of this period is the time invested in trainings. Not only for scouts, around
135 farmers (IPM friends) have been trained theoretically and practically about cherry quality,
Mulching, fertilizing and Pruning techniques. The farmers and scouts enjoy themselves the
teachings received when they start saying that slowly they are becoming small agronomists, and
hope to come out solving some problems occurring in their fields.
The third highlight is about the researches and other innovative activities being conducted. Even
small, this is helping to make planes and should consist in a key of success for such areas
walking towards a sustainable farming system.
Ending this report, signal that wherever the coffee scout’s activities are implemented, they are
much appreciated by the communities, who claim every day for increasing the number of coffee
scouts, for other hills. These activities are also being well appreciated by the government
organizations working in coffee sector such as Intercafé and federations. It is then hard to make a
deaf ear to these voices crying for being secured in such activities aiming to improve the quality
of coffee. We therefore take this opportunity to make an appeal to the District Roasters who have
kindly supported this coffee scout’s project to continue supporting it for the following years and
if possible to allow the increase of scouts for other hills.

By
Ir Epaphras NDIKUMANA
LMC Agronomist, Bukeye washing station
Tel: (+ 257)79 40 09 57/ 75 40 01 57
E-mail: ndikep@yahoo.fr
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